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THE PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL
REVIEW.

No. 1—January, 1905.

I.

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF AN ENGLISH

SCHOLAR.

^pHE second and third volumes of Sir George Otto Trevelyan’s

JL American Revolution^ are now old enough to have ceased to

be classed among very recent publications; but they are still too

new to have become very familiar to the general reading public.

In the field of fiction the best-known book is too likely to be the

latest book, and the cases are comparatively few in which a novel

outlives the first season of its publication. In the more serious

field of history, however, and especially in the field of very detailed

history, the process is quite generally reversed, a book achieving

its largest sale and its greatest reputation only after it has received

the approbation of those popularly considered competent to pass

judgment upon its merits.

There can be little doubt, however, that this work of Sir George

Trevelyan has the qualities which will satisfy the critic, and which

will also give it a permanent interest and value to the most casual

reader. It is the work of a scholar and an artist, accurate and full

in detail, clear and interesting in the manner of presentation.

If carried out upon the present scale to cover the entire period of

the Revolution, it will necessarily include at least four additional

volumes, as the three volumes already published carry the story

only through the battle of Princeton (January 3, 1777). If ever

* The American Revolution, Part II, by the Right Hon. Sir George Otto

Trevelyan, Bart. In two volumes. Longmans, Green & Co., 91 and 93

I'ifth Avenue, New York, 1904. ($.5 net.)
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completed, which the advanced age of the author unfortimately

renders imlikely, it will stand as the most elaborate and scholarly

history of our War of Independence, a work which is not likely

soon to be superseded.

The first of these two volumes opens with an accoimt of how the

news of the affairs of Lexington and Concord and the news of the

battle of Bimker Hill were received in London. In order to show

the political conditions of the two nations during those first days

of the Revolution the author introduces the sterling patriot, John

Wesley, the man who knew best of any living man the state of

public opinion both in England and America. In the words of

this great divine the situation is comprehensively summarized.
“ .An oppressed people,” he says, “ ask for nothing more than their

legal rights”—an oppressed people whom he characterizes as “as

valiant as you, if not more abundantly valiant.” Then turning

to the other side, the author uses Wesley’s words to show the pro-

found disaffection which existed in England among the great middle

class, a class “excluded from the higher administration of the

country” .... “They heartily despise his Majesty and hate

him with a perfect hatred .... nineteen out of twenty to whom
I speak in defense of the king seem never to have heard a word

spoken for him before.”

In such language did the great itinerant preacher, who was closer

to the public pulse of England at that day than all the king’s

advisers, warn the Government against its desperate course. And

this warning should have been the more weighty as coming from

“ a competent judge who disliked the conclusions to which he found

himself driven.” The British people, as well as the Americans, he

considered as “ ripe for open rebellion, and they want nothing but

a leader.” As to the king, he is pictured boldly as strong and

relentless, resolved that in case America should become independent

“ to leave her in such a condition of ruin and exhaustion that she

would .... be no great loss or menace to the British Empire.”

“Anger,” he says, “had played a prominent part in determining

the action of Great Britain.” The course, he adds, was imprudent

and inexpedient, and in order to justify it at all they had to pose

as “ instruments of justice, bound by an obligation to inflict merited

correction upon an erring colony.” With a sly hit at those Ameri-

can authors who have attempted to remodel our history from this

point of view, he concludes that “ It may well be doubted whether

it is the function of history to find apologies for men who over and

over again, at a very great crisis, adopted a wrong cour.se in defiance
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of the opinion strongly held and fearlessly urged by many among

the best and most far-seeing of their own contemporaries.”

The convictions of the author are thus made apparent in the very

opening chapter, as they have already been made apparent, though

less strikingly, in the first volume of the series. He WTites from

the point of view of a New Whig, voicing the same sentiments which

make the speeches of Chatham so attractive to the descendants of

the men who won our independence for us.

In describing the way in which Grafton was dismissed and the

Privy Seal regained by the king, Mr. Trevelyan shows his opinion

of North—a man, as he says, “who held Grafton’s views about

America, but was not man enough to act on them.” Grafton, he

says, “surrendered his place with no compensation except a quiet

conscience, w'hich he never again lost.” The account of the Cabinet

changes exhibit occasional sparkles of keen wit, such, for example,

as his account of Rockford’s fall. “Rockford fell soft,” he says,

“and his butler likewise, who had so often helped his master’s

guests to fall soft before.” In the same vein he describes Lord

Weymouth as “now' forty-one years old, and not likely to grow

any worse”—truly “a w'onderful personage to be added to a

Government which professed to entertain the hope of wanning

back into loyalty all that was honest and respectable among the

population of New' England.”

After reading an opening chapter like this w'e are fully prepared

to find in the author no apologist for George III and his Ministers,

but a man filled with the spirit of Chatham himself, and w'e are at

once confirmed in this opinion in taking up the second chapter, deal-

ing with the Hessians and the proceedings in Parliament. He
begins by pointing out that the army of England had been “ denuded

of all but a few' w'eak and scattered regiments; and our only con-

siderable organized body of troops w'as shut up in Boston.” Troops

w'ere needed to suppress rebellion in the colonies; but with the

exception of the Scots of Argyllshire and Invernessshire, few' could

be found w'illing to engage. Ireland for once w'as “ overflow'ing

with imwonted plenty” and so “recruiting there moved slow’ly, and

the soldier class in England felt no enthusiasm for such a w'ar.’'

So George turned to Russia, and “ w'ith his own hand WTote a very

polite epistle to sister Kitty requesting her friendly assistance.’'

Every country that feared or hated or envied Britain “sent w'arning

letters to the Czarina, but the influence of Frederick the Great of

Prussia was most efficacious. The Czarina advised peaceful

methods, and that failing sent a letter, sarcastically suggesting that
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she ought not to be asked to pursue a course implying that the

King of England was one of those inonarchs who could not put

down their own rebellions.”

He then describes the negotiations for the hiring of troops from

Germany and the condition of these troops is summed up thus:

“ Without honor, without patriotism, they were thieves and drunk-

ards; seducers in time of peace and something much worse when,

during an invasion, they had a village or farmhouse at their

mercy.”

As George began his negotiations “ all Serene Highnesses between

the Elbe, the Danube and the Rhine ” .... “ .snuffed the cadaver-

ous taint of lucrative war; and the sky above the British Treasury

was soon alive with royal vultures.” Of the troops of the Land-

grave of Hesse he had a better opinion than of most German mer-

cenaries. They were “strictly disciplined and exceedingly for-

midable”; but the Landgrave bargained shrewdly, so shrewdly

indeed that this bargain “impressed public imagination to the

exclusion of all besides; and so it came to pass that German merce-

naries in the American war then and ever since were familiarly

known as Hessians.”

After describing in some detail the negotiations which led to one-

fourth of the able-bodied men in Hesse being sent to fight Americans,

the author turns with scorn upon certain American writers who

have endeavored to “whitewash” the character of the Landgrave

of Hesse. “ We are told,” he says, “ how the Elector ‘ never ceased

to mourn over the long absence of his army, his dear subjects.’”

“Our generation,” he continues, “has no tears to spare for the

circumstance that Frederic the Second of Hesse expired before

receiving from London the last installment of his consolation

money.” This bargaining for German troops, he concludes, quot-

ing Mr. Lecky, “made reconciliation hopeless and the Declaration

of Independence inevitable.”

The last part of the chapter is devoted to a clever and interesting

summary of the speeches of the Opposition members against the

bargains, now pre.sented vo Parliament in the shape of “treaties

.... filled with high-sounding phrases of alliance.” His brief

description of the personal habits of Charles Fox, which he injects

at this point, is characteristic. “He was seldom in bed before five

in the morning, nor out of it until two in the afternoon; but into

his fifteen waking hours he crowded a mass of great and almost

continuous effort on behalf of the cause to which his life was now

devoted.”
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Tlie skill of the story-teller is blended throughout with the

strength of the historian. Each new character of importance is

introduced with just that touch of personal scandal or sober anec-

dote which will present him as the writer knoAvs him; and the result

is a narrative of unusual vivacity and charm.

So far this narrative has treated of matters wholly outside America

itself, and we have still to traverse some twenty pages of Sir Guy
Carleton in Canada before taking our first glance at the actual

scenes of the Revolution, for the author feels called upon to account

for the remarkable fact that Canada, where “not four people in a

thousand talked anything but the old 17th century French . . .
.”

had remained loyal and had not joined hands with the rebels, a

circumstance which he says was due to Carleton, Avhose “goodness

and wisdom together, Avhen all else was lost, preserved Canada to

the Empire.”

The Quebec Act he praises as “ the work of a statesman and not

of policemen.” It was drawn, at Carleton’s request, when the Min-

istry w^as drafting the Penal LaAvs against Boston, and AA^as espe-

cially designed to conciliate Canada. This Avise and conciliating

policy, he says, greatly annoyed the nobility in France, “who
favored the American Re\mlution, and thought it a very fine thing

that all men should be born free and equal, so long as it was not

in their OAAm hemisphere.”

From Canada and Carleton he turns to discuss the fleet and army

under the command of the brothers William and Richard Howe.

Richard, Lord Hoaa'o, Avho commanded the fleet, is introduced as a

man aa’Iio “regarded the conflict betAA'een Great Britain and her

colonies as a civil AA’ar, in AA’hich Britain Avas in the Avrong.” He
came AA’ith the purpose of using his commission as a negotiator

rather than as a soldier, but soon found that the “pacific side of

his mission AA'as little better than a farce.” '

From the discussion of the commanders he easily branches off

into a description of the life of the officer and soldier in the British

army of that day, illustrating his A’arious points by anecdotes and

brief biographical sketches. The miseries caused by the transporta-

tion of troops on A’essels, the “refuse of our trading fleet,” were

greater, he says, than “the toils and perils of a campaign.” He
giA’es a sufficiently disgusting account of the fare of the private

upon these transports Avhich, he says, had received the name of

“a floating Hell.”

It is with some curiosity that we come, after one hundred pages

with scarcely a reference to the colonies, to the chapter on Congress
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and the Provincial Governments. The opening discussion is untlat-

tering but true. He describes the Congress as having “ less inherent

authority than a parish vestry, for legal standing they had none.”

The local governments he described as “ without judge or juryman,

constable or turnkey. Only the instinctive reverence for the law

that had been, held society together and prevented anarchy.”

The story of the Rev. William Gordon, ‘“'self-destined historian

of the American Revolution,” which he inserts between the dis-

cussion of the proceedings in the Continental Congress and dis-

cussion of Provincial Government, is too well told to be retailed.

At no point does the genial humor of the author show to better

advantage than in the four pages given up to this pioneer in the

field of the author’s own choice.

He sketches the formation of local governments in a brief style

which would be unsatisfactory had it not been already so often and

so thoroughly done, and then goes on to discuss the instructions

of the various States with reference to how their delegates should

vote on the question of the Declaration of Independence. This

topic, too, is treated in a manner much too casual and hasty to

elicit commendation. Surely affairs of such primary interest and

importance deserve more than half a page in a history which

evidently contemplates six to eight volumes for the telling.

His description of “The Pennsylvania Revolution,” as he styles

the change of sentiment in Pennsylvania from opposition to support

of a declaration of independence, however, is full and somewhat

redeems his neglect of the rise of the spirit of independence in the

other colonies. From this topic he turns to the task of explaining

the influence produced upon the revolutionary movement by

Tom Paine’s most famous pamphlet. Common Sense.

Of Paine’s earlier career he draws a not too flattering picture.

“ Paine’s energies,” he says, “ had hitherto been directed into sordid

and even vicious channels, but,” he adds, “ there was in him some-

thing higher and better than had been called forth by the circum-

stances in which the prime of his life was passed.”

Of the Pennsylvania Magazine, of which Paine soon became edi-

tor, he says, “ There probably never was the same amount of good

literary work done on a salary of £50 a year.” His genius is

summed up in the words, “ He saw beyond precedents and statutes

into the depths of human nature; and he knew that if men are to

fight to the death, it must be for reasons which all can understand.”

Of his pamphlet Common Sense he says, “ It would be difficult to

name any human composition which has had an effect at once so
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instant, so extended and so lasting.” Leaving the discussion of

the effect of this pamphlet to be reasoned from his account of it,

he goes on at once to describe the election in Congress of the com-

mission of five to draw a Declaration, in accordance with the motion

of Richard Henry Lee for declaring the American States free and

independent.

Incidentally he tells what else Congress was doing. “They

appointed Washington commander-in-chief,” he says, “because

he could fight.” The natural inference is that that was the only

reason, as he says no more about the incident. “ They sent Franklin

to Paris because he had cultivated the art of turning great people

round his finger”—light words for the seriousness of the events,

we must confess. “ And they entrusted the Declaration of Inde-

pendence to Jefferson because, both in style and substance, his

WTitings betokened the lawyer, the statesman and the student.”

.... “ He wrote off the Declaration without looking inside

a book or a pamphlet, and so perfect was his composition that the

other members of the Committee had nothing to add or expunge.”

He then discusses the debates, as they were preserved by tradi-

tion, for there were no stenographers and none of the speeches were

printed. In the midst of Dickinson’s parting words of opposition

“ 137 sail were counted in the channel north of Sandy Hook, within

three leagues of New York.” The war was on in earnest. The

opposition gave way and the colonies were declared “ free and inde-

pendent States.”

Congress then took up Jefferson’s Declaration and adopted it

after certain important alterations, which the author justly com-

mends as making the document specifically “ an indictment against

the king,” at whose door “ the shame of the darkest hour of English

history lies.” “The king’s policy,” he continues, “caused the war;

the king kept it going long after everybody except himself was

weary of it.”

In the next few chapters he turns to the task of describing the

movements of the contending armies, and it is at once apparent

that his genius does not lie in the field of purely military history.

Wherever there is a character to be sketched, or a new phase of

public sentiment to be analyzed, the old charm returns to the nar-

rative; but his descriptions of actual military campaigns are likely

to be a little confused. At first one can scarcely tell whether he

is following the fortunes of the army encamped around Boston or

has moved with it to Manhattan Island, but as one reads he

gradually concludes that the author is attempting first to give,
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not the details of the campaign, but an accoimt of the American

army which shall balance the one already given of the British forces

and the German mercenaries. As soon as this is recognized the

narrative again assumes great interest. We see the internal condi-

tion of the army as it has never been presented to us before. He
carefully lays bare all the evils which he has discovered in the

American military system, describing petty jealousies, gross incom-

petency, lack of earnestness of purpose, and bad methods of

organization and discipline.

He then turns to narrate the- excellencies. First of all, pioneer

life had made Americans expert marksmen. ]\len who had been ac-

customed to hunt for a livelihood were not likely to throw away
many balls by reason of bad aim. The deadly effect of this marks-

manship had been shown at Bunker Hill by the large number of

English officers who had fallen. “How far the Bostonians can

justify taking aim at officers with rifled muskets,” one gentleman

wrote, “I am not military jurisprudent enough to determine. It

seems to be contrary to justice.” But there was really no question

of justice, he explains, for many a colonist had never in his life fired

off a charge of powder without singling out something or somebody.

.Another valuable quality of pioneers was the capacitj^ to use what-

ever they happened to have and adjust it to the purpose in hand.

They could build ramparts of stones, wood, dirt, or even growing

corn, pulled up by the roots and piled so as to make use of the roots

with the dirt sticking to them. But the need of competent men
to locate and lay out “isolated and self-contained” fortresses, real

military engineers, was long a serious privation. The colonists,

however, served as quick-witted imitators when at last four excel-

lent French officers, bred to the business, were secured.

Another fact of great moment which he dwells on is that patriot-

ism and religion were inextricably mingled in the mind of most

of the patriot army. “The}’ never doubted that the Almighty

dealt directly with nations as with individuals,” and they were

persuaded “ that their own interests and fortunes were .... His

peculiar care.” This belief made them “diligent in preparation,

valiant in action and, above all things, patient and resolute in

adversity.”’ “They did not murmur or quail beneath disaster,

inasmuch as, to their view, it came straight from One who never

chastised unjustly or without design. When the colonists were

victorious. His was the glory; and when they were brought within

sight of destruction, it was a speaking testimony from Heaven

against a sinful nation.” “Sandwich and Rigby,” he concludes.
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“called these poor people cowards; and undoubtedly they feared

God, a weakness from which the Bedfords were exempt. But they

were not afraid of the midnight torrent, swirling with ice-blocks;

and when they reached the further shore they were not afraid of

the Hessians.”

In the seventh chapter w'e come at last to a systematic discussion

of the military operations of this period of the war. The story of

the campaign around New York at times lacks the lucidity and

definiteness which is so characteristic of our own historian, John

Fiske; but the retreat through the Jerseys is admirably described,

and the battles of Trenton and Princeton are treated with a wealth

of detail and a sympathetic appreciation of their far-reaching effects

upon the cause of independence. It is doubtful if as satisfactory

an account of these brilliant victories can be found elsewhere.

It is fair to say, however, that while the history of actual cam-

paigns occupies almost one-half of the two volumes, the distinctive

features of the book, the features which give it unique value, are

not found in these parts. The first tw'O hundred and eighteen

pages of the first volume and the last hundred and eighty pages of

the second volume are the portions which contain the bulk of Mr.

Trevelyan’s real contributions to the history of our War for Inde-

pendence.

Passing over, therefore, without detailed comment the larger

portion of the discussion of actual campaigns, we come to the

thirteenth chapter of the second volume, a chapter headed “Fears

for Engli-sh Liberty—The Newspapers—North and South Britain.”

With open-minded frankness he points out the growing strength of

the opposition to the king’s government, and sums up their view

in the words of Lord Albemarle, the last of the Old Whigs, that the

Opposition were possessed of “ a deep and well-grounded conviction

that if despotism were once established in America, arbitrary

government would at least be attempted in the mother country.”

Chatham, Burke and Horace AValpole are allow'ed to speak for

the lovers of liberty in Fmgland, while he declares, “ It was an omi-

nous circumstance that the Jacobites and the non-jurors were

open-mouthed against America, and one and all w^ere ardent sup-

porters of the war.” These, once again a redoubtable party in the

State, felt that “If they could not have a Stuart,” they were

“willing to accept a Hanoverian who pursued a Stuart policy.”

One brief paragraph here summarizes the author’s own views of

the character of the w’ar. The Revolution, he says, was not an

uprising against England or the English people or the English Con-
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stitution. “It was a defensive movement, undertaken in behalf

of essential English institutions, against the purpose and effort of

a monarch to defeat the political progress of the race, and to turn

back the hands of time so that they might mark again the dreary

hour before Parliament had delivered us from the Stuarts.”

One of the most interesting portions of the book is the attempt

to estimate, largely upon the basis of current newspapers, what

was the actual sentiment of the British public with reference to

the American war. The very fact, he says, by way of preface to this

discussion, that “in 1782 our people solemnly and deliberately

abandoned the attempt to reconquer America, on the ground that

it was both wrong and foolish .... affords an inestimable proof

that a very large section of the people must all along have been

fully persuaded that the coercion of our colonies by arms was neither

wise nor righteous.”

Whether we can agree with this deduction or not, we must re-

spect the opinion of a man who shows, as the succeeding pages on

public opinion do show, a broad and profound knowledge of the

currents of contemporary opinion. Such an investigation as this

is possible only for a man of mature years and ripe scholarship,

and no one can read the argument here presented without feeling

a deep admiration for the scholarly qualities of the author.

“A newspaper,” he says, “lives by being read, and in a great

majority of cases none read it, and still fewer buy it, unless they

agree with its opinions.” “So long as a people have their hearts

in a contest, newspapers which oppose the war are few, and for

the most part timid; while the newspapers which support the war

are numerous and thriving.” “Among London newspapers the

largest, the most attractive, and quite incomparably the most in

request were opposed to the American polic}' of the Cabinet.”

Then follows a graphic account of the persistence and success of

Opposition metropolitan journals, so strong that even royal di.s-

favor and the work of the common hangman could not suppress

them; and the hangman himself, for performing his office and burn-

ing the famous “number 45,” barely escaped being burned as well

by the infuriated populace.

The censorship of the press totally failed to suppress criticism, and

the reason, he clearly jioints out, was that “the people wished to

hear what the anti-war papers wished to say.” Prosecutions

became less and less frequent as the war went on, the Government

being “scared by the consciousness that immense multitudes of

people were waiting for and would demand that the truth, however
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unpalatable to the Government, must be told.” At last absolute

liberty of discussion prevailed, but with it there was no immunity

for gross slander. “From 1775 onward the new'spapers went

straight for the king.” They made no attempt to shield him from

responsibility behind the Ministry, but upbraided him for having

handed over the Government to such a pack of rascals.

Of Washington, he says, the London newspapers spoke with as

great respect as if “his great destinies had already been accom-

plished.” .... “There is not a king in Europe,” one said, “but

would look like a valet de chambre by his side.”

The city of London, so usually the centre of warlike feeling, he

declares, was at first “sullen and recalcitrant; and that state of

mind rapidly developed into angry and determined opposition.” So

that George III would almost as willingly have seen “ the blue and

yellow uniforms of Washington’s army” at St. James’ as the “red

gowns, furred caps and heavy gold chains of the city officers.”

London, he concludes after an extended and very interesting dis-

cussion, was distinctly on the Opposition side; but that to collect

information of the feeling which prevailed elsewhere is more diffi-

cult. He manages, however, to make out a good case from the

results of elections in which the attitude toward the war was promi-

nent, and by discussing the attitude taken by officers and statesmen

with reference to the American service. The conclusion which he

justly draws from his extended and original investigation of the

subject of the attitude of the English public concerning the war is

thus expressed : “The disfavor beneath which, from other causes,

the Ministry had long and deservedly laboured, instead of being

diminished, was confirmed and aggravated by the war.”

On the whole. Chapter xiv is the most original and valuable part

of the book up to this point. It establishes a point which has long

been vaguely surmised, but whicii has not before been so fully

substantiated, viz., the fact that the great British public was

strongly disposed to sympathize with the Americans in their war

Jigainst the mother country.

In the beginning of the fifteenth chapter the author enters upon

the still more difficult task of attempting to estimate public senti-

ment from private conversations, a source of information extremely

difficult of access over a century after the event. The life of the

American Tories who had fled to England he describes at length.

They had expected an enthusiastic welcome. They received, as a

rule, only neglect, often mixed with contempt. Engaging in con-

versation with casual companions, they found that the “dialogue
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almost always took such a turn that, before half a dozen'sentences

had been spoken, they were forced by their self-respect as Americans

to assume the cudgels against defamers of their nation,” except in

cases where this talk was with British sympathizers with the Ameri-

can cause. “More than once an exile confessed that he felt no-

where so much at ease as in the company of quiet middle-class

citizens of Birmingham or Bristol who were opponents of the war.”

The first of contemporary historians whom he tliscusses is Dr.

William Robertson, whose “professional pride as an historian for-

bade him to put forward theories and deliver judgments which the

issue might show to be erroneous and even ridiculous.” Robert-

son’s judicious cautiousness and “reluctance to begin telling a story

whose catastrophe was still hidden in the unknown future” was

not imitated by Hume, from whose famous pen came “the most

caustic remarks about the folly of alienating the Americans, and

the impossibility of subduing them.” In refusing a request to draw

up an address to the Crown from the count)' of Renfrew, Hume
declared that he was an “American in principle, and wished that

the colonists should be let alone to govern or mi.sgovern themselves,

as they thought proper.”

Gibbon, still in his prime, had no desire to exchange his occupa-

tion of “narrating in gorgeous rhetoric the story of the decline and

fall of Rome for the hypothetical theme of the decline and fall of

England.” In the first stages of the American Revolution he was

a staunch, though a silent, adherent of the Ministry. But he

pa.ssed “through the mental process which sooner or later was

traversed by almost every sensible man in the country who.se per-

ceptions were not distorted b}' the promptings of self-interest ” and

“voted with Fox in a division bearing on the conduct of the war.”

Later on he became Lord Commissioner of Trade and Plantations,

and “thenceforth, as by contract bound, he acted with the

Ministry.”

After an amusing account of the much-heralded Historji of

England from the Revolution to the Present Time, by Mrs. Catherine

Macauley, only the first volume of which ever appeared, the author

declares “no worthy record of that eventful time can be found in

any contemporary book which was deliberately compiled as a

history.” But “the most brilliant and authentic account of the

period may be drawn from Edmund Burke’s published speeches

and controversial treatises.” “The agents of the Government

would no more have ventured to prosecute Edmund Burke for libel

than they would have dared to arrest Lord Chatham on a charge
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of treason as he passed out of the House of Lords after delivering

one of his diatribes against the influence of the Crown.”

John Wesley, the man most profoundly versed of all people then

living, in the opinion at home as well as in America, imderwent a

change as surprising in itself as that of Gibbon, and far more sur-

prising when the characters of the men are taken into account.

From the role of a Herald of righteousness warning the Prime Min-

ister, in the exalted diction of an Old Testament prophet, “ not to

permit his sovereign to walk in the ways of Rehoboam, of Philip

the Second of Spain and of Charles the First of England,” he sud-

denly changed to a position redolent of Johnson’s prejudices and

bitterly condemnatory of the attitude of the colonies.

This change he explains as the return of a real Tory to the support

of king and party whom circumstances and their own false judg-

ments have brought into dangerous straits, even to the point of

approving a policy “which, in public and in private, he has been

accustomed severely to condenm.”

In the closing chapter the author enters into a discussion of the

religious elements and aspects of the Revolution. “In 1775, as

in 1642,” he says, “ the contending parties were inspired and stimu-

lated by religious, at least as much as by fiscal, considerations.”

“The thirteen provinces, while still British colonies, had exhibited

.... all conceivable forms and varieties of ecclesiastical insti-

tutions.” He then proceeds to tell the story of the deplorable

state of the Established Church in Virginia, where clergymen were

appointed with little or no regard to their moral character and

where, with no bishop within a distance of 3000 miles, the Anglican

clergy “were not a law to themselves.” Added to this disastrous

condition was the fact that “ no native-born colonist could be or-

dained without incurring the indefinite delays and unspeakable

discomforts of a sea journey replete with perils.” These perils

and the difficulties of communication with England were in most

cases prohibitive, and the Church in the Southern colonies was

mainly supplied from across the ocean with failures already

stamped as such at home.

The Episcopal clergy in the Northern provinces, and especially

in Connecticut, he describes as “sincerely religious, unimpeachable

in character and of high intellectual quality.” But in spite of that

fact the majority of Americans dreaded the idea of having an

Anglican bishop in America, and their fears were somid. “ In their

opposition to the introduction of a bishop,” says Mr. Trevelyan,
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“
the American people may be said to have anticipated the Monroe

Doctrine and to have applied it to ecclesiastical affairs.”

“Dislike and dread of Episcopac}" intensified American opposi-

tion to the fiscal policy of Parliament, and the non-importation

agreement, in the all but unanimous view of its promoters, held

good against bishops as well as against all other British products.”

A memorial from the English clerg}^ in New York and New Jersey,

addressed to the Government in London, praying a bishop, but dis-

claiming all wish that he should exercise jurisdiction over “Dis-

senters or abridge the ample Toleration,” tended to greatly increase

this feeling, for it was regarded as presumptuous for one-fifteenth

of the population to speak of tolerating the other fourteen-fifteenths.

This feeling was voiced by Jonathan Mayhew, whose denunciations

of Episcopac)' and arbitrary government were favorite reading

among serious-minded Americans long after his death. Would
“ the mitred, lordly successors of the fishermen of Galilee,” he asked,

“never let us rest in peace except where all the weary are at rest?

Was it not enough that they had pursued us out of the Old World?

Would they now pursue us into the New, compassing sea and land

to make us proselytes?”

But in spite of denunciation the Anglican clergy did not let the

matter of a bishop drop, and as the day of battle for political

liberty came, “the great Evangelical Churches throughout the

continent believed that something was at stake which they valued

more highly than all their material possessions together.” They

felt that if they “ accepted political subjugation, they would at the

same time deliver their consciences into bondage.” Such was the

view of Dr. John AVitherspoon, the President of Princeton College,

and that persuasion was almost universally entertained by Presby-

terians, Baptist and Congregational ministers. At the first call to

arms they flung themselves into the cause of the Revolution, zeal-

ously, uncompromisingly, and with most visible and even decisive

consecjuences.”

They seized every occasion for the most solemn appeals to

Heaven, mingling in sermons, prayers and addresses the ^me senti-

ments and principles which the colonial newspapers were presenting.

They urged “ that no man could be a true servant of the nation

whose private conduct was not regulated by the Divine Law,” and

there resulted “a general movement for the reformation of man-

ners, even where they had not been very bad before.”

A beautiful picture is drawn of the private life of the American

clergyman at the time of tlie Revolution, of his visits to his flock,
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his supreme influence over them, of the “ Sabbath-houses and noon-

houses,” where the members from a distance “ ate their cold viands”

and talked, the war ranking among them as a “Sunday topic.”

“ A preacher who fell short of what was expected of him as a good

citizen soon received a hint that his people were displeased and

disappointed, but there were few of their profession who needed

spurring.” He cites one instance where, “at a certain point in

a discourse, the Presbyterian congregation of Scotch-Irishmen rose

to their feet, and declared their readiness to march at once to the

aid of General Washington,” and the preacher “replied by marching

with his people as their captain.”

The ministers who “abode in their parsonages,” however, were

the most valuable to the cause of liberty, he says, acting as inde-

fatigable champions of the popular party, and by their great local

influence keeping the halting among the patriots up to their duty,

seeing that “staimch patriots and shrewd men of affairs were re-

turned to Congress,” and “that war taxes were generously voted

and conscientiously paid.” His presence in each community

tended to restrain those who contemplated desertion from the army,

for “ even if his sweetheart forgave him, and his father was secretly

glad to have him back for the hay-harvest, he should never dare to

face the minister.”

He presents an enthusiastic eulogy upon Washington’s private

religious life. “A better churchman—or, at all events, a better

man who ranked himself as a churchman—than George Washing-

ton it would have been hard indeed to discover.” “It therefore

was the more noticeable that he ceased to be a regular communicant

as long as the war lasted.” He cites one instance, when the army

was at Morristown, of his taking communion under circumstances

which “throw some light upon his inward convictions.”

The Presbyterians were about to hold communion. AVashington

called on the minister and asked “whether it accorded with the

canon of the Church to admit communicants of another denomina-

tion.” “Most certainly,” was the reply, “ours is not the Presby-

terian table. General, but the Lord’s table.” “I am glad of it,”

said AA'^ashington; “that is as it ought to be.” And he accordingly

on the next Sunday took his place among the communicants. He
loved his own Church best, but his attitude toward others is shown

in a remark to Lafayette. “I am disposed,” he said, “to indulge

the professors of Christianity with that road to Heaven which to

them shall seem the most direct, plainest, easiest and least liable to

exception.”

Princeton University. Robert McNutt McElrov.



II.

GREEK PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.

Recognizing the religio-philosophical developments of

ancient India, we yet find the beginnings of philosophy of

religion first most truly laid in Greece. Here the separateness

and systematized character of philosophical reflection are, no

doubt, observable as never before. Religion attained to new self-

consciousness in Greece, so that philosophical religion, in deeper,

more reflective sense, appears. The Greek mind has greater

mobility and constructive energy in the systematizing of thought

than was possessed by the Eastern mind, with its inactive, quietistic

tendencies. The external cast of the popular religion of Greece

roused philosophical thought only by the antagonism it provoked

to the absurdities contained in its legends of the gods. For here

that which was first was not—even though it concerned the gods

—

that which was heavenly, but very much the reverse. A higher

philosophic influence seems to have been exerted on early Greek

thought by the Orphic songs or legends, with their blendings of

the earthly and the heavenly and their cosmogonic character.

Greek search for a single principle, whence the cosmic order had

been derived or evolved, was henceforth natural and intelligible.

Nature to the Greek more than half revealed the soul within.

The thought of an absolute principle of unity first took clearly

defined form in Xenophanes, who represents Eleatic Monism,

naming his One Being God, and viewing Him as rational. He com-

bats prevailing Polytheism, and the anthropomorphic conceptions

of Homer and Hesiod. The sensuous forms and imaginative sym-

bols of Greek m}dhology, as found in the poets, presented a natural-

ism so gross and crude that it could not but prove an easy jirey to

the critical shafts of developing reflection. In the polytheism of

Greek religion the gods were not only humanized, but wete terribly

human—capricious, jealous, lawless, partial and immoral. The

religion of the Greek was mainl}’- a religion of this world, for it was

here he sought, for the most part, his compensations. And the

gods must have been very troublesome to him, for so jealous were

they of human success or prosperity that they must needs be

avenging themselves on human 2,5/x?. But in this connection the
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great trouble is that things were left b}" Greek thought in so imper-

sonal a condition—that the sense of personality was so ill-defined.

Perhaps the best feature in the crude anthropomorphism of Greek

mythology is the fact that their gods were social and happy. In

fact, the entire humanity of the Greeks seemed to be reflected in

their gods. Free from dread and joyous was Greek life
;
for a Homer

the divine lay in the human; in Homer and Hesiod faith in Jus-

tice survives. As pointing toward monotheistic unity, we have,

even in Homeric times, the conception of Zeus as Father of gods

and men. But syncretism was already well on its way, and

Homeric religion is that of the cultured few rather than that of

the people. In dEschylus there is realized no conscious antagonism

to the popular belief in the order of the gods above. Sophocles

admits a more humanly operative rational element. Euripides

is staggered before the difficulty of reconciling divine justice with

human deed and doom. His pessimistic thought world opened

out on the whole life of his time, and he stands strongly marked

by his rejection of the polytheistic religion, his recognition of the

possibilit}^ and necessity of a scientific conception of the world,

and his adherence to a moral ideal. The strife between !J.uOo<s and

L'lyo^ assumes in Euripides its sharpest form. But Euripides not

only helped destroy the fair world of mythology, but was also, in

some real sen.se, pathfinder for man’s free personality over against

the weight of authority. Beyond all naive conditions Euripides

calls to the life of reflection, to whose rational ideal of life he remains

true, recognizing, with fine cosmopolite sense, that thus the race

moves out of darkness into light. Taking all that has now been

advanced, it becomes evident how inevitable was the antagonism

that should follow philosophical reflection on such mythologic

crudities and errors as have been adverted to.

Coming back to Xenophanes, we may remark that his sole Deity

is raised above multiplicity and change, and is perfectly self-

sufficing. The abstract monism of the Eleatics concerned itself,

metaphysically, with the being rather than the origin of things.

But it was on the origin of things that the Ionic philosophers fixed

their attention, and Heraclitus voiced their origin, flux, change

and decay. Hylozoistic in principle as his theory was, Heraclitus

emphasizes the ceaseless flux of things—the restless activity of

nature—the passing of things or their universal movement {r.d'.Ta

f‘H). A subtle, all-pervasive motion underlies this change—the

e.xhaustless energy of the Divine Reason itself. But the goal of

Heraclitus could not but prove a skeptical one, since the only
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criterion of Ijeiiig lay in the momentary sensible apprehension of

the individual, and fixed knowledge was not to be thought of.

Heraclitus was, however, really complementary, not antagonistic,

to Xenophanes, as Plato was swift to see. But the teleological

reasonings of Socrates helped Plato to this synthesis; for Socrates

held that what exists for a useful end must be product of intelli-

gence, in which, as in organic structure, parts serve the whole.

Anaxagoras, no doubt, had already suggested mind as mover of

matter, holding that all things were in chaos till reason came to

arrange them, but the idealistic character of his suggestion was

not sustained in his too mechanical mode of explication. Thus

the preeminence he postulated for Mind became lost in the physical

working
;

still the idealistic or immaterial principle had been

brought into view, which was to prove ultimate gain. To Socrates

there was a Divine Wisdom or Reason that fashioned and upheld

the universal or cosmic order, and by him and his followers the

rational element in Greek mythology was apprehended. The

rational system of truth at which Socrates aimed was sought to

be educed in psychological manner, the principle of this system

being to him generically active within the human consciousness.

Plato passed beyond this psychological state into the ontologic,

the idea becoming to him an ontological archetype. The defect

here was that Platonism tended to make these archetypes external

and independent entities, lying apart from the creative mind.

Plato, noblest of pioneers in the sphere of the philosophy of religion,

vindicates the character of the gods as absolutel}" good, and main-

tains the Divine nature to be ultimate source of all goodness, truth

and beauty. In his later works the leading religious thought is

just that of the Divine Mind, of which the human mind is taken

to be, in some sort, a reflection. The Divine nature he takes to

transcend the sensible, and in his philosophy of religion he postu-

lates such a transcendence for Deity as makes a certain spiritual

monotheism. His was the pregnant conception that in the good-

ness of God was to be found the reason for the creation of the world.

But he failed to carry out this conception as due to self-manifesting

Deity, not Deity manifested as something without, and so he

missed bridging over the chasm between the real and the phenome-

nal. The dignity of the soul, the idea of the good, the conception

of the ideal society, also received treatment of abiding worth at

Plato’s hands, for the sweep of his vision claimed for itself all time

and all existence.

In the same line of conception as to Deity, Aristotle, with certain
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features of his own, follows; God being to him self-sufficient, con-

templative and alone. His positing a Deity who lives a life of

such pure contemplation is no more free from criticism than Plato’s

position, which he criticised. Such pure thought does not get

beyond itself to determine anything else. God is to Aristotle an

eternal activity complete in itself, and contemplation is to him

“the best and happiest of activities.” The obvious trouble in

God’s whole activity, being thus contemplation, is to understand

how He has to do with this changing and finite world. Aristotle

conceives the world as really dependent upon God, and in need of

Him, who is to Aristotle its Prime Mover, the original cause of all

existence. But this Prime Mover turns out on examination to be

so rather in respect of logical priority than as first in time—in
His unbeginning beginning. Aristotle endeavors, not very satis-

factorily, to combine immanent and transcendent views in his

conception of Deity, as a reaction from the transcendent univer-

salism of Plato. But it was a great achievement that Aristotle

not only made pure self-activity—actus purus—the primal ground,

but also took things to be a dual synthesis of self-activity and

potence. Following Anaxagoras, Aristotle transformed his purus

actus into reason or abstract intelligence, which could not offer

any satisfactory basis of mediation between the world and its Ulti-

mate Ground. What Aristotle had to say as to the union of the

individual and the universal, and as to the function of the living

soul in educing philosophy and science from experience within a

social order, is of enduring interest.

Now, it will readily be seen that the point to which we have

been brought by the thought of Aristotle is one which leaves

a breach, to the healing of which the efforts of later Greek specu-

lation were directed. Hence we have Philo’s hierarchy of beings

bridging the dualism between God and matter, and those ema-

national attempts to mediate between the One and the many
which are characteristic of the Neo-Platonism of Plotinus and

Proclus. Before these endeavors we have, of course, the attempts

of Stoicism to find unity in self-conscious thought itself, which

took itself to be in perfect harmony or oneness with God as the

principle of the universe, and troubled itself nothing about

the world of matter or particular objects and events. Hardly

are we called to follow out here these later systems of Greek thought,

wherein speculative thought became subordinated to practical

ethics, and the rendering of the individual sufficient unto himself

became accounted a thing of fundamental value, in spite of the fact
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that such strength was too isolated for general result. We are

only concerned now with the religious ideal of the Greeks in the

most characteristically Greek forms and periods. That religious

ideal we have seen to be the outcome of the highest type of poly-

theistic thought—the result of development that tended to an

always greater miity. Never was the persistent Greek belief in

Fate, as that to which gods, no less than men, are subject, without

some imderlying feeling of protest. And, indeed. Fate itself be-

came less conceived as hard external necessity and assumed more

the character of rational law. The Furies turned at last to

graciousness.

It is a pleasing religious development—in some ways inspiring

even—we have before us, from the beginnings of incisive

criticism of the popular religious thought by Xenophanes up to

the new philosophy of religion propounded by Plato, with the

humanity, beauty, purity, truth and freedom by which that

religion was marked. Highest to Plato was the idea of the Good

—

this all-ruling idea was to him absolute reality. Plato’s conception

of life is, no doubt, shot through with religion, for his is an entirely

religious one, but his conception is yet a characteristically Greek one.

It imports a high sense of man’s connection with the All—an exalted

union of the human with the Divine. But it obviously is not a

religion of restoration, of renewal, of consolatory power; lacking,

as it does, real personal relation. It falls far short of being revela-

tional in any historic sense. Plato is not a physician to the sick;

his philosophy is that of the whole, sound man. But between

God and man there is no real communion. On a metaphysical

view, religion is to him speculation and nothing else—in God is

pure and immutable essence found. On a moral view, God is to

him the ideal of moral perfection—the good and righteous Spirit.

Plato’s moral kingdom is concerned with justice rather than love,

but the justice is tempered with mildness and mercy. Matter is to

him that which resists the action of God, and causes evil to be

present in the world. Such a view of matter as non-pliant and

impenetrable before the Divine Mind we can, of course, by no

means accept. Plotinus was able later to affirm the unreality of

matter, in spite of the part it plays among real things.

Aristotle, like Plato, thought our understanding of life must

depend on our insight into the great world of reality, for the con-

tent of human e.xistence is gained through its connection with the

All. Like Plato, he highly esteems form, and indeed he makes of

the relation of form and matter something which rules all reality
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and constitutes the core of all life. But whereas Plato rent the

world in twain by his severance of essence and realitj^, this severance

was to Aristotle an intolerable schism, and he sought to steer his

philosophic course toward apprehension of the unity of reality.

Reality is for him the essence found in the actual phenomena.

Aristotle does not, like Plato, set out from the idea and work to

the data of experience. Starting from the data of experience,

Aristotle rises from the actual or empirical to the ultimate or miiver-

sal. The synthetic and progressive procedure of Plato is in Aris-

totle replaced by analytic and regressive tendencies. Plato excels

by the richness of his ideas and the spiritualistic character of his

thought. Aristotle excels in his combined hold on the rational

form-elements and the empirical data that fill these out. For

Aristotle, with his monistic tendency, there is a Divine Oversoul,

which is the source of the world as a realm of reason, and which

is the originating cause of the eternal world movement. Thus the

world does not wear to thought so contrastive and opposed a look

as on the Platonic view. But it is, for all that, a very weak position

Aristotle takes in assigning to God only the place of Prime Mover

of the world, sustaining to it relations only in virtue of the motion

He communicates. We miss those Ideas in the divine mind which

are archetypes of created things; we are certainly not brought near

to God, since God is here separated from the world, to which He
communicates movement. Nevertheless, his cosmology must be

allowed to have more consistency than that of Plato.

In Philo, the Logos mediates between transcendent Deity and

man. But the Logos conception is in Philo a vacillating and im-

perfect one, not reaching up to real personal result. The profound

expression given to the Platonic philosophy by Plotinus meant,

of course, a great gain in elevation. This is saying much, if we

remember how great had been the elevation of Plato’s teaching

—

how (in the Republic) he had taught the idea of the good to be

regarded as cause of all science and truth, and had insisted on the

good as far exceeding essence in dignity and power. But the tran-

scendence of his Deity, the inapprehensibleness of His nature,

kept his omnipresence from being so felt that men could partake

in the wealth of spiritual life. This despite the stimulating and

elevating effect of his conception of the One, the Ineffable. No
doubt his affirmation of mystical ecstasy meant a certain imity

of man with God, as involved in emotional response. But the

lack remained in respect of the process being one amenable to the

scrutinizing view of reason. Reason was a too transitional term
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in the process of return to God by ecstatic elevation, and the mysti-

cism involved was a turning of the back upon experience. The
thought of Plotinus has the merit, of course, of ridding us of anthro-

pomorphism, but the price paid is a dear one—the dethronement

of reason : dear, because a God unknowable can be of no service

or interest either to faith or to philosophy. If philosophy could be

content thus, it would have learnt and gained nothing.

Thus we are now in a position to mark the character of that

development which constitutes the Greek philosophy of religion.

We have seen the character'of their early gods, their humanized or

anthropomorphic deities, whose worship was yet the precursor of

the worship of spiritual principle. We have noted the growth of

subjective reflection from the philosophy of Anaxagoras onward.

\*ery noticeable in Socrates is this emphasis on moral reason. In

Plato the preeminence of ideas or reason we have observed to be

conspicuous. Aristotle’s stress on pure reason, after ovm particu-

lar fashion, we have also pointed out. We have taken account, also,

of the developing idea of imity as early conceived under the notion

of Fate. Besides which, monotheistic tendency was seen in the

more or less conscious gropings after more spiritual principle. Nor

have we failed to make some passing recognition of their religion as

that of beauty—the Divine being to them the eternally beautiful.

We have seen the purification of Greek mythology" by their poets

and philosophers. Add to all these things that we have reckoned

with the meditation and systematization which they gave to eternal

truths, principles and ideas through their great philosophic thinkers,

and it will be evident how extraordinarily great was the contribu-

tion of Greek philosophy of religion to the world’s religious develop-

ment. The greatness of that contribution has been enhanced by

the persistent influence exerted by Greek systems and ideas on all

subsequent generations. But this is said without sharing the defec-

tive and one-sided views of those—among whom are distinguished

philosophical names—who treat early Christian Theolog}" as only

a weak reflex of Greek Philosophy, and quite fail to realize the

nobly creative and independent power of early spiritual thinkers

like Ai'istides, Justin, Athenagoras, Theophilus, Clement, and

Origen. When we are called to deal with the relations of Greek

Philosophy to early Christian Theolog}', Smim Cuique must be our

motto, if we have insight enough to perceive how real and great

were the power and portion of that Theology in itself, as they

are revealed in its historical development.

Kilmarnock, Scotland. J.\mes Linds.w.



III.

THE MULTITUDE OF DENOMINATIONS.

I
T is a familiar story—that of the light-hearted Frenchman who,

visiting England, and making observations among the people,

exclaimed in amazement and with a sense of protest and scorn:

“ A country with fifty religions and only one kind of sauce What
he might find in this country, in respect to the former item at least,

might evoke a still louder note of astonishment.

The U. S. census for 1890 reported 143 different religious bodies

as the portion of our land. No statistics in this line were included in

the census for 1900. But Dr. H. K. Carrol’s investigations furnish

data with equal accuracy and with this advantage, that his statis-

tics are brought down to the year 1903. For that period we find

the religious bodies of the land reported as 157, an increase of four-

teen. These latter years have developed certain erratic organiza-

tions which by courtesy must be classed as Churches; and it is

probable, too, that, as so often in the past, certain fragments have

been separating from the parent bodies and taking a form unto them-

selves, thus adding to the numerical array. This number, in its

largeness perhaps, surprises many a native citizen as much as it

would our airy Frenchman, altogether apart from the cjuestion of

varieties in sauce. The very names of some of these religious bodies

will probably be a revelation to many—such, for instance, as the

Schwenkfeldians, the River Brethren, the Six-Principle Baptists,

the Old Two-seed-in-the-spirit Predestinarian, the United Zion's

Children, the Social Brethren, the Zion Union Apostolic, the Christ-

adelphians, the Life and Advent Union, the Hoffmanians, etc.

This great number of religious denominations doubtless gives

occasion for some to mourn, and for others to jeer, over the divi-

sions of Christendom and its “warring sects.” A careful examina-

tion, however, of this religious exhibit will show a great deal that

relieves the discomforting reflections suggested, and that mitigates

the situation not a little. Included in the formidable total, it must

be remembered, is every organization which can in the broadest

sense of official recognition be classed as a religious body (and some

of those which cannot, in any distinctive sense, be denominated
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Christian), such as Spiritualists, Theosophical Societies, Christian.

Scientists, Communistic Societies, Societies of Ethical Culture,

the Schweinfurth Community, Jews, Chinese Temples, and yet other

bodies which we do not feel called on to reckon with when consider-

ing the divisions of the Christian Church.

The situation is further relieved by the fact that a large propor-

tion of the 157 bodies reported as separate denominations are sub-

divisions within the same Church families, thus reducing the total

to about forty-eight generic types, including the exceptional classes

mentioned above. For instance, the ^lennonites, numbering less,

all told, than 60,000 members in this comitry, are so divided that

they alone make twelve out of the 157. The Lutheran family

shows four general bodies and fourteen independent Synods. The

Methodist group shows seventeen varieties, each of which has to

be counted in the numerical footing. The Presbyterian family is

represented by twelve bodies, though for the most part they either

bear the same general name or profess the same general principle

of faith and polity. The Society of Friends (or Quakers), while

comparatively very small, shows four varieties. And this is to be

noted for our encouragement—that in all these groups or families

the divisions of each are marked by more of likeness than of differ-

ence, and in any general survey of the religious field, when classify-

ing as families or general types, would be put down as one. On the

question, then, of the abounding denominationalism, the situation

is greatly relieved by the fact that organized Christianity in the

United States is, to a very large degree, concentrated in a few groups

or genera, and that in the work they do and in the front they bear

to the world, the bodies in each separate group are more or less

affiliated with each other. And further, it must be remembered

that these few groups comprise the great mass of the people em-

braced within the 157 religious organizations. Of the entire

Protestant or non-Catholic forces in this numerical showing, the

Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian and Lutheran families alone com-

prise about 74 per cent.

Another feature which relieves the situation. It must joe remem-

bered that our land has not the homogeneous character which

belongs to the older countries of Europe. Throughout those States

and Kingdoms we find very largely that in respect of language,

customs, traditions, heredity, local spirit, etc., one type prevails

generation after generation. But to the United States there come

people from all parts of the world, with their long-fixed types of

thought and customs. Many of these are disposed to remain dis-
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tinct in their church life, and to continue here their ancestral

Church forms and modes and names. And also, in connection with

this, the difference in language often accounts for additional Church

bodies. For instance, among the different Lutheran bodies the

census shows that five different languages are represented. Then

the color line has to be taken into account in this country—a race

feature and an ecclesiastical line of cleavage not common in other

parts of Christendom. This circumstance among us helps to swell

the aggregate number of Church organizations. And yet another

feature peculiar to the local situation is the vast extent of our terri-

tory, with sectional divisions in character and influence. This

may well be accounted as another contributing cause in the large

number of religious organizations in the United States.

But yet further, as modifying the situation. It must be borne

in mind that very many of these 157 denominations are so small, in

point of adherents and influence on public life, that they count but

little as factors in the divisions of American Christianity. Many
of them are constantly diminishing and approaching the vanishing

point. We find in fifty-two of them (about one-third the entire

number reported) that the average of each membership is but a

trifle over one thousand. This large proportion, then, of the por-

tentous denominational array need not be considered as seriously

adding to the breach of Church unity.

There are still other considerations which help to explain and

account for this multiplicity of Church organizations in the United

States, and which should, in no small degree, relieve the fact under

the criticism and harsh judgment which it often receives, and should

modify the unpleasant impression or “shock” which at first the

statistics give. For instance, as an illustration, the writer may be

allowed to cite the ecclesiastical situation as it existed in a certain

community in the West where he once served as pastor for a period

of twelve years. The case may figure as a sample of conditions

in many another locality. It was a flourishing town of about 5000

inhabitants. And we had within its limits no less than seventeen

different religious bodies and organizations! One can almost hear

the outburst of indignation and rebuke on the part of those who

regard denominationalism as sinful, but who at the same time

may be unfamiliar with the local features as they exist in many
Western communities. Attention is asked to the recital of certain

circumstances in the instance adduced which tend to explain, and

very sensibly to mitigate, what might seem an astounding situation.

1. Let it be remembered that while these churches were all
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within the corporate limits of a town of 5000 people, they served

also for an outlying country population, for several miles around,

of perhaps 1200 more. A very large proportion of these farming

families were regular church-going people, and a pleasant sight it

was every Sabbath to see cavalcades of carriages and other vehicles

driving in for church from every quarter—“the tribes going up,

the tribes of the Lord, unto the testimony of Israel.”

2. ll'ithin the town limits there was the matter of locality to

be considered. It was “ long drawn out.” There was a north end

and a south end. Such was the distance between that to some

extent a duplication in public interests was required. In the le.s.-'

populous end there were two of the churches, which were occasioned

in part at least by the long distance which separated from the main

part of the conmiunity life.

3. There was the matter of language. Three different tongues

were represented in these seventeen churches—German, Swedish

and English. Language is not an artificial barrier, and there is no

suggestion of sectarianism in a Swede or a German thinking that,

if possible, he must have a church in his own tongue. There were

two small German churches not very far apart in point of locality.

Possibly they might have amalgamated. Yet there were tliffer-

ences between them which the rest of us could not clearly divine,

but which the people themselves regarded as justifying the separate-

ness. There were three Swedish denominations, and in such prox-

imity that they almost formed a cluster of sanctuaries. Being of

one tongue and nationality, why were they three instead of one?

But here are the facts. One was a Swedish Baptist Church, with

its bed-rock principle of immersion, and there jmu must stop.

Another was the old-country Swedish High Lutheran, with heredi-

tary attachment to form and ritual and the early associations of

Established Church in the Fatherland across the sea from which

they had come. The third was quite antipodal to the latter in its

organization and spirit—more on the pietistic and emotional lines,

and a development of the Waldenstorm movement of a generation

ago. But even had these two churches, with people of the same

nationality and customs, been more nearly alike in religious train-

ing and sympathies, there was no call for their merging. Each was

strong and well supported and increasing steadily, with commodious

sanctuaries filled at every service, and the people of each joyous

and cheerful, and not over-burdened in the financial maintenance

of their work. The two organizations did not interfere with each

other, and apart they made two centres where otherwise there
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would have been but one, and they served a greater number of

people in the aggregate and were each, separately, more homo-

geneous and harmonious and more active in church life than would

have been the case had they attempted to become organically one.

4. AVe had a colored population, and who had the right to object

that those brethren thought it best to have a church of their own?

0 . There was a little handful of Roman Catholics. They, of

course, must have their own church building and their own priest.

6. There was an equally small handful of Episcopalians. AVhy

should we be surprised if they, who assume an almost exclusive

title to the word Church, should not have felt it a duty to surrender

their convictions and join some of the rest of us? I am not endors-

ing their reasons, but am only reminding him who would criticise

the fact of our divisions there that he has a large problem on his

hands.

7. There was a little band of “Free Methodists” who were

happier in their own line of testimony and mode of worship than

if they had merged with others. They were poor, but as one of

their tenets was the repudiation of a “hireling ministry” their

preacher supported himself, and pecuniarily the maintenance of

their work made no heavy tax on anybody.

8. This enumeration must include also a little knot of those Chris-

tians known popularly as the “Plymouth Brethren.” AVithout a

church building and without a minister (which, in anything like-

the sense of an office imposed by ordination, they sternly abjure)

they gathered in a Sunday meeting to hear the word and to “break

bread.”

9. Outside of all these different worshiping bodies we had among

our native American population the various bodies usually found

in our communities. There was the Christian or Disciple Church

(often designated The Campbellite). But with their two-fold

claim that theirs is “ the Christian Church,” and that only immersion

is baptism (not to speak of certain other differentiating character-

istics), it should occasion no surprise that they felt constrained

to walk alone.

10. Next there came the regular Baptist Church, with its inalien-

able and insistent principle of immersion—and there we are again

“up against” a fact of conscience which calls for separate church

organization, and which we have no right to gainsay.

11. AVe had a strong, evenly growing Methodist Episcopal Church,

needed in the community, well able to look after itself financially,

well equipped with sanctuary and parsonage, and in the size of its
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membership and in all its work abundantly justifying its exist-

ence.

12. There were remaining a Congregational Church and, last

but not least, a Presb}derian. Perhaps of all the man}’ churches,

these two were the only ones in respect to which, with any plausi-

bility, a union might have been urged. But why should they have

united? Each had a long record of history in the place. The con-

sideration of economy in tlie matter did not require it. Each had its

own large grounds and building free of all debt. The two had long

been known as the strongest churches, in respect to the financial

ability and general character of the people. To have joined would

have meant one centre less of religious work, one equipment less

in office-bearing and working machinery, one less Sabbath-school

agency with its ramifying influences, a smaller total of missionary

contributions, I am convinced, than was secured by them sepa-

rately, a constituency in the “outside” elements of population less

than that held by the two, and thus, in the aggregate, fewer people

withm the pale and scope of church influence than were embraced

in the existing situation.

But notwithstanding this presentment, it must be acknowledged

that the work of church organization is often overdone. At the

same time it is only just that the conditions in any community

which explain or, if you will, which extenuate such fact should be

taken into accomit. Also, it should be remembered that while it

is easy to deprecate and to critici.«:e the “dividing walls,” it is not

so easy to propose a practical solution and adjustment. Often

in our smaller commmiities have I heard people lament the fact of

denominational lines, and “talk up” union between their o\\*n and

some neighboring church. But when it came to the mode of

“flowing together,” it was quite like that solution of the vexefl

ciuestion which the London Saturday Revieiv once attributed to a

certain High Church dignitary, namely—he would have all the

people agree with his views.* This unification of the Church is

often urged as an immediate duty, and as if, at the same time, the

method of accomplishing such end was simple and easy.' And in

an extreme Utopianism, we hear certain ones talking of the funda-

mental oneness of all schemes and all dreams that call themselves

religious, and in their broad “catholicity,” Paganism, the various

*Or shall we refer to the old illustration—the “self-opinionated” man who

told of his wife and himself once disagreeing relative to the material of which

certain household articles should be made, she wanting linen, while he held out

for cotton. But “at length,” he said, “we settled the matter by compromising

—

we compromised on cotton!”
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Oriental cults, Judaism and Christianity are lumped together as

being but different manifestations of the divine yearnings of man,
and which at bottom are all alike. AVe are reminded of the remark
of Dean Swift: “Those who called themselves of a catholic spirit

only because they were of a muddy understanding.”

A distinction may well be made between sectarianism and denom-
inationalism. The former is often taken as an opprobrious term.

The latter is something altogether proper. The former is the evil

spirit which may, or may not, and which ought not, be fomid in the

latter—the spirit of bigotry and carnal strife and pettiness. But
this spirit need never be a feature in denominational life, while

unfortunately it may, and often does, exist as much between

Churches of the same organization and name as between those

which belong to different branches of Zion. One may often find

as much bitterness and jealousj'^ and social estrangement, as much
of “Ephraim enyjdng Judah, and Judah vexing Ephraim,” between

local Churches organically united under the same Conference or

Association or Presbytery and General Assembly, as between

Churches of different names and of different organic life. There

is union indeed, but a sad breach of unity. It does not become us

who belong to the great Protestant Movement to hold up holy

hands against schism, and to declaim on the sin of denominational-

ism, and to intimate that to divide into folds is to wound and mar
the body of Christ, lest we be found reflecting on the Reformers

who broke off from the Papacy, and reflecting likewise upon many
another noble movement in Church history since that period in

which men glory just because it was a “ breaking off.” To quote

the late John Stuart Blackie: “Some people are always sighing

for a lost ecclesiastical union. But they are either sentimental

weaklings, being Protestants, or are Romanists and sacerdotalists

in heart.”

There is a preference for one’s own Church—its history, its atti-

tude, its methods—which is both legitimate and honorable. Spur-

geon, in his homespun style, once remarked, in an address before

the British Bible Society, “ Every one loves the Church to which he

belongs, or else let him clear out of it!” To give our own Church

our support, our best energies, to be identified with its fortunes, to

feel at home among its people—this is praiseworthy. It no more

follows from this that we lightly esteem other Churches, or withhold

fellowship and confidence from them, than that loving our own
homes we hate our neighbors, or because ardently preferring the

free institutions of America we have to deny that good citizenship
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can be promoted in the countries of Europe. Unity of spirit can

prevail where union of organization is not practicable. They there-

fore are hasty and unthinking who decr)^ denominationalism.

Such witnessing suggests an attitude of mutual strife and hostile

array which does not exist. A certain kind of friction and unseemly

rivalry may occasionally be seen, but this may be, and generally is,

on other lines than those of differing doctrine or polity. It is not so

much a difference in denominational attitude as an incident in poor

human nature, and which may show itself as offensively between

different local congregations of the same Church order as between

those which bear different banners. Were the experiment made of

all the Churches of a community becoming organically one, there

would still be illustrated many of the same unfortunate conditions

which are now attributed to the fact that they are not organically

one. At any rate, it poorly becomes those whose pride is in that

sixteenth-century movement which broke the spell of external

union, and whose primordial principle is the freedom before God

of the individual conscience, to bewail the fact that Churches are

not merged^^into Church. To press the necessity of the visible one-

ness is the very essence of popery. It involves a conception of

ecclisiasticism, and of the externality of the kingdom of God, and

of what is meant by oneness in Christ, and of the nature of Church

ordinances, and of the nature and validity of ministerial function

which is utterly foreign to that on which our Christendomjhas been

built.

For a Christian to hold with strong conviction to the testimony

of his own Church, to labor for the kingdom of God through the

avenues which that Church opens, to enjoy the fellowship of its

people and the worship within its walls, to seek according to his

membership vows the peace and prosperity of his Church—this is

a very becoming spirit. And when all Christian disciples in their

respective Church homes shall be actuated by this spirit, each

working on the wall over against his own door, then will the whole

city of God on earth show its strength and its beauty. This is by

no means to ignore, much less to disfellowship, those who are not

of the same household of faith. It is only saying: Here Ged’s

providence and Spirit have led me, and here I find my affiliations.

In this particular part of the one common field I seek to do my
humble part. This is entirely consistent with a broad, catholic

spirit which sympathizes and cooperates with the different forms

of united and undenominational activity in the work of the king-

dom. And it will generally hold true that they who do the most in
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intelligent zeal and in money offerings for the work of their own

Church, are among the readiest and largest supporters of that

other class of religious agencies. And conversely, it will be found

that they who bear no active sympathy with any particular

Church, but who have been jocosely described as “honorary

members of all denominations,” serve the least.

That Christendom is to be embodied in one great external organ-

ism (assuming the Protestant conception of religious truth is to

endure) is an idle dream. More practical, and far more important,

is the cultivation of spiritual unity, and the realization more and

more that in the bonds of Jesus Christ all who love Him are already

one. It is the remark of an old English Puritan that “variety of

opinions and the unity of those who hold them may stand together.”

If the union of Church organizations is not always practicable,

spiritual unity is. For it, for a fellowship in the Spirit, for frater-

nity and confidence and good-will and cooperation in testimony and

in service, we should be ready to go great lengths. See Christ in

our brethren of other folds, love them as brethren, respect their

Church administration and their discipline, respect their views

which may differ from our own on subjects not essential to salva-

tion, pray to be kept from the spirit of en\y and strife, pray for

their prosperity and rejoice in their prosperity, and in all ways look

upon them not as aliens, but as members of the same common-

wealth, only dwelling under another roof and in a different family

circle.

We shall thus learn to esteem ourselves as but a part of that great

multitude who “ in every place call upon the name of Jesus Christ

our Lord, both theirs and ours,” and as with them fellow-citizens

of the same commonwealth. We shall be concerned for the whole

following of God, and rejoice in the thought that no one “can

count the dust of Jacob, and the number of the fourth part of

Israel.” We shall “ be comforted together with them by the mutual

faith both of them and us.” We will include them all when, for

our brethren and companions’ sakes, we say of Zion, “ Peace be

within thy walls and prosperity within thy palaces”; and with

sympathy and burden of heart will pray the prayer of Moses at the

resting of the Ark in the wilderness marchings, “Return, 0 Lord,

unto the many thousands of Israel.”

St. Louis, Mo. Meade C. WiLLiA^rs.



IV.

THE EDLX'ATIOXAL CAMPAIGN OF MISSIONS
IN INDIA.

^PHE educational privileges which modern missions have provided

J- in foreign fields now occupy no inconspicuous place in the

intellectual assets of the world. A notable influence upon the

general progress of the race may already be credited to this jfliase of

mission effort—an influence which is no doubt destined to increa.se

in volume and power. It is an interesting feature of our modern

missionary program that education has been prized and fostered

as an effective instrument in accomplishing the full, romided pur-

pose of the Gospel to mankind. ^Missionaries have had to face igno-

rance in its darkest and most desolating forms, but they have

accepted with courage and patieiice the serious task of intellectual

training which this situation imposetl. In fact, the pioneers of

the educational revival of nations outside of Christendom have been

missionary teachers, who have always striven to have this mental

awakening identified with Christian enlightenment, and thus be in

cooperation with the supreme aim of Gospel evangelism. In this

they have succeeded to an extent which is not surpassed in the

educational provisions of the most favored communities of Christen-

dom. While intellectual culture no doubt brings its i)eculiar

temptations, this is no reason why it should be ignored in the

program of missions. The Gospel itself often involves startling

and fierce trials to the soul; yet we are bound to propagate it as

the only assured way of spiritual victoiy. The experience of

missions, moreover, has brought abundant evidence to demonstrate

the benefits of education and its power as a cooperating agency

in preparing a people for the acceptance and enjoyment of Chris-

tianity.

The country which of all others, with the possible exception of

Japan, is distinguished for educational- progress, both under gov-

ernmental and missionary auspices, is India, and the influence of

missions in fostering this advance is indisputable. Indigenous edu-

cation under native patronage, and in harmony with Hindu,

Buddhist and Moslem ideals, has been in operation in India for
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centuries, but it was much limited in extent and scope, being chiefly

in the interest of the Brahman caste, and thus fruitless in practical

incentive to the masses. The East India Company, through War-

ren Hastings, established a government college known as the

Calcutta Medrassa, in 1782; the Sanscrit College at Benares was

opened in 1791; the Hindu College in 1817; and the College at

Poona (now known as the Deccan College) was founded in 1821.

There followed the Agra College, in 1823; the Calcutta Sanscrit

College, in 1824; the Delhi College, in 1825; and the Elphinstone

College at Bombay, in 1827. These institutions, however, were

dominated by native traditional conceptions of education, and in

purpose and spirit, as well as in their curricula, were wholly Oriental,

besides being exclusively for the higher classes of Hindus. The

British Government, as early as 1822, began a series of official

inquiries into the state of education. Sir Thomas Munro, in 1822,

ordered an investigation in the Madras Presidency; while Lord

Elphinstone, in Bombay, and Lord Bentinck, in Bengal, in 1823 and

1835 respectively, were also instrumental in instituting a similar

inquiry. The incentive which prompted these researches was the

pitiful ignorance of the masses, and a sense of responsibility as to

their moral and intellectual welfare. The higher education fovmd

to exist was entirely in the hands of Brahman teachers, and confined

to pupils of the same caste; village schools were crude in method,

and gave only the most elementary instruction, and, moreover,

were exclusively for boys. The curriculum in the higher schools

was narrow and intensely scholastic, formed altogether in the

Brahmanical mold, fostering caste exclusiveness, and failing in

practical incentive and useful stimulus. These preliminary

researches, however, initiated a movement which has developed dur-

ing the century into the present elaborate system of government

education in India.

The earliest efforts at foreign education began in the seventeenth

century, when the Dutch opened numerous schools in Ceylon.

These schools were under governmental rather than strictly mis-

sionary auspices, and yet the movement was a religious one,

prompted largely by the Dutch clergy, and having in view the moral

and spiritual good of the native community. A distinctively mis-

sionary effort appears, however, with the establishment of the Dan-

ish-Halle Mission at Tranquebar, in 1706. Ziegenbalg, Plutschau,

Schultze, Fabricius, and Schwartz were the leading spirits during

the larger part of the eighteenth century. Their educational work
cannot be considered as extensive, but it became an important

3
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part of their program. The British Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel and the Society for the Promotion of Christian

Knowledge cooperated financially with the Danish-Halle mission-

aries in their educational efforts, and in 1728 the Christian Knowl-

edge Society assumed the support of the Madras Branch of the

Tranquebar Mission, chiefly under the direction of Schultze, who
opened schools in that section of India. The Christian Knowledge

Society eventually transferred the practical management of its

work to the Propagation of the Gospel Society, while it continued

to give financial aid in support of education. The London and the

Wesleyan ^Missions began educational work in Madras in 1805 and

1819 respectively; the Wesleyans, however, had previously opened

numerous schools in Ceylon. The Scotch Mission commenced its

notable educational efforts in the Madras Presidency in 1837, with

the coming of the Rev. John Anderson, whose name occupies an

honorable place in the history of education in India. In 1758, John

Daniel Kiernander, one of the Danish missionaries supported by

the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, being driven out

of Cuddalore by the warlike aggressions of the French, proceeded

to Calcutta and began mission work there, establishing a school with

two hundred pupils, and inaugurating a missionary and educational

campaign which was still going on when Carey arrived there in a

Danish vessel, in 1793.

The last decade of the eighteenth century and the opening

years of the nineteenth found Baptist representatives in Care)'

and his associates, and also Anglican missionaries, aided by the

alliance of some distinguished Christian officials, notably Charles

Grant and several British chaplains, with representatives also of

the London ^Missionary Society, all engaged in securing a missionary

foothold in Calcutta and its vicinity. Educational efforts were

identified with each of these agencies. The Baptists, who were

known as the Serampore missionaries, owing to their enforced resi-

dence under Danish rule at Serampore, the London Society agents,

and the Church of England missionaries were all active in promot-

ing school work. In 1816 the Serampore Mission reported 10,000

children as having been under its instruction in schools. ‘ The Lon-

don Missionary Society in the same year reported thirty schools in

operation, under the supervision of their missionary, Mr. May,

with 2600 children in attendance, while the Church of England mis-

sions were also active in promoting elementary education in the

first quarter of the century. The earliest college in India under

missionary auspices was founded in Serampore by Carey, in 1818>
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followed, in 1820, by the Bishop’s College at Calcutta, or rather

at Howrah, directly opposite Calcutta, representing an elaborate

scheme of higher education devised by Bishop Middleton—the first

.Miglican Bishop of India—and placed under the direction of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

We find these three representative agencies—the Baptists, Angli-

cans and English Independents—fully committed in 1820 to educa-

tion in India as a component part of their missionary effort; but

as yet the benefits accrued almost exclusively to boys, although

in some instances a few girls had been received in certain of the

boys’ schools of the London Mission. The formal effort in behalf of

education for girls was ere long to be inaugurated. I\Irs. Hannah

Marshman, of Serampore, as early as 1800, was the first woman
actually to attempt female education in India. It should be noted,

however, that her school enterprise at first was chiefly for Eurasians,

with a view to securing financial returns for the support of the

Serampore Mission. Subsequently, in 1807, she began to include

native girls within the scope of her school-work. Her efforts,,

however, through the initiative of some yoimg ladies, probably

Eurasians, who had been under the instruction of Mrs. Lawson and

Mrs. Pearce, of the Baptist Mission in Calcutta, resulted, in April,

1819, in the formation of the Calcutta “Female Juvenile Society

for the Education of Native Females,” which set itself heroically

to overcome the prevailing prejudice of the natives against female

education. The Society could report only eight scholars during

the first year of its existence, and not more than thirty-two during

the second year; but at the end of another three years the schools

had increased to six, and the scholars to one hundred and sixty.

In September of the same year (1819), the “Calcutta School

Society” was founded, with a view to uniting under combined

European and native control a movement in the interest of educa-

tion. The Society soon enlisted itself especially in behalf of female

education, and was aided therein by missionary cooperation and

by gifts from various sources in England. It shortly afterward

applied to the British and Foreign School Society in England,

begging that a competent lady be sent out to undertake this branch

of service. This appeal resulted in the sending of Miss Cooke to

Calcutta in 1821, and in 1822 that lady opened a school for girls in

the city. This school is regarded by the missionary historians of

India as the first formal effort under the auspices of an organized

missionary society to establish schools exclusively for girls in that

country. Miss Cooke had ten schools in operation in a few months.
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with two lumdred and seventy-seven pupils. In 1S23 the schools

had increased to twenty-two, with nearly foui’ hundred pupils.

Owing to an irreconcilable prejudice among the native members

of the mixed Committee of Europeans and Hindus, representing

the “ Calcutta School Society,” Miss Cooke found it expedient to

transfer her work almost immediately to the charge of the Church

Missionary Society. An auxiliary organization, originated by Mrs.

Marshman herself, called the “Ladies’ Society for Native Female

Education in Calcutta and the Vicinity,” was formed, in 1824, to

cooperate with and aid in supporting the entire movement. Thus

the work of female education in India gained headway, and before

long, through the various missionary societies at home—especially

the “Society for the Promotion of Female Education in the East”

(1834), the Church of Scotland Women’s Association (1837), and

the Indian Female Normal School and Instruction Society (1852)

—a decided impetus was given to the movement, which has

steadily grown to the present status.

The progress of education imder both governmental and mission-

ary auspices advanced along two distinct lines imtil 1835, when a

memorable change took place. The Government had confined its

attention to the fostering of a system of education exclusively in

harmony with Oriental ideals; the missionaries, on the other hand,

had availed themselves of the common vernaculars, and had given

prominence to religious instruction. The curriculum adopted

by the Government was, therefore, restricted to the Indian classics,

through the medium of Sanscrit, Arabic, and Persian, since the pro-

motion of Oriental learning and the exploiting of classical literature,

as embodied especially in the sacred Sanscrit, was the main object

in view. As early as 1793, when the Royal Charter of the East

India Company was to be renewed—a necessity recurring every

twenty years—Wilberforce, and others of like views as to the moral

responsibility of England for the well-being of the natives of India,

•endeavored to introduce into the renewed charter a clause which

would prove serviceable in initiating more definite efforts to further

the moral and intellectual welfare of India. The attempt failed,

although it was hopefully and strenuously advocated.

In 1813, however, when another term for the renewal of the char-

ter came round, a more successful effort was made, and provision

was secured for the inauguration of an educational program,

together with the founding of a religious establishment in India.

The appropriation, amounting to 100,000 rupees annually, was

used in rather a lukewarm fashion by the “Court of Directors” in
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supporting the existing institutions and in promoting the study

of the Indian classics, until finally, in 1823, a
“ Committee of Public

Instruction” was appointed, charged with the expenditure of the

government appropriation. It was devoted partly to education

and in part to the publication of Oriental classics. Matters thus

drifted, as it were, until about 1833, when, on the further renewal

of the charter, the appropriation was increased to 1,000,000 rupees,

and in connection with the proper use of this enlarged grant arose

the famous controversy which resulted in the memorable educa-

tional minute of Macaulay, dated February 2, 1835.

^Missionary education heretofore, though giving due attention

to secular branches, had proceeded along religious lines, but was

confined almost exclusively to the use of vernacular languages as

media of instruction. The arrival, in 1830, of Dr. Alexander

Duff, sent out as a missionary of the Established Church of Scotland

(Dr. Duff became a Free Churchman in 1843), and his subse-

quent advocacy of the use of the English language and the intro-

duction of AVestern learning into Indian educational work, brought

about a crisis in a controversy of far-reaching importance. On
the one hand, it was advocated that the proper sphere of Indian

education was the Indian classics as embodied in Oriental sources

—

an exploitation of Orientalism was, in fact, conceived to be its

proper scope. Dr. Duff, on the other hand, argued that this ignor-

ing of Western knowledge and the neglect of the English language,

with the rich sources to which it gave access, was narrowing and

unfair to the intellectual needs and prospects of India. Raja Ram
Mohan Roy had already (in 1823) advocated the use of the English

language, in a letter to Lord Amherst, the Governor-General, but

Dr. Duff took the practical step and founded an institution in Cal-

cutta in harmony with his ideals, and the Duff College proved an

immediate success. This was, in fact, the significant contribution

of Dr. Duff to the educational progress of India, since to him the

country is indebted for having established a Christian College with

Western learning as its distinctive basis. He made an advanced

curriculum to be an accredited feature of mission policy, and inci-

dentally his influence was strong and decisive in securing and im-

planting Western learning as a part of State education. Dr. Duff’s

proposal, in his own language, was as follows :
“ To lay the founda-

tion of a system of education which might ultimately embrace

all the branches ordinarily taught in the higher schools and colleges

of Christian Europe, but in inseparable combination with the

Christian faith and its doctrines, precepts and evidences, with a
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view to the practical regulation of life and conduct. Religion was
thus intended to be, not merely the foundation upon which the

superstructure of all useful knowledge was to be reared, but the

animating spirit which was to pervade and hallow all.”

The controvers)' waxed, and reached its crisis in the minute of

Lord Macaulay, issued in 1835, sustaining Dr. Duff's position. The
minute was approved immediately by Lord Bentinck, then Gover-

nor-General of Bengal, who issued a proclamation in which it was

declared “ that the chief aim of the educational policy of Govern-

ment should be to promote, a knowledge of European literature and

science.” The result of this new move was apparent at once,

and consequently a great impulse was given to the study of the

English language in all the Government schools and colleges.

The printing of Oriental books was largely supplanted in the

interests of European literature, and Orientalism henceforward

occupied a subordinate place in the Government curriculum. Dr.

Duff had followed closely a scheme outlined by Dr. Inglis, of

Scotland, in 1824, and this adoption of the English language

and literature as instruments of higher education in India has

abundantly justified itself as a master-stroke of missionary

statesmanship. Although criticised and deprecated at the time by

admirers of Indian literature, it has proved of the highest benefit

to the intellectual development of India. It has broadened and

enriched the whole scope of knowledge, and opened to the

native mind the door to the noblest realms of modern scien-

tific and religious attainment. The personal influence of Dr. Duff

may justly be said to have been a very forceful factor in shaping the

policy of the Government, and in establishing in its educational

curriculum the English language and its literary treasures, rather

than those of Sanscrit and the other sacred languages of India,

as the medium of high educational training. Throughout India

to-day Government universities, colleges and schools bear witness

to the momentous import of this wise and far-reaching program,

which has become incorporated into the intellectual growth of

India largely, as we have seen, through missionary initiative. Two

other Church of Scotland missionaries. Dr. John M ilson at Bombay

(1829), and the Rev. John Anderson at Madras (1837), followed in

the path marked out by Dr. Duff, and were the leaders in fomiding

institutions which have developed into large plants, and are to-day

among the most useful educational agencies in India. Both the

Wilson College at Bombay and the Madras Christian College at

Madras are monuments to the wisdom and energy of their founders.
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as well as to those who have aided in bringing them to their present

standard of efficiency.

Another pivotal point in the history of Indian education under

Government auspices is the Despatch, dated July 19, 1854, of

Sir Charles Wood (afterw^ard Lord Halifax), which inaugurated

the present scheme of Government education in India, and estab-

lished what is known as the system of “ Grants-in-Aid.” As a mat-

ter of missionary history, it may be noted that this document was

drawn up by Mr. T. G. Baring (later known as Lord Northbrook),

.after prolonged conferences with Dr. Duff and Mr. John Clark

Marshman, who was the son of Carey’s associate and also a distin-

guished official of the Government of India. Both of these men
happened to be in London at the time Sir Charles Wood was Chief

of the India office. Mr. Baring, who drafted the document, was,

as Lord Northbrook, subsequently Governor-General and Viceroy

of India. The system of Grants-in-Aid to educational institutions,

both missionary and non-missionary, inaugurated by the Govern-

ment in 1854, and put into operation by Lord Dalhousie, secured

a measure of financial aid to educational work not directly under

Government control. The Grant-in-Aid scheme was, in reality,

a compromise between the absolute prohibition of all religious

instruction in any school under Government supervision and the

proposal urged by Dr. Duff and Mr. Strachan, that the Bible should

be a class-book in Government schools, attendance on the class

being optional. The provisions of the Despatch were, in their

original form, not onerous or hampering to missionary education,

and the proposal was received by the friends of missions with

gratitude and satisfaction. Missionary schools in which religious

instruction was given could thus benefit by the financial aid of

Government. It has come to pass, however, that in connection

with its administration certain supplementary requirements insti-

tuted by local officials have sought to impose undue exactions and

limitations which have been unwelcome to missionaries in India.

The result has been that a few missionaries in certain sections of

India have found these conditions and limitations as neutralizing

to a more or less degree the benefits of the system. It should be

noted, however, in all fairness, that the original provision placed

no restrictions upon the giving of Christian instruction in mission

schools accepting the grants from the Government, and that the

Grant-in-Aid system has, with some minor and local exceptions,

worked satisfactorily.

Again, in 1882—another historic date in the educational progress
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of India—^when the Education Commission was appointed, we have

further evidence of the helpful cooperation of missionaries. We
have noted this already in 1835 and in 1854, and once more, in 1882,

we find that friends of missions in England, acting as an organization

entitled a “Council on Education in India,’' worked in harmony

with missionary educators in the field, and that this combined

influence in the interest of missions did much toward securing the

appointment of this important Commission. Two of its leading

members were the Rev.. Principal Miller of the Madras Christian

College, and the Rev. W. R. Blackett of the Church Mission Divinity

College at Calcutta. A third missionary member was the Rev.

Dr. Jean, rector of St. Joseph’s Jesuit College at Trichinopoly.

Sir William W. Hunter was the President, and it consisted of twenty-

one members, chosen from among British officials, educated natives,

and missionaries. Its object was to examine into the workings

of the Despatch of 1854, which had then been over a quarter of

a century in operation, to correct abuses, and suggest measures

looking to the improvement and larger efficiency of the educational

system. Its voluminous report gave special attention to the

Grant-in-Aid system, and secured its more effective application

and usefulness. It laid out an advanced program in the interests

of primary education, which had hitherto been too much neglected

in favor of higher schools and colleges. It secured also advanta-

geous measures in behalf of indigenous, secondary, collegiate, and

special education. Among its recommendations, imder the head

of collegiate education, we note the following specifications ;
“ That

an attempt be made to prepare a moral text-book, based upon the

fimdamental principles of natural religion, such as may be taught

in all Government and non-Government colleges”; and further,

“ that the Principal, or one of the professors, in each Government

or aided college deliver to each of the college classes in everj^ session

a series of lectures on the duties of a man and a citizen.” These

recommendations, although adopted unanimously, and favored by

a large majority of experienced educators who gave testimony

before the Commission, were, strange to say, rejected by the

British Government.

The report of this Education Commission of 1882 refers “ to the

important part taken by missionary societies in originating and

carrying on modern culture in India. In going over the different

provinces it is shown that in almost every instance the missionary

had preceded the Government in setting up schools of every kind;

and the great service rendered by them in female education is
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frankly and gracefully acknowledged.” In the recent University

Commission of 1902, appointed to examine and report upon the

condition and prospects of the universities established in British

India, and suggest plans for promoting their efficiency, we find a

missionary among its seven members in the person of the Rev. Dr.

Mackichan, of Bombay; while among the witnesses who were asked

to give evidence before the Commission were twenty-four missionar}"

educators. This is a still further indication of the service which

missionary cooperation has rendered in the shaping of the present

system of State Education in British India.

The Government system sketched in the preceding paragraphs

may be described as an elaborately graded scheme, reaching from

the university to the village school. While it is not faultless,

lacking as it does teaching power, and encouraging unduly a pro-

cess of superficial cramming on the part of the student, besides

needing more practical adaptation to the special requirements of

India in its curriculum, it nevertheless stands as a striking testi-

mony to the wisdom and liberality of the British Government in

its efforts to promote the intellectual welfare of those vast popula-

tions. Its sweeping condemnation as a complete failure is extreme

as well as unfair. The fact that the outcome has not been wholly

satisfactory in every respect, and that the Indian Babu—using

the term in its disparaging sense—seems to be a perversion of the-

true educational ideal, is no doubt disappointing, yet this is, per-

haps, to be expected to some extent in an era of intellectual transi-

tion in a land of caste spirit like India. The Brahman and his

congeners in all classes of Indian society, either through natural in-

capacity or overweening complacency, do not seem in numerous

instances to assimilate modern knowledge with wholesome psycho-

logical results, failing often to avail themselves of its benefits in a

way which is either creditable to themselves or useful to their

environment. The absence of all religious instruction, which is

carried to the extent of absolute neutrality, is, moreover, a grave

defect when the higher welfare of society is considered, and goes

far to account for much that is disappointing in the outcome of

Indian State Education. This is freely acknowledged even by

many who regard religious neutrality as the only proper attitude

for the Government to take in an educational system for India.

Under these circumstances mission schools, where religious instruc-

tion is imparted, become all the more essential as moral factors in

the progress of Indian civilization, although it is recognized by acute

observers in that imperial dependency of Britain that
“ the Govern-
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ment educational policy, though technically neutral, and in its

administration strictly non-religious, has proved to be more power-

fully destructive to Brahman and Moslem orthodoxy than any form

of missionary agency.” If this be true, it is obviously the more

important that missionary education should teach Christianity,

in jiositive terms, as a religion to which unsettled minds may turn

with comfort and assurance.

The gradations of the Government system may be enumerated

under five heads

:

(1) Universities.—There are five of these, located at Calcutta,

Bombay, Madras, Lahore, and Allahabad. The first three were

established in 1857, that at Lahore in 1882, and the one at Allaha-

bad in 1887. These are not teaching institutions, but simply for

the examination of candidates for degrees in the arts, sciences and

professions. It is customary to have the colleges affiliated with

some one of these various universities.

(2) Colleges.—These are teaching institutions in which candi-

dates are prepared for the university examination. They have

courses in anticipation of the B.A. and I\I.A. degrees, and also

special courses in law, medicine, engineering, art, and various

technical branches. •

(S) Higher Schools.—These educate for the matriculation exami-

nation at the universities, but do not undertake to prepare candi-

dates for anything beyond their entrance enrolment.

(4) Middle Schools.—These occupy a medium grade between

the higher and the primary, and provide a good general education,

such as is needed in commercial and trade occupations in India.

(5) Primary Schools.—These are ordinary village schools, where

the teaching is entirely in the different vernaculars of the country.

The number of primary schools is large.

The total number of educational institutions in India, including

public, and aided, as well as private and unaided, is 148,525.

The total number of male pupils is 4,083,393, and of female

446,098, making, as reported in The Statesman’s Year Book for

1904, an aggregate total of 4,529,491.
,

Although, all things considered, this is a magnificent provision,

yet it is entirely inadequate for India, as is only too apparent

when we note that according to a recent estimate only 23.10 per

cent, of the boys of a school-going age attend schools, and only

2.60 per cent, of the girls. The school-going age is estimated to

represent about fifteen per cent, of the total population of India.

There are about 17,000,000 girls who are suitable candidates for
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educational privileges, and out of this number only about 400,000

are under instruction. Less than six per cent, of the entire popula-

tion can read or write, and only one in 330 of the women. The

census of 1901 reveals the depressing fact that 277,728,485 persons

are illiterate.

Thus, in its origin and in its subsequent development, the whole

imposing system of popular education in India, where the caste

spirit of ostracism and exclusiveness has reigned for centuries

amidst the darkness of ignorance, is to a very considerable and

gratifying extent the product of missionary faith and wisdom,

cooperating with British statesmanship. It is impossible to fore-

cast the results of general education, not only in promoting intel-

lectual progress, but also in cultivating a spirit of democracy and

social brotherhood in a country which has long been a veritable

stronghold of privileged exclusiveness. We cannot expect that

educational movements under Hindu auspices will work any change

in the dominant spirit of Indian society, since they are almost en-

tirely designed for the higher castes, and are expressly arranged

in deference to the exactions of the caste system. The Seram-

pore missionaries, however, as long ago as 1802, issued a circular

containing a “ Plan for the Education of the Children of Converted

Natives, or of those who have lost Caste,” and the missionary

program has never lost sight of this educational attitude in regard

to the caste system. Sooner or later ancient social wrongs, how-

ever proud and defiant, will crumble at the touch of the missionary

educator and those who happily adopt his principles. The entrance

of an untrammeled educational force into the intellectually stagnant

communities of the Orient creates everywhere an irrepressible

movement in the direction of a higher social evolution. The edu-

cated soon forge ahead; the uneducated become restless and

anxious; the advantages of educational training are beyond cavil,

and thus a demand is created. Men, and especially young men,

begin to see visions, and the whole mass of society is stirred by

new desires. The old unchallenged conservatism loses its influence

;

it cannot face the facts and live. Where different races are con-

cerned, as in India, the movement may be still further stimulated

by a jealous zeal on the part of competitors who are imwilling to be

left behind. “English education,” wisely observes Dr. Samuel

Satthianadhan, “is the great emancipator of the Indian races.”

It is worthy of note, as stated by the Rev. J. Morrison, M.A., of the

Church of Scotland Mission, Calcutta, in a paper on “Educational

Work in India during the Queen’s Reign,” that, speaking generally.
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missions now control fully one-third of the collegiate education of

India, one-tenth of the secondary grade, and about one-fourth of

the total number of all pupils, of all grades and both sexes, so that

one person in every 120 comes imder the influence of missionar}’^

education
;
while of the girls receiving instruction one-third at least

are in missionary hands.

There are weighty and perplexing problems arising in connection

with the whole question of missionary education, but it is obviously

impossible to discuss them here. Xor is it within our present

purpose to attempt any vindication of the missionary function of

education, where it is properly conducted and regulated. All that

is necessary to say on this point has been said many times over in

missionary literature. One principle, however, is of supreme

moment: it is, that missionary education .should be Christian in

its spirit, and should be so conducted as to imfold and commend
the essential truths of Christianity to the minds of the pupils,

and produce as its final results a basis of Christian culture. Edu-

cation, emphatically, must be the handmaid of religion. Christ

must be the Blaster-Spirit of intellectual progress if India or any

other mission field is to receive the highest benefits from the estab-

lishment of educational facilities. In the light of present results

it may be safely asserted that the educational, quite as much as the

evangelistic, campaign is already a priceless contribution to the

welfare of the native Christian Church.

After this clear statement we shall not be misunderstood if

we express the conviction that the test of immediate conversion

should not be established as the one essential mark of success in

missionary education. However desirable this may be, and how-

ever commendable as the aim of a missionary teacher, it seems a

mistake to regard it as the only test, or the final one, of success. In

the spiritual and intellectual soil of India, and in fact of the entire

Oriental world, the seed which springs up quickly does not nece.s-

sarily issue in the most healthy and permanent growth. It is

likely to be without the deep roots which are necessary to nourish

and support it, and so may soon wither and die. Spiritual impres-

sions in some cases may result speedily in somid conversion, but

among others the ripening processes are apt to be slow; yet the final

outcome, in the latter case, is not unlikely to be quite as permanent,

and perhaps even richer and soimder in essentials than the first.

The missionary must be a man of faith, and must serve in love

and patience, if he aims to be the educator of Orientals. He must

wait in humility and prayer upon the workings of the Divine Spirit.
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However ardently he may desire to record results, he must be con-

tent to refrain until they have been written first in the book of

Providence, where time alone will make them legible. Meanwhile

we may all ardently hope for the time when distinctively Christian

universities and colleges will crowm the educational development

of India, and the religion of Christ become the dominant influence

in these higher centres of learning. It is true that Christian educa-

tion has always been an essential feature of missionary policy, yet

in the judgment of some eminent missionaries the hour has now

come when there is a call for a decisive advance in the direction of

a more thorough Christianization of all missionary institutions, and

the establishment of Christian vmiversities with their affiliated

colleges.

The inestimable value of Christian education as a factor in the

higher progress of India is apparent. The guidance of its modern

development will be chiefly in the hands of its educated leaders.

Shall they represent the agnostic and materialistic or the Christian

view of life and destiny? The ultimate conversion of India, so

far as human instrumentalities are concerned, must be the work

of Christian natives, so that a preaching and teaching corps drawn

from the varied ranks of Indian society becomes essential for this

gigantic task. Education, moreover, is an aggressive and creative

force in the making of manhood. It is an accredited method

of storing away in the individual personality an endowment of

power which God’s guidance and blessing may make of priceless

value to those nascent races in their formative and unifying era,

just as they are entering upon the responsibilities and perils of

modern culture. It is already manifest that the Christian com-

mimity of India, under the stimulus of missionary education, is

gaining a vantage ground which insures it a place of influence and

efficiency altogether outranking its social standing. Taking into

consideration its recent origin, with no historic prestige and no

caste lineage, its present position and prospects indicate that Chris-

tian education holds the key to social destiny in India, despite the

protest of traditional exclusiveness. It opens a door which even

the dominance of caste sentiment cannot effectively close. It is

fast becoming an illustration of the Gospel paradox that “ the last

shall be first and the first last” when we find the small Christian

community of India fairly in competition with the Brahman for

the leadership of twentieth century progress. In university exami-

nations the successful Christian candidates for degrees are already

far above the proportion which one would expect from the size of
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the Christian community. This is especially true of lady gradu-

ates.

In a cursory survey of missionary education in India we cannot

expect to do justice to its many noble institutions. In the principal

cities, as Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras, are large and flourishing

colleges, having in several instances over a thousand pupils in all

departments. Other cities not so prominent are not less important

as centres of education. In fact, it is now true that almost everj*

strategic point in India is occupied by Christian educational forces.

We may name Trichinopoly, Nagpur, Rawal Pindi, and Tanjore,

each with institutions containing over a thousand pupils, whik‘

\'ellore, Masulipatam, and Sialkot have slightly under that number.

Guntur, Delhi, Agra, Ahnora, and Cottayam have each over five

hundred students in their colleges. The higher institutions are not

for boys alone. The Sarah Tucker College at Palamcotta, with 277

pupils, the Isabella Thoburn College at Lucknow, with 164, and the

Sigra Normal School at Benares, with 188 on its roll, all show that a

promising beginning has been made in the higher education of girls.

Theological and training schools are next in order, for the raising

up and adequate preparation of competent Christian natives

to aid in the spiritual and educational conquest of India. Their

importance is increasingly manifest as an essential factor in the

Christian progress of Indian races, and it is interesting to note

that this class of institutions is represented by 110 schools, with

2905 male pupils and 1433 female, making a total of 4338. Twenty-

five of these report over fifty pupils in attendance, while fourteen

others report over one hundred.

Medical training schools, including those for nurses, number

sixteen, with a total of 191 students. Of this number it may be

noted that 134 are females and 57 males. Institutions such as

the North India School of Medicine for Christian women at Lodiana,

the Medical Missionary Training Institute at Agra, and the training

class for nurses in connection with St. Catherine’s Hospital at

Amritsar, where maternity cases are made a specialty, are all

centres of beneficent service to India. Industrial traiping institu-

tions and classes are increasing rapidly, and already number about

170, with several thousand pupils.

Institutions not yet graded as colleges, but designated as board-

ing schools, high schools and seminaries, are numerous in India,

filling a large place in the educational resources and equipment

of the country. They number 337, with 29,321 male pupils and

12,092 female, making a total of 41,413. Few of them have less
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than one hundred pupils, and the majority enroll between two and

three hundred each. In several instances the list goes beyond four

and even five hundred, and in two cases the record exceeds eight

hundred. Forty-three of these schools report an attendance of

over 250. Details concerning these and also of those enrolling less

than 250 pupils will be found in the author’s Centennial Survey of

Foreign Missions. A considerable number of these schools are for

girls. Among the more important m.ay be mentioned that of

the American Board at Ahmednagar, with 370 pupils; of the Free

Church at Madras, with 302 pupils; of the Methodists at Calcutta,

with 250 pupils; of the Baptists at Ongole, with 246 pupils; of

the Methodists at Aligarh, with 234 pupils, and at Jabalpur, with

an enrolment of 215. There are thirty-two other schools for girls,

reporting between one and two hundred scholars, and fifty-five

others reporting fifty or over, but with less than one hmidred.

These statistics, bare as they are, afford a basis for estimating

the volume of work which is being conducted along this line. Men-

tion might further be made of thirty kindergartens, with 815 pupils,

and of the elementary or village day-schools, numbering, according

to the recent estimate of Mr. Harlan P. Beach, in his statistical

Atlas, 8285, with 342,114 pupils.

The total educational force of Protestant missions in India may,

therefore, be summarized as follows: 34 colleges, with 22,084 stu-

dents; 110 theological and training schools, with 4338 students; 16

medical schools, with 191 students; 170 industrial schools and

classes, with about 10,000 pupils
;
337 boarding schools, high

schools, and seminaries, with 41,413 pupils, and 8285 elementary

day schools, with 342,114 pupils. As some allowance should be

made for a few industrial departments or classes in connection with

various schools which probably have been reported both under the

head of industrial work and also in the enrolment of schools, it will

be safe to say that a total of 8900 institutions and about 418,000

pupils is well within the limits which the reports justify.

Higher institutions of learning in Burma have been established

by the American Baptist Missionary Union, and by the Society for

the Propagation of the Gospel. The Rangoon Baptist College,

with 567 pupils, is the leading institution of the first of these, while

St. John’s College, at Rangoon, with 650 pupils, is the most import-

ant institution of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

Theological and normal training schools, and also flourishing

boarding and high schools of excellent character, are conducted

by the American Baptists and Methodists, the English Wesleyans,
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and the .Vnglicans, representing, all told, twenty-six schools of this

grade, with 2801 pupils. The great majority of these are connected

with the American Baptist Missions, which, moreover, conduct an

extenjsive work of a primary grade, as does also the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel. The Welsh Calvinistic Methodists

have a large normal coeducational training school at Shillong, in

A.ssam, with 336 boys and 104 girls on its roll, and a high school for

boys at Sheila, with 150 pupils, besides over 200 schools of a primary

grade. An interesting result of missionary education in Burma
is the remarkable appreciation of the Karens, and their readiness

to enter into educational work.voluntarily, even at great sacrifice.

“ Illiteracy among Karen Christians of the second generation is very

rare imleed,” writes the Rev. W. I. Price, of Henzada. This

interesting race seems to have broken the record for enthusiastic

cooperation in the educational campaign, and in their readiness

to contribute a large and gratifying share toward the expense of

providing these advanced facilities.

In Ceylon, the educational work of missions dates back to earh'

in the eighteenth century, and during the nineteenth century the

Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society of England gave much

attention to general education, and established some fine institu-

tions of the higher grade. The Wesley College at Colombo, with

540 pupils, the Jaffna Central College with 500 pupils, and the

Richmond College at Galle, with 280 pupils, are leading examples.

Next in magnitude comes the work of the Church Missionary

Society, including St. John’s College at Chundicully (Jaffna), with

271 pupils, and four theological and training schools, besides a

number of higher schools, some of which are for boarding pupils.

In addition to the above, the American Board of Foreign Mis-

sions has 141 schools of various grades. Several other British

Societies are also engaged in educational work in Ceylon. It is

a striking feature of the good work in that island that the major-

ity of schools of the higher grade seem to be for girls. Out of a

total of fifty-six higher educational institutions, including high

schools, thirty of them are for girls.

Educational work in such volume and variety as We find under

mission auspices in India and Ceylon should reveal itself as a social

influence of transforming efficacy, with facile power to create a

new and stimulating intellectual environment. Evidence demon-

strating that this is true can be brought forward in abundance.

Not to burden our pages with too tedious details, it will be sufficient

to note some of the channels of social influence opened up by educa-
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tion, and present some concrete examples of results already notice-

able in Indian progress.

The valuable opportunity which educational work gives for

special efforts among students, and among the educated classes in

general, is apparent. Such campaigns as have been successfully

conducted by the Young Men’s Christian Association, especially

in its collegiate department, with the personal aid of Mr. John R.

Mott, and the immediate practical oversight of the able corps of

foreign secretaries residing in India, are efficient factors in this

sphere. The Intercollegiate Young Men’s Christian Association

of India has forty-one branches in different institutions, with over

2052 members. Conventions and enthusiastic assemblies with a

view to directly influencing the whole student body of India, includ-

ing also the student constituency of the Young Women’s Christian

Association, are incidental to these efforts. A further oppor-

tunity presents itself in the numerous hostels under Christian

auspices which have been opened for the occupancy of students

while in attendance upon the colleges. St. John’s College at Agra,

for example, has two of these, as has also the Hislop College at

Nagpur, and the Madras Christian College at Madras. They have

also been established in connection with Duff College, Cottayam

College, Trichinopoly College, and the Church Missionary Society

High School at Jabalpur. The Lady Jane Dundas Hostel of the

Church of Scotland at Calcutta, and the Hostel of the Oxford

Mission, also at Calcutta, are further examples. The hospitality

of such special homes for students includes watch and ward, and

kindly moral influence amidst the temptations of student days.

The distributive and sharply impinging social influence of edu-

cation is also noticeable. It domesticates itself in the humblest

villages; it has welcome access to obscure and isolated communi-

ties, otherwise difficult to reach because of suspicion and fanaticism.

It lays hold of the most forsaken and stranded lives, gathers the

young of both sexes from communities where life has lain stagnant

for generations, and trains them for a future which brings a won-

drous change of environment and opens a door to signal achieve-

ment.

The contribution of moral character which education makes to

Indian society is another of the striking evidences of its social value.

A fact from the Government records is here in place. We learn

that whereas there is one criminal Hindu in 447 of the population,

in the Christian community there is found only one in 2500. The

estimate has been made that
“

if all the people in the Madras Presi-

4
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dency were Christians, there would be 12,000 criminals fewer every

year, and most of the jails might be shut.” The Christian commu-
nity has a reputation for truthfulness, honesty, morality, and gen-

eral excellence in behavior which reflects the influence of its

education and Christian training. Native converts are already

conspicuous for those habits of orderly living and self-regulated

discipline which give symmetry and direction to life, and make
their personal influence of value to society as an example and a

dynamic power.

The infusion of general intelligence into the life of the country

is a further tribute to the social value of education. There are

many men and women in India, graduates of missionary institu-

tions, of distinguished academic and professional attainment. A
single fact, stated in a British Blue Book of 1897-8, is indicative

of the intellectual stimulus which education has imparted to the

literate classes in India.
“ The number of postal articles, excluding

money orders, issued per head of population for the whole of India

was 1.63, against 1.54 in 1896-7. Per head of literate population

the percentage was 38.58, against 36.39 in the preceding year.”

Then in what has been called the “Science of Common Life,” in the

realm of everyday wisdom and in the varied round of duty, the

value of the knowledge and discriminating intelligence which educa-

tion gives is a wholesome gain to the social system. An improved

domestic economy both sweetens and brightens the home, and

sows the seeds of a better economic and moral life for succeeding

generations.

Then there is that volume of missionary and philanthropic energy

to be considered and appraised which goes forth from educational

institutions to do its work in the realm of social life. We take a

single illustration from the record of the Isabella Thoburn College

at Lucknow, founded in 1887, which has sent forth a group of

educated Indian women, such as Miss Lilavati Singh, M.A., Miss

Zoe Bose, and many others who would bring honor to any institu-

tion. Of the girls who were graduated from the college in a single

year, it is stated that one is teaching, one is engaged in evangelism,

one became an army schoolmistress, one enlisted in the work of the

Church of England, one went to Cavmpore School as first assistant,

one entered upon Government educational labor, two are under-

teachers in the academic department of the College, and still an-

other continued her studies inja post-graduate course. They are

all earnest Christians. Examine also the record of the Pasumalai

College at Pasumalai, Madura. President G. T. Washburn, who
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for nearly forty years has been connected with the institution,

states that since 1886 over 350 schoolmasters have been trained

there, and that the College and Theological Seminary have sent

out nearly two hundred preachers, evangelists and pastors. Its

graduates, moreover, are found on the faculties of tw’elve colleges

in various parts of India, Of the 24 pastors, 139 preachers,

and 124 teachers, connected with the Madura Mission, nearly all

of them regard Pasumalai as their foster-mother. Similar illus-

trations might be presented by the score.

It is education that creates in the Indian mind a taste for the

literature of the modern world, and breaks the spell of the ancient

Indian classics, which, however worthy of admiration as examples

of philosophic acumen and speculative genius, are of little value for

all purposes of practical instruction in this age of the world. The

demand for fresh and informing literature in all branches of knowl-

edge is stimulated; journalistic enterprise is promoted; mission

and native presses and publishing houses are multiplied and kept

busy; while an era of wholesome, instructive, and timely literary

activity is being rapidly developed. The foimding and promotion

of museums of science for the cultivation and encouragement of

learning are additional features of the intellectual renaissance. An
intelligent and increasing appreciation of nature and all her varied

riches, of the treasures of art and the interesting relics of archaeology,

demands an organized esprit de corps devoted to their development

and proper preservation. Learned societies, literary institutes, and

courses of popular lectures soon ccmmand a growing constituency,,

while cultured tastes and intellectual cravings search for useful

and interesting expression and 'give a refined tone to the higher

life of society.

The educational revival among Indian peoples themselves, and

the stimulus thus given to public and individual effort on their part

for the increase of facilities, are further to be noted as in themselves

benign and helpful contributions to the progress of India. It is

undeniable that this desire and purpose in native circles, now begin-

ning to be discernible, to extend to all classes the benefits of educa-

tion, are in large part the result of the missionary invasion of India.

The educated upper classes who have been trained in the atmosphere

of non-religious and non-missionary institutions are confessedly

not zealous in desiring or working for the education of the masses.

The educational enthusiasm which plans large things for the benefit

of all classes of the Indian populations has pertained almost wholly

to the program of missions; even in the case of non-Christian pro-
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gressives, where we find an approach to this enthusiasm, it can, in

large measure, be traced to the example and influence of missions.

This, it may be said in passing, is also true of philanthropic work

in general. It is the Ramabais among the natives who gather in

the famine waifs, befriend the ostracized widows and establish

orphan homes, and, we maj' add, incite to the establishment of

similar efforts under other than Christian patronage. Bright signs

of this awakening interest in educational and philanthropic progress

are already in evidence. “Milage Education Societies” are form-

ing; prominent Indian Christians, like Sir Harnam Singh, K.C.I.E.,

and Prof. Samuel Satthianadhan,LL.D.,of Madras, and many others

are revealing this deepening interest in the educational move-

ment. The former has lately given fifty thousand rupees, the

interest of which will be used to create a number of scholarships

to be tenable by poor Indian Christian students. The education

of Indian women has been and is still enlisting the services of many
women of culture. The non-Christian communities and the native

rulers are feeling also the benign force of this quickened enthusiasm

for education. The native State of Baroda in 1875 had but two

small schools for girls; in 1900, however, it reports 108 schools

with 9151 pupils. Not less significant is the fact that the Rajah

of Punganur has invited the Arcot Mission of the Reformed Church

in America to take charge of the educational work in his capital,

where it is now conducting several flourishing schools. Lad}’’

Mukarram-ud-Dowlah, daughter of the late Sir Salar Jmig, has,

moreover, paid honor to her deceased father by establishing a

zenana memorial school at Hyderabad. Other instances might

be mentioned to show the general interest in education which is

being awakened throughout India outside the Christian community.

A noteworthy instance among the Parsis is the project of the late

Mr. J. N. Tata, of Bombay, for establishing a university for all

India, modeled after the Johns-Hopkins University of Baltimore.

To this end he devoted an endowment of a million dollars in 1898.

The final form which the project appears to have taken is the found-

ing of an Indian Institute of Science. Government cooperation

has recently been secured, with that of the native State of IMysore,

and in the near future the project is likely to be realized. A
notable Mohammedan Educational Conference, it may also be men-

tioned, was held in 1902 at Delhi, in which the intellectual needs

of the Mohammedan community were earnestly discussed, and the

necessity of strenuous efforts in that line was insisted upon, lest the

Mohammedans should be left behind in the general advance of

Indian races.
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.\nother noticeable result, largely due to the educational cam-

paign of missions, and of great social value and promise to India,

is the awakened interest of the Government in the education of the

Pariahs, now often named in official documents as the Panchamas.

Missions have always sought to reach in some measure these outcast

classes, but hitherto they had been almost ignored or forgotten

in the great educational scheme of the Government. Missionary

appeals to the authorities in their behalf have been numerous and

urgent, and a favorable disposition, due, no doubt, in part to the

solicitations of missionaries, is now observable in official circles.

This has been attested of late years by the efforts put forth by the

authorities in their behalf, and by the opening of schools under

official patronage in Pariah villages, at the expense of the local

fimd Boards. An explicit statement may be quoted, made in 1887

by Sir Charles Aitchison, Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab,

who wrote: “Missionaries have been the pioneers of education,

both vernacular and English, and they are still the only body

which maintains schools for the low castes.” Lord Elgin was prob-

ably the first Vicero}^ to receive an “Address” from a Pariah com-

munity; it was presented in 1895 by the Pariah society known as

the Mahajana Sabha, and to it the Adceroy made a kindly and cour-

teous reply. A forward movement came in the Madras Presidency

about the year 1892, during the administration of Dr. Dimcan, who
was then Director of Public Instruction in that Presidency. In the

report of Public Instruction in the Madras Presidency for the

official year 1890-91, Dr. Duncan dismissed the education of the

Pariahs in seven brief lines. In 1892 he devoted a whole chapter

to it! In 1893 we find that Panchama children to the number of

31,659 were attending schools. In 1897 the attendance was 57,894,

an increase of over 83 per cent! Dr. Duncan’s order of the 1st of

February, 1893, granting special privileges to Panchama schools,

is regarded as the “Magna Charta of Panchama education.” In a

later official report Dr. Duncan refers to the special efforts put forth

on their behalf by a missionary of the Free Church of Scotland, in

the following terms: “The efforts of the Rev. Mr. Andrew toward

the amelioration of the condition of the Panchamas are noted with

great satisfaction.” There are signs of increasing interest in this

new departure in other sections of India, especially in the native

State of Baroda, where the Maharajah is devoting himself to the

enlightenment of the backward classes. These efforts of the Gov-

ernment represent an encouraging step in the right direction. The

stronghold of hope, however, for Indian outcasts is in the Christian
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sympathy and devotion of the missionary. “As in the past,” says

The Christian Patriot, of Madras, “so in the future, we firmly be-

lieve that the salvation of the Panchamas will rest with the mission-

ary bodies.” Here is surely the prophecy of a momentous social

change in India.

A further helpful outcome of education, which has both a social

and a political value, is the supply of native candidates for Govern-

ment positions, possessing the intelligence, training, and discipline,

combined with such standards of fidelitj' as will make them suit-

able for the service of the State. Xor must we overlook another

gratifying fact, namely, that Christian education is already a nur-

sery of trustworthy political loyalty, as well as a maker of native

men of affairs who have caught, in some measure, the spirit of

Anglo-Saxon integrity and justice, and display an encouraging

esprit de corps.

Another result of the deepest social significance may be mentioned

touching the welfare especially of the domestic life of India: it is the

service of education, in training those who will become wives and

mothers of intelligence, character, and refinement, for spheres of

influence in the homes of present and future generations. Female

education, now happily so successfully established, becomes in this

aspect of vital and cumulative import. Indian wives and mothers

of the nobler and finer type have been, and will continue to be, the

gift of Christian education to the country.

We have dwelt thus at length upon the educational function

and influence of missions in India as a typical illustration of what

may be accomplished through similar educational forces in almost

every foreign field. We have found in India a sufficiently suggest-

ive illustration of the historic import of missionary participation

in educational progress, and this has afforded also a favorable

opportunity for a study of the social value of the educational enter-

prise now well established in all mission lands.

New York City. J.\mes S. Dennis



V.

KOYAL TITLES IN ANTIQUITY : AN ESSAY IN
CKITICISM.

Article Three. Part II.

The following pages contain the second part of the official titles

and of the unofficial designations of the kings of Egypt, of which

the first part appeared on pages 618-664 of the October number

of this Review. It may be well to remind the readers of the

Review that this article is the third of a series, the purpose of

which is to show that the statements made by Prof. Driver with

regard to the titles of the kings of Persia cannot be accepted

unqualifiedly, and that the impression left by his notes and proofs

on pages 545 and 546 of his Introduction to the Literature of the

Old Testament is misleading and fallacious.

The Nineteenth Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Ramenpehpeh, son of the Sun, Ramessu.”

Budge, V. 1.

b. “K. E., Ramenpehpeh.” B. B., 388.

c. “ K. E., Ramenpehtpeht.” B. B., 388.

d. “Son of the Sun, Ramessu.” B. B., 388.

(2) “H., Kanekhtuatchsuteniu.” B. B., 388.

(3) “L. S., Khaemsutenma.” B. B., 388.

(4)
“ Horus of gold, .... emnekhti.” B. B., 388.

(5) “The good god, Ramenpehpeh, son of the Sun, Ramessu.”

B. B., 388.

(6) “King Ramesses.” B. B., 388 (Qurnah).

(7) “King of lower Egypt, lord of the two lands, Ramenpehpeh.”

B. B., 388 (Cercueil Bulaq).

(8) “The good god, Ramenpehpeh.” B. B., 388 (Ramesseum).

(9) “Ramenpehpeh.” B. B., 388 (Qurnah).

(10) “Ramenpehtpeht.” B. B., 388; K5., 412f.

(11) “Ramessu I, the great king of Egypt, the powerful.”

Brugsch, History, II. 69.

2. (1) a. “ K. E., Ramaatmen, son of the Sun, Ptahmerienseti.”

B. B., 389.
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h. “ K. E., Ramaatmen, heqtaui, i.e., prince of the two lands.’

B. B., 389 (Assouan).

c. “K. E., Ramenmaat.” B. B., 389 (Karnak).

d. “ K. E., Ramenmaataura.” B. B., 389 (Redesieh).

e. “K. E., RamenmaattMra.” B. B., 389 (Abydos).

/. “K. E., Ramenmaatarienrameriamen.” B. B., 389 (Karnak)

g. “K. E., Ramenmaatheqan.” B. B., 389 (Abydos).

h.
“ Son of the Sun, Phahmeriseti.” B. B., 389.

i. “S. S., Ptahmerenseti.” B. B., 389.

y. “S. S., Ptahmerienamen.” B. B., 389.

k. “S. S., Amenmerienseti.” B. B., 389.

l. “S. S., Ptahmerienheq . . .
.” B. B., 389.

m. “S. S., Merienptah.” B. B., 389.

n. “S. S., Meriamenptahmerienseti.” B. B., 389 (Karnak).

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtkhaemuastseankhtaui.” B. B., 389.

h. “H., Kanekhtseankhtaui.” B. B., 389.

c. “H., Kanekhtkhaemuast.” B. B., 389.

d. “H., KanekhtmMetmenth.” B. B., 389.

e. “H., Katersetiemtinekhtf.” B. B., 389.

/. “H., Kanekhtsatemu.” B. B., 389.

g.
“
H., Kaenramerimaat.” B. B., 389.

h. “H., Kanekhthetephermaat.” B. B., 389.

i. “H., Kanekhtuhemmestu.” B. B., 389.

y. “H., Kanekhtsekhemkhepesh.” B. B., 389.

k. “H., Kanekhtternekhtpetpaut.” B. B., 389.

l. “H., Kanekhtuhemsekhti.” B. B., 389.

m. “H., Kanekhtuserpetu.” B. B., 389.

n. “H., Kanekhtpetpehpeh.” B. B., 389.

0 . “H., Kanekhtuserpetpaut.” B. B., 389.

p. “H., Kanekhtuhemkhau.” B. B., 389.

q. “H., Kanekhtsekhemmaat.” B. B., 389.

r. “H., Kanekhtuhemmesti.” B. B., 389.

s. “H., Kanekhtsekhempehpehnekht.” B. B., 389.

t. “H., Kanekhtaakhepesh.” B. B., 389.

u. “H., Kanekhtkhakhau.” B. B., 389.

V. “H., Kanekhtuhem.” B. B., 389.

(3) a. “L. S., Uhemmestusekhemterpetpaut.” B. B.,'_389.

h. “L. S., Uhenunestukherpterpetpaut.” B. B., 389.

c. “L. S., Uhemmestukherpemnekht, Khepeshterpetpaut.’

B. B., 389 (Abydos).

d. “L. S., Uhemmestuuserpetu.” B. B., 389.

e. “L. S., Kherppehpehterpetpaut.” B. B., 389.
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f. “L. S., Menenmentchettaheh.” B. B., 389.

g. “L. S., Menthu.”

(4) a. "Horus of gold, Uhemkhauuserpetuemtaiunebu.” B. B.,

389.

b. “Horus of gold, Userpetuemtaiunebu.” B. B., 389.

c. “H. G., Meriraseaarenkaf.” B. B., 389.

d. “H. G., Sehetepramerertefu.” B. B., 389.

e. “H. G., Kherpneterenkhepera.” B. B., 389.

(5) a. “Lord of the two lands, Ramenmaat.” B. B., 389 (Kar-

nak).

b. “Lord of the two lands, Ramenmaat, hequast.” B. B., 389

(Abydos).

c. “Lord of the two lands, Ramenmaatsetepra.” B. B., 389

(Qurnah).

d. “Lord of the two lands, Ramenmaatarienra.” B. B., 389

(Qurnah).

e. “Lord of the two lands, Ramenmaat, t^ra, meri Amen.”

B. B., 389 (Karnak).

(6) “Ramenmaat.” B. B., 389 (Cercueil Bulaq).

(7) “Ramenmaatmeriptah.” B. B., 389 (Karnak).

(8) “Setimerienamen.” B. B., 389 (Karnak).

(9) “Merenptah.” B. B., 389 (Abydos); Brugsch, II. 36, 39.

(10) “The king.” Brugsch, History, II. 12, 13, 14, 16 bis, 18,

20, 21 bis, 22, 31.

(11) “Pharaoh.” Brugsch, History, II. 13, 14, 15, 21, 22.

(12) “King Seti(?).” Brugsch, History, II. 13 bis, 31 bis, 38.

“King Seti the First(?).” Brugsch, History, II. 34, 83.

fl3) “Holiness (majesty).” Brugsch, History, II. 13, 21.

(14) “Divine benefactor.” Brugsch, History, II. 18, 22.

(15) “Sun of Egypt and the moon of all other lands.” Budge,

V. 7.

(16) “King of Kemi, sun of the nine peoples.” Brugsch, His-

tory, II. 22.

(17) “King Mineptah.” Brugsch, History, II. 28.

(18) “Subduer of the Menti.” Budge, V. 6.

(19) “Stablisher of monuments.” Budge, V. 6.

(20) “Seti.” Brugsch, History, II. 35, 36.

(21) “Lord of the land.” Brug.sch, History, II. 17, 24(?).

f22) “Lord of all.” Brugsch, History, II. 36.

(23) “The heavenly (?) Meneptah.” Brugsch, History, II. 38.

(24) “His (Ramses) father Meneptah.” Brugsch, History, II.

40.
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(25) “His (Ramses) father Seti, the First.” Brugsch, History,

II. 34.

(26) “His (Ramses) father, King Seti, the First.” Brugsch,

History, II. 40.

(27) “King Meneptah Seti.” Brugsch, History, II. 113.

(28) “King Seti Meneptah.” Brugsch, History, II. 132.

(29) “King Meneptah, the First, Seti the First.” Brugsch, His-

tory, II. 79.

(30) “The great prince of Egypt.” Brugsch, History, II. 69.

(31) “Meneptah Seti, the great prince of Egypt.” Brugsch,

History, II. 69.

(32) “His (Ramses) father, the Osiris king, Seti.” Brugsch,

History, II. 40.

20. “Bull of Ra, beloved of Maat, lord of the shrines of Nekhebet

and Uatchet, who brings to an end the power of the foreign nations,

smiter of the Menti, Horus of gold, beloved of Maat, making great

the name of his ka. King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Ramenmaat,

filling On with obelisks,” etc. Budge, V. 61 (from the Flaminian

obelisk)

.

21. “Bull, destroying the foreign nations by his power, L. S.,

stablisher of monuments for ever and ever, Horus of gold, who
giveth peace, beloved of his father Ra, K. E., Ramenmaat,” etc.

Id.

3. (1) a. “K. E., Rausermaatsetepenra, son of the Sun, Ra-

mesesmeriamen.” B. B., 444.

h. “K. E., Rausermaat.” B. B., 444.

c. “K. E., the good god of life, Rausermaat.” B. B., 444.

d. “K. E., Rausermaattatra.” B. B., 444.

e. “K. E., Rausermaatmerira.” B. B., 444.

/. “K. E., Rausermaataura.” B. B., 444.

g. “ K. E., Rausermaathequast.” B. B., 444.

h. “ K. E., Rausermaatsetepenra.” B. B., 444.

i. “K. E., Rausermaatsetepenrameriamen.” B. B., 444.

j. “Son of the Sun, Ramesesmeriamen.” B. B., 444.

k. “K. E., Rausermaat, son of the Sun, Ramessumeriamen.”

B. B., 444; Kb. 420r”b

l. “Son of the Sun, Ramessumeriamen.” B. B., 444; Kb.,

420u'“.

m. “Son of the Sun, Ramesesheqneteraumeriseti.” B. B., 444;

Kb., 420

n. “Son of the Sun, Ramesesmeriseti.” B. B., 444; Kb., 420n“h

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtmerimaat.” B. B., 444.
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h. “H., Kanekhtmakemt.” B. B., 444.

c. “H., Kanekhtrenputhefnu.” B. B., 444.

d. “H., Kanekhtsekuast.” B. B., 444 (Luxor).

e. “H., Kanekhtsaseti.” B. B., 444.

/. “H., Kanekhtmerira.” B. B., 444.

g. “H., Kanekhtsatemu.” B. B., 444.

h. “H., Kanekhtsaamen.” B. B., 444.

i. “H., Kanekhtsakheper.” B. B., 444.

j. “H., Kanekhturpehpeh.” B. B,, 444.

k. “H., Kanekhtuserpehpeh.” B. B., 444.

l. “H., Kanekhtmenabkherppehtpeht.” B. B., 444; 420t;.

TO. “H., Kanekhtabaherkhepeshf.” B. B., 444.

n. “H., Kanekhtenrasetnekhtsatetti.” B. B., 444.

0 . “H., Kanekhturhebumeritaui.” B. B., 444.

p. “H., Kanekhturnekhtiabaherkhepeshf.” B. B., 444.

q. “H., Kanekhtuserrenputhefnu.” B. B., 444.

r. “H., Kanekhtuserrenput.” B. B., 444.

s. “H., Kanekhtthesmaat.” B. B., 444.

t. “H., Kanekhtusermaat.” B. B., 444.

u.
“
H., Kanekhtmerimaatnebhebumatefptahtatuenen.” B. B.,

444.

V.
“
H., Kanekhtmerimaatmenthuensuteniukaenhequurpehti-

mMtefsetiemnubti.” B. B., 444.

w. “H., Kanekhtmerimaathebuherkenihernekht.” B. B., 444.

(3) a. “L. S., Maqemtuafsemti.” B. B., 444.

h. “L. S., Uafsemtimaqemt.” B. B., 444.

c. “L. S., Maqemtuaframesneterukerktaui.” B. B., 444.

d. “L. S., Maqemtuafsemtiramesneterukerktaui.” B. B., 444.

e. “ L. S., Abaenhehusekhemab.” B. B., 444.

/. “L. S., Seshepneterenkhepera.” B. B., 444.

g. “L. S., Sekherpehsutenanpehuita.” B. B., 444.

h. “L. S., Ursheftmaqemt.” B. B., 444.

1. “L. S., Semenkhmenemsutenapttefamentasu,” etc. B. B.,

444.

7. “L. S., Maqemtuafsemtiariurusenemanusmaemausetusenu.’'

B. B., 444.

k. “L. S., Maqemtuafsemtinebsent .... shefiemtaiunebuari-

tanekshemtemuntataenkhetabaref.” B. B., 444.

l. “ L. S., Maqemtuafsemtianusen .... retamertraiu.” B. B.,

444.

(4) a.
“ Horus of gold, Userrenputaanekhti.” B. B., 444.

b. "H. G., Userkhepeshmerita.” B. B., 444.
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c. “H. G., Hehikhuenmeses.” B. B., 444.

d. “ H. G.jUserrenputaanekhtiramesneterukerktaui.” B. B., 444.

e. “ H. G., Uafsemtirenekhtbeshtu.” B. B., 444.

/.
“ H. G., Urfautukherppehpeh.” B. B., 444.

g. “ H. G., Urnekhtuafhrasemtnebt.” B. B., 444.

h. “H. G., Userrenputaanekhtantcherupehuutahrahehiabasehen-

seneferrensekhnausemti.” B. B., 444.

i. “H. G., Userrenputhefnuaanekhtuauretaiturusen . . . .aha

. . .
.” B. B., 444.

(5)
“ Lord of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenra.” B. B., 444.

(6) “Lord of the land, Rameses.” B. B., 444.

(7) a. “Lord of risings (or crowns) Ramesesmeriseti.” B. B.,

444.

h. “Lord of the risings, Ramessesmeriamen, neterheqan.” B.

B., 444.

c. “Lord of the risings, Ramessesmeriamen.” B. B., 444.

(8) a. “Heru-Ra, Kanekhtkhaemuastseankhtaui.” B. B., 444.

h. “Heru-Ra, Kanekhtuafsemti.” B. B., 444.

(9) “The Sun, Rausermaat.” B. B., 444.

(10) “The good god, lord of the land, Rausermaat.” B. B., 444.

(11) “Rausermaatsetepenrakhnemetuast.” B. B., 444.

(12) “Ramessespaneteraa.” B. B., 444.

(13) “ Amen-Ramessesneteraanebpet.” B. B., 444.

(14) “Rausermaatsetepenra-Ramessesmeriamen.” B. B., 444.

(15) “Meriamen.” B. B., 444.

(16) “Rausermaatsetepenra.” B. B., 444.

(17) “Ramessesmeriamen.” B. B., 444; Brugsch, History, II.

54, 57, 62 bis, 69 bis, 72, 96.

(18) “Ramessumeriamenneterheqannu.” B. B., 444.

(19) “ Rauserramessumeriamen.” B. B., 444.

(20) “Rausermaatsetepenraankhhensenbmeriamen.” B. B.,

444.

(21) “Sesetsumeriamen.” B. B., 444.

(22) “Setesu.” B. B., 444.

(23) “Sesetsu.” B. B., 444.
^

(24) “Lord of the shrines of Xekhebet and Uatchet, master of

Egypt, conqueror of foreign countries, Horus of gold, mighty one

of years, great of strength.” Budge, V. 22.

(25) “His majesty of Horus, the mighty bull, beloved of Maat,

the king of the South and North, Rausermaatsetepenra, the son

of the Sun, Ramessu, beloved of Amen, the giver of life for ever.”

Budge, V. 30.
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(26) “Majesty, or holiness (hen).” Budge, V. 30 six times, 32

eight times, 34 bis, 36 ten times; Brugsch, History, II. 94, 83.

(27) “Lord.” Budge, V. 30.

(28) “King.” Budge, V. 32; Brugsch, History, II. 34 his, 35

six times, 38 ter, 39 four times, 48, 50 his, 58 five times, 60 ter, 61

four times, 62 five times, 63 his, 64, 67 his, 68, 81 ter, 82 his, 83 his,

84 his, 95.

(29) “ Rausermaatsetepenra, giver of life for ever.” Budge, V.

41.

(30) “Mighty bull, the son of Seti, Ramesesmaat-neteru, pos-

sessor of the lands. King of Upper and Lower Egypt, son of the

Sun, Ramessesmeriamen, Horus of gold. User renput, great in

power, lord of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenra, son of the

Sun, Ramessesmeriamen, son of creation(?) for ever (Khepera

tchetta).” Budge, V. 61 (on the Flaminian obelisk at Rome).

(31) “ Mighty bull, beloved of Maat, lord of festivals, like his father

Ptah, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, son of the Sun, Ramesses-

meriamen, Lord of the shrines of Nekhebet and Uatchet, possessor

of Egypt, who makes an end of the power of the foreign nations,

lord of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenra, son of the Sun,

Ramessesmeriamen, son of Khepera, giver of life.” (Same as last.)

(32) “Mighty bull, son of Amen, lord of the shrines, etc., pos-

sessor of Egypt, who makes an end of the power of foreign nations.

King of Upper and Lower Egypt, son of the Sim, Ramessesmeri-

amen, placing before thee(?) in On the monuments(?) of his king-

dom, lord of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenra, son of the Sun,

Ramessesmeriamen, giving life for ever.” Id.

(33) “Mighty bull, beloved of Maat, lord of festivals, like his

father Ptah, K. E., son of the Sun, Ramessesmeriamen, L. S.,

child(?) of the gods, builder of their temples, lord of the two lands,

Rausermaatsetepenra, son of the Sun, Ramessesmeriamen, giving

life, like Ra.” Id.

(34) “Lord of the land(?).” Brugsch, History, II. 34, 35, 37.

(35) “The conquering king, Ramses II.” Brugsch, History, II.

34.

(36) “Ramses Miamun, the conqueror.” Id., II. 84.

(37) “Ramessu, the conqueror.” 7d., II. 35.

(38) “The conqueror.” Id., II. 33.

(39) “Divine benefactor.” Id., II. 35, 49 his, 81.

(40) “ King Meneptah Seti II.” Id., II. 94.

(41) “King Ramses, the Second.” Id., II. 28, 40 his, 46, 50,

85, 86, 113.
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(42) "King Ramses Miamun.” 53, 54 bis, 55, 61, 98, 58, 68,

69 bis.

(43) "King Ramses.’"' Id., 42 bis.

(44) "Ramses, the Second, friend of Amen.” Id., 113,

(45) " The king of Upper and Lower Egypt.” Id., II. 39.

(46) " The great prince of Egypt.” Id., 69 bis.

(47) "Ramessu Miamun, the great prince of Egypt.” Id., 69,

70 six times, 71 eleven times, 73 four times, 74 bis.

(48) " Great lord, our king.” Id., 62.

(49) "The great prince of Egypt, Ramessu Miamim.” Id., 72.

(50) "The mighty king.” Id., 62.

(51) “Brave king.” Id., 58.

(52) "Lord of both the worlds.” Id., 62.

(53) " The good king.” Id., 49.

(54) “The noble lord and ruler of Egypt.” Id., 56.

(55) “Lord of the two crowns of Hor and of Set.” Id., 80.

(56) " Gracious lord.” Id., 58.

(57) "Guardian of the Egyptians in the day of battle.” Id., 58

(58) “ Ra-Hormakhu.” Id., 61.

(59) " Sutekh, the glorious, son of Mut, Baal in his time.” Id., 61.

(60) "The holiness (or majesty) of the royal house, the Sun-

Horus, the mighty Bull, who loves justice, the great lord, the pro-

tector of his people, the brave with his arm, the rampart of his life-

guards in the day of battle, the king Ramses Miamun.” Id., 61.

(61) "King Ramessu-Miamun, the god of war, Monthu upon

earth.” Id., 97.

(62) "The brave and bold conqueror of the nations, of the

highest valor in the field of battle, firm on horseback, and glorious

on his chariot, whom none can escape, when he seizes his bow and

arrows.” Id., 49.

(63) "Pharaoh.” Id., 36, 46, 47 bis, 48, 50 twelve times, 51

thirteen times, 52 ter, 55 six times, 56, 58, 61, 62 bis, 63, 66, 69 bis,

109.

(64) “Ramessu ]\Iiamun, the bull among the princes.” Id., 69.

(65) “ Ramessu ]\Iiamim, the great prince of Eg}’pt,dhe powerful,

the son of Mineptah Seti, the great prince of Egypt, the powerful,

the son of the son of Ramessu I, the great king of Egypt, the pow-

erful.” Id., 69.

(66) “Pharaoh, my gracious lord, the beautiful son of Ra-

Hormakhu.” Id., 61.

(67) " King Ramessu Miamun, the dispenser of life eternally and

for ever.” Id., 68, 69, 81.
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(68)
“ King Ramessu Miamun, dispenser of life for ever and ever,

the friend of the Theban Amon-Ra of Api.” Id., 80.

(69) “ The lord of heaven, lord of the earth, sun, life of the whole

world, lord of time, measurer of the course of the sun. Turn for

men, lord of prosperity, creator of the harvest, fashioner and former

of mortals, dispenser of breath to all men; animator of the whole

company of the gods, pillar of heaven, threshold of the earth,

weigher of the balance of the two worlds, lord of rich gifts, increaser

of the corn, at whose feet the Ranen w’aits; thou former of the

great, creator of the small, whose words engender the most splendid

abundance; thou who watchest w’hen other men rest, whose

strength overshadows Egypt, conqueror of the foreigners, who hast

returned home victorious; whose arm protects the Egyptians, who
loves justice, in which he lives by his laws; protector of the land,

rich in years, the conqueror whose terror has stricken down the

foreigners; thou our lord, our Sim, by whose words out of his

mouth Turn lives.” Id., 35.

4. (1) a. “K. E., Baramerenamen, son of the Sun, Merenptah-

hetephermaat.” B. B., 497.

b. “K. E., Baramerenamen.” B. B., 497.

c. “K. E., Baramerenneteru.” B. B., 497.

d. “K. E., Baramerienamen.” B. B., 497.

e. “Son of the Sun, Merenptahhetepen-Maat.” B. B., 497.

(2) a. “H., Kanekhthatemmaat.” B. B., 497.

h. “H., Kanekhthaemmaathenksuenraemkherthru.” B. B.,

497.

(3) a. “L. S., Khamaptahemkhenhefnu.” B. B., 497.

b. “ L. S., Khaemptahemkhenhefnuresemenhepuneferuemnekhti.”

B. B., 497.

(4) “Horus of gold, aakhepeshhusatetti.”

(5) “Horus-Ra, Kanekhthaiemmaathenksuenhruemkherthru.”

B. B., 497.

(6) “Lord of the risings (or crowns), Merenptahhetepenmaat.”

B. B., 497.

(7) “Baenra.” B. B., 497 (scarab).

(8) “ Baenrameriamen.” B. B., 497 (scarab); Brugsch, His-

tory, II. 127.

(9) “ Merenptahhetephumaat.” (See 20 below). B. B., 497

(scarab).

(10) “Soul of Ra, beloved of Amen, he who resteth on Maat,

lord of the shrines of Nekhebet and Uatchet, the Horus of gold,

the lord of risings.” Budge, V. 97.
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(11) “King.” Brugsch, History, II, 116, 117, 118 his, 119, 120

bis.

(12) “King Mineptah.” Id., II. 117, 119, 121.

(13) “Majesty.” Id., II. 118, 119, 120 ter, 121.

(14) “Lord.” Id., II. 118.

(15) “Shepherd.” Id., II. 118.

(16) “King of the country.” Id., II. 119.

(17) “Pharaoh.” Id., II. 119 his.

(18) “Mineptah.” .M, II. 121.

(19) “The annihilator of the Thehennu.” Id., II. 121.

(20) “ Mineptah-Hotephiina.” Id., II. 126 bis, 127, 128 ter.

(See (9) above.)

5. (1) a. “K. E., Ramenmasetepenra, son of the Sun, Ramesses-

hequast.” B. B., 501.

b. “K. E., Rarnenmasetepenrameriamen.” B. B., 501.

c. “Son of the Sun, Ramesseshequastmeriamen.” B. B., 501.

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtmerimaatsementaui.” B. B., 501.

h. “H., Nebhebumaamen.” B. B., 501.

c. “H., Kanekhturpehpehmaamen.” B. B., 501.

(3) “L. S., Urbaaiuemapt.” B. B., 501.

(4) “Heru-Ra, Kanekhtnieriamensemen .... [Lord of the

shrine, etc.] .... emapt.” B. B., 501.

(5) “Beautiful god, son of Amen, divine essence coming forth

from his members, august child of Hera(?), set apart for fair sov-

ereignty in the North land.” Budge, V. 138 (from Lepsius, Denk-

jndler. III, pi. 201c).

6. (1) a. “K. E., Rauserkheperumeriamen, son of the Sun

Merenptahseti.” B. B., 504.

b. ““K. E., Rauserkheperumeriamen.” B. B., 504.

c. “K. E., Rauserkheperuensetepenra, son of the Sun, Seti-

merenptah.” B. B., 504 (Pap. Anast. 6).

d. “K. E., Rauserkheperusetepenra.” B. B., 504.

e. “K. E., Rauserkheperutatenra.” B. B., 504.

/. “Son of the Sun, Merenptahmeriamen.” B. B., 504.

g. “Son of the Sun, Merenptahsetimeriamen.” B. B., 504.

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtmerira.” B. B., 504.

b. “H., Kanekhtmerirasaamen.” B. B., 504.

c. “H., Kanekhtmerirase(?)ntaui.” B. B., 504.

(3) “L. S., Maqemtuafsemti.” B. B., 504.

(4) “Horus of gold, Aanekhtuemtaiunebu.” B. B., 504.

(5) a. “King Rauserkheperumerenamen.” B. B., 504.

b. “King Rauserkheperumeramen.” B. B., 504.
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(6) “Rauserkheperumeramen.” B. B., 504.

(7)
“ Rauserkhepersetepenra.” B. B., 504.

(8) “Rauserkhepermaat.” B. B., 504. (scarab).

(9) “Rauserkheperusetepenrameriamen.” B. B., 504.

(10) “Setimerptah.” B. B., 504.

(11) “Beloved of Set.” Budge, V. 133.

7. (1) a. “K. E., Rakhuensetepenra, son of the Sun, Merenptah-

saptah.” B. B., 507.

b. “K. E., Rakhuensetepenra.” B. B., 507.

c. “K. E., Rakhuarimaatsetepenra.” B. B., 507.

d. “K. E., Khura.” B. B., 507.

e. “ Son of the Sun, Merenptahsaptah.” B. B., 507.

/.
“ Son of the Sun, Merienptahsaptah.” B. B., 507.

(2) “H., Khaembat.” B. B., 507.

(3) “King.” Budge, V. 14 6fs.

8. (1) a. “ K. E., Rauserkhausetepenrameramen, son of the

Sun, Setnekhtmererrameriamen.” B. B., 511.

h. “K. E., Rauserkhausetepenrameramen.” B. B., 511.

c. “K. E., Rauserkhausetepenra.” B. B., 511.

d. “K. E., Rauserkhaumeramen.” B. B., 511.

e. “Son of the Sim, Setnekhtmererrameramen.” B. B., 511.

/. “Son of the Sun, Setnekhtmereramenra.” B. B., 511.

(2) “H., Kanekhturpehpeh.” B. B., 511.

(3) a. “Lord of risings (or crowns), Setnekhtmereramenra.”

B. B., 511.

b. “Lord of risings, Setnekhtmererrameramen.” B. B., 511.

(4)
“ Sovereign prince of the two lands.” Budge, V. 146.

(5) “My father.” So designated by Ramses III. See Brugsch,

II. 138.

The Twentieth Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Rausermaatmeramen, son of the Sun, Ra-

messesheqan.” B. B., 513.

b. “K. E., Rausermaatmeramen.” B. B., 513.

c. “Son of the Sun, Ramessesheqan.” B. B., 513.

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtaasuteniu.” B. B., 513.

b. “H., Kanekhtmermaatsementaiu.” B. B., 513.

c. “H., Kanekhtrepehtinekhthrakhepeshsatetti.” B. B., 513.

d. “H., Kanekhtsusekhqemtusermaatnekhthrasemaem . . .

nekhtthuhennu.” B. B., 513.

(3) a. “L. S., Urhebumaamen.” B. B., 513.

b. “L. S., Urhebumatathenen.” B. B., 513.

.5
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c. “L. S., Urhebum^etamen.” B. B., 513.

d. “L. S., Usernekhtpehtirnaatefefmenthu.” B. B., 513.

(4) a. “Horus of gold, Userrenputmaraathimaqemuafnekhtsem-

ti.” B. B., 513.

b. “Horus of gold, Userrenputmatemuathimaqemtuafnekhtsem-

ti.” B. B., 513.

c. “H. G., UserrenputmaamenMhimaqemtuafsemti.” B. B.,

513.

d. “H. G., UserrenputmaraMhimaqemtuafnekhtsemti.” B. B.,

513.

e. “H. G., Qennebkhepeshuiaretsh .... merf.” B. B., 513.

(5) “Heru-Ra, Kanekhtaasuteniu.” B. B., 513.

(6)
“ Rausermeramen.” B. B., 513.

(7)
“ Ramessesheqan.” B. B., 513.

(8) “Lord of the two lands (neb taui).” Budge, V. 149.

(9) “Ruler of the two lands (life, health, strength), Heq-ankh-

utcha-senb-taui.” Budge, V. 149.

(10) “Great chief mouth of the land of Qemt and ruler of the

whole coimtry.” Budge, V. 149.

(11) “The king.” Budge, V. 155, 156; Brugsch, History, 141.

(12) “Majesty.” Budge, V. 155, 156 ter; Brugsch, History, 145.

(13) “Lord of Egypt.” Budge, V. 156 (compare (8) above).

(14) “Lord.” Brugsch, History, 159 ter, 160, 161 his.

(15) “Rameses.” Budge, V. 156 his.

(16) “ Lord, the king.” Budge, A'. 175.

(17) “Pharaoh.” Brugsch, History, II. 140, 150 his.

(18) “Rameses III, the great god, his lord.” Brugsch, History,

163.

(19) “Ramses, the god.” Brugsch, i7fstory, II. 139.

(20) “King, Rausermaatmeriamen, life, health, strength, the

great god (pa neter aa).” Brugsch, History, 137; Harris Papyrus,

LXXV. 1.

(21) “King and lord of the land, Rausermaatmeriamen, the

son of Ra, the lord of the crowns, Ramses-heqan, the friend of all

the gods, the dispenser of life for ever and ever.” Brugsch, His-

tory, II. 144.
,

2. (1) a. “ K. E., Rausermaatsetepenamen, son of the Sun,

Ramessesmeriamenraheqmaat.” B. B., 528.

h.
“ K. E., Rausermaatsetepenamen.” B. B., 528.

c. “K. E., Rausersetepenamen.” B. B , 528.

d. “K. E., Heqrasetepenamen.” B. B., 528.

e. “K. E., Raheqmaatsetepenamen.” B. B., 528.
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/. “K. E., Ramaat.” B. B., 528.

g. “K. E., Heqmaat-Ramaatsetepenamen.” B. B., 528.

h. “Son of the Sun, Ramessesmeriamenheqmaat.” B. B., 528.

i. “S. S., Ramessesmaatmeriamenra.” B. B., 528.

j. “S. S., Ramessesmaatmeriamen.” B. B., 528.

k. “S. S., Ramesses.” B. B., 528.

l. “S. S., Nebkhauheqmaah Ramessesmeriamenheq.” B. B.,

528.

(2) a. “H., KanekhtankhemmaatnebhebumMefefptahtathenen.”

B. B., 528.

b. “H., Kanekhtankhmaat.” B. B., 528.

c. “H., Kaankheraraaat.” B. B., 528.

d. “H., Kanekhtheruenqemt.” B. B., 528.

e. “H., Kanekhtpehtemaamen.” B. B., 528.

(3) a. “L. S., Maqemtuauapetpaut.” B. B., 528.

b. “L. S., Maqemtuafpetpaut.” B. B., 528.

(4) a. “Horus of gold, Userrenputurnekhtiathimesneterusekhe-

pertaui.” B. B., 528.

b. “H. G., Userrenputurnekhtiathimestuneturusekhepertaui.’’

(5) a. “Heru-Ra, Kanekhtankhemmaatnebhebumaatefptahta-

nem.” B. B., 528.

b. “Heru-Ra, Kanekhtankhmaatnebhebumatefefptahtathenen.”

B. B., 528.

(6) a.
“ Lord of the lands, Raheqmaat.” B. B., 528.

b. “Lord of the lands, Raheqmaatsetepenra.” B. B., 528.

(7) “King Raheqmaatsetepenamen.” B. B., 528.

(8) “The king.” Brugsch, History, 168, 169 bis.

(9) “Pharaoh.” Id., 169.

(10) “King Ramessu(?).” 7d., 169.

(11) “King Ramessu, dispenser of life for ever.” Id., 17u.

3. (1) a. “K. E., Rausermaatsekheperenra, son of the Sun,

Ramesesefamenmeriamen.” B. B., 529.

b. “Son of the Sun, Ramesesefmeriamenheqamen.” B. B., 529.

(2) “H., Kanekhtmaatamen.” B. B., 528.

(3) “Rausermaatsekheperenra.” B. B., 528.

(4) “Usermaatkheperen.” B. B., 528.

4. (1) a. “K. E., Ramaatnebmeramen, son of the Sun, Rames-

sesamenneterheqan.” B. B., 530.

b. “K. E., Ramaatnebamen.” B. B., 530.

c. “ K. E. Ramaatmeramen.” B. B., 530.

d. “K. E., Rameramennebashtkau.” B. B., 530.

e. “Son of the Sun, Ramessesamenhrakhepeshfneterheqannu.”

B. B., 530.
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f. “S. S., Ramessesmaat.” B. B., 530.

g. ‘‘'S, S., Ramessesamenneterheqannu.” B. B., 530.

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtaanekhtuseankhtaui.” B. B., 530.

b. “H., Kanekhtaanekhtu.” B. B., 530.

(3) a. “L. S., Usermaathetathiu(?).” B. B., 530.

h. “L. S., Usermaathethefru.” B. B., 530.

(4) a. “Homs of gold, Userrenputmata-thenenathinebhabuma-

kiqemt.” B. B., 530.

.

b. “H. G., UserrenputmaathinebhebumakqemtmelRaneDemmen-

unihraruf.” B. B., 530.

(5) “Ramessesmeramenraneterheqan.” B. B., 530.

(6) “Pharaoh.” Brugsch, History, II. 174 four times, 175.

(7) “The king.” Id., 174 bis.

(8) “King Ramessu VI(?).” Id., 174.

5. (1) “K. E., Rausermaatamenmerisetepenra, son of the Sun,

Ramessestaainenneterheqan.” B. B., 534.

(2) “H., Kanekhtanenisuten.” B. B., 534.

(3) a. “L. S., Makqemtuafpetpaut.” B. B., 534.

b. “L. S., Makqemtuafpet.” B. B., 534.

(4)
“ Horus of gold, Userrenputmaraathiurhebumaamenrasuten-

netem.” B. B., 534.

6. a. “K. E., Rausermaatkhuenamen, son of the Sun, Ramesses-

meramenseti.” B. B., 535.

b. “K. E., Rausermaatkhuenamen, son of the Sun, Ramesses-

amenmeramen.” B. B., 535; Budge, V. 195.

7. “ Lord of the land, Sekliaenrameramen, lord of the risings (or

crowns), Ramessessaptah.” B. B., 537.

8. (1) a. “ K. E., Raneferhasetepenra, son of the Sun, Ramesses-

mereramenkhauast.” B. B., 538.

b. Same as last, except kau for ka, and omits kha. B. B., 538.

c. “K. E., Raneferkasetepenra.” B. B., 538.

d. “K. E., Raneferkausetepenra.” B. B., 538.

e. “Son of the Sim, Ramessesmereramenkhauast.” B. B., 538.

/. “S. S., Ramessesmeriamenkhamaatuast.” B. B., 538.

(2) “H., Kanekhtkhaemuast.” B. B., 538. '

(.3) “L. S., Usermaatseankhtaui.” B. B., 538.

(4) “Horus of gold, Userrenputmatanemathiursuteniutterpet-

paut.” B. B., 538.

(5) “Heru-Ra, Kanekhtkhaemuast.” B. B., 53S.

(6) “Lord of creatures, Raneferkasetepenra.” B. B., 538.

(7) “The king.” Brugsch, History, II. 179, ISO.

(8) King Ramessu IX (X).” 179.
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(9) “Ramessu IX (X), the great king of Egypt, the son and

friend of all the gods.” Id., ISO.

(10) “Pharaoh.” Id., 179 ter, 180, 181.

(11) “Pharaoh, his (thy) lord.” 180 ter.

(12) “Lord, the Pharaoh.” 182.

9. (1) a. “K. E., Rakhepermaatsetepenra, son of the Sun, Ra-

messu[meri]amen.” Budge, V. 210.

h. “K. E., Rakheperenmaatsetepenra.” B. B., 543.

c.
“ Son of the Sun, Ramessesamenmerfmaat.” B. B., 543.

d. “S. S., Ramessesamenmerimaat.” B. B., 543.

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtsekhara.” B. B., 543.

b. “H., Kanekhtsekhaenra.” B. B., 543.

(3) “L. S., aa ” B. B., 543.

(4)
“ Lord of the land, Rakhepermaatsetepenra, son of the Sun,

Ramessesamen.” B. B., 543.

(5)
“ King Rakhepermaatsetepenra.” B. B., 543.

(6)
“ Ramessesamenhrakhepeshf.” B. B., 543.

10. (1) a. “ K. E., Usermaatrasetepenra, son of the Sun, Rames-

sesmeriamen.” B. B., 544.*

b. “K. E., Usermaatrasetepen[ra].” B. B., 544.

c. “K. E., TJsermaatenrasetepenra.” B. B., 544.

(2)
“ H., Kanekhttutkhautetsuteniumatemimeter.” B. B., 544.

(3) “Horus of gold, Usermaatkhepeshterpetpaut.” B. B., 544.

(4)
“ The king.” ‘ Brugsch, History, 184 bis.

(5)
“ Pharaoh.” Id., 184 twelve times, 185 ten times.

(6) “Majesty.” Id., 185.

(7)
“ Sim of the nations.” Id., 184.

(8) “The great lord.” Id., 184.

(9) “Great lord and ruler.” Id., 185.

(10) “The king of Upper and Lower Egypt, Miamun Ramessu.”

Id., 185.

(11) “King Miamun Ramessu.” Id., 186.

(12) “Dispenser of life to-day and for ever.” Id., 187.

11. (1) a. “K. E., Ramenmaatsetepenptah, son of the Sun,

Ramessesmeramenkhauastneterheqan.” B. B., 546.

b. “K. E., Ramenmaatsetepenptah.” B. B., 546.

c. “K. E., Lord of the two lands, Ramenmaatsetepenptah.”

B. B., 546.

d.
“ Son of the Sun, Rameramenemuastneterheqan.” B. B., 546.

* Prof. Erman, Dr. Budge and the note in B. B. all state that the monuments
of this king ought to be restored to Ramesses III, to whom they reallyjbelong.

For the sake of convenience, following B. B., they are placed here under] the

so-called Ramesses XII.
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e. “Son of the Sun, Raniessesmereramenkhauastneterheqan.”

B. B., 546.

/. “Son of the Sun, lord of risings (or cro^ras), Raniessesmerer-

amenkhauastneterheqan.” B. B., 546.

(2) “H., Kanekhtmerira.” B. B., 546.

(3) “L. S., Usermaathethefnu.”

v4) “Horus of gold, Urpehtseankhtauiathiankhutchasenbherab-

maatseheteptaui.” B. B., 546.

(5)
“ Lord of the two lands, Ramenniaatsetepenra.” B. B., 546.

(6) “Ramesseskhaemuastmererainenneterheqannu." B. B., 546.

(7) “Ra, Ramesseskhauastniererneterheqan.” B. B., 546.

(8) “King.” Brugsch, History, II. 189.

(9) “Pharaoh.” Id., 189 his.

(10) “ Pharaoh, his lord.” Id., 189 his, (thy) once.

A.

—

The Twenty-first Dynasty; Ib^'is.

1. (1) “The good god, lord of the two lands, Rahetchkheper-

setepenra, son of the Sun, Anienniernesba, tettetet.” Budge, VI. 1.

(2) “His majesty.” Id., 3.

2. (1) a. “K. E., Raneterkhepersetepenamen, son of the Sun,

Meriamensara.” B. B., 559.

h. “ Son of the Sun, Meriamensaamen.” B. B., 559.

(2) “H., Kanekhtmerimaat.” Budge, VI. 9.

3. (1) “K. E., Raaakhepersetepenamen, son of the Sun, Paseb-

kannumeriamen.” B. B., 560.

(2) “H., Kanekhtemtataaiuen.” B. B., 560.

4. “ K. E., Raaaseh, son of the Sun, ? ? ?” B. B., 562.

5. “K. E., lord of the two lands, Rasetepenanien,* son of the

Sun, lord of risings (or crowns), Meriamen, Amenemap.” B. B.,

563.

5 and 6 have empty cartouches in B. B.

7. “K. E., Heqhetch . . . .,t son of the Sun, Heriamenherupe-

sebkhanu.” B. B., 566.

B.

—

The Twenty-first Dynasty: Thebe§.

1. (1) “K. E., Xeterhentepenamen, son of the Siui, Saamenher-

heru.” B. B., 568.

(2) a. “H., Kanekhtsaamen.” B. B., 568.

h. “H., Kanekhtsaamenurkhuemapt.” B. B., 56S.

(3) “L. S., Sehetepneteru.” B. B., 568.

* Budge supplies usermaat after Ra.

t Budge supplies Ra before IIeq.
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(4) “Homs of gold, Khuemapt.”

(5)
“ Ankhneternefersaamen, lord of the lands, lord of the risings

(or crowns), Neterhentepenamen, Saamenherheru.” B. B., 568.

(6) “Neterhentepenamenra, sutenneteru, mermenfitu, urrentaui,

hautiherheru.” B. B., 568.

(7)
“ Erpahamerkatenmenneb, enhenfkherptaui, neterhentepen-

amenra, suten neteruherheru.” B. B., 568.

2. (1) “Neterhentepenamen, suten neteru, paiankh.” B. B.,

573.

b. Same as a, except that Ra is added after amen.

(2) “Sasuten, khatef, Paiankh.” B. B., 570.

(3) “Paiankh(?).” Budge, VI. 20.

(4) “The king.” Id., 21.

3. (1) “K. E., Sehetepneteruaritkhuenkatisen, neterhentepen-

^menra, suten neteru, Painetchemmaakheru, sa Piankhmaakheru.”

B. B., 574.

(2) “Lord of the two lands, Painetchemmaakheru, nest tchat-

(mer)menfitu, urnetchtaui, Painetchem.” B. B., 574.

(3) a. “H., Sehetepneteruaritkhuenkausen(?),” Budge, VI. 22.

b. “H., Kanekhtmeriamen.” Id., 22.

4. (1) “K. E., Rakheperkhasetepenamen, son of the Sun, Pai-

netchemmeriamen.” B. B., 576.

(2) “H., Kanekhtmeriamen.” B. B., 576.

(3)
“ King Miamun Pinotem.” Brugsch, History, II. 194.

(4) “Osiris, lord of the two lands, Rakheperkha.” B. B., 576.

5. (1) “Neterhentepenamenra, Masaherth, maakheru, son of the

king, lord of the two lands, Painetchemmeriamen.” B. B., 578.

(2) “Neterhentepenamenra, suten neteru, mermenfitu, urnetch-

taui, Masahertha, lord of the two lands, Painetchemmeriamen.”

B. B., 578

(3) “Masahertu.” B. B., 578.

(4) “Masaherth.” B. B., 578.

(5) “Commander-in-chief of the soldiers of the whole land.”

Budge, VI. 25.

(6) “Commander-in-chief of the soldiers of Upper and Lower

Egypt.” Budge, VII. 25.

(7)
“ Prince, guide of the two lands.” Budge, VI. 25.

(8)
“ Beloved of Khensu.” Budge, VI. 25.

6. (1) “Neterhentepenamenra, Ramenkhepermaakheru, son of

the king, Painetchemmeriamen.” B. B., 579.

(2)
“ The high priest of Amon-Ra, the king of the gods, the gen-

eral-in-chief of the army, Menkheperra, the son of the king, Miamun
Pinotme.” Brugsch, History, II. 194.
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(3)
“ Chief priest of Amon-Ra, the king of the gods.” Id., 195.

(4) “General-in-chief of the army of Upper and Lower Egypt.”

Id., 195.

(5) “General-in-chief of the army, Menkheperra.” Id., 195.

(6) “High (or chief) priest of Amon, ^Menkheperra.” Id., 195,

196 his.

(7) “Chief captain.” Id., 195.

(8) “Captain of the army.” Id., 196.

7. “Neterhentepenamenra, Painetchemmaakheru, sa Ramen-

kheper.” B. B., 586-581.

The T^'exty-secoxd Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Rahetchkhepersetepenra, son of the Sun,

Shashanqmeriamen.” B. B., 596.

h.
“ Son of the Sun, Shashanqmeriamen.” B. B., 596.

c. “S. S., Shashameriamen.” B. B., 596.

(2)
“ H., Kanekhtmerira, sekhafemsutenitaui.” B. B., 596.

(3) a. “L. S., Khaemhetech, maherusaauset, sehetepnetoruem-

maat.” B. B., 596.

h. “L. S., Khaemhetchmaherusaauset, sehetepenmiaa.” B. B.,

596.

c. “L. S., Khaemhetchsehetepneteruemmaat.” B. B., 576.

(4) a. “Horus of gold, IGierppehpeh, hapetpaut, urnekhtutaiu-

nebu.” B. B., 596.

h. “H. G. Ivherppehpeh, hupetpaut, urnekhtuemtaiunebu.”

B. B., 596.

(5) “Shashanq.” B. B., 596.

(6) “Majestj".” Brugsch, History, II. 210 bis, 211.

(7) “Theki^g.” 7d., 211, 212 6zs.

(8) “The king and lord of the land.” Id., 212.

(9) “Dhine benefactor.” Id., 212.

(10) “ King Shashanq.” Id., 212 his.

(11) “King Shashanq I.” 7d., 211, 213 6zs.

(12) “ Master, the lord of might, the lord of the land.” 7d., 211.

(13) “Good lord.” 7d., 211.

(14) “Image of Hormakhu.” Id., 212.

2. (1) a. “K. E., Rakkherpkhepersetepenra, son of the Sun,

Meriamenuasarken.” B. B., 607.

h. “Son of the Sun, Meriamenuarsarken.” B. B., 607.

(2) “Uarsarken.”

3. (1) “K. E., Rahetchsetepenamen, neterhequast, son of the
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Sun, Meriamen-Thekeleth-meriaast.” B. B., 613; Budge reads

usermaat for heich, VII. 79.

(2)
“ Lord of the two lands, Thekelethmeren.” B. B., 613.

(3) a. “Thekeluth.” B. B., 613.

6. “Thekeleth.” B. B., 613.

c. “Thekelethmeri.” B. B., 613.

d. “Tekeluth.” B. B., 613.

e. “Lord of the two lands, lord maker of creation, Usermaatra,

sun of the Sun, lord of risings, Thekeleth, triumphant.” Budge,

VI. 80.

4. (1) a. “K. E., Rausermaatsetepenamen, son of the Sun,

Meriamensabast, Uasaarken.” (B. B., 619?) Budge, VI. 81.

h. “Son of the Sim, Meriamensabastuasaarken.” B. B., 619.

(2) “H., Kanekhtmerimaat.” B. B., 619.

(3) a. “ Lord of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenamen.” B. B.,

619.

6. “Lord of the two lands, Meriamen, Uasarken.” B. B., 619.

c. “Lord of the two lands, Uasarken.” B. B., 619. ‘

(4) “Son of the Sun, lord of risings (or crowns), Meriamensabast,

Uasaarken.” B. B., 619.

(5)
“ Meriamensaauset, Uasaarken.” B. B., 619.

5. (1) “K. E., Rasesheshkhepersetepenamen, son of the Sun,

Shashameriamen.” B. B., 636 ;
Budge adds Ra at end, VI. 87.

(2) “Erpaurtepenhenfshashanqmaakheru, son of the king, lord

of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenamen.” B. B., 636.

6. (1) a. “ K. E., Rahetchkhepersetepenra, son of the Sun, Meri-

^menrameriast, Thekeleth.” B. B., 637.

6. “Son of the Sun, Meriamensaauset(?), Thekeleth.” B. B.,

637.

(2) “H., Kanekht .... emuast.” B. B., 637.

(3) “Thekelethmeri.”

(4)
“ Seraaenmaathi, Thekeleth.” B. B., 637.

(5) “Great chief of the Mashauasha.” Budge, VI. 88.

(1) a. “K. E., Rausermaatsetepenra, son of the Sun, Meriamen,

sabast, Shashaq.” B. B., 646.

h. “K. E., Rausermaatsetepenmen.” B. B., 646.

c. “K. E., Rausermaatsetepenra.” B. B., 646.

d. “Son of the Sun, Meriamen, Shashaq, heqneteran.” B. B.,

646.

e. “S. S., lord of the risings (or crowns) Amenra, sabast, Sha-

shanq, heqneteran.” B. B., 646.

(2)
“ Rausermaatmeriamen, Shashanq.” B. B., 646.
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“Son of Bast, divine prince of On.” Budge, VI. 92.

8. (1) a. “K. E., Rausermaatsetepenamen, son of the Sun,

Meriamen-Pimai.” B. B., 647.

h. “K. E., Lord of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenmen.”

B. B., 647.

(2) “Lord of the two lands, Rausermaatsetepenmen.” B. B.,

647.

(3) “Lord of the risings (or crowns), Meriamen-Pimai.” B. B.,

647.

(4) “Pimai.” B. B., 647.

(5)
“ Pimai-hetch-Heru.” Budge, VI. 93.

9. (1) a. “K. E., Raaakheper, son of the Sun, Shashanq.”

B. B., 648; Budge adds Meriamen at end, VI. 95.

b. “K. E., Aakheperra.” B. B., 648.

c. “Son of the Sun, Shashaq.” B. B., 648.

d. “ S. S., Shashaqmeramen.” B. B., 648.

(2) “King Rakheperaa.” B. B., 648.

(3) “Aakheperu.” B. B., 648.

(4) “Shashanq.” B. B., 648.

The Twexty-third Dynasty.

1. (1) “K. E., Raseherab, son of the sun, Petasabast.” B. B.,

649.

(2)
“ Beta Bast.” Budge, VI. 96.

(3) “Amenmeri Petabast.” VI. 97, Aeg. Zeit., XXXIV. p.

114.*

2. (1)
“ K. E., Raaakhepersetepenamen, son of the Sun, Amenra-

meri-Uasaarken.” B. B., 650.

(2)
“ Son of the Sun, Uasark, living for ever.” Budge, VI. 99.

3. (1) “K. E., lord of the two lands, in Heru-Thema, K. E.,

L. S., Horus of gold.” Budge, VI. 114.

(2) “Son of the Sun, Tafnekht.” Budge, VI. 114.

(3) “Rashepses.” Budge, VI. 114.t

4.

J (1) “The good god, lord of the two lands, lord, maker of

things, K. E., Rausermaat, son of the Sun, Peankhi sa Bast, uatch

taui meri.” Budge, VI. 115.

* A king called the “king of Upper and Lower Egj'pt Auuthmeriamen ” seems

to have reigned at the same time. See Budge, VI. 97, and note.

t It is worthy of note that the chief officials of many cities were called suten,

“king,” at this time. See Budge, VI. 104, where Nemareth, Annaptih, Osorkon,

and Lafnekhteth are all called king.

X The cartouches of two kings numbered 3 and 4 in B. B. are empty.
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“ The lord, the maker of things, lord of the two lands, Sene-

fer-f-Ra, son of the Sun, lord of risings, Piankhi.” Id., 116.*

The Twenty-fourth Dynasty.—A.

1. Cartouche empty.

2. (1) a. “K. E., Rauahka, son of the Sun, Bakenrenf.” B. B.,

655.

b. “Rauahka, son of the Sun, Barenf.” B. B., 655.

The Twenty-fourth Dynasty.—B.

1. “King Kashta.’^ B. B., 656; Budge, VI. 122.

2. (1) “K. E., Ramenkheper, son of the Sun, Piankhi.” B. B.,

657. t

(2) “H., Samtaui.” B. B., 657.

(3) “L. S., Meshemt.” B. B., 657.

(4) “H. G., Seashaqennu.”

(5)
“ Saamenmesenmut, Piankhi.” B. B., 657.

3. (1) “K. E., Meriamen-Piankhi.” B. B., 668.

(2)

“K. E., son of the Sun, Piankhi.” B. B., 668.

The Twenty-fifth Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Raneferka, son of the Sun, Shabaka.” B. B.,

690.

h. “ Son of the Sun, Meriamen-Shabaka.” B. B., 690.

(2) “H., Sebektaui.” B. B., 690.

(3) “L. S., Seqebtaui.” B. B., 690.

(4)
“ Horus of gold, Seqebtaui.” B. B., 690.

(5) “Shabaka.” Budge, VI. 128; Bezold’s Catalogue, p. 1784.

(6) “Beautiful god, the lord, maker of things” Budge, VI. 128.

2. (1) a. “ K. E., Ratetkau, son of the Sun, Shabataka.” B. B.,

692.

b. “Son of the Sun, Meriamen-Shabataka.” B. B., 692.

(2) “H., Tetkha.” B. B., 692.

(3) a. “L. S., Sekhamaat .... taui.” B. B., 692.

b. “L. S., Aashefitemtaiunebu.” B. B., 692.

(4) a. “Horus of gold, Herhranekht.” B. B., 692.

b. “H. G., Aakhepeshh .... nebu . . .
.” B. B., 692.

3. (1) a. “K. E., Ranefertemkhu, son of the Sun, Taherq.”

B. B., 693.

* Budge adds: “It is clear that this last Piankhi cannot be the same as he

whose prenoinen is Usermaatra.”

tWe shall not attempt to set the Piankhis straight.
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b.
“ K. E., Ranefertemkhu.” B. B., 693.

(2) a. “H., Vakhu (or khan).’' B. B., 693.

b.
“
H., Qakhu (or khan)-Taherq.” B. B., 693.

(3) “L. S., Qakhu (or khan).” B. B., 693.

(4) a. “Horus of gold, Khutaui.” B. B., 693.

b. “Horus of gold, Taherq.” B. B., 693.

c. “Double Horus of gold, Taherq.” B. B., 693.

(5) “Lord of the two lands, Taherq.” B. B., 693.

(6) “ The good Horus, Taherq.” B. B., 693.

(7) “Taherqa.” B. B., 693.

4. (1) “The good god, Rausermaatsetepenamen.”* B. B., 696.

(2)
“ Lord of the two lands, Amenrutmeriamen.” B. B., 696.

(3) “Lord of the two lands, Amenrut.” B. B., 696.

5. Budge adds a king after Taherka, who has the following titles,

to wit:

(1) a. “K. E., lord of the two lands, Rabaka, son of the Sun,

lord of the risings (or crowns), Amentennath.” (From superscrip-

tion of the stele of Tanath-Amen, found at Napata (Tebel Barkal).)

b. “K. E., Rabaka, son of the Sun, Amentennath.” (From

stele, line 3.)

(2) “Lord of the horus?” {neb abui. From stele, line 1).

(3) “H., Uahmert.” Budge, VI. 158.

(4) “Majesty.” Id., 163.

(5)
“ Beloved of Amen, giving life for ever,” like Ra. Id., 159.

The Twenty-sixth Dynasty.

1, 2, and 3 have empty cartouches.

4. (1) a. “ K. E., Rauahab, son of the Sun, Pesemthek.” B. B.,

701.

b. “K. E., Lord of the two lands, Rauahab.” B. B., 701.

(2) a. “H., Aaab.” B. B., 701.

5. “H., Aaab.” B. B., 701.

(3) a. “L. S., Heba.” B. B., 701.

5. “L. S., Neba.” B. B., 701.

(4) a. “Horus of gold, Qenua.” B. B., 701. /

5. “H. G., Qen.” B. B., 701.

(5)
“ Peraa-Psemtheq.” B. B., 701; Kb., Q38g.

5. (1) a. “K. E., RauhemM^, son of the Sun, Nekau.” B. B.,

705.

* The place of this king in Egyptian history is uncertain. See Budge, VI. 165,

and Brugsch, History, II, 271.
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h. “K. E., Rauhemab, son of the Sun, Nebau.”* B. B., 705.

(2) “H., Saab.” B. B., 705.

(3) “L. S., Maakheru.” B. B., 705.

(4) “Horus of gold, Merineteru.” B. B., 705.

(5)
“ Son of the Sun, Nekauhem.” B. B., 705.

6. (1) “K. E., Raneferab, son of the Sun, Psemtheq.” B. B.,

707.

(2) “H., Menkhab.” B. B., 707.

(3) “L. S., Usera.” B. B., 707.

(4) “H. G., Senefertaui.” B. B., 707.

(5) “Son of the Sun, lord of twofold strength, Psemtheq.”

Budge, VI. 226 (from Wadi Hammamat).

7. (1) a. “K. E., Rahaaab, son of the Sun, Rauahab.” B. B.,

710.

h. “Son of the Sun, Rauah.” B. B., 710.

(2) “H., Uahab.” B. B.,’ 710.

(3) “L. S., Nebkhepesh.” B. B., 710.

(4) “H. G., Seuatchtaui.” B. B., 710.

8. (1) a. “K. E., Rakhnemab, son of the Sun, Aahmessanit.”

B. B., 711.

h. “K. E., Rakhnemab.” B. B., 711.

c. “ K. E., Rakhnem.” B. B., 711.

d. “Son of the Sun, Aahmessanit.” B. B., 711.

e. “Son of the Sun, Aahmessaennit.” B. B., 711.

/. “Son of the Sim, Aahmes.” B. B., 711.

(2) “H., Semenmaat.” B. B., 711.

(3) “L. S., Sanitsepttaui.” B. B., 711.

h. “L. S., Sanitseb” (Budge seqeh) “taui.” B. B., 711.

(4) “Horus of gold, Setepneteru.” B. B., 711.

(5) “Beloved of Khenmu, lord of Elephantine, and of Hathor,

dwelling within Tchamut.” Budge, VII. 16.

9. (1) a. “K. E., Raankhkaen, son of the Sun, Psemthek.”

B. B., 716.

h. “K. E., Raankhka.” B. B., 716.

(2) “H., Apaahtaui.” B. B., 716.

The Twenty-seventh Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Ramessuth, son of the Sun, Kembathet.”

B. B., 717.

b. “K. E., KembMhet.” B. B., 717.

(2) “H., Samtaui.” B. B., 717.

* Is the ba here a misprint for ka?
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(3)
“ Lord of the two lands, Kembutcha.” B. B., 717.

(4) “Lord of the whole foreign earth (Nebsemtineb), Keni-

bathet.” B. B., 717.

(5) “ Kembetcha.” Budge, VII. 42.

2. (1) a. “ K. E., Rasettu, son of the Sun, Anthriuasha.” B. B.,

718.

6. “K. E., Antherusha.” B. B., 718.

c. “K. E., Anterusha.” B. B., 718.

d. “Son of the Sun, Anthriusha.” B. B., 718.

e. “K. E., Netausha.” B. B., 718.

/. “K. E., Retausha.” B. B., 718.

g. “K. E., Neteraua.” B. B., 718.

h. “K. E., Antherisha.” B. B., 718.

(2) “H., Antheriuasha.” B. B., 718.

(3) “Teriusha-semti.” B. B., 718.

(4) “Tareuasha.” B. B., 718.

(5)
“ Darius, the great king, the king of kings, the king of the

lands of all peoples, king of this great earth, the son of Hystaspes

the Akhemianen.” On the stelae found at Tel-el-Maskhuta, Budge,

VII. 63.

3. (1) “Lord of the two lands, Khushaiarsha.” B. B., 719.

(2) “Lord of the two lands, Kishaarsha." B. B., 719.

(3) “Lord of the two lands, Khushairsha.” B. B., 719.

(4) “The good god, lord of the two lands, Ivhashairsha.” B.

B., 719.

(5) “ Khashaiarsha, Peraa, Paaa (Xerxes, Pharaoh, the Great).”

B. B., 719.

4. (1) “K. E., lord of the two lands, Artakhshashas.” B. B.,

720.

(2) “K. E., lord of the two lands, Artakhashassha, Peraa, Paaa.”

B. B., 720.

(3)
“ Arthekhashessha, Peraa, Paaa.” B. B., 720.

5. (1) “K. E., Rameriamen, son of the Sun, Antheriuasha.”

B. B., 721.

(2) “Son of the Sun, Antheriuashameramenra, nebhebt, user-

khepesh.” B. B., 721.

(3) “Lord of the two lands, Amenhebtuserkhepesh.” B. B.,

721.

(4) “The good god, lord of the two lands, Meriamenenra, neb-

hebt, neteraauserkhepe.sh.” B. B., 721.

(5) “Beautiful (good) god, lord of the two lands.” Budge, VII.

85.
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The Twenty-eighth Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Senenptahsetepamen, son of the Sun, Khab-

besha.” B. B., 722.

6. “Son of the Sun, Khabash.” B. B., 722.

c. “K. E., lord of the two lands, Khabbesha." B. B., 722.

(2)

“Merira-Khabasha.’^ B. B., 722.

2, 3 and 4 have empty cartouches.

The Twenty-ninth Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Rabaenmerineteru, son of the Sun, Naifaaiu-

rut.” B. B., 726.

h. “K. E., Naifaaiurut.” B. B., 726.

(2) “H., User . . .

.”’ B. B., 726.

(3) “Horus of gold, .... setepneteru.” B. B.,'726.

(4) “Lord of the two lands, Nefaarut.’' B. B., 726.

(5) “King Naipaurut.” B. B., 726.

2. (1) a. “K. E., Ramaatkhnem, son of the Sun, Hekar (or

Haker).” B. B., 727.

V. “ K. E., Ramaatkhnem.” B. B., 727.

c. “K. E., Ramaatkhnemsetepenba.” B. B., 727.

d.
“ Son of the Sun, Haker.” B. B., 727.

e. “S. S., Heker.” B. B., 727.

/. “S. S., lord of risings (or crowns), Heker.” B. B., 727.

g. “ K. E., lord of the two lands, Heker.” B. B.,'^727.

(2)
“ H., Aaabmertaui.” B. B., 727.

(3) “L. S., Qen.” B. B., 727.

(4) a. “ Horus of gold, Setep neteru.” B. B., 727.

h. “H. G., Sehetep neteru.” Budge, VII. 93.

(5) “Lord of the two lands, Ramaatkhnemsetepenamen.”

B. B., 727.

3. (1) a. “K. E., Rausersetepenptah, son of the Sun,^Psamut.”

B. B., 728.

h. “K. E., Rauserptah.” B. B., 728.

(2) a. “H., Aapehpehuahhru.” B. B., 728.

h. “H., Aapehpehsebenerpeheru.” B. B., 728.

The Thirtieth Dynasty.

1. (1) a. “K. E., Rasenetchemabsetepenamen, son of the Sun,

Amenmerinekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

h. “K. E., Herunekhthebt.” B. B., 729.
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c. “K. E., lord of the two lands, Rasetepenamenra.” B. B,,

729.

d. “Son of the Sun, Rameriranekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

e.
“
S. S., Rameramenranekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

/. “S. S., Ramaatnekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

g. “S. S., . . . . nekht-heruhebtmeri.” B. B., 729.

h. “S. S., Meriamenranekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

i. “S. S., Meriamennekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

j. “S. S., Merimiaatnekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

(2) o. “H., Mertaui.” B. B., 729.

h. “Mertauimaqemt.” B. B., 729.

c. “H., Thema.” B. B., 729.

(3) a. “L. S., Seherabneteru.” B. B., 729.

(4)
“ Homs of gold, Semenhepu.” B. B., 729.

(5)
“ Merimaatnekhtheruhebt.” B. B., 729.

(6)
“ Nekht-heruhebt.” B. B., 729.

2. (1) “K. E., Raarienmaat, son of the Sun, lord of risings,

Tchehrasetepenanher.” Budge, VII. 103.

(2) “Living Horus-Ra, Khaemmaat.” Budge, VII. 103.

(3) “L. S., Merimaatsekhutneteruperu.” Budge, VII. 103.

(4) “H. G., Taukhut-Qebt,” etc. Budge, VII. 103.

3. (1) a. “K. E., Rakheperka, son of the Sun, Nekhtnebf.”

B. B., 731.

b. “K. E., Lord of the two lands, the lord, maker of created

things, Rakheperka.” B. B., 731.

c. “Son of the Sun, Nekhtnebf.” B. B., 731.

d. “S. S., Nekhtnebf”+ determinative for king, found nowhere

else in B. B.

(2) o. “Tema.” B. B., 731.

&. “H., Thema.” B. B., 731.

(3) “L. S., Semenkhtaui.” B. B., 731.

(4) a. “Horus of gold, Arineterumeri.” B. B., 731.

6. “ H. G., Arimertneteru.” B. B., 731.

The Thirty-first Dynasty.
/

The cartouches of the three kings of this, the second Persian,

dynasty are all empty.

Princeton. Robert Dick Wilson.
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AUGUSTINE AND HIS “ CONFESSIONS.”

rilHERE is probably no man of the ancient world, of whose out-

JL ward and inward life alike we possess such full and instruc-

tive knowledge as of Augustine’s. His extraordinarily voluminous

literary product teems with information about himself: and the

writings of his contemporaries and successors provide at least the

usual quota of allusions. But in his case these are supplemented

by two remarkable books. For the whole earlier portion of his

experiences, up to and including the great crisis of his conversion,

we have from his own hand a work of unique self-revelation, in

which he becomes something more than his own Boswell. And
for the rest of his career, comprising the entire period of his activity

as a leader in the Church, we have an exceptionally sober and trust-

worthy narrative from the hand of a pupil and friend who enjoyed
^

a close intimacy with him for an unbroken stretch of nearly forty

years. He is accordingly the first of the Christian fathers, the dates

of whose birth and death we can exactly determine, and whose

entire development we can follow from—as we say—the cradle to

the grave.

The simple facts of his uneventful external life are soon told.

He was born of mixed heathen and Christian parentage, in the small

African mmiicipality of Thagaste, on the thirteenth of November,

354. Receiving a good education, he was trained to the profession

of rhetorician and practiced that profession successively at Thagaste,

Carthage, Rome and Milan, until his conversion, which took place

at the last-named city in the late summer of 386. Baptized at

Easter, 387, he returned to Africa in the autumn of 388, and estab-

lished at his native town a sort of religio-philosophical retreat for

himself and his friends. Here he lived in learned retirement until

early in 391, when he was ordained a presbyter at Hippo—the

sacred office being thrust upon him against his will, as it was

later upon his followers, John Calvin and Jolm Knox. Five years

later (shortly before Christmas, 395), he was made coadjutor-

bishop of Hippo, and from the first sustained practically the entire

c
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burden of its administration. He continued bishop of that second-

rate sea-side to\\m, until his death on the 28th of August, 430, mean-

while having revolutionized the Church of Africa by his ceaseless

labors and illuminated the world by his abundant writings. In this

humble framework was lived a life the immediate products of which

seemed washed out at once by the flood of disasters which instantly

overwhelmed the African provinces, and with them the African

Church which it had regenerated; but the influence of which is,

nevertheless, not yet exhausted after a millennium and a half of

years.

I.—PossiDius’ Portrait of Augustine.

The Lije by Possidius is much briefer than we could have

wished, but it presents a clear outline of Augustine’s life drawn

by the hand of one who worked in the full consciousness that he

was handing down to posterity the record of a career which was

of the first importance to the world. Augustine’s literary activity

by means of which he freed the Church from her enemies and built

her up in the knowledge and service of God; Augustine’s labors for

the Church’s peace by means of which he healed the schisms that

divided the African community; Augustine’s regeneration of the

clergy of Africa through his monastic training-school: these are

the points on which Possidius lays the greatest stress. In the

meanwhile, however, he does much more than sum up for us what

Augustine was doing for the Church and the world; though in doing

this, he was speaking with a wisdom beyond his own knowledge, inas-

much as in a broader field than Africa Augustine has been a deter-

mining factor in precisely the matters here emphasized. He also

paints for us a touchingly sincere portrait of the personality of his

beloved master and enables us to see him at his daily work, sub-

merged under superabundant labors, but always able to lift his

heart to God, and already enjoying his rest with Him even in the

midst of the clangor of the warfare he was ever waging for His

Church and His truth.

Even as a presbyter, we read, he began to reap the fruit of his

labors:

“Alike at home and in the Church, he gave himself unstintedly to teaching

and preaching the word of salvation with all confidence, in opposition to the

heresies prevalent in Africa, especially to the Donatists, Manicheans and Pagans,

—now in elaborated books, and again in unstudied sermons,—to the unspeakable

admiration and delight of the Christians who as far as in them lay spread abroad

his words. And thus, by God’s help, the Catholic Church began to lift up its

head in Africa, where it had long lain oppressed under luxuriating heresies,

and especially under the Donatists, who had rebaptized the greater part of the

people. And these books and tractates of his, flowing forth by the wonderful
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grace of God in the greatest profusion, instinct with sweet reasonableness and

the authority of Holy Scripture, the heretics themselves, with the greatest ardor,

vied with the Catholics in hearkening to, and moreover every one who wished

and could do so brought stenographers and took notes even of what was spoken.

Thus the precious doctrine and sweet odor of Christ was diffused throughout all

Africa, and even the Church across the sea rejoiced when she heard it,—for, even

as when one member suffers all the members suffer with it, so when one member
is exalted all the members rejoice with it.”*

The labors he thus began as a presbyter, we are told, he but

completed as bishop, the Lord crowning his work for the peace of

the Church with the most astonishing success:

“And more and more, by the help of Christ, was increased and multiplied the unity

of peace and the fraternity of the Church of God And all this good, as

I have said, was both begun and brought to a completion by this holy man,
with the aid of our bishops.”!

But alas! while man may propose it is God that disposes. Scarcely

had this hard-won pax ecclesice been attained, when the Vandal

invasion came and with it the ruin of the land. As the fabric he

had built up fell about him, the great builder passes away also, and

Possidius draws for us the picture of his last days with a tenderness

of touch which only a true friend could show:;|;

“We talked together very frequently and discussed the tremendous judgment

of God enacted under our eyes, saying, ‘Just art Thou, O God, and Thy judgment
is righteous.’ Mingling our grief and groans and tears we prayed the Father of

mercies and God of all consolation to vouchsafe to help us in our trouble. And
it chanced on a day as we sat at the table with him and conversed, that he said,

‘Bear in mind that I am asking God in this our hour of tribulation, either to

deign to deliver this town from the enemy that is investing it, or, if that seems

not good to Him, to strengthen His servants to submit themseh^es to His wall,

and in any event to take me away from this world to Himself.’ Under his instruc-

tion it became therefore our custom thereafter, and that of all connected with

us, and of those who were in the town, to join with him in such a prayer to God
Almighty. And behold, in the third month of the siege, he took to his bed,

afflicted with a fever; and thus fell into his last illness. Nor did the Lord dis-

appoint His servant of the fruit of his prayer Thus did this holy man,
his path prolonged by the Divine bounty for the advantage and happiness of tlie

Church, live seventy and six years, almost forty of which were spent in the priest-

hood and bishopric. He had been accustomed to say to us in familiar conversa-

tion, that no baptized person, even though he were a notable Christian and a priest

,

should depart from the body without fitting and sufficient penitence. So he looked

to this in his last sickness, of which he died. For he ordered that those few *

Psalms of David called Penitential should be written out, and the sheets con-

taining them hung upon the wall where he could see them as he lay in bed, in his

weakness; and as he read them he wept constantly and abundantly. And that

he might not be disturbed, he asked of us who were present, some ten days before

he departed from the body, that no one should come in except at those hours

* Vita, etc., ch. vii.

t Ch. xiii.

! Chs. xxviii, xxix, xxxi.
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when the physicians visited him or when food was brouglit him. This wish was,

of course, observed, and he tiius had all liis time free for prayer. Unintermittently,

up to the outbreak of this last illness, he had zealou-sly and energetically preached

in the church the Word of God, with sanity of mind and soundness of judgment.

And now, preserved to a good old age, sound in all the members of his body,

and with unimpaired sight and hearing, and with us, as it is written, standing

by and looking on and uniting with him in prayer, he fell asleep with his fathers:

and we offered a sacrifice to God for the due disposition of his body and buried

him.”

His library, the biography proceeds, he left to the Church; and his

own books, who that reads them can fail to read in them the manner

of man he was? “But I think,” he adds,—

*

“But I think that those could profit more from him who could hear and see

him speaking as he stood in the church, especiall)" if they were not ignorant

of his walk among men. For he was not mereh’ a learned scribe in the kingdom

of heaven, bringing out from his treasury things new and old, and one of those

merchantmen who, having found a pearl of great price, went and sold all that he

had and bought it; but he was also of those to whom it is written, ‘So speak and

so do,’ and of whom the Saviour says, ‘Whosoever shall do and teach men thus,

he shall be called great in the kingdom of heaven.”

What a testimony is this to Augustine’s daily life before his com-

panions! And how pathetic is this companion’s parting request

of his readers,

—

‘‘Pray wnth me and for me, that I may both in this world become the emulator and

imitator of this man with whom for almost forty years, by God’s grace, I lived

in intimacy and happiness, without anj' unpleasant disagreement, and in the

future may enjoy with him the promises of God Ahnight}’.”

II.

—

The “Coxfessioxs ” of Augustixe.

It is, however, to his own Confessions, of course, that we will

turn if we would know Augustine through and through. This

unique book was written about 397-400, say about a dozen 5’ears

after Augustine’s conversion and shortly after his ordination as

bishop of Hippo,—at a time when he was already thoroughly

formed in both life and thought. There is laid bare to us in

it a human heart with a completeness of self-revelation probably

unparalleled in literature.

Jean Jacques Rousseau, to be sure, claims this distinction for his

own Confessions. “I have entered on a performance,” says he,

“which is without example, whose accomplishment will have no

imitator. I mean to present my fellow-mortals with a man in all

the integrity of nature; and this man shall be myself.” Rousseau

has at least the merit of perceiving what many have not recognized,

that his book cannot be considered to belong to the same class of

* Ch. xxxi.

i
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literature with Augustine’s. But what we wish now to emphasize is

that even as an unveiling of the soul of a man, which it makes

its sole object, Rousseau’s performance falls far behind Augustine’s

searching pages, although, as we shall see, self-revelation was in

these merely an incidental effect. The truth is, Rousseau did not

see deeply enough and could not command a prospect sufficiently

wide to paint all that is in man, even all that is in such a man as he

essayed to portray. Quite apart from the interval that separates

the two souls depicted, Rousseau’s conception of self-revelation

rose little above exhibiting himself with his clothes off. To

his prurient imagination nakedness, certainly unadorned and all

the better if it were unadorning, appeared the most poignant

possible revelation of humanity. It seemed to him, essential

scandal-monger that he was, that he needed but to publish on the

housetop all his “adventures” to enable the whole world to say of

him in the Roman proverb. Ego te intus et in cute novi

;

and he

was only too pleased to believe that the world, on so seeing his

inward disposition at least if not his outward life, would be

convinced that it agreed well with “ loose Natta’s.”* He could feel

no sympathy with Augustine’s cry, “ I became a mighty puzzle to

myself.”t The shallow self he knew only too well absorbed his

entire attention and his one engagement was in presenting this self

to the gaze of the public. What lay beneath the surface he passed

by with the unconsciou.sness of an essentially frivolous nature.

J

No wonder that an air of insincerity hangs over the picture he

has drawn. There will be few readers who will easily persuade

themselves that what they read all happened, or happened as it is

set down; they will rather be continually haunted with the sus-

picion that they are perusing not a veracious autobiography but a

piccaroon novel. The interval that divides the Confessions of

Rousseau from the Adventures of Gil Bias of Santillane is, in any case,

narrower than that which separates it from the Confessions of

Augustine.

It must be confessed, it is true, that, if not the sincerity, at least

the trustworthiness of the portrait Augustine draws of himself also

has not passed wholly unquestioned. It has of late become quite

the mode, indeed, to remind us that the Confessions were written

a dozen years after the conversion up to which their narrative leads;

* Persius, Satt., Ill, 30.

t Conff., IV, 4, 9; factus eram ipse mihi magna quastio.

t James Russell Lowell, Prose TForA-s, II, 261; “Rousseau cries, ‘I will

bare my heart to you,’ and throwing open his waistcoat, makes us confidants of

his dirty linen.”
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and that in the meanwhile the preceding period of darkness had

grown over-black in Augustine’s eyes, and as he looked back upon

it through the intervening years he saw it in distorted form and

exaggerated colors.* His is accordingly represented as “ a promi-

nent example of a tendency frequently found in religionists of an

effusive type, to exaggerate their infirmities in order to enhance

their merits in having escaped them, or by way of contrasting

present attainment with former unworthiness, just as a successful

merchant sometimes boasts that he began his career with only

sixpence in his pocket.”t We are warned, therefore, not to take

his descriptions of his youthful errors and of his fruitless wanderings

in search of truth at the foot of the letter. A recent writer, for

example, condemns all current biographies of Augustine because,

as he says, the}' “ all are constructed on the perverse type which is

followed by Augustine himself in his seductive Confessions,” in

which he “is sternly bent on magnifying his misdeeds.” Blinded

by “the glare of his new ideal,” as leading ecclesiastic and theolo-

gian of the West, “his psychic perspective was foreshortened”

and he hopelessly misrepresented his unregenerate youth. “The

truth seems to be,” we are told, “that the book is a kind of

theological treatise and work of edification. The Bishop of Hippo

takes the rhetorician as an ‘ awful example’ of nature without God.

To point his dogmatic antithesis of nature and grace, philosophy

and Christianity, nothing could be more forceful than his own

career painted as darkly as conscience would permit But

the fallacy of it all for us, reducing its value as a human docu-

* See e.g., Boissier, La Fin du Paganisme, I, 293; Harx.^ck, Monasticistn and

the Conjf. of Augustine, 132, 141; Reuter, Augustinische Studien, p. 4; Loofs,

Herzog, II, 260-261, and especially 266-267. Cf. also Gourdox, Essai sur la

Conversion de Saint Augustine, Paris, 1900. R. Schmid in an article entitled

“Zur Bekehrungsgeschichte Augustins” in the Zeitschrift fur Theologie und

Kirche, 1S97, VII, pp. 80-96, has made the fact and e.xtent of failure of the Con-

fessions in trustworthiness the subject of a special study. Xo one doubts, he

remarks, the subjective sincerity of the Confessions; and its objective trustworthi-

ness can come into question only in minutiae. The conclusion at which he arrives

is that onlv in two points are the Confessions open to correction in their represen-

tation. .\ugustine was not led to give up his professorship by his conversion, but

these two things fell together only by accident; and he still wished after conver-

sion for a comfortable life, an otium cum dignitate, and loved to teach. “Thus in

realitv there remains, so far as the Confessions do not correct themselves—that

is, permit the history to be seen through the veil of later reflections throwm over

it—very little over. But even a little is, here, much .... In the main matter,

however, the Confessions remain in the right,—that it was a revolutionary inward

experience, which brought him completeh' into the road on which he sought

and found God and himself” (p. 96).

t See John Owen, Evenings with the Sceptics, II, 139.
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ment, is that Augustine examines his earlier life from a false point \
of view.”*

Despite the modicum of truth resident in the recognition by the

writer last quoted that the book is not formally an autobiography,

but, as he terms it, “a kind of theological treatise and work of edifi-

cation,” this whole representation is fimdamentally wrong. The

judgment that Augustine passed on the misdeeds not merely, but the

whole course, of his youth was naturally essentially different at the

time when he wrote his Confessions from what it had been during

the life which is passed in review in them. He does not leave us

to infer this—he openly declares it; or rather it is precisely this

change of judgment which it is one of the chief purposes of the

Confessions to signalize. We could hardly ask a man after he has

escaped from what he has come to look upon as the sty to write

of his mode]^of life in it from the point of view of one who loves

to wallow in the mire. It is, however, something very like this that

is suggested by our critics as the ideal of autobiographical narration.

At least we read :
“ About the year 400, when the Confessions were

written, Augustine had arrived at a most lofty conception of

duty and life; he commits the usual and inevitable fallacy of

taking this later standard back to illumine the ground of his

early career. In the glare of his new ideal, actions which proba-

bly implied no moral resistance at the time they were performed,

cast an appalling shadow.”! And again: “There is no trace in

the Confessions that his conscience had anything to say at the

time.”!

Surely there is laid here a most unreasonable requirement upon

the historian. We may or may not accord with the judg-

ment that Augustine passes upon his early life. We may or

may not consider that he who takes his knowledge of Augus-

tine’s youth from the Confessions must guard himself from ac-

cepting from it also the judgment they pass on the course of that

youth as well as on the separate events that entered into it. For

example, we may or may not believe that Augustine was right in

attributing the passions of anger and jealousy manifesting themselves

in infancy to the movements of inherent corruption derived from

our first parents, or in representing the childish escapade of robbing

a pear-tree as an exhibition of a pure love of evil, native in men as

men. But any such differences of moral standpoint of which we

* Joseph McCabe, St. Augustine and His Age, pp. i, 24, 39, 41, 54, 69, 70

195-198.

t McCabe, op. cit., p. 24.

t Ibid., 41.
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may be conscious, between ourselves and the Augustine who wrote

the Confessions, are one thing; and the trustworthiness of tlie

record he has given us, whether of the external occurrences of his

youth or of the inner movements of his soul during that period of

restless search, which knew no rest because it had not yet found

rest in God, is quite another thing. It is not merely the transparent

sincerity of the Confessions which impresses every reader; it is the

close and keen observation, the sound and tenacious memory, the

sane and searching analysis that equally characterize them. “ Ob-

servation, indeed,” says Harnack, with eminent justice, “is the

strong point of Augustine What is characteristic never

escapes him”—and that is especially true of the secret movements

of the heart.* The reader feels himself in the hands of a narrator

not only whose will but whose capacity as well both to see and to tell

the truth he cannot doubt. There is spread over the whole the

evidence no more of the most ab.solute good faith than of the

utmost care to distinguish between fact and opinion—between

what really was and what the writer could wish had been. You
may think “ there is a morbid strain in the book”; you may accuse

its author of “ making a stage-play of his bleeding heart ”
;
you may

judge him “ in many places overstrained, unhealthy, or even false.”

f

All this will depend on the degree in which you feel yourself in

sympathy with his standpoint. But “there is a look of intense

reality on every page,” as a careful student has put it;j; and as

you read you cannot doubt that here is not merely a sincere but a

true record of the experiences of a soul, which you may—nay, must

—trust as such without reserve.

It is important, however, in order that we may appraise the book

properly, to apprehend somewhat more exactly than perhaps is

common precisely what Augustine proposed to himself in it. It is

inadequate to speak of it simply either broadly as an autobiogra-

phy, or more precisely as a vie intime. Xot to emphasize just here

the decisive consideration that only nine of its thirteen books have

any biographical content, it lies quite on the face of the narrative

that even the biographical material provided in tlifese nine books

is not given with a purely biographical intent. Augustine is not

the proper subject either of the work as a whole, or even of those

portions of it in which his life-history is depicted. What he tells

* Op. cit., pp. 128-131. Cf. also T. R. Glover, Lije and Letters in the Fourth

Century, p. 195.

t Harnack, as cited, p. 132.

JA. F. tVEST, Roman Autobiography, Particularly Augustine’s Confessions, in

The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, 46, p. 183 (.\pril, 1901).
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US about himself, full and rich ami searching as it is, nevertheless

is incidental to another end than self-portraiture, and is deter-

mined both in its selection and in its mode of treatment by this

end. In sending a copy of the book, almost a generation later,

to a distinguished and admiring friend who had asked him for

it, he does indeed speak of it frankly as a mirror in which he

himself could be seen
;
and, be it duly noted, he affirms that he

is to be seen in this mirror truly, just as he was. “Accept,” he

writes to his correspondent*—“ accept the books of my Confessions

which you have asked for. Behold me therein, that you may
not praise me above what I am. Believe there not others about

me, but me myself, and see by means of myself what I was in

myself
;
and if there is anything in me that pleases you, praise

with me there Him whom I wish to be praised for me,—for that One

is not myself. Because it is He that made us and not we ourselves;

nay, we have destroyed ourselves, but He that made us has remade

us. And when you find me there, pray for me that I be not defec-

tive but perfected.” Similarly in his Retractations , he says simply

that the first ten books were “written about himself”; but he does

not fail to declare also of the whole thirteen that “ they praise the

just and good God with respect both of his evil and his good and

excite the human intellect and affection toward Him.” This, he

says, was their effect on himself as he wrote them, and this has been

their effect on those that have read them.

From such passages as these we perceive how Augustine uni-

formly thought of his Confessions—not as a biography of him-

self, but, as we have commended a rather blind commentator

for seeing, rather as a book of edification, or, if you will, a theo-

logical treatise. His actual subject is not himself, but the goodness

of God; and he introduces his own experiences only as the most

lively of illustrations of the dealings of God with the human soul as

He makes it restless until it finds its rest in Him. Such being the

case the congeners of the book are not to be found in simple auto-

biographies even of the most introspective variety. The Confes-

sions of Rousseau, of Hamann, of Alfred de Musset—such books

have so little in common with it that they do not belong even in

the same literary class with it. Even the similarity of their titles

to it^ is an accident. For Augustine does not use the term Confes-

sions here in the debased sense in which these writers use it; the

sense of unveiling, uncovering to the sight of the world what were

* Letter 231 (§ 6), to Count Darius.

t II, 6; a primo usque ad decimum de me scripti sunt.
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better perhaps hidden from all eyes but God’s which see all things;

but in that higher double sense in which we may speak of confes-

sing the grace of God and our humble dependence on Him, a sense

compounded of mingled humility and praise.

The real analogues of Augustine’s Confessions are to be found not

then in introspective biographies whose sole purpose is to depict

a human soul, but in such accounts of spiritual experiences as are

given us in books like John Newton’s Authentic Narrative, although

the scope of this particular narrative is too narrow to furnish a per-

fect analogy. At the head of his narrative Newton has written

this text: “Thou shalt remember all the way, by which the Lord

thy God led thee through this wilderness”
;
and the same text might

equally well be written at the head of Augustine’s Confessions.

We might almost fancy we hear Augustine explaining his own
purpose when we hear Newton declaring that with him it was a

question “only concerning the patience and long-suffering of God,

the wonderful interposition of His providence in favor of an un-

worthy sinner, the power of His grace in softening the hardest heart,

and the riches of His mercy in pardoning the most enormous and

aggravated transgressions.” Perhaps, however, the closest analogy

to Augustine’s Confessions, among books, at least, which have

attained anything like the same popular influence, is furnished

by John Bunyan’s Groce Abounding to the Chief of Sinners. Bun-

yan’s purpose is precisely the same as Augustine’s—to glorify the

grace of God. He employs also the same means of securing this

end—an autobiographical account of the dealings of God with his

soul. “In this relation of the merciful working of God upon my
soul,” says Bunyan, “ it will not be amiss if, in the first place, I do,

in a few words, give you a hint of my pedigree and manner of bring-

ing up; that thereby the goodness and bounty of God toward me
may be the more advanced and magnified before the sons of men.”

Just so Augustine, also, gave what he gave of “his pedigree and

manner of bringing up”; and what he gave of his youthful wander-

ings in error and in sin; and what he gave of his struggles to find

and grasp, to grasp and cling to what of good he sa\v and loved

:

only that “ the goodness and bounty of God toward him might be

the more advanced and magnified before the sons of men.” We
have said that the interval that divides Rousseau’s Confessions from

the Adventures of Gil Bias is less than that which separates them

from Augustine’s. We may now say “that the interval that divides

Augustine’s Con/essz'ons from the Pilgrim’s Progress is less than that

which separates them from any simple autobiography—veracious
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and searching autobiography though a great portion of it is. For

the whole concernment of the book is with the grace of God to a

lost sinner. It is this, and not himself, that is its theme.

This fundamental fact is, of course, written large over the whole

work, and comes not rarely to explicit assertion. “I wdsh to

record my past foulnesses and the carnal corruptions of my soul,”

says Augustine, “ not because I love them, but in order that I may
love Thee, 0 my God. For love of Thy love do I do this thing,

—

recollecting my most vicious ways in the bitterness of my remem-

brance, that Thou mayest become my Joy, Thou never-failing

Joy, Thou blessed and sacred Joy; and collecting myself from the

dissipation in which I was torn to pieces, when turned from Thee,

the One, I was lost among the many.”* “To whom do I relate

this? .... And w^hy? Just that I and whosoever may read this

may consider out of w^hat depths w'e are to cry unto Thee. And
what is nearer to Thy ears than a confessing heart and a life of

faith ?”t “Accept the sacrifice of my confessions from the hand

of my tongue w'hich Thou didst form and hast prompted that it

may confess to Thy name. Heal all my bones and let them say.

Lord, who is like unto Thee? .... Let my soul praise Thee that

it may love Thee, and let it confess to Thee Thy mercies that it

may praise Thee.”J “Why, then, do I array before Thee the nar-

rations of so many things? .... That I may excite my affection

toward Thee, and that of those wdio read these things, so that we
all may say, ‘Great is the Lord and highly to be praised.’ ”§ In

these last words we observe that as he approaches the end of the

book, he is still bearing in mind the words wdiich he set at its begin-

ning
;||
and by thus reverting to the beginning, he binds the wdiole

together as one great volume of praise to the Lord for His goodness

to him in leading him to His salvation. Accordingly he adds at

once: “Therefore, w^e are manifesting our affection to Thee, in

confessing to Thee our miseries and Thy mercies toward us, in order

that Thou mayest deliver us altogether since Thou hast made a be-

ginning, and w'e may cease to be miserable in ourselves and become

blessed in Thee, since Thou hast called us to be poor in spirit, and

meek and mourners, and hungerers, and thirsters after righteous-

ness, and merciful and pure in heart and peace-makers.”^ Here the

theme of the Confessions is clearly set before us. It is the ineffable
v

goodness of God, wdiich is illustrated by w’hat He has done for

* II, i, I.

t II, iii, 5,

JV, i, 1.

§XI, i, 1.

II
I, i, 1-

^ Ibid.
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Augustine’s miserable soul, in delivering it from its sins and dis-

tresses and bringing it out into the largeness of the Divine life and
knowledge.

It is, obviously, only from this point of view that the unity of the

book becomes apparent. For we must not fancy that when Augus-
tine has brought to a completion the narrative of the wonderful

dealings of God with him, by which he was led to repentance, he has

ended his “ confessions”
;
to which he attaches the last four books

therefore purely mechanically, without any rational bond of connec-

tion with their predecessors. To his consciousness, throughout the

whole extent of these books, he continues to sound the voice of his

confessions: and if we search in them for it we shall find the same note

ringing in them as in the others. “Behold,” he cries,* “Th)' voice

is my joy: Thy voice surpasses the abundance of pleasures

Let me confess imto Thee whatsoever I have found in Thy books,

and let me hear the voice of praise, and drink Thee in and consider

the wonderful things of Thy law, even from the beginning, in the

which Thou didst make the heaven and the earth, down to the

everlasting kingdom of Thy Holy City, that is with Thee.” Not

the least of the mercies that Augustine wished to confess to God that

he had received from His hand was the emancipation of His intellect,

and the freeing of his mind from the crudities with which it had been

stuffed
;
and it is this confession that he makes, with praises on his

lips, in these concluding books. The construction of the work, then,

is something like the following: first Augustine recounts how God
has dealt with him in bringing him to salvation (books i-ix)

;
then

what he has under the divine grace become, as a saved child of

God (book x); and finally what reaches of sound and satisfying

knowledge have been granted to him in the Divine revelation (books

xi-xiii) : and all to the praise of the glory of His grace. Body,

heart, mind, all were made for God: all were incited to seek Him and

to praise Him: and all were restless, therefore, until at last they

found their rest in Him. Elsewhere than in Him had happiness,

peace, knowledge been sought, but nowhere else had they been

found. The proud was cast down: and he that exalted himself

inevitably fell. But they whose exaltation God becomes—they fall

not any more forever. This is the concluding word of the Con-

jessions.

Only in proportion as this, the true character of the book, is appre-

hended, moreover, does its true originality become evident. Even

were it possible to think of it merely as an introspective auto-

* XI, ii, 3 ad finem.
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biography, it would no doubt be epoch-making in the history of

literary form. In an interesting paper on Roman Autobiography*

Prof. A. F. AVest points out that this species of composition was

especially Roman. “ Autobiography, as well as satire,” he remarks,

“should be credited to the Romans as their own independent

invention.” “The appearance of Augustine’s Confessions, in 399

or 400,” he continues, “ dates the entrance of a new kind of auto-

biography into Latin literature,—the autobiography of introspec-

tion, the self-registered record of the development of a human soul.”

It was characteristic of Augustine’s genius that, in a purely inci-

dental use of it, he invented an entirely new literary form and carried

it at a stroke to its highest development. No wonder that Harnack

falls into something like enthusiasm over this accomplishment.

“The significance of the ‘Confessions,’” says he, “is as great on the side of

form as on that of contents. Before all, they were a literary achievement. No
poet, no philosopher before Augustine had undertaken what he here performed;

and I may add that almost a thousand years had to pass before a similar thing

was done. It was the poets of the Renascence, who formed themselves on

Augustine, who first gained from his example the daring to depict themselves and

to present their personality to the world. For what do the Confessions of

Augustine contain? The portrait of a soul—not psychological disquisitions on

the Understanding, the Will and the Emotions in Man, not abstract investigations

into the nature of the soul, not superficial reasonings and moralizing introspec-

tions like the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius, but the most exact portraiture of a

distinct human personality, in his development from childhood to full age, with

all his propensities, feelings, aims, mistakes; a portrait of a soul, in fact, drawn

with a perfection of observation that leaves on one side the mechanical devices

of psychology, and pursues the methods of the physician and the physiologist.”!

Obviously Harnack is thinking of the first nine books only.

Otherwise he could scarcely speak so absolutely of the absence

from the Confessions of “psychological disquisitions.” For what

is the great discourse on “Memory,” embodied in the tenth book,

but a psychological disquisition of the most penetrating kind,

to say nothing now of the analysis of the idea of “Time,” broached

in the eleventh book? The achievement which he signalizes is, there-

fore, only part of the achievement of the book, and if Augustine in

it has incidentally become the father of all those who have sought

to paint the portrait of a human soul, what must be said of the

originality of his performance when understood in its real pecu-

liarity—as the dramatic portraiture of the dealing of Divine Grace

with a sinful soul in leading it through all its devious wanderings

into the harbor of salvation? Not in the poets of the Renas-

cence—not even in Goethe’s Faust in which Harnack strangely

* Presbyterian and Reformed Review, April, 1901, p. 183.

t Op. cit., pp. 127-128.
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seeks the nearest literary parallel to the Confessions—can it now
find its tardy successors. We must come down to the Reformation

—perhaps to the “second Reformation” as the men of the seven-

teenth century loved to call their own times, and after that to

that almost third Reformation which was wrought by the “ Evan-

gelical Revival” or “Great Awakening”—before we discover its

real successors : and we must look through all the years, perhaps in

vain, to find any successor worthy to be placed on a level with it.

We must avoid exaggeration, however, even with respect to the

novelty of the book. Perhaps if we eliminate the question of

value and think merely of the literary species which it so uniquely

represents, it can scarcely be said that Augustine’s performance

was absolutely without forerunners, or remained absolutely without

successors “for a thousand years.” The greatness of its shining

may blind our eyes unduly to lesser points of light, which, except

for the glare of its brilliancy, might be seen to stud the heavens

about it. A recent writer, for example, claims for a tractate of

Cyprian’s—the treatise or letter “To Donatus”—the honor of

having pointed out the way in which Augustine afterward walked.

“Finally,” says he,* “a great novelty appears in this little book. The pages

on the conversion of C\’prian, which mark almost the advent of a new species

of literature, directly herald the Confessions of St. Augustine. For a long

time, a very profane manner of life, a passionate taste for pleasure, along -ndth a

sort of instinctive defiance of Christianity; subsequently, up to the very eve of

the decisive event, incapacity to believe in the renewal promised in baptism, a

very clear perception of the obstacles which a life so worldly opposed to so sudden

a revolution; then, after many hesitations, grace, as startling as a clap of thunder,

revolutionizing the whole being in its profoundest depths, to turn it toward a

new destiny; and in the recollection left by this miraculous transformation, a

fixed determination to refer all to God, to turn confession into acts of thankful-

ness; such are in Cyprian the essential traits that mark the steps of conversion.

And these are precisely the ideas that dominate the Confessions of Augustine.”

In effect, we have in this affected, mincing tract of Cyprian’s, hidden

as its lessons well-nigh are under the shadow of its rhetorical vir-

tuosity, what may be called the beginnings of the Autobiography

of Conversion—unless we prefer to penetrate yet a hundred years

further back and see its beginnings in the beautiful description

with which Justin Martyr opens his Dialogue xoith Trypho of how

he found his way through philosophy to Christ. Both narratives

have much in their substance that is fitted to remind of Augus-

tine’s. But both are too brief; the one is too objective and the

other too affected; neither is sufficiently introspective or sufficiently

searching to justify their inclusion in the same class with their

* Moxceaux, Hist. Lit. de VAfrique Ckret., II, S. Cyprian et son temps, p. 266.
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great successor. A better claim, many will think, might be put in

for the spiritual history which Hilary of Poictiers gives of his own

former life in the splendid Latin of the first fifteen sections of his

treatise On the Faith or, as it is commonly called. On the Trinity.

It is the story of a naturally noble soul, seeking and gradually find-

ing more and more perfectly the proper aim of life as it rises to

the knowledge first of the God of philosophy and then of the God

of revelation, and ultimately attains assured faith in the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Did it not move so exclusively

on the intellectualistic plane, without depth of experimental color-

ing, its dignity of language and high eloquence might, despite its

brevity, justify us in esteeming it no unworthy forerunner of the

Confessions.

Such predecessors, interesting as they are and valuable as mark-

ing the channels in which the new Christian literature naturally

flowed, can hardly be thought of as having opened the way for

Augustine—partly because their motive is too primarily auto-

biographical. Similarly he had few immediate successors who can

be said to follow closely in his steps. Perhaps the Eucharisticos

Deo of Paulinus of Pella—in which he essays to praise God for His

preservation of him and for His numerous kindnesses through a

long and eventful life—may not unfairly be considered a typical

instance of such spiritual autobiographies as the next age pro-

duced. This poem is assuredly not uninteresting, and to the

student of manners it has its own importance; but as a history

of a soul it lacks nearly everything that gives to the Confessions

their charm. That some resemblance should be discernible be-

tween the picture Augustine draws of his life and that which

such writers draw of their own was unavoidable, since he and they

were alike men and Christians and were prepared to thank God
for making them both. But the resemblance ends very much at

that point. The sublime depths and heights of Augustine and all

that has made him the teacher of the world in this his most indi-

vidual book is wanting, as well in his successors as in his prede-

cessors. He had to wait for Bunyan before there was written

another such spiritual “autobiography,” or to be more precise,

another such history of God’s dealings with a soul ; and even the

Grace Abounding stands beside the Confessions only longe intervallo.

The attractiveness of the Confessions obviously lurks, not in its
'

style, but in its matter,—or rather in the personality that lies

behind both style and matter and gives unity, freshness, depth,

brilliancy to both matter and style. Harnack is quite right when
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he remarks that the key to the enduring influence of the book is

found in the fact that we meet a person in it,—a person “everywhere

richer than his expression” ;* that we feel a heart beating behind its

words and perceive that this is a great heart, to whose beating we
cannot but atteml. Nevertheless the form of the Confessions is

itself not without its fascination, and its very stjde has also its

allurement. His rhetorical training had entered, to be sure, into

Augustine’s very substance and the false taste with which he had

been imbued had become a second nature with him. Even in such

heart-throes as express themselves in this book, he could not away

with the frivolous word-plays, affected assonances, elaborate balanc-

ing of clauses and the like that form the hall-mark of the sophistic

rhetoric of the times. It has been remarked that “rhetorician as

Augustine was, and master of several styles, he had a curious power

of dropping his rhetoric when he undertook in homilies and com-

mentaries to interpret Scripture.”f Unfortunately, he also had

a curious facility of dropping into offensive rhetorical tricks in the

midst of the most serious discmssions, or the most moving revela-

tions of feeling. Apart from these occasional lapses—if lapses so

frequent can be called occasional—the very form given this book

as a sustained address to God is wearisome to many. 1\I. BoissierJ

remarks that the transports and effusions with which Augustine

addresses himself to God “end by seeming to us monotonous.”

Harnack thinks the book too long and too alien to modern thought

ever to enter into really literary use in its entirety: and therefore

welcomes the preparation of abridgments of it.§ Prof. West|| finds

in it “ineptitudes and infelicities” which can be expected to shrink

and permit “ the central power” of the book to appear only for him

who reads it in its original Latin. The merely English reader, he

remarks, can scarcely hope to find it very interesting. “The un-

checked rhetoric, the reiterated calls on God, varied and wearisome,

the shrewd curiosity in hunting down subtleties to their last hiding-

places, the streaks of inane allegorizing,^ and sometimes the violent

bursts of feeling,—these are the things that frighten away readers

and prevent them from reaching the real delights of the book.”

It is difficult to draw up a catalogue of such defe<^ts without exag-

geration : and in the present case an exaggerated impression, both

* Op. cit., p. 136.

t E. W. Wat.sox, Classical Review, February, 1901, p. 6.5, quoted iii Glover,

op. cit., p. 195, note,

t Op. cit., p. 292.

\Theolog. Literaturzeitung, 1903, I, 12.

II
As cited, pp. 184-185.

‘I Arc tliese found to anj' appreciable extent outside the Thirteenth Book?
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with respect to quantity and quality, is almost certain to be con-

veyed. After all said, the Corifessioris are an eminently well and

winningly written book. There is even in the mere style a certain

poetic quality that gives it not merely character but beauty. Har-

nack justly speaks of “ the lyricism of the style.” There is certainly

present in it, as Dr. Bigg points out,* something of “the same

musical flow, the same spiritual refinement and distinction” that

characterizes the Imito.tion of Christ. It is not, indeed, as Dr.

Bigg justly adds, either “so compact or so highly polished” as

the Imitation of Christ: “St. Augustine cannot give the time to

cut each word as if it were an individual diamond, as a Kempis

did.” But Augustine more than compensates for this deficiency

in preciosity by his greater richness, depth, and variety. There is

nothing effeminate in Augustine’s style, nothing over-filed, nothing

cloying or wearisome. Here, too, indeed, it is true, as it generally

is, that the style is the man. And Augustine is never an uninterest-

ing person to meet, even through the medium of the written, or

even of the translated, page. No more individual writer ever

lived: and the individuality which was his was not only powerful

and impressive, but to an almost unexampled degree profound,

rich, and attractive. Harnack is right: the charm of the Confes-

sions is that they are Augustine’s and that he draws his readers

into his life by them. Here are reflected, as in a mirror, the depth

and tenderness of his ardent nature, the quickness and mobility of

his emotions and yet, underlying all, his sublime repose. He who
reads shares the conflicts and the turmoils depicted: but he enters

also into the rest the writer has found with God.

It is in this fact that the unique attractiveness of the book as a

“work of edification” resides—an attractiveness which has made it

through a millennium and a half the most widely read of all

books written in Latin, with the possible exception of the /Eneid

of Virgil.t He w'ho reads these pages enters as in none other into

the struggles of a great soul as it fights its way to God, shares with

it all its conflict, and participates at last with it in the immensity

of its repose. As he reads, that great sentence that sounds the key-

note of the book and echoes through all its pages, echoes also in

his soul :
“ Thou hast made us for Thyself, 0 Lord, and our heart

is restless till it finds its rest in Thee.” The agonizing cry becomes

his also, “ 0 by Thy loving-kindness, tell me, 0 Lord my God, what

* Introduction to his version, published in Methuen’s series, called the “Library

of Devotion,’’ 2d ed., 1900, p. 5.

tT. R. Glover, Life and Letters in the Fourth Century, p. 19.5.
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Thou art to me: say unto my soul, I am thy Salvation.” And
there likewise becomes his the childlike prattle of the same soul,

stilled in praise now that it has found God its salvation, as it names

over to itself as its dearest possession the sweet names by which its

God has become precious to it, “0 Lord, my God, my Light, my
Wealth, my Salvation!” What is apt to escape us who have, after

so many years, entered into the heritage which Augustine has won
for us is that it was really he who won it for us,—that in these

groans and tears into which we so readily enter with him as we read,

and in this hard-earned rest in God into which we so easily follow

him, he was breaking out a pathway not only for his own but for

our feet. For here is the astonishing fact that gives its supreme

significance to this book: it is the earliest adequate expression

y of that type of religion which has since attached to itself the name

of “evangelical”; and, though the earliest, it is one of the fullest,

richest and most perfect expressions of this type of religion which

has ever been written. Adolf Harnack, realizing the immense signifi-

cance of the appearance in Augustine of this new type of religion,

consecrates a whole chapter in his History of Dogma to the “ World-

Historical Position of Augustine as Reformer of Christian Piety,”

as a preparation for the due exposition of his doctrinal teaching.

In this chapter he makes many true and striking remarks; but he

hardly exhibits a just appreciation of the intimate relation which

subsists between Augustine’s peculiar type of piety and his peculiar

type of doctrine. Harnack, in fact, speaks almost as if it were

conceivable that one of these could have come into existence apart

from the other. The truth is, of course, that they are but the

joint products in the two spheres of life and thought of the same

body of conceptions, and neither could possibly have arisen without

the other. If before Augustine alternating hope and fear were

the characteristic sentiments of Christians and the psychological

• form of their piety was therefore unrest, while in Augustine the

place of hope and fear is taken by trust and love, and unrest gives

way to profound rest in God, this was because pre-Augustinian

Christianity was prevailingly legalistic, and there^ entered into it

a greater or less infusion of the evil leaven of self-salvation, while

Augustine, with his doctrine of grace, cast himself wholly on the

mercy of God, and so, as the poet expresses it,

“ Turned fear and hope to love of God
Who loveth us.”

The fact of the matter is that pre-Augustinian Christian thinking

was largely engrossed with Theological and Christological problems
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and with Augustine first did Christian Soteriology begin to come

to its rights. It was not he first, of course, who discovered that man

is a sinner and therefore depends for his salvation on the grace of

God; but in him first did these fundamental Christian truths find a

soil in which they could come to their richest fruitage in heart and

life, in thought and teaching. And here lies the secret of his pro-

found realization (on which Harnack lays so much stress) that

Christian happiness consists in “ comforted remorse” (getrosteter

Siindenschmerz).* Before him men were prone to conceive them-

selves essentially God’s creatures, whose business it was to commend

themselves to their Maker : no doubt they recognized that they had

sinned, and that provision had been made to relieve them of the

penalty of their sins; but they built their real hope of acceptance in

God’s sight more or less upon their own conduct. Augustine real- •

ized to the bottom of his soul that he was a sinner and what it is to

be a sinner, and therefore sought at God’s hands not acceptance but

salvation. And this is the reason why he never thought of God
without thinking of sin and never thought of sin without think-

ing of Christ. Because he took his sin seriously, his thought and

feeling alike traveled continually in this circle, and could not but

travel in this circle. He thus was constantly verifying afresh the

truth of the Saviour’s declaration that he to whom little is forgiven

loves little, while he loves much who is conscious of having received

much forgiveness: and as his trust increased and his love grew ever

greater he realized better and better also that other saying that

there is joy in heaven over one sinner that repents more than over

ninety and nine righteous persons which need no repentance.

So he came to understand that the heights of joy are scaled only

by him who has first been miserable, and that the highest happiness

belongs only to him who has been the object of salvation. Self-

despair, humble trust, grateful love, fullness of joy—these are the'^

steps on which his own soul climbed upward : and these steps gave

their whole color and form both to his piety and to his teaching.

In his doctrine we see his experience of God’s seeking and saving

love toward a lost sinner expressing itself in propositional foim; in

his piety we see his conviction that the sole hope of the sinner lies

in the free grace of a loving God expressing itself in the forms of

feeling. In doctrine and life alike he sets before us in that effective

way which belongs to the discoverer, the religion of faith as over
^

against the religion of works—the religion which despairing of self

casts all its hope on God as over against the religion that to a greater

* 0. c., Ill, p. 59 (E. T., V, p. 6G).
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or less degree trusts in itself: in a word, since religion in its very

nature is dependence on Gotl, religion in the purity of its conception

as over against a quasi-religious moralisin. It is to the fact that

in this book we are admitted into the very life of Augustine and are

permitted to see his great heart cleansing itself of all trust in him-

self and laying hold with the grasp first of despair, then of discerning

trust and then of grateful love upon the God who was his salvation,

that the Confessions owe their perennial attractiveness and their

supreme position among books of edification. In them Augustine

uncovers his heart and lets us see what religion is in its essence as

it works in the soul of one who has, as few have, experienced its

power. He has set himself determinedly in this book to exhibit

the grace of God in action. Elsewhere he has expounded it in

theory-, defended it against its assailants, enforced it with logical

argument and moving exhortation. Here he shows it at work, and

at work in his own soul.

It was only in his effort to show us the grace of God as it

worked upon his own soul, that Augustine was led to set before

^
us his life-histon,' through all the formative years of his career,

—

until, after long wandering, he at last had found his rest in God.

This is the meaning and this is the extent of the autobiographical

element in the Confessions. Nine of the thirteen books are devoted

to this religious anah-sis of his life-history; and although, of course,

the matter admitted and its treatment alike are determined by

the end in view, yet Augustine’s analysis is very searching and the

end in "view involves a very complete survey of all that was espe-

cially determining in his life-development. In these pages we

can see, therefore, just what Augustine was, and just how he

became what he became. .And the picture, almost extreme in

its individuality as it is, is nevertheless as typical as it is

individual. It is typical of the life of the ancient world at its

best : for in his comprehensive nature .Augustine had gathered

up into himself and given full play to all that was good in the

culture of the ancient world. .And it is typical of what Clu’istian

experience is at its best: for in .Augustine there met in unusual

fullness and fought themselves out to a finish all the fundamental

currents of thought and feeling that strive together in the human

heart when it is invaded by Divine grace, and is slowly but surely

conquered by it to good and to God. It may repay us to run over

the salient elements in this life-history as here depicted for us.
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III.

—

The Augustine of the “Confessions.”

Augustine came into being at the “turn of the ages,” just as

the old world was dying, and the new was being born. He was the

offspring of a mixed marriage, itself typical of the mixed state

of the society of the times. His father, a citizen of importance

but of straitened means, in a small African town, remained a heathen

until his gifted son had attained his middle youth;* he appears

to have been a man of generally jovial disposition, liable to fits of

violent temper, possessing neither intellectual endowments nor

moral attainments to distinguish him from the mass of his

contemporaries: but he appreciated the promise of his son, and

was prepared to make sacrifices that opportunity might be given

for his development. His mother, on the other hand, was one of

nature’s noblewomen, whose naturally fine disposition had been

further beautified by grace. Bred a Chrisfian from her infanc)^,

her native sensibility had been heightened by a warm piety: and

her clear and quick intellect had been illuminated by an equally

firm and direct conscience. Under her teaching her son was imbued
y

from his infancy with a sense of divine things which never permitted

him to forget that there is a God who governs all things and who
is unchangeably good, or to find satisfaction in any teaching in

which the name of Jesus Christ was not honored. He thus grew up in

the nurture of the Lord,t but with the divided mind which almost

inevitably re.sults from the divided counsels of a mixed parentage:^

As his gifts more and more exhibited themselves worldly anibi-\

tion took the helm and every nerve was strained to advance him
in his preparation for a great career. His early piety, which had

been exhibited in frecjuent prayer as a school-boyj and in an ardent

desire for baptism during an attack of dangerous illness, § more and

more fell away from him, and left him, with his passionate tempera-

ment inherited from his father, a prey to youthful vices. An interval

of idleness at home, in his sixteenth year (A.D. 370), brought him
his great temptation, and he fell into evil ways; and these were nat-

urally continued when, to complete his education, he went next

year up to Carthage, that great and wicked city. But this period of

* He became a catechumen shortl}' before Augustine’s sixteentli year (Confess.,

ii, 3, 6. Cf. ix, 9, 22). He died soon afterward.

t Cf. De duabus anim., I, I; “The seeds of the true religion wholesomely
implanted in me from boyhood.”

t Conff., I, 14, 2: “For even as a boy I began to pray to Thee, my Help and my
Refuge

;
to call upon Tliee I burst the bonds of my tongue and prayed to Thee

child as I was, how passionately!—that I might not be flogged at school.”

§ Conff., I, xi.
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unclean^life was happily of short duration, lasting at the most only

a couple of years. By the time Augustine had reached his seven-

teenth birthday (autumn of 371) we find him already attached to her

who was to be the companion of his life for the next fourteen years,

in a union which, though not marriage in the highest sense,

differed from technical marriage rather in a legal than in a moral

point of view. Though he himself, later at least, did not look upon

such a union as true marriage,* it was esteemed its equivalent

not only in the best heathen society of the time, but even in certain

portions of the Church, perhaps up to his own day by the entire

Church ;t and it served to screen him from the multitudinous

temptations to vice that otherwise would have beset him. “I was

faithful to her,” he says.i

It was an overmastering and lofty ambition, not fleshly lust, that

constituted the real power in his life, and these years of preparation

at Carthage were years of strenuous labor, during which Augustine

was ever growing toward his higher ideals. Already in his nine-

teenth year (373) he was incited to lay aside his lower ambitions by

the reading of a book of (^icero’s, since lost,§ which had been designed

to inflame the heart of the reader with a love of philosophy and

which vTought so powerfully on Augustine that he resolved at once

to make pure truth thenceforward the sole object of his pursuit.
||

' During this whole period he must be believed to have remained

nominally Christian; and perhaps we may suppose him to have

continued in the formal position of a catechumen.^ He seenas to

have been a frequenter of the Church services,** and he speaks of

himself as having been during this time under the dominance of

“a certain puerile superstition” which held him back from the

pursuit of truth. It Accordingly, when the Hortensins stirred

* Conj., IV, ii, 2: “One not joined to me in lawful wedlock”
;
X, xxx, 41 ; “Thou

hast commanded me to abstain from concubinage.” Cf. Apost. Constt., \iii, 32:

“A believer who has a concubine,—if she be a slave, let him cease, and take a

wife legitimately: if she be free, let him take her as his legitimate wife; and if he

does not, let him be rejected.”

t Cf. the canons of the Council of Toledo of 400, can. 17: “Only let him be

content with one woman, whether wife or concubine.” Cf. Herzog.^, X, 746, and

The Prinxetox Theological Review, April, 1903, pp. 309-10.'

t Conj., IV, ii, 2.

§ His Hortensins.

II
Cf. esp. Solil., I, 10, 17.

*i De util, cred., 1, 2: “sed de me quid dicam, qui iam catholicus christianus

eram?”

**Conf.,lll, iii, 5. .\ccording to Contra epist. .Munich, fund., VIII, 9, ad fin.,

he had been accustomed to enjoy the Easter festival and missed it sadly when

he became a Manichean.

ft De beata vita, 4.
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his heart to seek wisdom and yet left him unsatisfied, because

the name of Jesus which, as he says, he had “ sucked in with his

mother's milk,” was not mentioned in it, he turned to the Scrip-

tures in apparently the first earnest effort to seek their guidance he

had made since his earliest youth. But the lowly Scriptures

—

especially as read in the rough Old Latin Version—had nothing to

offer to the fhiical rhetorician, and his eyes were holden that he

could not penetrate their meaning: he was offended by their

servant-form and—seeking wisdom, not salvation—turned from

them in disgust. He had reached a crisis in his life, and the result

was that he formally broke with Christianity.

It was eminently characteristic of Augustine both that through-

out his years of indulgence and indifference he had maintained

his connection with the Church, and that he broke with it when,

having sloughed off his grosser inclinations, he turned to it in vain

for the satisfaction of his higher aspirations. Essential idealist that

he was, throughout the years in which he was entangled in lower

aims the Church had stood for him as a promise of better things:

now he felt that his spirit soared above all it had to offer him. But

in breaking with the Church, he could not break with his conception

of God as the good Governor of the world, nor with his devotion to

the name of Jesus Christ. So he threw himself into the arms of

the M_aiuch^is. The Manicheans were the rationalists of the day.

Professing the highest reverence for Christ and continually bearing

His name on their lips, they yet set forth, under this cloak, a purely

naturalistic system. The negative side of their teaching included

a most drastic criticism of the Christian Scriptures; while on the^

positive side they built up a doctrine of God which seemed to

separate Him effectually from all complicity with evil, and a

doctrine of man which relieved the conscience of all sense of un-

worthiness and responsibility for sin, while yet proposing a stringent

ascetic ideal. In all these aspects its teaching was attractive to

the young Augustine, who, on fire with a zeal for wisdom, despised

all authority, and, conscious of moraj weaknesses, wished to believe

neither God nor himself answerable for them. He not only, there-

fore, heartily adopted the Manichean system, but entered apparently
'

with enthusiasm into its propagation.

The change nearly cost him the chief saving external influence

of his life—intercourse with his godly mother. Terrified by

his open repudiation of Christianity and his ardent identifica-

tion of himself with one of its most dangerous rivals for the

popular favor, she forbade him her house, and was only induced
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to receive him back into the family circle when she became

convinced that his defection was not hopeless. Monnica has been

made the object of much severe and, as it seems to us, scarcely

intelligent criticism for her action on this occasion. It has been

sneeringly remarked, for example, that she did not object very

much to Augustine’s cherishing a concubine, but did object \’io-

lently to his cherishing a heresy. “She seems to have accepted

his companion without a murmur,” says a recent writer,* “but the

descent into heres}* was an unpardonable depth.” We shall raise

no question here of the validity of Bacon's dictum, that “it is

certain that heresies and schisms are of all others the greatest scan-

ilals; yea, more than corruption of manners.” In any event the

antithesis is unwisely chosen. We have seen that no great moral

obliquity attached to such concubinage as Augustine’s, which was,

in fact, only an inferior variety of marriage: and though, no doubt,

this entanglement was deeply regretted by Momiica, whose ambition

for her son had earlier forbidden her providing him with a wife, yet

it is quite likely that she saw no reason seriously to reprobate a

relation which not only the law of the State, but probably that of

. the Church, too, acknowledged as legitimate. On the other hand,

it is unfair not to recognize the immense change which Augustme’s

step wrought in his attitude to the religion which was his

mother’s very life. He may have been up to this moment both

indifferent and even of evil life. But he had remained at least

formally a Cliristian; he was still a catechumen; and there was

ever hope of repentance. Xow he had formally apostatized. He
had not only definitively turned his back on Christianity, but was

actively assailing it with scorn and ridicule, and that with such

success that he was drawing his circle of friends away with him.f

It was, says Augustine,! “because she hated and detested the blas-

phemies of his error” that she had broken off fellowship with him.

8ureh’ his mother’s horror is not inexplicable
;
and it is to be remem-

bered that her attitude of remmciation of intercourse was at once

reversed on the reintroduction of hope for her son into her heart.

Xor did she ever cease to pursue him with her tears and her prayers.

§

op. cit., p. 66.

t In the De duabus ariim., ch. ix, Augustine tells of the effect his easy victory

over the ignorant Catholics had in hardening him in his error.

+ Conff., II, xi, 19.

§ It is probably not necessarj' to re\'ert here to the fact that Manicheisin was

not merely under the ban of the Church, but also under that of tlie State—that

it was crime as well as heresv . The “severe and bloody laws enacted against them

by Valentinian, A.D. 372, Theodosius, A.D. 3S1,” repeating, possibly, the earher

proscription of Diocletian, A.D. 287 (see Stokes, Stiulh <fr II ace, III, 799), do
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Despite the eagerness with which he cast himself into the arms

of the Manicheans and the zeal with which he became their advo-

cate, Augustine had had ver}" little grounding in the debatable

questions that lay at the base of the system. His studies in

literature and the rhetorical art had been formal rather than philo-

sophical. His sudden discovery in the teachings of the Manicheans

of the “wisdom” he had been inflamed to seek, was therefore liable

to a rude shock of awaking when his studies in the liberal sciences,

on which he now zealously entered, should begin to bear fruit.

It was not, in effect, long before the sagacity of the good bishop’s ^

advice to Monnica, that he should not be plied with argument but

left to the gradual effects of his own reading and meditation to

open his eyes, began to manifest itself. He remained nine years

—

from the end of his nineteenth to the beginning of his twenty-ninth

year (373-383)—in the toils of the IManichean illusion, exercising in

the interval his function of teacher, first at Thagaste and then at

Carthage. But by the end of this period the doubts which had

early in it beg'^n to insinuate themselves, first as to the mythological

elements, and then as to the whole structure of the system, had

fulfilled themselves. He seems to have been no longer inwardly a

Manichean when he went to Rome in the spring of 3S3, though

throughout his one year’s stay at that city he remained in outer

connection with the sect. When he left Rome for ^lilap. in the ^

late spring of 384, as his thirtieth year was running its course,

he left his Manicheism definitively behind him. Nothing had

come, however, to take its place. His own experiences combined

with his philosophical reading to cast his mind into a complete

state of micertainty, not to say of developed skepticism. He was

half inclined to end the suspense by adopting out of hand the

opinions of “ those philosophers who arc called Academics, because

they taught we must doubt everything, and held that man lacks

the power of comprehending any truth.”* But he revolted from •

committing the sickness of his soul to them, “ because they were

without the saving name of Christ.”f And so, no longer a Mani-

chean and yet not a Catholic, he hmig in the balance, and “deter-

mined therefore to be a catechumen in the Catholic Church, com-

mended to him by his parents, until something assured should

not seem to have been executed with sufficient vigor in Africa to have made the

profession of the heresy very dangerous (cf. Stokes as above: and Looks, Herzog.^,

II, 262, 37, etc.).

* Confess., V, x, 19.

t Confess., V, xiv, 25.
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come to light by which to steer his way.”* Thus he reverted to

the condition of his youth, but in a state of mind imspeakably

different.

So far as his outward fortunes were concerned Augustine was

now at last in a fair way to realize the ambitions which had been

the determining force in his life.f Driven from Thagaste by a

burning heart, racked with grief for a lost friend; and then suc-

cessively from Carthage and Rome by chagrin over the misbehavior

of his pupils; he cannot be said hitherto to have attained a position

of solid consequence. Whatever reputation he may have acquired

as a teacher, whatever applause he may have gained in the practice

of his art, whatever triumphs he may have secured in public con-

tests, J were all b}' the way, and left him still a “viator” rather

than a “consummator.” At Milan, however, as Government Pro-

fessor of Rhetoric, he had at last .secured a post which gave him

assured social standing and influence, and in the fulfillment of the

official duties of which he was brought into pleasant contact with

the highest civic circles and even with the court itself. Now for

the first time all that he had hoped and striven for seemed within

his reach. His mother and brother came to him out of Africa; the

circle of his old intimates gathered around him; new friends of

wealth and influence attached themselves to him. It appeared

no difficult matter to obtain some permanent preferment—through

his host of influential friends a governorship might easily be had;

and then a wife with a little money to help toward expenses could

be taken; and the height of his desire would be reached. § Things

were set in train to consummate this plan; a suitable maiden was

sought and found and the betrothment concluded;
||
and everything

was apparenlty progressing to his taste.

But, as so often happens, as the attainment of what had been so

long and eagerly sought drew nigh, it was found not to possess the

power to satisfy which had been attributed to it.^ At no period of

his life, in fact, was Augustine so far removed from complacency with

himself and his situation, inward and outward, as at this moment.

His whole mental life had been thrown into confusiop by the growth

of his skeptical temper, and he had been compelled to see himself

* Conff., V, xiv, 25.

t Cf. Loops, as cited, p. 265 et seq.

t Cf. Conff., 4. 2, 3; 4. 3, 5.

§ VI, xi, 19, ad fin.: “amicorum maiorum copia”; “ prcesidatus" ; "cum
aliqua pecunia.”

II
VI, xiii, 23.

•f Cf. Loops, op. cit, p. 265; and Bret, La Conversion de St. Aug., pp. 68-9.
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doprived of all rational basis for his intellectual pride. And now

the very measures taken to carry his ambitious schemes to their

fruition reacted to rob him of whatever remnants of moral self-

respect may have remained to him. The presence in his house-

hold of his concubine was an impediment to the marriage he was

planning: and accordingly she was, as he expresses it,* torn from

his side, leaving a sore and wounded place in his heart where it had

adhered to hers. This was bad enough; but worse was to follow.

Finding the two years that were to intervene before his marriage

irksome, he took another concubine to fill up the interval. He
could conceal from himself no longer his abject slavery to lust.

-\nd he was more deeply shamed still by the contrast into which his

degrading conduct brought him with others whom he had been

accustomed to consider his inferiors. His discarded concubine

to whom his heart still clung set him a better example; but,

as he says, he could not imitate even a woman. The iron entered

his soul
;
and his pride, intellectual and moral, was preparing for

itself a most salutary fall. No doubt the precarious state of his

health at this moment added something to increase his dejection.

Possibly on account of the harshness of the northern climate of

Milan, he had been seized with a serious affection of the chest,

which required rest at least from his labors, and possibly

threatened permanently his u.sefulness as a rhetorician. It

tended at all events to cause deep searchings of heart in which

he was revealed to himself in all his weakness.

Simultaneously with the growth of his better knowledge of him-

self, there was opening up to him also a better knowledge of Chris-

tianity. Received with distinguished kindness by Ambrose on

coming to Milan and drawn by the fame of his oratory, he was

accustomed to frequent the preaching services, with a view to

estimating Ambrose’s rhetorical ability. But as he listened, the

matter of the discourses began also to reach his conscience, and he

gradually learned not only that the absurdities of belief—such as,

for example, that God had a physical form like a man’s—which the

Manicheans had charged upon the Catholics, but that the whole

scheme of the baneful Biblical criticism he had learned from them

lacked foundation. His prejudices having thus been removed he

soon came to perceive that the Catholics had something to say for

themselves worth listening to, and that there was an obvious place

for authority in religion. By this discovery his mind was made
accessible to the evidences of the divine authority of the Christian

* VI, XV, 25.
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Scriptures, and lie turned with new zest to them for instruction.

Another discovery in his thirty-first year contributed powerfully

to open his mind to their meaning. This was nothing less than the

discovery of nietaphysics. Up to this time Augustine’s learning had

been largely empirical and his thought was confined to crassly mate-

rialistic forms. Now the writings of the Xeojilat£>»k.ts came into

his hands and revealed to him an entirely new world—the world of

spirit. Under these new influences his whole mental life was revo-

lutionized: he passed from his divided mind with a bound, and

embraced with all the warmth of his ardent nature the new realities

assured to him at once by the authority of Scripture and the

authentication of reason. To all intents and purposes he was

already on the intellectual side a Christian, and needed but

some determining influence to secure the decisive action of his will,

for his whole life to recrystallize around this new centre.

This determining influence was brought him apparently by

means of a series of personal examples. These were given especial

])Ower over him by the self-contempt into which he had fallen

through his discovery of his moral weakness. There was first

the example of the rhetorician Mctorinus, the story of whose

conversion was related to him by SimplTcianus, whom Augustine

had consulted for direction in his spiritual distress. Bj’ this narra-

tive Augustine was inflamed with an immense emulation to imi-

tate his distinguished colleague, but found himself unable to break

decisively with his worldly life. Then came the example of An-

and the Egyptian monks, related to him by a fellow-country-

man, Pontianus, on a chance visit; and with this the example

also of their imitators in the ^\'est. This brought on the crisis.

“A horrible shame,” he tells us, “gnawed and confounded his

soul” while Pontianus was speaking. “What is the matter with

us?” he cried to Alypius. “What is it you hear? The unlearned

rise and take heaven by storm, and we with all our learning,

see how we are wallowing in flesh and blood! Are we ashamed to

follow where they lead the way? Ought we not rather to be

ashamed not to follow at once?” We all know the story of the

agony of remorse that seized him and how release came at length

through a child’s voice, by which he was led at last to take up the

book that lay on the table and read; reading, he found strength to

make the great decision that changed his whole life. It is a story

which must not be told, however, except in Augustine’s own

moving words.

“There was a little garden to our lodging of which we had the use

Thither the tumult of rny heart drove me, where no one could interrupt the fierce
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quarrel which I was waging with myself, until it should reach the issue known to

Thee but not to me Thus was I sick and tormented, reproaching myself

more bitterly than ever, twisting and writhing in my chain, until it should be

entirely broken, since now it held me but slightly—though it held me yet. . . .

And I kept saying in my heart, ‘0 let it be now! let it be now!’ and as I spoke I

almost resolved—I almost did it, but I did it not So when searching reflec-

tion had drawn out from the hidden depths all my miserj" and piled it up in the

sight of my heart, a great tempest broke over me, bearing with it a great flood of

tears. . . . And I went further off . . . and flung myself at random under a fig

tree there and gave free vent to tears
;
and the flood of my eyes broke forth, an

acceptable sacrifice to Thee. And not indeed in these words, but to this purport, I

cried to Thee incessantly, ‘ But Thou, O Lord, how long? How long, O Lord? Wilt

Thou be angry forever? O remember not against us our iniquities of old!’ I

felt myself held by them: I raised sorrowful cries: ‘How long. How long? To-

morrow, and to-morrow? Why not now, why not this instant, end my wicked-

ness?’

“I was speaking thus and weeping in the bitterest contrition of heart, when lo,

I heard a voice, I know not whether of boy or girl, saying in a chant and repeating

over and over: Take and read. Take and read. At once with changed counte-

nance I began most intently to think whether there was any kind of game in

which children chanted such a thing, but I could not recall ever hearing it. I

choked back the rush of tears and rose, interpreting it no otherwise than as a

divine command to me to open the book and read whatever passage I first lighted

upon. For I had heard of Anthony, that he had received the admonition from

the Gospel lesson which he chanced to come in upon, as if what was read was

spoken to himself: ‘Go, sell all that thou hast and give to the poor, and thou

shalt have treasure in heaven: and come, follow me’; and was at once converted

by this oracle to Thee. So I returned quickly to the place where Alypius was sit-

ting, for I had laid down the volume of the apostle there when I left him. I

seized it, opened it, and read in silence the pa-ssage on which my eyes first fell:

‘Not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife

and envying; but put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for

the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof.’ No further did I wish to read: nor was there

need. Instantly, as I reached the end of this sentence, it was as if the light of

peace was poured into my heart and all the shades of doubt faded away
For Thou didst convert me to Thyself in such a manner that I sought neither a

wife nor any hope of this world—taking my stand on that Rule of Faith on which

Thou didst reveal me to my mother so many 3'ears before.”

Thu.s there was given to the Church, as Harnack says,* incom-

parably the greatest man whom “between Paul the Apostle and

Luther the Reformer the Christian Church has possessed”; and

the thankful Church has accordingly made a festival of the day on

which the great event occurred—according this honor of an annual

commemoration of their conversions only to Paul and Augustine

among all her saints,
“ thus seeming to say,” as Boissier remarks,f

“that .she owes almost an equal debt of gratitude to each.” But

it would be more in accordance with Augustine’s own heart to say.

Thus a soul was brought to its God, and made so firmly His that

* Monasticism and the ConjJ. of Augustine (E. T.), p. 123.

t La Fin du Paganisme, I, 291.
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throughout a long life of service to Him it never knew the slightest

wavering of its allegiance. It is easy to make merry over the im-

pure elements that entered into the process of his conversion. It

is easy to point scornfully to the superstition which made out of

the voice of a child at play a message from heaven; and which

resorted to the sacred volume as to a kind of book of divination. It

is easy to exclaim that after all Augustine's “conversion” was not

to Christianity but to ^lonachism*—with its entire ascetic ideal,

including its depreciation of woman and its perversion of the

whole sexual relation. It is easy to raise doubts whether the

conversion was as sudden or as complete as Augustine repre-

sents it: to trace out the steps that led up to it with curious

care and to lay stress on every hint of incompleteness of

Christian knowledge or sentiment which may plausibly be

brought forward from his writings of the immediateh’ succeed-

ing months.! But surely all this is to confuse the kernel

with the husk. Of course, the conversion was led up to by

a gradual approach, and Augustine himself analyzes for us with

incomparable skill the progress of this preparation through all the

preceding years. And, equally of course, there was left a great

deal for him to learn after the crisis was past : and he does not con-

ceal from us how' much of a babe in Christ he was and felt himself

to be as he emerged new-born from the stress of the conflict. And
of course, in the preparation for it and in the gradual realization

of its effects in his thought and life alike, and even in the very act

itself by which he gave himself to God, there were mingled elements

derived from his stage of Christian knowledge and feeling, from the

common sentiments of the time, which poAverfully affected him,

and from his OAvn personality and ingrained tendencies. But

these things, wdiich could not by any possibility have been absent,

not only do not in any respect derogate from the reality or the pro-

fundity of the revolution then accomplished—the reality and pro-

fundity of which are attested by his Avhole subsequent life|—but do

* Loofs says Augustine “was converted, because he permitted himself to be

shamed—by Monachism” (op. cit., p. 267, 31).
^

t So especially Harxack and Boissier: the}' are sufficiently though briefly

answered by Worter, pp. 63 sq.

J Even Loofs, who is quite ready to correct the Conjessions by what he deems

the testimony of the treatises emanating from the period just after the conver-

sion, is free to admit that a revolutionary crisis did take place in Augustine's

life at this time, and that, therefore, the Confessions, in describing such a crisis,

give us a necessarj’ complement to what we could derive from these treatises.

He says {Herzog.^, II, 267) that there must have happened something between .Au-

gustine’s adoption of Neoplatonism at a time when he still lived in concubinage

and his decisive revulsion from all sexual life, witnessed in the Soliloquies (1 . 10,
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not even detract from the humanity or attractiveness of the narra-

tive or of the personality presented to us in it. He must be sadly

lacking not only in dramatic imagination, but in human sympathy

as well, who can find it strange that in the stress of his great crisis,

when his sensibilities were strained to the breaking point, Augustine

could see the voice of heaven in the vagrant voice of a child; or

should have followed out the hint thus received into his heated

imagination and committed his life, as it were, to the throw of a

die. Surely this is as psychologically true to life as it is touching

to the sensibilities: and in no way, in the circumstances, can it be

thought derogatory to either the seriousness of his mind or the great-

ness of his character. And how could he, in the revulsion from

what he felt his special sin, fail to be carried in the swing of the

pendulum far beyond the point of rest, in his estimate of the relation

that could safely obtain between the sexes? The appearance of such

touches of human wealoiess in the story contributes not only to the

narrative the transparent traits of absolute truth and to the scene

depicted a reality which deeply affects the heart of the reader, but

to the man himself just that touch of nature which “makes the

whole world kin.” In such traits as these we perceive indeed one

of the chief elements of the charm of the Confessions. The person

we meet in them is a person, we perceive, who towers in greatness of

mind and heart, in the loftiness of his thought and in his soaring

aspirations, far above ordinary mortals: and yet he is felt to be

compacted of the same clay from which we have ourselves been

moulded. If it were not so obviously merely the art of artless

truth, we should say that herein lies, more than in anything else,

the art of the Confessions. For it is the very purpose of this book

to give the impression that Augustine himself was a weak and ^

erring sinner, and that all of good that came into his life was of

God.

It is especially important for us precisely at this point to recall

our minds to the fact that to give such an impression is the supreme

purpose of the Confessions. This whole account of his life-history

which we have tried to follow up to its crisis in his conversion is

written, let us remind ourselves, not that we may know Augustine,

but that we may know God: and it shows us Augustine only that

we may see God. The seeking and saving grace of God is the

fundamental theme throughout. The events of Augustine’s life

17), which will account for the great change: and this something the Confessions

alone give us. This is a testimony to the historicity of the Confessions of the first

value.
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are not, then, set forth in it simpliciter. Only such events of his

life are set clown as manifest how much he needed the salvation

of God and how God gradually brought him to that salvation:

and they are so set down and so dealt with as to make them take

their places, rightly marshaled, in this great argument. This is

the account to give of that coloring of self-accusation that is thrown

over the narrative which is so offensive to some of its readers; as

if Augustine were set upon painting his life in the blackest tints

imaginable, and wished us to believe that his “quiet and honest

youth” and strenuous and laborious manhood, marked as they

really were by noble aspiration and adequate performance, were

rather “all sin”: nay, that the half-instinctive acts of his infancy

itself and the very vitality of his boyish spirits were but the vents

which a peculiarly sinful nature formed for itself. In these traits

of the narrative, however, Augustine is not passing judgment

on himself alone, but in himself on humanity at large in its state

of sin and misery. By an analysis of his own life-history he realizes

for himself, and wishes to make us realize with him, what man is

in his sinful development on the earth, that our eyes may be raised

from man to see what God is in His loving dealing with the children

of men. We err, if from the strong, dark lines in which he paints

’ his picture we should infer that he would have us believe that in

his infanc}q youth or manhood he was a sinner far beyond the

sinfulness of other men. Rather would he say to us in his Saviour’s

words: “Nay, but except ye repent }^e shall all likewise perish.”

But we should err still more deeply, should we fancy that he meant

us to suppose that it was due to any superiority to other men
on his part that God had sought him out and granted to him His

saving grace. He knew his own sinfulness as he knew the sinfulness

of no other man, and it was his one burning desire that he should

in his recovery to God recognize and celebrate the ineffableness

-yof the grace of God. The pure grace of God is thus his theme

throughout, and nowhere is it more completely so than in this

culminating scene of his conversion. The human elements that

enter into the proce.ss, or even into the act itself by \yhich he came

to God, only heightened the cbarness of his own perception that

it was to the grace of God alone that he owed his recoveiy, and

he would have them similarly heighten the clearness with which

his readers perceive it with him.*

*Augustine’s tostimony that it was to the grace of God that he owed his con-

version is drawn out at some lengtli by T. Bret, La Conv. d. St. Aug., pp. 60-6(i

See also WOrter, Die Geistesenlicicklung d. St. Aug. bis zu seiner Tauje (Pader-

born, 1892), especialh' the summary, pp. 62 sq.
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With his conversion, therefore, the narrative of the Conjessions

culminates and practically ends. There follows, indeed, another

book of narration in which he tells us briefly of his preparation for

baptism and of the baptism itself and its meaning to him; but

chiefly of his mother and of that remarkable conversation he held

with her at Ostia in which they fairly scaled heaven together

in their ardent aspirations; and then of how he laid her away

with a heart full of appreciation of her goodness and of his loss.

And then, in yet another book, he undertakes to tell us not

what he was, but what he had become, but quickly passes into

such searching psychological and ethical analyses that the note

of autobiography is lost. Not in this book, then, is the

revelation of what Augustine had become to be found; it is

rather given us by means of the narrative which fills the first

nine books, in the judgment he passes there on his former self

and in the cries of gratitude he raises there to God for the great

deliverance he had wrought in his soul. We see without difficulty

that this new Augustine who is writing is a different Augus-

tine from him whom he depicts in the narrative: we see that it

is even a different Augustine from him whom he leaves with us at

the end of the narrative—after his conversion, and his emergence

from his country retreat for baptism, and his return to his native

Africa. And yet we see also that the making of this new Augustine

was in essence completed at the point where the narrative leaves

him. Whatever development came after this came in the processes

of natural growth, and argues no essential change.

IV.

—

The Development of Augustine.

It is convenient to draw a distinction between what we may
call, by a somewhat artificial application of the terms, the making

and the development of Augustine. Under the former term we
may sum up the factors that cooperated to make the man who
emerged from the crisis of his conversion just the man he was;

and by the latter we may designate the gradual ripening of his

thought and life after he had become a Christian to their final

completeness. The factors that enter into his “making," in this

sense, are exhibited to us in his own marvelous analysis in the vital

narrative of the Confessions. It is in the mirror of the works which

he composed through the course of his busy life that we must seek

the manner of man he was when he entered upon his Christian

race and the man he became as he pressed forward steadily to his

goal. Soundly converted though he was, it was yet the man who
8
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had been formed by the influences which had worked upon him

through those thirty eager years who was converted: and his

Christianity took form and color from the elements he brought

with him to it.

An interesting indication of the continued significance to him

of those old phases of his experience is discoverable in his setting

about, at once upon his conversion, to refute precisely those systems

of error in the toils of which he had himself been holden, and that

in the reverse order in which he had passed through them. And

that is as much as to say that he attacked them in the order in

which they may be supposed to have been still living memories to

him. It was during the very first months after his conversion,

and even before his baptism, that his treatise Against the Academ-

ics was written. And before the year was out his first work

against the Manicheans was published, inaugurating a controversy

wh'ch was to engage much of his time and powers for the next ten

3'ears.* This very polemic reveals the completeness with which

he had outgrown these phases of belief, or rather of unbelief : there

is no trace in it of remaining sympathy with them, and his entangle-

ment in them is obviously purely a matter of memory.

He entered at this time into no such refutation of Neoplatonism:

this was reserved for the teeming pages of the City of God. Rather

it was as a Neoplatonic thinker that Augustine became a Christian

;

and he carried his Neoplatonic conceptions over into Christianity with

him. This is not to say, however, as has been said, that his thinking

'‘was still essentially Neoplatonic,” and “his Christianity during

this period was merely Neoplatonism with a Christian stain and a

Christian veneering.”t Much less is it to say, as also has been said,

that what we call his “conversion” was a conversion not to

Christianity but merely to Neoplatonic spiritualism, while actual

Christianity was embraced by him only some years later onj—if

indeed it was ever fully assimilated, for still others insist that his

thinking remained “essentially Neoplatonic” throughout his life,

or at least a complete Neoplatonic system lay always in his mind

alongside his superinduced Christianity, unassimilated and imas-

.similable by it.§ All this is the gravest kind of exaggeration.

* On the place in his works of a polemic against Polytheism—which would be

going back to the very beginning—see Naville, St. Augustine, etc., pp. 170-171,

note.

t Loofs, Herzog.^, 270, 31.

J L. Gourdon, Essai sur la Conversion de St. .Augustin (Paris, 1900), pp.

45-50, 83.

§ Harnack, Hist, of Dogma (E. T.), V, ch. iv.
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An analysis of Augustine’s writings composed during his retreat at

Cassiciacum while he was awaiting baptism, presents to our obser-

vation already a deeply devout and truly Christian thinker,

although it reveals the persistence in his thought and in his modes

of expression alike, of conceptions and terms derived from his v

engrossment with Neoplatonic forms of thought and speech, which

in his later writings no longer appear.*

The reality of a gradual development of Augustine’s thought is

already indicated by this circumstance, and it remains only to fix

its course with such precision as may be attainable and to deter-

mine its stages and its rate of progress. It has become quite com-

mon to mark off in it quite a series of definite changes. Thus we

readf that it was only “on his entrance upon a clerical career,”

that is, only on his ordination as presbyter in 391, that Augustine

entered upon a new phase of thought, marked by increasing knowl-

edge of the Scriptures and deepening Church feeling; and only on

his consecration as bishop, late in 395, that he at length attained

in principle that complete system of thought which we know as

“ Augustinianism.” Even greater detail is sometimes attempted

with respect to the development of the preepiscopal period. The

presbyterial period (391-395) is appropriately called “ the last sec-

tion of his apprenticeship,” and the preceding four or five years

are subdivided into the period between conversion and baptism in

which the first place is given to reason and the effort is to con-

ciliate religion with philosophy; and the period from baptism to

ordination in which the first place is given to Scripture and the

effort has come to be to conciliate philosophy with religion.

J

Four successive epochs in Augustine’s thought are thus distin-

guished, marked by the progressive retirement of philosophy

—

Neoplatonism in this case—and the progressive advancement of

Scripture to its rightful place as primary source of divine knowl-

edge ; and these four epochs are sharply divided from one another

by external occurrences in Augustine’s life,—^his baptism, ordina-

tion as presbyter, and consecration as bishop.

It is scarcely possible to avoid the impression that the scheme

of development thus outlined suffers from over-precision and

undue elaboration. We are struck at once by the rapidity of the

* Such an analysis, brief but admirably done (except that justice is not done to

the Christianity of this period of Augustine’s life), may be found in Loops’ article

in Herzog.^, pp. 270, 11-274, 8. See also Worter, Geistesentwickelung der St.

Aug.

t Loops, Herzog.^, loc. cit., pp. 270 and 279.

i Nourisson, La philos. de St. Aug., I, 33-34.
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movement which is supposed to have taken place. Augustine’s

conversion occurred in the late svmmier of 3S6: the treatise On
Divers Questions to Simplicianus, in which it is allowed on all

hands that “ Augustinianism” appears, in principle, in its complete-

ness, was written before the end of 396. Only ten j'ears are avail-

able, then, for a development which is supposed to run through four

well-marked stages. The exact synchronism of the periods of

development with changes of importance in the external conditions

of Augustine's life raises further suspicion : there seems to be noth-

ing either in the external changes fitted to produce the internal

ones, or in the internal changes to produce the external ones.

We begin to wonder whether the assumed internal “development”

may not be largely an illusion produced merely by the gradual

shifting of interest, accompanied by the natural adjustments of

emphasis, which was ine\ntable in the passage of a layman to official

positions in the Church of increasing responsibility. Color is given

to this suggestion by the actual series of treatises proceeding from

each of these periods of Augustine’s life. When Augustine con-

nected himself with the Church in 386, and entered the arena of

discussion, he entered it not as an accredited teacher clothed with

ecclesiastical authority, but in the rdle of Christian philosopher.

His earliest vTitings bear entirely this character; and it does not

appear that writings on the same themes and with the same end

in \dew, if proceeding from him later in life, would not have assimi-

lated themselves closely to these in tone and character. The shift-

ing of the emphasis to more positive Christian elements in the later

treatises belonging to his lay period, follows closely the change in the

subjects which he treated. His polemic against the Manicheans,

already begun in Rome, continued dming his residence in

Thagaste to absorb his attention. This controversy still largely

occupied him through his presbyterial period : but already not only

was the Donatist conflict commenced, but his positive expositions

of Scripture began to take a large place in his literary product.

Speaking now from the point of \dew of an official teacher of the

Church, it is not strange that a stronger infusion of positive elements

found their way into his works. In his episcopal period purely

thetical treatises enter into the product in important proportions,

and the anti-Manichean polemic gave way first to the anti-Donatist,

and after 412 to the anti-Pelagian, both of which were favorable to

the fuller expression of the positive elements of his Christian doc-

trine—the one in its ecclesiastical and the other in its individualistic

aspects. On a survey of the succession of treatises we acquire a
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conviction that such a series of treatises could not fail to give the

impression of a developing doctrinal position such as is outlined

by the expositors, whether such a development was actual or, not.

Iji other words, the doctrinal development of Augustine as drawn

out by the expositors may very well be and probably is largely

illusory. Its main elements may be fully accounted for by the

different occasions and differing purposes on and for which the

successive treatises were written.

We must, then, look deeper than this gradual change from trea-

tises of thoroughly philosophical tenor to treatises of thoroughly

Christian contents before we can venture to affirm a marked doc-

trinal growth in Augustine from 386 to 396 and beyond. On
seeking to take this deeper view we are at once struck by two things.

The first of these is that the essence of “ Augustinianism” as ex- J
pounded in the treatises of the episcopal period is alread}^ present

in principle in the earliest of Augustine’s writings and, indeed,

from the first constitutes the heart of his teaching. The second

is that the working of this “ Augustinianism” outwards, so as to

bring all the details of teaching into harmony with itself, was,

nevertheless, a matter of growth—and a growth, we may add,

which had not reached absolute completeness, we do not say merely,

until Augustine had obtained his episcopacy in 396, but when he

laid down his pen and died in 430. Augustine’s great idea was

the guiding star of his life from the very beginning of his Christian

career. It more and more took hold of his being and extruded

more and more perfectly the remainders of inconsistent thinking.

But up to the end it had not, with absolute completeness, adjusted

to itself his whole circle of ideas. An attempt must now be made

at least to illustrate this suggestion.

What is the essence of “ Augustinianism”? Is it not that sense

of absolute dependence on God which, conditioning all the life and'''

echoing through all the thought, produces the type of religion we

call “evangelical” and the type of theology we call “ Augustinian”

?

This is the keynote of the Confessions, and gives it at once its

evangelical character and its appeal to the heart of the sinner.

It is summed up in the famous prayer: “ Command what Thou wilt,

and give what Thou commandest”—hearing which, Pelagius,

representative of anti-Augustinianism at its height, recognized in

it the very heart of Augustinianism and was so incensed as to

come nearly to blows with him who had rashly repeated it to him.

Now it is notable that this note is already struck in the earliest

class of Augustine’s writings. “Command, I beg,” he prays in
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the Soliloquies (I, 1, 5)
—“Command and ordain, I beg, whatsoever

Thou wilt; but heal and open my ears If it is by faith that

those who take refuge in Thee find Thee, give faith.” "^Tien

exhorted to believe—if, indeed, that is in our power—his pious

response is: “ Our power He Himself is.” These great words, “ Da
fidem,” “ Potestas nostra Ipse est,” sum up in themselves implicitly

the whole of “ Augustinianism”; and the}" need only consistent

explication and conscious exposition so as to cover the entirety of

life and thought, to give us all that “ Augustinianism” ever gave us.

It may still, indeed, be asked whether the note they strike is the

fundamental note of these earlier writings and whether such ex-

pressions constitute as large an element in them as might be ex-

pected from Augustine. On the whole, we think, both questions

must be answered in the affirmative. But this answer must be

returned 'v\fith some discrimination. It is not meant, of course, that

the substance of these books is made up of such sentences, even in

the sense in which this is true, say, of the Confessions. WTiat is meant

is that these books, being of an entirely different character from,

say, the Confessions, and vTitten to subserve an entirely different

purpose, yet betray this fundamental note throbbing behind the even

flow of their ovm proper discomse, and thus manifest themselves as

the product of a soul which was resting wholly upon its God. We
must profess our inability fully to imderstand the standpoint of

those who read these earliest books as the lucubrations of a Neopla-

tonic philosopher throwing over the mere expression of his thoughts

a thin veil of Christian forms. Plainly it is not the philosopher,

only slightly touched by Christianity, that is speaking in them,

but the Christian theologian, who finds all his joy in the treasures

he has’discovered in his newly gained faith. Through the Socratic

severity of their philosophical discourse—which is, after all, but

the stillness’ after the storm—there continually breaks the under-

cmrent of suppressed emotion. The man who is writing has

obviously passed through severe conflicts and has only with diffi-

culty attained his present peace. He has escaped from the bonds

of superfluous desires, and the burden of dead cares being laid aside,

now breathes again, has recovered his senses, returned to himself.*

There is no direct reference made to the conversion that had so

lately transformed him into a new man, but the consciousness of

it lies ever in the background and it is out of its attainment that

he now speaks. |

* C. Acad

,

II, ii, 4, ad. init.

t Cf. Coni. Acad., II, ii, .5.
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We may be sure that when this man gives himself up after

passing through such a crisis to philosophical discourses, it is not

because there lies nothing more than these abstract reasonings

deep in his heart, but because he has a conscious end of import-

ance to serve by them. The end he has set before him in them

certainly is not, as Harnack supposes, merely to “find himself”

after the turmoil of the revolution he has experienced, to clarify

to his own thinking his new religio-philosophical position. There

is indication enough that he does not speak his whole heart out.

He is rather seeking, as Boissier hints, to serve the religion to which

he has at last yielded his heart and his life. In breaking wdth the

world had he taken an irrational step? Had he sacrificed his intel-

lect in bowing to authority? No, he would have all men know he

is rather just entering now upon the riches of his inheritance—in

which, moreover, all that he has really gained from the best thought

of the world has its proper place and its highest part to play. He
is, in a word, not expounding here the Neoplatonic philosophy in

Christian terms: he is developing the philosophy of Christianity

in terms of the best philosophic thought of the day—serving himself

as a Christian heir to the heritage of the ages. The task he had set

himself* was to construct a Christian philosophy out of Platonic

materials. Nor will the notion that he was at the outset so keen

an advocate of the hegemony of reason that he was unprepared to

submit his thought to the authority of Christ and of the Scriptures

which He has given us, bear investigation : it shatters itself not only

against the whole tone of the discussion, but also against repeated

express declarations. In the very earliest of his books he tells us,

for example, that to him the authority of Him who says “Seek

and ye shall find” is greater than that of all philosophy;! and he

sets the authority of Christ over against that of reason with the

declaration that it is certain that he shall never fall away from it,

because he cannot find a stronger. !

Although, however, he had thus firmly from the beginning laid hold

of what we may call both the formal and the material principles of

his theology—the authority of the divine revelation in and through

Christ, embodied in the Scriptures, and the utter dependence of

man on God for all good
;

it does not in the least follow that he had

already drawn out from Scripture all that was to be believed on

its authority or worked out all the implications of his profound

* Cf. Naville, Sant Aug., p. 69.

t Cant. Acad., II, iii, 9.

} Ihid., Ill, XX, 43. For this point of view see especially R. Schmid’s paper

in the Zeitschrift jiir Theologie und Kirche, 1897, VII, 94.
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^ sense of absolute dependence on God. The explication of the teach-

ing of Scripture and the realization of the implications of his

fundamental principle of dependence on God constituted, on the

contrary, precisely his life-work, on which he was just entering.

As we read on from book to book we do not fail to feel, even within

the limits of his lay life, a gradual deepening and widening of his

knowledge of Scripture, and under the influence of this growing

knowledge, a gradual modification of his opinions philosophical

and theological alike, and even a gradual change in his very style.*

His earliest writings certainly contain indications enough of crudi-

ties of thought which were subsequently transcended. We do not

need to advert here to such peripheral matters as his confession

that he cannot understand why infants are baptized.f Despite

the passion of his dependence on God and the vigor of his reference

to God alone of all that is good, he had not throughout this whole

period learned to exclude the human initiative from the process of

salvation itself. “God does not have mercy,” he says,J “imless

the will has preceded.” “ It belongs to us to believe and to will,

but to Him to give to those that believe and will the power to do

well, through the Holy Spirit, through whom love is shed abroad

in our hearts.”§ “God has not predestinated any one except

whom He foreknew would believe and answer His call.”|| Thus

his zeal for free will which burned warmly throughout this whole

period of his life, did not expend itself merely in its strong assertion

over against the notion of involuntary sin,*^ but was carried over

also into the matter of salvation. Xo doubt this zeal was in large

measure due to the stress of his conflict with Manicheism, which

colored the thought of the whole period: but what it concerns us

here to note especially is that it was possible for him to hold and

proclaim these views of human initiative in salvation although

the centre of his thought and feeling alike lay in the great confes-

* Cf. N.wille, op. cit., p. 70; “Beyond doubt, when we study in their chrono-

logical succession the works of these five years, we perceive the r6le of Scripture

gradually to increase. The author, we feel, has immersed himself in the study of

Scripture. He has acquired a knowledge of it, of ever-increasing depth. His

verv style becomes modified under its influence. Xo doubt, 'also, the idea of the

Church is more and more emphasized up to the book on the True Religion, in

which Augustine expressly undertakes to expound the faith of the Catholic

Church. Finally the philosophical thought itself undergoes on some points

alterations, which we shall point out.” This is all very justly said.

t De quant, anim., 3S, SO.

J Qucest. 83, 6S, o.

§ Expos., 61

II
Expos., 55.

^ E.g., de vera relig., xiv, ”7.
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sion :

“ Our power He Himself is.” It is quite clear that throughout

this period his most central ideas had not yet succeeded in coming

fully to their rights. He had not yet attained to a thorough under-

standing of himself as a Christian teacher.

It is well to focus our attention on the particular instance of as

yet unformed views which we have adduced. For it happens that

with reference to it w'e have the means of tracing the whole process

of his change of view; and it is most instructive. It was indeed

just at the opening of his episcopal period that the change took

place; but it stood in no direct connection with this alteration in

his external status. Nor was it the result of any controversial

sharpening of his sight: it is characteristic of Augustine’s life that

his views were not formed through or even in controversy, but

were ready always to be utilized in controversies which arose after

their complete formation. It was the result purely and simply

of deepei' and more vital study of Scripture.

The corrected views find their first expression in the first book

of the work On Divers Questions to Simplicianus, which was

written in 396, the same year in which he was made bishop.

The “questions” discussed in this book were Rom. vii. 7-25

and Rom. ix. 10-29. In the Retractations^ he says relatively

to the latter “question”: “Later in this book the question

is taken from that passage where it says, ‘ But not only so, but

Rebecca also having conceived of one, even our father Isaac’

—down to where it says, ‘Except the God of Sabaoth had left

us a seed we had been made as Sodom and had been like

unto Gomorrah.’ In the solution of this question, we struggled

indeed for the free choice of the human will;t but the grace of

God conquered: otherwise the apostle could not have been under-

stood to speak with obvious truth when he says, ‘For who maketh

thee to differ? and what hast thou that thou didst not receive?

But if thou didst receive it why dost thou glory, as if thou hadst

not received it?’ It was because he wished to make this clear that

the martyr Cyprian .set forth the whole meaning of this passage

by saying: ‘AVe are to glory in nothing because nothing is ours’

{Cypr., lib. 3, testim. 4).” Driven thus by purely exegetical con-

siderations—working, no doubt, on a heart profoundly sensible of

its utter dependence on God—Augustine was led somewhat against

liis will to recognize that the “will to believe” is itself from God.

Accordingly, in this “question” he teaches at length that whether

* 11
,

1
,

1 .

t Laboratum esl pro libero arbitrio voluntatis humance.
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man despises or does not despise the call does not lie in his own
power.* For, he reasons, “if it lies in the power of him that is

called not to obey, it is possible to sa}^, ‘ Therefore it is not of God
that showeth mercy, but of man that willeth and runneth,’ because

the mercy of him that calls is in that case not enough unless it is

followed by the obedience of him that is called.”t No, he argues,

“ God has mercy on no one in vain : but so calls him on whom He
has mercy—after a fashion He knows will be congruous to him

—

that he does not repulse Him that calls.

At a much later time, Augustine details to us the entire

history of this change of view.§ The whole passage is well

worth reading, but we can adduce only the salient points here.

His earlier view he speaks of as merely an unformed view. He
“had not yet very carefully inquired into or sought out the

nature of the election of grace of which the apostle speaks” in

Rom. X. 1-5. He had not yet thought of inquiring whether faith

itself is not God’s gift. He did not sufficiently carefully search into

the meaning of the calling that is according to God’s purpose. It

was chiefly 1 Cor. iv. 7 that opened his eyes. But here we will listen

to his owm words: “It was especially by this passage that I myself

also was convinced, when I erred in a similar manner”—with the

Semi-Pelagians, that is
—

“thinking that the faith by which we

believe in God is not the gift of God, but that it is in us of ourselves,

and that by it we obtain the gifts of God whereby we may live tem-

perately and righteously and piously in this world. For I did not

think that faith was preceded by God’s grace—so that by its means

might be given us what we might profitably ask—except in the sense

that we could not believe unless the proclamation of the truth

preceded; but to consent after the Gospel had been preached to us,

I thought belonged to ourselves, and came to us from ourselves.”

That it was precisely at the beginning of his episcopate that he

attained to his better and more consistent doctrine on this cardinal

point, thus giving its completed validity for the first time to his

fundamental principle of utter dependence on God, was obviously

a pure accident. And there is a single clause in the expression he

gives to his new doctrine on this the first occasion of its enunciation

which exhibits to us that even )'et he had not worked it out in its

completeness. “But him on whom He has mercy,” we read,

“He calls, in the manner that He knoics will be congrno^is to him, so

* Op. cit., I, 2, 11.

1 1, 2, 13.

J Hnd.

§ De preedest. sanct., 3, 7.
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that he will not repulse the Caller.”* About this clause there was

much disputation a thousand years later between the Jansenists

and the Congruists. As it stands in the text it is only a chance

clause, in no way expressive of Augustine’s developed thought,

in which undoubtedly the grace of God is conceived as creative.

Indeed, immediately before it occurs the declaration that “the

effect of the Divine mercy can by no means be abandoned to the

powers of man, as if, unless man willed it, God would vainly have

exercised His mercy,” the doctrine suggested by which is scarcely

wholly congruous with the notion of “congruous grace.” What
the clause indicates to us is not, therefore, a determinate teaching

of Augustine’s, but rather the fact that he had not even yet very

carefully inquired into the nature of the operation of God which he

called grace, and was liable to suggest inconsistent views of its mode
of operation in immediately contiguous sentences. Was it the qud

or merely a sine qud non of salvation? To this question his funda-

mental principle of absolute dependence on God, that God alone

is “our power,” had a very decisive reply to give: and he was des-

tined to find that reply and to announce it with great decision.

But as yet he had not been led to think it out with precision. In

important respects his view remained still unformed.

This instance of the gradual elaboration even of Augustine’s

most fundamental conceptions is only one of many that could be

adduced. Another striking illustration is offered by the slow

clarification of his doctrine of predestination,—purely again under

the influence of deeper study of Scripture.f The totality of Augus-

tine’s development consists, in a word, of ever fuller and clearer

evolution of the contents of his primary principle of complete

dependence on God, in the light of ever richer and more profound

study of Scripture : and we can follow out this development quite

independently of external influences, which in his case never con-

ditioned his thought, but only gave occasion to its fuller expression.

It might fairly be said that his entire growth is simply a logical

development of his fundamental material principle of dependence

on God under the guidance of his formal principle of the authority

of Scripture. One of the most striking results of this was that he

learned little or nothing of primary moment from the controversies

in which he was constantly engaged: but rather met them with

already formed convictions. No doubt his conceptions were

brought out in more varied and even in part clearer and stronger

* Qucest. ad Simplic., I, 2, 13.

t Expos., 60. The matter is sufficiently expounded by Loofs, Herzog.^, 276, 21

.
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expression during the course of these controversies: but in point

of mere fact they were in each case already formed and had been

formall}’^ announced before the controversies arose. If Loofs says

of Athanasius, for example, that he did not make the Nicsenum, but

the Nicrenum made him; he is compelled to say, on the contrary, of

Augustine, that he was not formed in the Pelagian controversy, but

his preformation was the occasion of it. “Pelagianism,” he remarks,*

perhaps with some slight exaggeration, “was first of all nothing

but a reaction of the old moralistic rationalism against themonergism

of grace that was exalted by Augustine’s type of piety.” Of course,

we are not to imagine that on this showing Augustine had from the

first nothing to learn: or even that he ultimately worked out his

fundamental principle perfectly into all the details of his teaching.

We have already intimated that a process of growth is traceable

in him and that the process of his growth to a perfect elaboration

of his principle was never completed. Had it been, Harnack could

not say of him that he bequeathed to posterity onl}' “problems.”

In verv fact, there remained to the end, as the same writer puts

it, “ two Augustines,” which is as much as to say, that he embraced

in his public teaching inconsistent elements of doctrine.! It is

indeed quite possible by attending alternatel}" to one element of his

teaching alone to draw out from his writings two contradictory sys-

tems: and this is just what has been done in the vital processes

of historical development. To him as to their founder both Roman-

ist and Protestant make their appeal. J The specific estimate

which the Catholic places on the nnitas ecclesioe goes back to him,

who it was that gave that compactness and far-reaching elaboration

to the doctrine of the Church and its Sacraments which rendered the

immense structure of Catholicism possible. It was equally he who

by his doctrine of grace contributed the factor of positive doctrine

by which the Reformation was rendered possible; for the Refor-

mation on its theological and religious side was just an Augustinian

revival. Two children were thus struggling in the womb of his

mind. There can be no doubt which was the child of his heart.

His doctrine of the Church he had received whole from his prede-

cessors and him.self gave it only the sharpness and depth which

insured its vitality. His doctrine of grace was all his own, his

* Leitjaden, d. Dogmengeschichte, § .32, ed. 2, p. 210.

t H.\rn'ack, Dogmengeschichte, III, 90 (E. T., V, 101) ;
cf. Schaff, Saint

Augustine, 102.

t And not Romanist and Protestant alone: in a finel)’ conceived passage Loofs

{Herzog.^, II, 277) outlines Augustine’s position as the spring out of which many
different waters flow. Cf. also his Leitfaden, § 46 (p. 176).
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greatest contribution to Christian thought. He was pleased to point

out how this element of it and that had found broken expression

in the pages of his great predecessors. He was successful in showing

that all the true religious life of the Church from the beginning had

flowed in the channels determined by it. But after all it was his, or

rather it was he himself translated into forms of doctrine. It

represented the very core of his Christian being: bj^ it he lived; and

his whole progress in Christian thinking is only the increasing per-

fection with which its fundamental principle applied itself in his

mind to every department of Christian thought and life. Every-

thing else gave way gradually before it, and it was thus that his

thought advanced steadily toward a more and more consistent

system.

But his doctrine of the Church and Sacraments had not yet

given way before his doctrine of grace when he was called away

from this world of partial attainment to the realms of perfect

thought and life above. It still maintained a place by its side,

fundamentally inconsistent with it, limited, modified by it, but

retaining its own inner integrity. It is the spectacle of collec-

tivism and individualism striving to create a modus vivendi;

of dependence on God alone, and the intermediation of a

human institution endeavoring to come to good understanding.

It was not and is not possible for them to do so. Augus-

tine had glimpses of the distinction between the invisible and the

visible Church afterward elaborated by his spiritual children: he

touched on the problem raised by the notions of baptismal regene-

ration and the necessity of the intermediation of the Church for

salvation in the face of his passionately held doctrine of the free

grace of God, and worked out a sort of compromise between them.

In one way or another he found a measure of contentment for his

double mind. But this could not last. We may say with decision

that it was due only to the shortness of human life; to the distrac-

tion of his mind with multifarious cares; to the slowness of his

solid advance in doctrinal development—that the two elements

of his thought did not come to their fatal conflict before his

death. Had they done so, there can be no question what the issue

would have been. The real Augustine was the Augustine of the

doctrine of grace.* The whole history of his inner life is a history

*Cf. Reuter, August. Sludien, Studies First and Second; e.g., p. 102: “It
was not the idea of the Church as the institute of grace that was dominant in

his later years, but that of predestinating grace’’; “the doctrine of predesti-

nating grace was the fundamental principle of his religious consciousness

It must be unconditionally maintained, while all else must give way to it.’’
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of the progressive extension of the sway of this doctrine into all the

chambers of his thought; of the gradual subjection to it of every

element of his inherited teaching. In the course of time—had time

been allowed—it was inevitable that his inherited doctrine of the

Church also would have gone down before it, and he would have

bequeathed to the Church not “problems” but a thoroughly

worked-out system of purely evangelical religion.

No doubt it was the weakness of Augustine that this was not

accomplished during the span of his six and seventy years. But

it was a weakness in which there abode an element of strength.

No facile theorizer he. Only as the clearly ascertained teaching of

the Word slowly and painfully acquired moved him, did he move

at all. Steadily and surely his thought worked its way through

the problems presented to it; solidly but slowh'. He left behind

him, therefore, a structure which was not complete: but what he

built he built to last. Had he been granted, perhaps, ten years

longer of vigorous life, he might have thought his way through this

problem also. He bequeathed it to the Church for solution, and

the Church required a thousand years for the task. But even so, it

is Augustine who gave us the Reformation. For what was the

Reformation, inwardly considered, but the triumph of Augustine’s

doctrine of grace over Augustine’s doctrine of the Church?

Princeton. Bex.tamix B. Warfield.
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Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Philosophie uxd Lebensaxschauung. Von
Rudolf Eucken. Leipzig: Verlag der Diirr’schen Buchhandlung. 1903.

Pp. 242. Preis 4 m. 20 pf.

Few, if any, pliilosophical writers in Germany at present have the ear of the

reading public more than the well-known Jena professor. He has published

several books on philosophical and religious subjects that have met with much
favor (especially his Wahrheitsgehalt der Religion, 1901). So that his views
have gained wide currency. We have even seen the expression die Euckensche

Schule, though this is probably premature, to say the least. The volume before

us contains a number of essays and addresses which, with one exception, have
appeared before in the pages of various periodicals. They cover a rather wide
range of topics, though centering in general, as the title indicates, aroimd philoso-

phy and life. There are interesting and valuable papers, written in a charming
style, on “Aristotle’s Judgment on Mankind,” “Goethe and Philosophy,”

“Fichte and the Tasks of our Time,” “Friedrich Froebel as the Champion of

Inner Culture,” “In Memory of Immanuel Hermann Fichte,” “Runeberg’s View
of Life,” “Moritz Seebeck,” “In Memory of Karl Steffensen,” “Pierre Bayle,

the Great Skeptic,” “A Word in Vindication of Morals,” and on a few other

subjects.

Two of the most interesting papers in the book are one on the “Position of

Philosophy with Reference to the Religious Movement of the Present,” and
another on “The Modem Man and Religion.” The first of these was published

before Der Wahrheitsgehalt der Religion and the other after it. The two together

set forth in a necessarily brief and incomplete form the views more fully expli-

cated in the work just alluded to. To attempt a presentation of these in sys-

tematic form, drawing on the author’s other works for supplementary informa-

tion, would be here, of course, out of the question. AU that can be done is to give

in a few words a general idea of Eucken’s viewpoint. In the first paper Prof.

Eucken declares, what we are very sure is the truth, that there is a strong and ever-

swelling tide at present toward Religion. The modern world has not brought

peace and satisfaction to man’s spirit, so that there must be a deeper side to his

nature. It is only religion that can satisfy these deeper needs. But she must
justify herself to the scientific consciousness, and this will lead us to philosophy.

We cannot, therefore, says Eucken, get rid of metaphysics, but at the same time
it is transferred from the outer world to the inner life. It should be our task

to discover whether the fact of the spiritual life in its development drives us neces-
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sarily over into the next world and unites man with a Divine Being. So that the

religious problem does not demand a psychological but a noological treatment;

only tills can find a way between the ScyUa and Charj'bdis of abstract speculation

and subjective subtilization.

In the second of these papers, the author points out some antagonisms between

the modern man and religion. He will Jive for the present only; religion directs

his attention to another world and emphasizes the insignificance of this in com-
parison. He pants after absolute independence and indi^iduality

;
religion points

to his limitations and relations and its owm commandments. He looks joyfully

upon existence with proud self-consciousness and confidence in his ability to

solve all problems
;
religion shows him the deep shadows of human life, quickens

his sense of sorrow and evil and brings to him the principle of self-renunciation.

Religion opens in the kingdom of God a new and inexhaustible spring of fresh

power by which to overcome the world that presses so hard upon our endeavors.

The sense of a higher world gives inspiration and strength to overcome this one,

as nothing else can do. Man asks that his life have proper value, his action, ade-

quate significance; and only religion can give these. Only religion can raise

man above all the limitations, inequalities and reversals of life, and guarantee it

solid worth.

Prof. Eucken has a rich, rhetorical style; he has sympathy and poetry in his

nature that come out in his writings so that they have a fine literary quality.

We must confess, however, that we have sometimes, while reading him, longed

for a little more logic and a little less rhetoric, a little more precision of state-

ment and fewer glittering generalities.

Gottingen, Germany. Benj. Lewis Hobsox.

The Tree in the Midst. A Contribution to the Study of Freedom. By Gre-
viLLE Macdonald, M.D. New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son, 1904.

Large 8vo, pp. xxviii, 411. S3.00.

Most treatises on the will are philosophical in their nature and either didactic

or argumentative in their intention. Books on this hackneyed theme usually

support some old theory or advance a new one. It is not easy to place this book

in either class, and yet there is not a little in the author’s conception of his theme

and in his method of presenting it which may strike manj"- readers as new. He
tells us that the keystone of his argument is Heraclitus’ old law of the relation

of Being to Becoming, while its import is the emancipation of man. Evolution

is written large on every page of the book, and purposiveness, evolutional tele-

ology, he pronounces the master-key of the problem. For, either man has free

will or the forces which have produced him are purposive; and if man has con-

sciousness while at the same time the Cosmos has not, then the part must be

greater than the whole.

But our author’s method of argument is the method of Art. This is not above

suspicion, but “while not departing from the exactitude of science, we reserve

to ourselves the right to use some methods which, although not endorsed perhaps

by the scholastic philosophers, and certainly looked upon -ndth suspicion by the

modem scientist, are j^et necessary for our understanding, and therefore not

illogical or unscientific. These methods are those of Art. And it is by our ad-

vance in such directions that true progress must be measured” (p. 11). The

philosopher stands midway between the man of science and the poet. Science

deals with knowledge and is utilitarian, while philosophy deals with wisdom and

is ethical. The three estates are Egoism, Altruism and Transcendentalism. Ego-

ism is “Selfishness from which all ethical quality is eliminated.” Altruism signi-

fies “the essential relation of social man to his fellow.” Transcendentalism

“deals with the relation of the known to the unknown, with the relation of that
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whicli has become from what was to that which will become from what is.”

Herein is the substance of the book. The author, having claimed for himself

the poet’s license, proceeds to avail himself of it to the fullest extent. Now and

then we find ourselves wondering whether the author is taking himself seriously,

and again we find ourselves wondering whether we should take the author

seriously. He challenges the tests of scientific accuracy and maintains that the

mystical poet knows far more and knows it better than the much-tutored and

much-dubbed scholastic. Genesis gives him his text, but Eden is only an alle-

gory, and he regards it allegorically throughout. The so-called “fall” of Eden
was the symbol of the act of insubordination in which was found “freedom from

the stagnation involved in obedience to rigid convention” (p. 75). God gave the

law to be obeyed and He gave man the impulse to disobey it. There is nothing

in man to-day which was not dormant in the remotest primordial germ; other-

wise there has been special creation—a thing which sane science can no more

entertain than the Puritan can love popery. In the chapter on “Compromise
and Competition” we are told that there are two kinds of compromise; a tem-

porary modus vitendi, for the sake of something better by and by
;
and time-serv-

ing compromise, in which the abused modus vivendi becomes a modus moriendi.

The author is very fond of saying that “whatever is is right until something better

is possible.” Starting forth on the path of progress by that initial act of insubor-

dination, the race, like all things else, grew out of Egoism into Altruism, and
thence into its present third estate. The book is brilliant, audacious and sug-

gestive. It is thoroughly “up-to-date” in its repudiation of dogma, in its

frisky attitude toward Genesis, in its justification of Adam’s—or rather Eve’s

—disobedience, in its interpretation of the supposed punishment as a real and

inevitable reward, and in its endeavor to present all the mental and moral activi-

ties and achievements of man as but advanced stages in the development of the

mysterious ovum or ova that date back to the beginning of beginnings. A single

passage may be given as showing the spirit and style of the whole book; “Wher-
ever man has wandered, whatever gardens he has made, whatever churches or

schools he has built, whatever books he has written, or whatever sacrifices he has

burned, in all the phases of his stultifying fashions and conformities, he has held

wrapped in his bosom the seeds of this Tree. The Tree in the Midst is the symbol
of all advance, whether called variation in the facts of evolution, whether science

in philosophy, whether Protestantism in the Churches, whether liberalism in

politics, whether yearnings after the wisdom which is the Law from whence this

spirit of uprising growth first emanated; the Tree in the Midst stands as the justi-

fication of individualism against all collectivism, be it in states. Churches or

schools. It stands as typical of man’s one birthright, of which not the Almighty

God dare deprive him without denying His own power; for it is the right to grow
and justify the laws of his Creator” (p. 141).

Regarded as a glorification of man’s forbidden disobedience as a step to higher

and better things, abounding in detached brilliancies, this handsomely printed

and handsomely bound book may not unprofitably be put aside for light and lazy

reading on sleepy summer afternoons.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

Scottish Philosophy in its National Development. By Henry Laurie,

TjL.D., Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in the University of

^Melbourne. Glasgow; James MacLehose & Sons, 1902.

As we are told in tlie Preface, “this work was originally intended to form one
of a series, projected by Prof. Knight, of St. Andrew’s, on Philosophy in its

National Developments.” Though the project of issuing such a series has been
abandoned, Dr. Laurie has gone forward with the publication of the book which
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was to constitute his contribution to the series. The appearance of the book is

fully justified not only for reasons suggested by the author, namely, that the

philosophy of Scotland deserves to be treated as a national development, and

because there is room for a concise and connected statement, in the light of recent

thought, of the course of philosophy in Scotland, but also because Dr. Laurie has

succeeded remarkably well in accomplishing his avowed purpose of providing a

volume adapted to the needs and tastes of those who, “without pretence to be

specialists in philosophy, take an intelligent interest in the history of thought.”

While, in its primary aim, this volume is historical, we are prepared to say that

no introduction to Scottish philosophy has as yet come into print that so well

serves the ends of the average cultivated reader. This is owing, partly, to a very

happy mingling of historical detail with philosophical exposition and critical

reflection; and, partly, to the author’s very noticeable deftness of thought and

expression even when touching upon the subtlest matters.

Although separate studies of the more important Scottish philosophers have

come to us in recent years from the pens of such writers as Seth, Veitch, Stirling

and others, it may be said that nothing which is similar even in a partial way to

this volume has come into print since the publication, in 1875, of Dr. McCosh’s

The Scottish Philosophy. It may be said, therefore, to supply a need where, owing

to prevailing modes of philosophic thought, the lack is not felt as much as it

should be. We believe the time has come for an appreciative estimate, in the

newer philosophical perspective, of Scotland’s distinctive service in the develop-

ment of philosophy. That Scottish philosophy constitutes a real contribution

in this development, that it has in it elements of permanent value, that it has a

natioiial genius of its own and that it has had an inner development in harmony

with that genius, all must recognize; but to give a philosophically adequate state-

ment of -what aU recognize is a task which can be performed only by one who can

bring to it a thorough acquaintance with the wider and, as is generally conceded,

profounder thought that emanates from the Continent, and that has well-nigh,

even in Scotland itself, obliterated the philosophical landmarks of an earlier day.

In this volume Dr. Laurie has given us our bearings and pointed out the right

direction in which to proceed in setting out upon such a task. Though his

book has been given a biographical arrangement, he has concentrated our

attention on the successive phases assumed by certain primary philosophical

problems which are somewhat apt to be closely identified with other issues,

especially of a theological kind, which latter issues, though of the highest impor-

tance in themselves considered, are to be regarded rather as logically correlative

and subsequent, when our standpoint is especially the metaphysical one.

We may say, furthermore, that the perusal of this volume has aided us to an

improved idea of the range and diversity as well as the historical concatenations

of a philosophy which, along with its predilection for realism and intuitionalism

,

has produced the thoroughgoing and effective empiricism and the variant forms

of idealism that are found in the writings of Lord Monboddo, Hume, Brown and

Ferrier. Not only so, we also realize better the service of Scottish philosophy in

the de\’tlopment of the fundamental problem of epistemologj'
;
for to Scottisli

philosophy belongs the merit of never allowing this problem to elude its interest

and best effort or to become dissolved in mysticism and a priori world-schemes.

The chapters on Hume, Reid, Brown, Hamilton and Ferrier are chiefly interesting

both because of the importance of the historico-philosophical subject-matter, and

because it is here our author’s aptitude in sound, effective criticism [see e.g., pp.

00-82, 13G-159, 243-45, 260-65, 269-91] is best exhibited. The chapter on

Hamilton is particularly excellent as a specimen of clear, condensed exposition

and criticism. We are glad to find the too much-neglected Ferrier [receiving

merited attention, and only wish Dr. Laurie’s well-judged exposi of Ferrier’s

j)hilosophy and estimate of its worth and place in the development of Scottish
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philosophy had been a little more extended. The chapters on Lord Monboddo
and Adam Ferguson may be mentioned as especially possessed of the qualities

of freslmess, instructiveness and facile reasoning which, indeed, characterize the

book as a whole.

Notwithstanding the modest disclaimer of the author in his Preface, we
believe that many who are considerably conversant with philosophical literature

will experience a wholesome influence from the reading of this book owing to

its admirable temper of caution, fairness and sanity. These qualities, moreover,

are so combined with steady consistency of attitude, ripe judgment and gen-

uine metaphysical penetration that the thoughtful reader becomes instinctively

possessed of the feeling that he is being guided by a skillful and experienced

hand along the path where the philosophical development truly lies. In these

pages we find that what was best in Scottish philosophy—in its common sense,

its intuitionalism, its realism—still survives informs that have become purified

and deepened by critical reflection. Moreover, its synthesis of knowledge and

faith appears plainly to abide. If we mistake not. Dr. Laurie regards the develop-

ment of Scottish philosophy as issuing in a more deeply rational form of religious

faith. However that may be, we feel that our perusal of his book has put us all

the more in sympathy with those who have “a desire to return, by the paths of

a new philosophy, to the Natural Realism of common sense, modified by a more

exact and explicit statement of the dependence of all thinking things and all

objects of thought on a Divine Mind” [p. 336].

Omaha. D. E. Jenkins.

II.—APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Grundriss der Religionsphilosophie. Von Dr. A. Dorner. Leipzig: Verlag

der Diirr’sehen Buchhandlung. 1903. Pp. xviii, 448. Preis 7 marks.

Prof. Dorner has been a prolific writer in the spliere of philosophy and theology,

and now lays before us another work—perhaps the most important he has yet

published. These Outlines of the Philosophy of Religion, though not so large in

bulk as some similar treati.ses, take a very comprehensive view of the subject.

In fact, the author’s conception of the nature and extent of this discipline com-
mends itself to our judgment as in many respects much more correct than that of

some other recent writers. Confusion of terminology is perhaps unavoidable at the

outset when any new department of thought is orientating itself, and the study

of religion has not escaped this misfortune. But at present there seems no reason

why the history, the science and the philosophy of religion should not be sharply

distinguished from each other. The first must necessarily be largely descriptive,

and the second phenomenalistic; but the third should as certainly go back of

phenomena to an investigation from a religious viewpoint of the great underlying

reality in all religion, the Divine Being, and of his relation to the human soul.

Even the veteran Tiele declared in his Gifford lectures that he used the two
phrases, science of religion and philosophy of religion, as synonyms and that this

study had nothing to do with the question of the divine existence, which should
be relegated to the department of metaphysics in pure philosophy. Prof. Dorner,
however, takes the philosophy of religion in a different sense, as we shall see, and
very properly considers in his work the problem of the e.xistence of God together

with other purely philosophical questions.

In his introduction our author treats of the place in general philosophy occupied
by the philosophy of religion. But preliminary even to this is the question as

to what philosophy itself is; and Dorner shows that philosophy cannot be merely.
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as some would make out, a systemization of the results of the natural sciences,

but must have an independent sphere of its own in dealing with ultimate truth.

The investigation of religion is carried on at present, our author says, principally

from two points of view which are antithetic—the empirical and the speculative.

The adherents of the former study religion psychologically and historically, dis-

tinguish the essence from the ideal, and renounce even the putting forward of any
ideal. The adherents of the latter start from the idea that at the foundation

of religion there lies a superempirical reality, which is the ideal; that religion in

its development strives after the ideal, and therefore must employ speculation.

The empiricists carry their view over into epistemology and deny knowledge of

anything beyond experience, including the supersensible realities of religion.

Therefore the writer goes into a philosophical discussion to exhibit the untenable-

ness of such empiricism. This discussion, while good, is rather brief, the author

referring his readers to his work on Erkenntnisstheorie for a fuller treatment.

From all that is said the conclusion is reached that the kernel of the philosophy

of religion belongs to metaph3"sics, which fact, however, does not prevent its

using for its own purposes the results of the psj'chologj' and the historj' of religion.

Prof. Dorner conceives rehgion as a spiritual magnitude which progresses with

the historical development of the human spiri*, and which as a form of activity

of the rational spirit goes out toward an ideal. The task of the philosophy' of

religion is first of all to investigate more exactly the essence of religion as the

relation of man to the Deitj', which investigation should consider this relation

as a matter of historical development. The first division, therefore, of the book

is headed : A. The Exhibition of Religion as the Relation of God and Man.
If we study' the Phenomenology of Religion, we find that man’s needs over

against nature led him through phantasy' to a belief in animism, which is the

beginning both of Religion and of Metaphysics. Afterward polytheism and

then monotheism were developed, and finally' Christianity' arose, whose central

point is the Christological problem of the unity' of God and man. The

author gives a rather interesting account of this entire evolutionary process,

and afterward institutes a somewhat striking comparison between the ideas

of the Divine in the different religions and the fundamental factors in various

metaphy'sical systems. The result at which he finally arrives is that religion

can only' be understood as a relation of man to a Reality that lies behind all sensi-

ble phenomena, and its stages of development as corresponding to those of the

human spirit in general. Religion is, therefore, really' subjective-objective

—

i.e., the religious man has an internal experience and also a relation to an objec-

tive Reality'. But each side can be emphasized alone; then religion becomes,

on the one hand, purely' one of subjectivity, or, on the other hand, a religion of

external authority'. Dorner illustrates this principle from many' religions, coming

at last to its application to Christianity. Here the Konigsberg professor shows

himself to be an adherent of the school of absolute subjectivism. Everv man,

he say's, should have complete freedom to receive a revelation from God in his

ov'n soul. No book should hold itself over him as ultimate authority; even

Jesus Christ should be regarded as merely the first among many brethren; every

Christian can have the same revelation from God in his consciousness that Christ

had. This subjectivistic conception runs through the whole book and vitiates,

of course, a large part of its processes and conclusions.

Turning to the ideal of religion, the author says that this consists in a man’s

being filled with God’s Spirit, not in a pantheistic sense, but so that he can

exhibit the divine infilling and by reason of his unity with God can do all his works

freely' in God. Properly understood, this conception of the ideal might not be

so far astray'
;
but on the means of attaining this ideal. Dr. Dorner is in hopeless

antagonism to evangelical Christianity. He tells us repeatedly' that a religion

that limits itself to a fixed historical revelation or is based on historic facts, once
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for all, cannot be the highest religion. Whatever may have happened in the

past in the way of God’s revealing Himself in any man must be capable of being

repeated in every man, so that that man could have the revelation in himself.

In so far as the Christian religion can bring about this last result, does it take

up into itself the best elements in all religions and correspond to the ideal Religion-

Let us look at the second division of the work: B. The Grounding of Religion

in God; or, The Metaphysics of Religion. Here Prof. Dorner is much more to our

liking. He handles the theistic argument with learning and ability, starting from

the indisputable point that necessity of thought is a criterion of reality in Theism

as well as in all knowledge. The ontological proof in its Anselmic form supple-

ments, he declares, that from religious experience by showing that the latter cor-

responds to our rationally necessary thinking. The author, however, makes the

argument rather an epistemo-ontological one by pointing out very pertinently

here that God is also an indispensable presupposition of all our world-knowledge.

The cosmological argument is first stated in the form that the absolute congruity

of the objective world and the subjective thought-factor is necessary for knowl-

edge, and this fact demands a common source, which can be none other than

God. Again (an aspect of the argument emphasized by Schleiermacher), the

fitness of the world to be a stage of human action, calling forth all the powers of

man’s complex being, indicates a Deity. Once more, we find that the world is

a perfect mechanism, a wonderful correlation of all things into a unitary whole

(an aspect of the argument emphasized by Lotze)—all of which points to a God.

Finally, the old line of thought is presented—that an infinite series of successive

developments is unthinkable; there must be a great First Cause. It would be

necessary, of course, to take the term cosmological in a very broad sense in order

to make it cover all these aspects.

In the teleological proof Prof. Dorner gives up specific and plants himself very

loosely on the ground of general teleology. There has been an upward, rational

movement of all things from the inorganic world to man, which demands expla-

nation. This cannot of itself, to be sure, prove a Deity, but must be taken in

connection with the problem of the final cause or purpose of all things. If we
should say, with Schelling, that this purpose was to reveal rationality and thought

and so reveal God, the position would have certainly justification. Yet man
studies nature not merely for attainment of knowledge, but in the practical in-

terest of his own comfort and happiness. Should we, then, adopt some form of

endaemonism and say that the final cause of all things, and that for which all men
should strive, is happiness? By no means, for happiness is obviously not the

end of all things, and men do not obtain it by pursuing it. There must be un-

doubtedly some higher end—in fact, a moral one, which brings us to the moral

argument. The author here, it will be noticed, almost abandons even general

teleology, which is a great mistake. He states the moral argument in this con-

nection as follows: There is an unconditional moral demand upon us to realize

an Ideal in this world, which presupposes the possibility of its realization. But
this in turn takes for granted that the objective world must be adapted to such a

realization of the Ideal through our moral activity. This harmony of nature

and spirit can be explained only if we assume a Higher Power that has fitted these

two factors to each other and has made moral action pursuing an Ideal the ulti-

mate purpose of the world. But it can be only this same Higher Power that has

put this moral purpose in us, given us a moral Ideal, and helps us to its realiza-

tion. In all of which there is undoubtedly a great deal of sound reasoning on
Prof. Dorner’s part; but he should not have rejected, as he explicitly does, that

aspect of tlie argument that infers directly from obligatory morality a person to

whom we are under obligation.

The a-sthetic argument is stated after a somewhat similar fashion. There is in

nature a coordination of parts in such a way that a kingdom of beauty is produced.
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There is besides this an esthetic spirit in man which is in harmony with the world

of beauty outside. Only through a Deity could these correlations have been
effected.

The proof from the world’s history is treated next, after a somewhat meagre
fashion. Ideals of truth and beauty and morality are not realized perfectly, but
all things are moving toward them, great progress is being made; and this

upward trend in all its manifoldness requires a God to constitute things as they

are and bring to higher ends.

Lastl}”^, the argument from religious e.xperience is presented by the author,

which is rather the repetition of what was said in the first part of the work. The
point, however, is emphasized especially that the pious man knows in his own
experience that he is in God and God in him.

Prof. Dorner declares at this juncture that we have been led up to a God, who
is the highest source of reality, self-existing substance, etc., but asks why we
should think He was personal? This leads the author to a rather wearisome

reexamination of ground partly covered before and the consequent drawing of

inferences. This is, in our opinion, a serious fault of method; for everything

that should be said in faA or of and against the di^'ine personality, it would be

much better to say in the general unfolding of the theistic proofs.

We have gone a good deal into detail in this presentation of the writer’s treat-

ment of theism, because Dr. Dorner is one of only a limited number of German
theologians who defend tlie validity of the theistic argument, and it is of import-

ance and interest (at least of interest to those who are interested in theism at all)

to see how the treatment differs from that of most English vTiters on the same

subject.

It will only be necessary' to speak briefly of the remainder of the book. To the

metaphysical presuppositions of religion belong also the reality of the Ego and

the immortality of the soul, so that botli of these doctrines are defended, though

only a few pages are given to them.

Having looked at the Godward side of religion, we come next to consider its

human side, and we have therefore the third division of the work; C. The Psycho-

logical Consideration of the Religious Subject and Its Activities. The author takes

up here for discussion faith and its expressions. Faith is the principal psycho-

logical factor in all religions, though ever in union with ideas, imagination, feeling,

will, etc. IGiowledge is supposed to be found in dogma, but this does not destroy

faith. Religion cannot do witliout knowledge, and Sabatier’s Symbolofideism is

untenable. Faith will vary with education, temperament, etc., but always

remains the same in essence. There can be no talk of certitude in the lowest reli-

gions, nor in fact in any of them except in Monotheism. And here the certitude

is reached through one’s own inner reception of the revelation and not through au-

thority; through tlie consciousness that our reason is one with the Divine and

that our life is in accordance therewith. Faith must ever express itself, and there-

fore we have sacrifices, sacraments, prayers, etc., and, in close connection with

these, sacred symbols, words, writings, places, seasons, and often a Church.

Faith also causes religion to assume a certain attitude toward morality, knowl-

edge and art.
^

|- This brings Dorner to liis last division: D. The Laws of the Religious Life.

He starts from the point that this life passes through a development as it pro-

gresses toward a knowledge of the absolute ideal. This development of the reli-

gious consciousness is always toward monotheism, and by means of an inner

dialectic successfully reaches its end, the oneness of the man with God. In this

development gradually the thought frees itself from the products of pliantasy,

the feeling becomes more distinctively divine, and the will yields itself to that of

God. All this is realized under the conditions of the psychological life and is

subject to its laws. From which there results the law of psychological persistence
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that is so marked a feature in all religions. When this and the former law of

teleological development operate together, there arises the law of gradual transi-

tions. These laws do not exclude, but presuppose a Divine activity worldng in

them and with them. These laws, as stated by the author, are sorpewhat similar

to those laid down by Tiele in his Science of Religion, and with the proper limita-

tions contain, without doubt, a great deal of truth.

We cannot refrain, in closing this review, from making the sad confession that

we belong ourselves to tire number of those of whom the author speaks somewhat
disdainfully when he declares (pp. 271, 279) that if they cannot themselves be

the bearers of a divine revelation, nothing is left for them but to believe in the

message of those who have such a special revelation, and subject themselves to

their authority. We can only say that when the Konigsberg professor shall have

given to the world some special divine revelation that he has received in his own
soul, which is superior to the ntessage of Jesus or even of Paul, we shall leave these

sources of authority and humbly submit ourselves to the truth as it falls from his

pen. Meanwhile, may we confess, again somewhat sadly, that we do not find

such a revelation in the volume that lies before us.

Gottingen, Germany. Bexj. Lewis Hobson.

The Testimony of Christ to CHRisTi.\NiTy. By Peter B.vyne, A.M., Author

of The Christian Life, Essays in Biography and Criticism, etc. Introduction

by G. Campbell Morgan. New York, Chicago, Toronto, London and

Edinburgh; Fleming H. Revell Company. 8vo, pp. 185.

The Miracles of Unbelief. By Frank Ballard, M.A., B.D., B.Sc., F.R.M.S.,

etc.. Double Prizeman in Hebrew and New Testament Greek in the Univer-

sity of London, Author of The Mission of Christianity, Reasonable Orthodoxy,

Which Bible to Read, Clarion Fallacies, etc. Popular Edition the Sixth,

Revised and Enlarged, with Notes on Current Controversy. Edinburgh:

T. & T. Clark, 38 George Street. 1904. Imported by Charles Scribner’s

Sons, New York. 8vo; pp. xxviii, 382.

The above are new editions of what are probably the two strongest popular

apologetic works of the last half centurj’. The Testimony of Christ to Christianity

was “published first in 1862, and then revealed the futility of attacks upon the

miraculous elements in the faith of the Christian, by lucidly showing that the

supreme miracle was Christ, and to attempt to account for him in any other way
than in harmony wdth the records was to create an anomaly and to suggest an

effect minus a cause, which would present to the mind something far more miracu-

lous than any miracle of revelation.” The Miracles of Unbelief was published

first in 1900. It applies the same kind of argument more widely and w'ith direct

reference to the more modern objections to Christianity from science and philoso-

phy. It proves that “the man who rejects Christianity on account of its diffi-

culties is unreasonable. He turns, and he ever must turn, not from greater diffi-

culty to less, but from less to greater. He strains out the gnat, and swallows

the camel.” This book w^as reviewed at length and most favorably in The Presby-

terian and Reformed Review for October, 1901. The present edition has been
revised and somewhat enlarged and enriched with valuable notes on current con-

troversy. The bibliography also has been extended, and we notice with pleasure

the insertion of names that were omitted from the list in the first edition. May
both these books render even more effective service in the future than in the past.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Selections from the Liter.\ture of Theism. Edited, with Introductory

and Explanatory Notes, by Alfred Caldecott, M.A. (Lond.), D.D. (Camb.),

Professor of Mental and Moral Pliilosophy, King’s College, London; Exam-
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iner in Historical Theology in the University of London; late Fellow of St.

John’s College, Cambridge, and H. R. Mackintosh, M.A., D.Phil. (Edin.),

Minister of Beechgrove United Free Church, Aberdeen; Translator of

Ritschl on Justification and Reconciliation. Edinburgh: T. &. T. Clark,

38 George Street. 1904. Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York.

8vo; pp. xiii, 472. $2.50 net.

“This volume has been prepared with the aim of bringing together within a
small compass some of the leading positions in the philosophy of religion.” It

is evidently intended to be, and it is well worthy to be, a companion volume to

The Philosophy of Religion in England and America, which was published by
Dr. Caldecott in 1901, and which was reviewed at length and favorabl}’^ in The

Presbyterian and Reformed Revieto for April, 1902. The authors cited in the

present volume are truly representative: Anselm, Aquinas, Descartes, Spinoza,

the Cambridge Platonists, Berkeley, Kant, Schleiermacher, Cousin, Comte, Man-
sel, Lotze, Martineau, Janet, Ritsclil. The selections are well chosen, and are

long enough to be really instructive. The notes are numerous and very illumi-

native. A copious index gives easy command of the contents. The press-work

could scarcely be surpassed. For these and other reasons the book cannot fail

to be most useful.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Knowledge of Faith. By Everett P. Wheeler. New York: Fleming

H. Revell Company. Paper, pp. 21.

This brochure was originally published as an article in The Outlook, having for

its fundamental thought the idea that “all knowledge is based upon belief in the

affirmations of human consciousness”—if not of our ovti consciousness, then that

of some one else. In this way we derive a knowledge of God which is both certain

and authentic. Some ob\dous objections are stated and answered in a verj- clear

and helpful way.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

III.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.
A Dictionary of the Bible, Dealing with its Language, Literature and Contents,

including the Biblical Theology. Edited by James Hastings, M..4.., D.D.,

with the Assistance of John A. Selbie, M.A., D.D. Extra Volume: Con-

taining Articles, Indexes and Maps. New York: Charles Scribner’s

Sons; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1904. 4to, pp. xiii, 956.

Dr. Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible was completed two or three j'ears ago in

four large quarto volumes, the first of which was published in 1898 and the last

in 1902. After this interval the present “Extra Volume” ^follows. The most

obvious function which this “Extra ’N’olume” serves is to provide a series of In-

dices for the work: and it may possibly have been first projected for this purpose.

Tliere are six of these indices, and they occupy the closing two hundred pages of

the volume. The first of them gives a list of the authors who were engaged in

the preparation of the work with the “principal articles” contributed by each.

It will be observed that we say “principal articles,” and we think that the quali-

fication indicates a deficiency in this index: we should have thought it worth while

to include in it a complete conspectus of each author’s part in the preparation

of the work, whereas it signalizes, “as a rule, onlj’ those articles which occupy at

least a column.” Even so, however, it enables us to estimate with substantial
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accuracy the force at work on tlie Dictionary and the relative part taken in it

by each writer. We learn from it, for example, that some 194 authors in all were

employed, of whom some fifteen are of Continental and twenty-seven of American

nationality, leaving over 150 for the native scholarship of Great Britain. The

last two indices catalogue the illustrations and maps which occur in the work.

The intermediate three—the “Subject,” “Textual” and “Verbal” Indices—are

the really valuable ones, which may be supposed to add worth to the Dictionary

as an actual handbook for the student. The “Subject-index” includes not merely

the titles of the articles—for which, of course, no index was needed, seeing that

(except those in this Extra ^'olume) they stand on the pages of the Dictionary

themselves in alphabetical order—but besides “a great many other topics which

are dealt with in the course of the work.” It thus makes the numerous incidental

discussions of subjects of importance accessible to the reader, and very largely

increases the usefulness of the work. It also breaks up the long articles into

their separate topics, and thus serves as an index to their several parts. The

Indices of texts and of Hebrew and Greek words particularly discussed stiU further

open the contents of the work to the student. Altogether these Indices were

well worth preparing and printing, and are a substantial gain to the possessor of

the work.

But the Indices make but a small part of the volume. Seven hundred of its

nine hundred pages are given to “.\rticles.” These articles are of very miscel-

laneous character and defy characterization by a single term. We cannot even

say they are all long articles—thougli length, sometimes excessive length, is

perhaps their most outstanding characteristic—for, after aU, there are a few shott

articles among them, some excessively short, as, for example, that on “Concord-

ances,” which is a mere meagre bibliographj' of less than a column and a half.

It looks very much as if the editor, wishing to make out of his Indices a volume

to range in size with the former ones of the work, conceived it to be desirable to

bind up with them a series of discussions which would, in one way or another,

supplement those in the Dictionary proper, and add in this manner to the value of

the work as a whole. Some of these articles belong, no doubt—as the Preface

remarks—to a class particularly useful to students of the Bible, but yet standing

a little outside the compass of the Bible itself, and consequently not falling

naturally into the vocabulary of a distinctly Bible Dictionary. These are such

articles—to name only the examples given in the Preface—as those on the

“Agrapha,” “Apocrc'phal Gospels,” “Code of Hammurabi.” But a Dictionary

of the Bible in whose vocabulan,' the Apocrj-phal Apocalj-pses and Acts find a

place, one would think could be made to contain also the Apocryphal Gospels

:

one in which the several Books of Enoch are treated, could probably be stretched

to contain also the Sibj-llines. Xor does this class of articles really form the char-

acteristic element—certainly not the largest constituent—of the present volume.

The most extensive article in it, forming a third of the whole indeed—Kautzsch’s

article on the “Religion of Israel”—falls distinctly within the scope of a Diction-

ary of the Bible, and deals in fact with a subject which has not been left without

treatment in the course of the Dictionary itself. Xo other article nearly attains

its immensity of size—nearly 250 columns, or 175,000 words, which would make,
if printed separately, a considerable octavo volume. But those articles which

come nearest to it belong to the same class—articles like Prof. Votaw’s “Sermon
on the Mount,” which extends to eighty-eight columns, or Prof. Ramsay’s “Reli-

gion of Greece,” which extends to no less than ninety-four columns. The plain

truth seems to be that this whole series of articles have no excuse for being—and
especially for being in an Appendix to a Dictionary of the Bible—except that they

are useful articles on subjects insufficiently treated in the body of the Dictionary

which the editor thinks will prove interesting and valuable to its readers. There
are only thirty-seven of them in all, and they average as much as forty columns
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or nearly 30,000 words apiece. Xo principle seems to have governed their selec-

tion, or the apportionment of space among them, or even their arrangement

in the A-olume. They seem to have been printed in the order the MSS. came to

the hand of the editor, either from tlieir authors or from his drawer, and they can

be turned up only by the aid of an index. The “Sermon on the Mount” comes
first; the “Religion of Israel” comes last. Even such related subjects as the

“English Versions of the Bible” and the “Continental Versions” are separated

by anA' interA-al Avhich the fortuitous concourse of articles has happened to dictate.

The “Textual Criticism of the XeAV Testament” comes in at p. 208; the“English

Versions” (which haA'e nothing to do with “Textual Criticism”) follows it at p.

296; AA’hile the “Continental Versions,” which is a closely related subject to the

latter, haA’e to wait until p. 402,—and all kinds of things come between.

It is clear, then, that “form” is not the strong point of this Extra Volume. In

some other minor matters also it does not come quite up to the highest standard.

For example, one can hardly believe his e}’es when he reads in the “Literature”

at the close of Kautzsch’s immense article on the “Religion of Israel,” among
the treatises “on Biblical Theology’ or on the Historj’of the Religion of the Old

Testament”: “W. L. Alexander, System of Biblical Theology, Edinburgh, 1888,

2 A’ols.” One would suppose that Dr. Kautzsch would include in the list of books

he recommends to his readers on the subject he treats A\-ith so much learning and
confidence only books knoAvn to him—which he had, at least, had in his hands;

especially after the condescending way (with a condescension ec-en more than

that we are accustomed to see in foreigners) in which he had set aside as unworthy
of notice the “older works on Biblical Theology,” and the implied promise that

he would name to us only such works as are free from the “blemish” of belieA’ing

the Bible’s oaati account of its origin and of the origin and growth of the religion

of which it professes to be the record if not the codification. But in any event,

one AA'ould ha\’e supposed that the Scottish editors would not haA’e passed such

an error as the adduction of a treatise on Systematic Theology (Dogmatics) by
a distinguished Scotchman of the immediately past generation in a list of books

on the Biblical Theologj’ of the Old Testament. “Dogmatics,” we are prepared

to learn, are A'ery little cultlA’ated in the circles from AA’hich this Dictionary

emanates; but we had been led to belieA'e that “Biblical Theology” was so

much their special metier that they could scarcely meet in their OAs-n immediate

enA’ironment with a title so striking and promising so much as this, and yet so

absolutely new to them, without at least pausing to inA’estigate. It must be

confc.ssed, ineanAvhile, that the English part of this special “Literature” shows

little sign of special “ inA’estigation ” on the part of its supposable author or its

supposable editors. It certainly looks very odd, for example, to see notes

attached to Piepenbring’s Theologie de Vancicn Testament, Budde’s Religion of

Israel to the Exile and Giesebrecht’s Grundziige dcr israelitischen Religions-

geschichte, to warn the blase reader off from them as popular ground, and yet such

a book as Prof. W. H. Bennett’s The Theology of the Old Testament—a A’critable

primer—left standing out (on the principle that the exception proA’es the rule)

among the AA’orks of strictly scientific A’alue. Obviou.sh’, ope AA'ould say. Dr.

Kautzsch does not read English—at least not English books on “Biblical The-

ology.” But then that might compel us to say, equally obviously neither does

Dr. Hastings, nor Dr. Selbie.

Another rather amusing instance of Homeric nodding may be found in the

closing paragraphs of Dr. Lupton’s A’ery interesting and A’ery A’aluable and A’ery

judicious and fair article on the “English Versions” of the Bible. He is closing

a really first-rate article AA’ith a reall}’ first-rate estimate of the .American ReA’ised

\'ersion, and remarks; “The inference to be draAA’n from this brief comparison of

renderings, as Avell as from a more general sur\’ey of the work, is that it is prema-

ture as A’et to call it, as is done on the title-page, a ‘Standard Edition.’” . . . .
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"It is vain to hope that a standard edition of tlie English Bible will be soon forth-

coming; and still more to dream that the desired object has been attained already”

—and so on. But is it vain to hope that most readers will be able to distinguish

between the announcement that a given edition of a version is put forth by the

publishers as the “Standard Edition” of that version—to w’hich they would wish

all other editions to conform, and for which alone in its details they hold them-

selves responsible—and a claim for the version itself that it is to be taken and

treated for all time as “the Standard Version” of the English Bible? Had Dr.

Lupton not made so much of it we should have been disposed to believe w'e had

liere only a slip of the pen. But it is only too clear that he has taken the pub-

lishers’ announcement of the place they wish a special edition of the American

Kevision to occupy among its other editions, for a claim of the revisers to finality

for their work!

We cannot go, however, into details with reference to the treatment of the

topics embraced in this volume. The spirit in which the study of the Bible is

approached in it is, in many cases, much too free for our taste. As Mr. Garvie

explains in his article on “Revelation,” the men of the modern world no longer

believe the Bible implicitly, and in very wade circles it has lost its authority alto-

gether. This over-free attitude to the Bible dominates the thought of many of

the waiters in the volume, as in those that preceded it; and the consequence is

that we must adjudge the total impact of the volume to be, to speak frankly,

destructive. At the same time we thankfully acknowdedge that a more reverent

attitude toward the Scriptural revelation is sustained by some of the writers, and

that much instructive material is presented by them all. If we find little to

attract us in such an article as Mr. Garvie’s on “Revelation,” for instance, we find

much in Dr. Scott’s on “The Trinity,” which immediately precedes it. And so,

as we read, we go backward and forward, librating betw'een what delights and

instructs us and w'hat deeply pains us. The book is thus, it will be seen, very

much a mirror of the times, with its shifting varieties of opinion taking the place

ot established doctrines. The pity is that as a Dictionary of the Bible it is not

rather a mirror of the Word. For after all is said, as .Alles rollt vorbei and these

Zeiten, like the others that have preceded them, pass away, along wdth the very

11 elt itself, phases of which all Zeiten are, the one thing that will abide is the Ever-

lasting Word of God. .

One of the things that we note, and note with much satisfaction, is the sturd}'

delense that is made in the article on the “Textual Criticism of the New Testa-

ment” of the textual work—and conclusions—of Dr. Hort. The whole article is,

to our taste, too personal in tone (in the good sense) and leaves its subject far too

frequently, to dw’cll on the personality of the w’orkers with w'hose labors it deals.

And we must confess that the polemic against Mr. Miller seems to us pushed too

far into detail: twice to slay the dead may be well enough, but it can scarce!

be necessary to slay over again, a third time, each of his fragments. Much more
interesting is what is said of the newer but scarcely more likelj' contentions of

our modern devotees of the “Western” text. We quite accord wdth the summary
of the matter given in § 83 (p. 235): “On the whole, then, there seems no reason

to anticipate that the present revival of interest in the early history of the ‘West-
ern’ text will in the end be found to upset the estimates formed by WH of the

relative importance of the different groups of textual authorities, or to modify in

more than a mere handful of passages the judgments which they formed on indi-

vidual readings.” Dr. Murray has the inestimable advantage over many of those

who liave written of Dr. Hort and the modifications his conclusions are destined

to undergo from the “new'er investigations,” that he really understands Dr.

Hort’s principles, and has taken the trouble to consider with some care their

working. It is perhaps a little of a pity that his article bears so much the appear-

ance of a direct defense of Dr. Hort and his views: many may be prejudiced by
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this appearance and misled into treating it as if it were a piece of special pleading.

It is in reality a wide-minded and solid and independent estimate, and will power-
fulh' commend Dr. Hort’s views to all who read it with care and critical dis-

crimination. It is mere fact that the bases of Dr. Hort’s theories were so solid!}-

laid and the details worked out with such prudence, that subsequent acquisitions

of facts and probabilities have only more strongly than ever commended them
to careful thinkers. It is as true to-day as it was a quarter of a century ago, that

all fruitful and promising textual criticism of the New Testament must take its

point of departure from Dr. Hort’s work.

Princeton. Bexj. B. W.^.rfield.

The Titles of the Ps.tLMs: Their Nature and Meaning Explained. By Jame.s

WiLLi.tM Thirtle. Crown 8vo, pp. viii, 3S6. London, Edinburgh, Glasgow

and New York: Henry Frowde, 1904.

iMr. Thirtle’s treatise includes a discussion of the whole body of notes that accom-
pany the Psalms in the MSS. and have been transferred from them to the editions.

This discussion is tlu-oughout careful and will bring needed light to the interpre-

tation of these enigmatic adjuncts to the Psalter. But the specialty of the book
concerns “the musical titles,” for the interpretation of which Mr. Thirtle has

found a new key. Tliis key consists, in brief, in the conjecture that the “musical

titles” are to be separated sharply from the literary titles which accompany them,

and to be assigned not to the Psalms at the head of which they stand, but to those

that immediately precede them. When so separated and assigned, Mr. Thirtle

finds their interpretation greatly facilitated.

The starting-point of the theor}- is taken from the Psalm wliich constitutes

the third chapter of Habakkuk. This Psalm, standing by itself, has claims, Mr.

Thirtle thinks, to be studied “as a model in all its various features, literary and

musical.” This Psalm, now, is preceded by a literar}- note^ which Mr. Thirtle

would read; “A Prayer of Habakkuk, the Prophet: loud-cries [or exhorta-

tions]”; and is followed by a musical note; “To the Chief Singer on my stringed

instruments.” It is not impossible, reasons Mr. Thirtle, that this arrangement

was followed in the Psalter also, if we may be permitted to suppose that the

Psalms were written in the MSS. of the Psalter continuously with no di\-isions

marked between them, and that on the subsequent separation of the Psalms from

one another the whole body of notes that came between them was taken over to

the subsequent Psalms, instead of equitably divided between the two in con-

tiguity with which they stand. If this supposition be allowed, we have only

to restore to the preceding Psalms the musical notes, which really belong to them,

and we have recovered for these notes the normal arrangement as exhibited by

the Psalm in Habakkuk. When this is done, he argues, new light is thrown upon

these musical notes. For the first time they become comprehensible; and not

only so, but a fine appropriateness emerges in the case of many of them to the

Psalm to which they are attached. The best example of this appropriateness

which he adduces is supplied by the note which in our ordinary editions is prefixed

to Ps. 1%-i; “For the Chief Musician: set to Jonath elem rehokim,” that is to say

(as the margin informs us), “The silent dove of them are that afar ofif,” or, as

otherwise read, “The dove of the distant Terebinths.” This, however, has no

imaginable appropriateness to Psalm Ivi, while at verses 6-8 of Psalm 55 we

read; “And I said. Oh that I had wings like a dove! Then would I fly away and

be at rest. Lo, then would I wander far off, I would lodge in the wilderness.

I would haste me to a shelter from the stormy wind and tempest.” This curious

relation between the title of the one and the text of the other Psalm has not been

unnoted. Thus, for example. Dr. William H. Green remarks of it: “It is a signifi-

cant circumstance that the link that binds Psalm Ivi to Iv is the correspondence
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between tlie title of the former and the text of the latter.” Tlie correspondence

is no longer singular, remarks Mr. Thirtle in effect, if what appears as the title

of Psalm Ivi does not belong to it at all, but is simply the subscription of Psalm K'

—to which it is appropriate—carried over by a copyist’s mistake to the heading

of the next Psalm.

The weak point of the theory is, of course, that it is purely conjectural. There

is no paliEographical evidence whatever that these musical directions, found, wher-

ever they occur, uniformly in the headings of the Psalms, belong as uniformly at

the ends of the preceding Psalms. If this position w'as ever theirs, it was lost

at so early a date that no trace of it has been preserved in any document, whether

in Hebrew or in any other language. Even to the translators of the Septuagint

these notes were all parts of the headings. The e.xtreme antiquity of the present

arrangement is reinforced by its absolute uniformity. In no single instance in

the Psalter is it otherwise. This uniformity and constancy of transmission is a

very impressive fact, and is made stilt more impressive by the absence of any

obvious influence tending to account for the gravitation of the whole body of

notes to the heads of the several Psalms. The musical notes appear to have been

in large measure already unintelligible to the Septuagint translators themselves,

and must have come down to them from a remote antiquity in which their inter-

pretation had been lost behind the multitude of years. But these translators had

at least a partial understanding of many of them
;
they were capable of perceiving

their superior appropriateness to the preceding P.salms, when such superior

appropriateness existed; and they had the “model Psalm” of Habakkuk before

their eyes. That they uniformly connect the notes with the succeeding Psalms

is inexplicable save on the supposition that they were so transmitted to them

in unbroken tradition. And this means that from the immemorial past the He-

brew Psalter itself must have presented these notes in the headings of the Psalms.

If this was not only wrong, but was possible only after the notes had become

themselves unintelligible, not only is the origin of the Psalter,—not merely

that of its separate compositions but its own origin as a public hymn-book,

—

pushed very far back, but also a question is raised as to the rapidity of the decay

of that temple service to which were subservient these musical notes, which at so

remote an antiquity had become so absolutely unintelligible. It is clear that Mr.

Thirtle’s conjecture has consequences which raise difficulties; and that the sim-

ple transcriptional question is not the only one that must engage our attention,

when we face its consideration. It is easy enough to suppose that Psalms written

continuously may have been separated by the subsequent copyists from one

another with some degree of unskillfulness. But there are other things back

of this not so easily disposed of.

After all, however, the proof of a pudding is in the eating. And if it proves true,

as Mr. Thirtle argues, that the simple transference of these musical notes from

the headings of the Psalms with which they are connected in the transmitted

Psalter to the ends of the preceding Psalms, opens the way to the satisfactory

interpretation of a hitherto insoluble series of notes—it may well be said, causa

finita est. Mr. Thirtle’s book is an attempt to show that just this is the case.

We are far from saying it is not a successful attempt. We are equally far

from readiness to affirm it to be successful. It apparently does show that in

some cases a new appropriateness is given to the notes by the new arrangement;

and it exhibits a commendable industry in endeavoring to show that the gain

is everywhere and in all directions apparent. But difficulties obtrude them-

selves here and there which Mr. Thirtle’s theory does not seem to dispose of

;

and some of these difficulties look at first sight very much like impossibilities.

In any event it is too early to feel that the case is made out. IMr. Thirtle’s

e.xplanations, always both acute and thoughtful, are now themselves open to

critical examination. This examination may result in accrediting or discrediting
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them: but it will surely recognize in them a serious and in no event really

unsuccessful attempt to throw light on a dark problem.

The book is made up of three parts. The first, in twenty-two short sections,

presents and argues the case for the suggested transference of the notes: this

argument is written with clearness and a command of the subject which inspires

confidence, though it would gain by compression. Next, in a series of five

appendices the elements of the problem are put before the reader in classified

lists. Finally the whole Book of Psalms in the Re\dsed Version is reprinted,

with the musical notes arranged after the newly proposed manner, and explained

in a series of brief but sufficient comments.

Princeton. Bexj. B. Warfield.

A Glaxce ,\t the Higher Criticism. By Me.lde C. Williams. Chicago:

Winona Publishing Co., 1904. Svo, pp. 24.

In this booklet Dr. Williams has done a difficult thing well. He has explained

what “the Higher Criticism” is simply and plainly so that every one may appre-

hend it: and he has done it without heat and with admirable balance. On the

one hand he removes the prejudice against the term itself, and shows that the

processes of study connoted by it are not only legitimate but useful, and not only

useful but necessary. On the other hand, he exposes the futility of the distinc-

tion that is so often erected about us nowadays, between “conservative” and

“radical” Higher Criticism: or “evangelical” and “rationalistic” Higher Criti-

' cism. You might as well talk of “evangelical” and “rationalistic” mathematics.

There are no other varieties except good and bad Higher Criticism: and though

a man has an evangelical or a conservative outlook, it will avail him nothing in

his criticism, if his criticism itself is bad. As a matter of fact, the body of conclu-

sions at present urged on the Churches on the credit of a Higher Criticism that

is based in anti-supematuralistic presuppositions and carried through in accord-

ance with discredited methods, cannot be “sweetened” by the further fact tliat

some of those urging them upon us are of “conservative” disposition, or of

“evangelical” spirit. Dr. Williams does not wTite from the point of view of an

expert, nor does he address experts. He does not give himself to details, nor is

he careful to see that in everj"^ one of the details he incidently alludes to he is

reflecting the proclamations of the very latest “critic” of them all. All the better

for that, for the purpose for which he is WTiting. He sees the wood rather than

the individual trees, and so will his readers under his guidance. It would lie well

if the pamphlet were given a very wide circulation.

Princeton. Bexj. B. Warfield.

Moxhmext Facts axd Higher Critical F.\xcies. Bj’- A. H. S.^.yce, LL.D.,

D.D., Professor of Assyriologj’ in the University of Oxford. New "i ork, etc.:

Fleming H. ReveU Companj-. Pp. 128, Jvith index. 75c. net.

A new book from Prof. Sayce’s pen is not a rarity. He believes in wholesome

repetition of a good thing. In the majority of instances he ficts also upon a

belief in little books. And probably he is right. There are undoubtedly many
who will pick up this little book and his other booklets, and read from first page

to last, who would leave a larger work unread, who, in fact, never have read his

Higher Criticism and the Verdict of the Monuments.
There are no new archiEological data brought forward in these pages. But we

have here one more vigorous protest against the critics’ neglect of the bearing of

these discoveries upon their accepted theories, one more warning to men at large

to beware of these critical fancies when untested by archa?ological facts. This

ringing tone of opposition to folly that dominates the book will incline the

reader to forgive the author the few errors he makes, as in his handling of Baby
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Ionian cosmology, and of the precise relations between Babylonian and Hebrew
tradition. Prof. Sayce makes telling use of the recent discoveries in Crete, as
well as of the Hammurabi code, in proving his points against the current critical

“fancies.”

P.SEUDO-CniTICISM, OR THE HiGHER CRITICISM AND ItS COUNTERFEIT. By Sir

Robert Anderson, K.C.B., LL.D. New York, etc.; Fleming H. Revell
Company. Pp. 123, with index. 75c. net.

The author of this booklet is now well known in Britain and America as a
laj'man w'hose aim it is to present to both scholars and laymen a layman’s view
of the “results of Biblical criticism.” What he attempted lately on a larger

scale in his Bible and Modern Criticism, addressed to ministers and students of

the Bible, he attempts in this little volume on a smaller scale for his feUow-lay-
“men of affairs,” as he is fond of calling them, the every-day Christian in

business or professional life.

This attempt is the effort to dissociate genuine criticism of the Bible from the
hostile attacks upon it that are now being made under the name of criticism.

The title he has chosen sufficiently indicates the general line of thought. In de-
veloping his theme he has not sought any rigidly logieal sequence, but has grouped
liis arguments about the three different tj’pes of men he opposes, represented

respectively b3’’Harnack, Delitzsch and G. A. Smith. The bock, as we have said, is

not wTitten for ecclesiastics or theologians, but for men of the street and the club,

and should in fairness be judged as such. If there is a good deal of personalitj’,

it is because such men are in the habit of calling people and things plainly by
name. And what we should condemn in a work by a theologian for theologians,

we can even enjoy when vTitten by a London judge for his “jury,” as he calls

the audience that his book will impanel. With all the severity of his statement
of the case, and all the vigor 6f his charge, we cannot feel that he overstates the

case against the pseudo-critic, or that his charge is a whit too severe.

The point to which the author continually returns is that the person and char-

acter of our Lord are at stake in this strife, and that our Church-leaders have
been too short-sighted to see it. He does well to startle us with a really anti-

Christian view of the issue—the quotation that he gives from a Mahometan Review
in India. To the intelligent Oriental, familiar with the currents of Western
thought, no weapon is more welcome in his fight against Christian missions than

this “pseudo-criticism,” that, while professing reverence for the Bible, discredits

its veracity, trustworthiness and authority, and even dethrones the Living Word
therein revealed.

It is just this profession by critics of “reverence,” and of “regretful but candid

admission,” that makes an impression upon the public. For, as Sir Robert
writes, “if a man of good repute is bluntly denounced as a drunkard or a rogue

by one who is known to be his enemy, his character may be left to take care of

itself. But if a charge of dishonesty or excess is made with great reserve and
seeming reluctance by one who poses as his friend, and who declares his esteem

for him and his earnest wish to screen him, most people will take for granted

there is some foundation for it. And so it is here. When foreign skeptics

assailed the Bible they were ignored. But now that English Christians join in

the attack, people begin to think there must be something in it.” The “plain

man” addressed in these pages will owe their author a debt of gratitude, if by
them he is saved from being “browbeaten” into accepting “the assured results

of modern criticism,” on the plea that all the scholarship of the Church is agreed

that these “results” are the truth.

Princeton. J. Oscar Boyd.
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Die Entstehuxg der Paulixischen Christologie. ‘ V'on Dr. Martix Bruck-
ner, Licentiat der Theologie, Pfarrer am Kadettenhause zu Karlsruhe.

Strassburg; J. H. Ed. Heitz, 1903. 8vo, pp. 237.

The author justifies the publication of this treatise bj' calling attention to the

singular fact, that since the appearance of R. Schmidt’s Paiilinische Christologie

in 1870 no monograph on the Apostle’s Christological teaching has been WTitten.

This is correct so far as Germany is concerned. With Somerville’s work, certainly

a creditable production in English, the author seems not to be acquainted. To
Schmidt’s method and to the method generally pursued by writers on Paulinism

in unfolding the Apostle’s Christological teaching, he objects that it is too psy-

chological and dialectic and too little historical. Neither as a Pharisee nor as a

Christian Paul ever was a systematic theologian. There is a sense in which we
could readily subscribe to this judgment, but when it is carried to the point of

burdening the Apostle with palpable contradictions in the most fundamental

aspects of his teaching we cannot but express our dissent. Paul was too much
of a theologian for that. Still, as a corrective against the assumption of Holsten

and others, that the whole Pauhne Gospel was the product of a dialectic process

in the Apostle’s mind, the antithesis, “ not psychological but historical,” mislead-

ing though it maj’ easily become, can render service. We believe that Dr. Bruck-

ner has in the work before us made a valuable contribution to our knowledge of

the Pauline Christolog)' by raising the distinct question. How much in the Apos-

tle’s ^’iew of Clirist was taken over into his Christian teaching from his Jewish

belief as held before the conversion? To have clearly formulated this problem

and concentrated attention on it is a merit in itself, altogether apart from the

conclusions reached in the attempt to solve it. In these conclusions themselves

we can but partly follow the author. They may be briefly stated as follows;

The whole metaphj’sical groundwork of Paul’s conception of Clirist, including

His preexistence. His possession of the His being identical with the

Spirit, His origin as the primordial man, the rpurdro/cof -acr/^ Kriceuq, His media-

torial activity in creation and imder the old covenant, all this was an inheritance

from his Jewish past. As a Jew already he invested the Messiah whom he expected

with all these transcendent attributes. In this kind of Christology, which Paul

had in common iidth the Apocalyptic writers of the age, so far at least as its main

outlines were concerned, there was no need and no place for a human birth of the

Messiah, inasmuch as the preexistence applied to the body as well as to the

pneuma. The preexistent One was to be revealed, suddenly to appear. Con-

sequently the facts of Jesus’ human birth and earthly life, with which Paul at his

conversion was confronted in accepting the Messiahship of Jesus, constituted an

element not only new but discordant with his previous Christological belief. Paul

solved this problem by conceiving of the earthly life as an episode in the heavenly

existence of the Son of God, to which he had voluntarily subjected Himself for

the sake of mankind. This in so far modified the original conception of the pre-

existent Messiah, as ascribing to Him this act of voluntary self-denial gave to His

heavenly life an ethical content, which to the mind of Paul it had not previously

jmssessed. But apart from this the eartldy life remained a mere episode, for the

historic details of which, as distinct from its beginning in the incarnation and end

in the crucifixion, the .4postle felt no interest. His conception of the postexist-

ent glorified Christ virtually coincides again with his original idea of what the

Messiah was as such from the first. Especially the functions of Christ at the

Parousia are such that Paul the Pharisee might have affirmed them as well as

Paul the Christian.

We believe that there is an important element of truth in this construction.

It appears to us beyond doubt that Paul before his conversion ascribed preexist-

ence to the Messiah. The various attempts to explain the idea of preexistenco
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as an inference from his conception of the human and glorified Christ, among
which the author criticises especially that of Holsten, are one and all unsatisfac-

tory. But there is a vast difference between granting this and admitting that

the whole content of the Apostle’s subsequent exalted conception of the pre-

existent Son of God was a Jewish inheritance. In the Jewish Apocalypses, whose

Christological ideas the author so carefully and luminously reviews, there is noth-

ing that could be put on a line with the iiop<pt/ -deov of Phil. ii. The gulf between

the two is only apparently filled by the assumption that 1 Cor. xv teaches the

preexistence of Christ as a Spirit-man, and that in Phil, ii the ^eov must

be interpreted in accordance with this, so as not to exclude but to include the

fiopcjttj of the ideal man bearing the image of God. But this interpretation of

Phil, ii seems to us to run contrary to the sharp contrast which the Apostle here

draws between the poptpij deov and the p.op<j>y ihv'Aov or the ofioiupa avT^punuv,

a contrast which compels us to assume that the two were mutually exclusive in

his view. Bruckner thinks it is sufficient in answer to this to point out that in 1 Cor.

.XV the av&purroc ef o'vpavov stands in as sharp a contrast to the avd-pu-o^ and

yet the former appears as a true man. But it is something totally different to

contrast two forms of humanity and to contrast the form of God with the likeness

of man. In our opinion Phil, ii positively excludes that in Paul’s Christian view

the preexistent Christ had been a man. This, of course, leaves full room for the

possibility that his Jewish conception of the Messiah had been that of a pre-

existent man. If we may assume this, it will involve that the general notion of pre-

existence was common to the proe-Christian and the Christian period of the Apos-

tle’s belief, but that the concrete content of this notion changed from belief in a

pree.xistent man to belief in a pree.xistent God. Whoever accepts Phil, ii as

Paiiline and interprets its statements at their full value, and is not ready to believe

that between the writing of 1 Corinthians and Philippians Paul changed his

Christology on this important point, is bound to hold that the av&puiro^ ef ovpavoh

in 1 Cor. xv. 47 designates not the preexistent but the glorified Messiah, an exege-

sis which seems to us, even apart from every comparison with Phil, ii, the more
plausible one. In general it may be said that the author has not sufficiently dis-

criminated between what Paul affirms of the exalted Christ, as he is constituted

in virtue of the resurrection, and what he predicates of the preexistent Christ.

He takes throughout for granted that the pneumatic character of the Pauline

Christ and the pneuma-doctrine in the entire range of its Christological applica-

tion were a praj-Christian acquisition of Paul. It would not have been a superflu-

ous task to furnish the proof for this. Certainly there is a considerable distance,

as Brtickner himself admits, between the Spirit-endowed Messiah of the Apoca-

lypses and the Kt'p/of who is ro rcvev/ia of Paul, and it is at least a possible view

that the progress from the one position to the other was made in connection with

the conversion of Paul and on the basis of his Christian experience, rather than

under the influence of Hellenistic thought during his Judaistic period.

Our main objection to the author’s position is that it cannot be reconciled with

the Apostle’s own explicit statements concerning the origin of his gospel. Paul

more than once emphatically affirms that this gospel, and that not merely in

general but specifically in its Christological centre, was supernaturally revealed

to him in such a high sense that its introduction into his consciousness was a

creative act of God, resembling in its immediateness the first creation of light.

We shall not do justice to this representation, if we confine the revelation of which
it speaks to the mere fact that Jesus was the Messiah, or to the further fact that

tlie Messiah Jesus had passed through an earthly life of humiliation. The con-

text of the passages shows that the general structure of the Christology must have
been involved, and that particularly the Ti.’f&pa-character of the exalted Christ

must have formed part of the content of this revelation. Furthermore, Paul in

2 Cor. V. 16 affirms, as Briickner correctly interprets, that before his conversion

10
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he had a nara (rdpKa-knowledge of the Messiah. This can hardlj’’ be confined to

the national limitation of the Messiah’s significance, as the author seems to think

it can, but must have affected also the •whole nature and character of the Messiah,

so that the recognition of his being pneuma is here represented as a Christian

attainment of the Apostle which his conversion first made possible. On this

point it would be well to compare the author’s statements carefully -with the

opposite conclusions reached by Feine in his recent treatise Das gesetzesfreie

Evangelium des Paulus.

It was ob\dously in the interest of the hj-pothesis the author seeks to establish

to approximate the Judaistic consciousness of Paul as much as possible to his

later Christian consciousness, not only on the point of Christology but also in

other re.spects. The central significance of faith (of course not in its antithesis

to works), the tendency to universalism, despair of the law-method of salvation,

exemption of converted Gentiles from law-observance, the necessity of suffering for

the Messiah—all these ideas are assumed to have been present in a more or less

developed form in the mind of the pra'-Christian Paul. To assert this becomes

almost unavoidable where the Christology is believed to have so closely resembled

that of the full3’’-matured gospel of the Christian period, for the Christologj' and

these various soteriological principles are most intimatelj’ connected. But for

this very reason the unlikelihood that the Pharisee Paul ever harbored such ideas,

becomes a weighty argument against attributing to him a Christology of which

they would have been the almost nece.ssary correlates. In one place the author

reasons that Paul never had to wage any controversy' with his Judaistic opponents

regarding the nature of the Christ, and that, therefore, the Christological views

of the higher ty^e of Judaism cannot have been different from his. Here we must
take issue with him on the question of fact. In our opinion the opponents

against whom Paul defends himself in 2 Corinthians had extended their attack

upon his gospel to its Christology. The Christological line of defense here

adopted by the Apostle renders it necessary to believe this.

Another respect in which the author’s theory leads him into extravagant but

none the less from his point of \iew consistent statements concerns the Apostle’s

understanding of the earthly life of Christ. We are told that Paul looked upon

this as a suspension of his Messiahship. “For Paul the man Jesus was not the

Christ at aU” (p. 48). The silence of the Apostle on the details of the earthly^

career of Jesus, Bruckner believes, may- have sprung from the knowledge on Paul’s

part of the fact that Jesus had been particularistic in His views and conduct, and

therefore could be quoted on the side of his opponents and not on Paul’s side-

And this particularism in the mind of Jesus Paul is said to have explained from

the subjection of Christ to the law, which would thus become a subjection, not

merely to the law as a rule of life, but likewise to the law as a limitation of knowl-

edge and spiritual insight (p. 42). As an alternative explanation the author sug-

gests the hypothesis of Wrede, viz., that Paul’s sUence on the details of the Gospel-

tradition can be accounted for from the simple fact that this Gospel-tradition in

the main did not yet exist. On the other hand, elsewhere he very pertinently

remarks that the selection of precisely twelve Apostles, vouched for by 1 Cor. xv. o,

furnishes a strong argument in favor of the Messianic interpretation of Jesus’

life.

The chief source of the advanced Apocalyptic Christology which Paul inherited

is found in the character of the work attributed to the Messiah during the later

period of Judaism. This work consisted largely in the conquest of superhuman

spiritual powers, and in order to make the Messiah equal to its requirements it

was necessary to make him superhuman. The author carries this principle ex-

tensively into the interpretation of tlie Pauline soteriology, which in his view was

on the whole a doctrine of the redemption of tlie world from demoniacal and

angelic powers. This is done in a very one-sided manner, and so as to obscure
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almost entirely the ethical and direct Godward reference of the work of Christ.

Even in such a passage as Rom. xiii. 1 a reference to these angel-powers is found.

Nay, an attempt is made to establish a connection between them and the <rdp^

as the principle of sin. The /naTatdrTjg and (ji^npa of the creation, of which Rom,
viii. 20, 21, speak, are explained as having in Paul’s mind this demoniacal back-

ground. It is no wonder that with such premises the author finds the centre of

the Pauline doctrine of the atonement not in the vicarious death of Christ, but

in His death as a virtual abolishment of the capf.

Though not friendly to the psychological method of tracing the genesis of

Paulinism, Dr. Bruckner does not refrain from utilizing his theory on behalf of

an explanation of the conversion of Paul. We confess to having found this an

obscure section in a book otherwise written with extraordinary lucidity. If we
understand him correctly, the author means that the univ’ersalistic tendency in-

herent in the advanced Christological views of the Pharisee Paul conflicted with

the national-particularistic scope of his traditional Messianic expectations. In

the discord between these two principles lay the inward preparation of Paul for

not only accepting but rather eagerly seizing upon the death of the Messiah as

the great event by which the scope of his entire work could be shown to have been

denationalized. The fatal objection to this is that there is not a single fact or

statement in the sources to which such an explanation can appeal for support.

It is a construction wholly suspended in the air.

We have found it necessary to take exception to the greater part of the author’s

conclusions. Were his view correct, then even more than has been hitherto

asserted Paul, or, more properly speaking, Jewish Apocalyptics and Jewish Hel-

lenism through Paul, would be the chief founders of Christianity. No wonder

that Dr. Bruckner in his Preface claims to have demonstrated the independence

of the Christian religion in its essence from historical facts. Paul himself would

have admitted neither the conclusion nor the premises from which it is drawn.

The main content of what the book represents him to have simply carried over

from his Jewish past, the Apostle firmly believed to have received from divine

revelation. And what was revealed to him he regarded as the interpretation of

veritable history in the strictest sense of the word, and made it the basis of a

religion which itself was nothing but a historical drama interacted between heaven

and earth. His Christology was not the result of fitting the facts of the earthly

life and death of Jesus into a previously given doctrinal scheme of what the Mes-

siah had to be, but the Spirit-guided interpretation of a solid body of facts which

lay involved as in a nucleus in the appearance of the exalted Christ, vouchsafed

to him at his conversion.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

Die Hauptprobleme des Lebens Jesu. Eine geschichtliche Untersuchung

von Fritz B.arth, Lie. theol., ordentl. Professor der Theologie an der

Universitat Bern. Zweite, umgearbeitete Auflage. Gutersloh: Druck und
Verlag von C. Bertelsmann, 1903. S. xvi, 288.

Barth’s book fills an important place in the work that is being done on the

Life of Jesus. The first edition which appeared in 1899 has been revised and
enlarged, though the general plan and conclusions of the author remain substan-

tially the same. Its subject indicates its scope and method. It is not the inten-

tion of the author to write a Life of Jesus. He recognizes however that there are

a number of important problems which arise in any study of the life of Jesus, and
that.these are properly the subject of historical investigation. His book seeks

to focus attention upon some of these problems. Its spirit is shown in the follow-

ing confession: “To freedom from presuppositions (Voraussetzungslosigkeit) in

the abstract sense the book makes no claim, since in regard to Jesus this is
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simply impossible. We approach Him with the reverence and love which every-

thing about Him calls forth in us, but also with the conviction that this is

consistent with the strictest love of truth, because all that is real belongs to

God’s world and nothing that is real can harm our faith in the Son of God.”
(S. Vi.)

The chief sources of the life of Jesus are the Gospels. The extra-canonical

sources, whether Gentile, Jewish or Christian, are few and of little value, while

the references to the life and teaching of Jesus in the rest of the New Testament are

but few and incidental. The character of these sources raises at once important

literary and historical problems. The Sjmoptic problem is briefly reviewed and
the indications favoring a modified form of the two-document hj^pothesis are

pointed out. Matthew is thought to have used a discourse-source (Redenquelle)

and an historical source identical with Mark, together with oral tradition. Luke
used the same discourse-source and has preserved its order better than Matthew.

Beside Mark he had also a number of written sources and, especially in the pas-

sion-narrative, information from oral sources. Mark, with the exception of the

first fifteen verses, goes back to the narrative of an eye-witness. But beside this

he, too, made use of the discourse-source of Matthew and Luke, though in a less

original form. This discourse-source is practically identical in contents with the

discourse-chapters of Matthew and may have contained short narrative introduc-

tions, together with incidents such as the temptation of Jesus and the centurion

of Capernaum. Written by Matthew in Aramaic, between 60-65, in Palestine,

it gave the name of its author to our Greek Matthew, which was written by an

unknown Je-ndsh-Christian about the time of Domitian. Mark wrote shortly

before 70 in Rome, and Luke shortly after 70. Barth thus reaches the follow-

ing historical order for our sources of the life of Jesus; the Aramaic discourse-

collection written by the Apostle Matthew, special sources of Luke, Mark, Luke,

our Greek Matthew. From this it appears that no one of our Synoptic Gospels

was written by an apostle and eye-witness, but they all go back to apostolic

and other ancient sources.

The Gospel of John, however, claims to come from an eye-witness. What
relation does it sustain to the Synoptic Gospels, and can its claim to autoptic

authorship be accepted? The differences and agreements in the two traditions,

the Synoptic and the Johannine, necessitate the view that the author of the

Fourth Gospel knew the Synoptic Gospels, and in the chronology even corrected

their tradition. The character of the Gospel, especially its Christology and its

discourses, are to be explained in the light of its purpose (20, 31). The whole

interest of the author concentrated itself upon showing that Jesus’ Messiahship

with reference to men rested not on any external official consecration, but on His

unique filial relation to God. The historical evidence, moreover, supports the

Johannine authorship. From the testimony of Papias so much seems certain,

that the presbyter John to-day, as in the third and fourth centuries, is only a

theological makeshift (Notbehelf), not an historical person, much less the key to

the solution of the Johannine question. On the other hand, the hypothesis that

John, the aged apostle, wrote the Gospel and the Epistles in Ephesus is still the

answer to that question which offers the fewest difficulties (Riitsel). Only by

means of such a view of its authorsliip is it possible to bring the Gospel from

the half light of a double-meaning spiritual compilation of doubtful honesty into

the full light of an inestimable supplement to the Synoptics, where with apos-

tolic certainty it illumines what in these writings of disciples of apostles forms

the background, namely, the unity of the deeds and words of Jesus in the

mystery of His personality.

Six problems in the life of Jesus are chosen for treatment, both because of

their intrinsic importance and because recent discussion has given them special

prominence. Jesus’ preaching of the kingdom of God stands in the fore-
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ground of His ministry. How is this to be understood? First of all, in the light

of the Old Testament rather than in the half light of the Jewish apocalyptic

literature. In the Old Testament we find that the idea of the kingdom as a rule

of God receives a Messianic-eschatological meaning, and in this form it was pro-

claimed by John the Baptist. With Jesus the kingdom is never set in contrast

with the rule of Rome, nor is there any hint of its connection with a political

revolution. Where contrast and opposition are indicated it is the kingdom of

Satan which Jesus attacks in establishing the kingdom of God. With Jesus,

moreover, the kingdom is no longer merely national, but offers universal sal-

vation of God for mankind, conditioned solely on the personal, and thus ethical,

choice of the individual. To do the will of God, which is righteousness, is the

fundamental condition of participation in the kingdom. Like God’s, such right-

eousness must spring from the innermost depths of the nature and control the

whole disposition. But Jesus saw clearly that the chief obstacle to the realization

of this righteousness was sin. Man, in order to possess righteousness and become

a child of God, needs not only fie-avma, but a new birth into an entirely new
life. To recognize this and at the same time the inability to accomplish it of

one’s self is characteristic of the vr/-ioi to whom Jesus promised the kingdom of

Heaven. The decisive moment in producing this change (jieravoia) is the personal

impression of Jesus and faith fn Him. Hence it is that Jesus describes the king-

dom, not as something purely eschatological, but as already present. In the

parables it appears as something present which is to progress and develop and

finally reach a glorious consummation historically prepared and ethically motived.

Jesus’ attitude toward the Old Testament shows the limitations of His time.

He did not claim divine omniscience, and accepted without question the views

current in His day, as, for example, in regard to the 110th Psalm. And yet

Jesus occupied a more exalted plane in His treatment of the Old Testament

than the Jewish teachers of His time, Paul or the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews. The Psalms and Isaiah He used most frequently. He showed inde-

pendence in His attitude toward tradition, the Sabbath customs, hand-washing,

divorce and fasting, while He affirmed His intention of fulfilling by bringing to

completion God’s revelation in the law.

The miracles in the life of Jesus are part of an ancient historical tradition, and

cannot be arbitrarily rejected on a priori grounds. They fall into two principal

classes: the miracles performed by Jesus and those performed on Jesus. As in

the case of Jesus’ knowledge so here His power, which sprang from the complete

harmony of His will with God, was limited—it is not suggested, however, that

the limitation was due to any lack of harmony on Jesus’ part. The failure

rightly to diagnose and accurately to describe the cause of nervous diseases must,

as in the case of Jesus’ views of the Old Testament, be ascribed to accommoda-
tion. Jesus did not come to advance natural science or to anticipate the results

of physiology.

Jesus’ prediction of His second coming gives occasion for a general considera-

tion of prophecy and its fulfillment. It is maintained that just as miracles were

mediated by prayer and faith so prophecy must be conceived, not as a mechanical

but as a spiritual force mediated by the personal, spiritual life of the prophet.

The conditions of prophecy are ethical and God’s ethical order remains inviolable.

But the form in which prophecy fulfills itself may vary with the ethical attitude

of men, as in the case of Jonah’s message to Nineveh. So Jesus’ prophecy of His

return included the formal element of an early fulfillment, which history has

changed wfithout, however, justifying the rejection of the whole eschatological

element from the essence of His teaching. The delay may be explained as due

to ethical conditions, such as the lack of faith, the ready acceptance in the

Gentile world of a Gospel rejected by the Jews or the prayers of the pious.

The two remaining sections treat of the death and resurrection of Jesus and of
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His self-conscLousuess. Jesus foresaw His death as part of the divine plan, and
as such the means through which God would perfect His work. This work was for

those who beheve on Him, and so His death was the highest manifestation not

only of God’s love, but of His saving purpose as well; for in delivering into death

in accordance with God’s plan His life, which partook of the eternal, Jesus secured

eternal life for those who believe on Him. That His death had this meaning
follows most clearly from Mark x. 42, and from the words uttered at the Last

Supper. In reviewing the attempts to explain the resurrection without admit-

ting an actual bodily resurrection, Barth aptly points out that those who, like Har-

nack, would retain the Easter faith without the Easter message and give up the

sensible miracle, cannot rest upon historico-critical considerations alone, though

these are often put forward as the real grounds of their critical skepticism, but

must rest ultimately on a world-view (Weltanschauung) which makes the miracu-

lous impossible; for on historico-critical grounds it would be just as reasonable

to conclude that Jesus was not crucified. The whole life of Jesus in all its parts

was a miracle of love in the presence of the sin of men, and this carries and

guarantees the narrative of the resurrection.

In opposition to Lagarde, Volkmar and Wrede, Barth maintains that Jesus

not only claimed to be the Messiah, but came to the baptism of John with the

consciousness of His filial relation to God for the purpose of consecrating Him-
self to His Messianic work. This filial relation to God is fundamental both to

His work and to His self-consciousness as this is revealed to us in the Synoptic

Gospels and in John, the S\moptic Gospels seeking to explain it by their narra-

tives of the supernatural conception; the Fourth Gospel, following Paul, by its

view of Jesus’ heavenly origin. Of the two, Barth prefers the latter.

Princeton. Wm. P. Armstrong.

The Teaching of Jesus. By the Rev. George J.ackson, B..\. A. C. Arm-
strong & Son, New York. 1903. $1.25 net.

The author is one whose previous publications have gained for him an enviable

reputation which this latest work will increase. The ground which he covers is

not new. In his Preface Mr. Jackson acknowledges his indebtedness to the chief

works on the subject, and says with modesty that the “trained Biblical scholar

need go no further.’’ That is, his treatment is distinctly popular and practical,

and not critical; j-et it is the result of study, if not the display of it.

One of the marked characteristics of Mr. Jackson is the absence of dulness.

He has a clear style; he is not deep, nor is he shallow, but there is enough of

thought for the mind to swim in.

His special topics are what Jesus teaches concerning God, Himself, His Death,

The Holy Spirit, The Kingdom, Man, Sin, Righteousness, Prayer, Forgiveness of

Injuries, Care, Money, The Second Advent, Judgment, The Future Life.

His views belong to the class generally knoivn as orthodox. His text from

which to draw concerning the teachings of Jesus is the second best, “ Holy Father.”

Better still are the. words in the same chapter, “Righteous Father,” since this is

the completest name for God in the Bible.
'

He selects a question rather than a textual answer for his third chapter: “Who
say ye that I am?” The response is clear that Jesus is God-Man. Concerning the

Death of Christ he answers that “it was a suffering of penalty due man for sin.”

The Holy Spirit’s personality and offices are stated admirably.

Following the traditional view of the Kingdom of God, he is misled as to the

relation which subsists between the Church and Kingdom, and misunderstands

whv Jesus said so much about the one and so little about the other, while the

Apostles reverse this proportion of doctrine.

The “Kingdom,” of Christ and Paul, was not, as Meyer truly maintains, a
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“Spiritual Commonwealth”—it was the manifestation of God’s glory in the re-

demption of His people. This Kingdom, when the divine power was to assert

itself, was coming. It came not with the advent of Christ in His humiliation; it

comes with the glorification of Christ. The Church, which is the new name for

God’s new Israel, is the heir to the Kingdom which God has taken away from the

old Israel. To the Church it is the “Father’s good pleasure to give the Kingdom.”
The real or supposed improvement of present earthly conditions should not be

identified with the Kingdom of God. It is but the dawn, which is the anticipation

of the full sunrise. Paul was not silent on the subject; his teaching has been

misunderstood by most modern students, including Stevens and the Hastings Dic-

tionary, upon whom Mr. Jackson chiefly relies. How much Paul said of the King-

dom is seen in the passages: Acts xiv. 22, xxviii. 23; Rom. xiv. 7; 1 Cor. iv. 20,

vi. 9-10, XV. 50; Col. iv. 11; 1 Thess. ii. 12; 2 Thess. i. 5; 2 Tim. iv. 1.

(In 1 Cor. XV. 24 the word Kingdom means simply government mediationaUy

exercised while subjecting all things unto God.)

Tliese passages are sufficient to refute the statement which Jackson makes,

following the customary opinion, that the “first Christian missionaries quietly

dropped this phrase and found others to take its place.” This was not the case;

they went everywhere preaching the Kingdom as Jesus had commanded (Acts

xxviii. 23). It was the after-Apostolic Church which called itself the Kingdom
and which substituted the word Church for Kingdom. Paul was not guilty of

this.

Tlie following chapters are all interesting and profitable.

The whole is to be heartily commended, not merely to preachers who may derive

suggestions, but to those who like good religious reading.

Auburn, N. Y. Allen Macy Dulles.

The Man Called Jesus. By John P. Kingsl.ynd. H. Whittaker, New York.

1903. $1.40 net.

“The necessity of a reconsideration, we might almost say of a reconstruction,

of the character of Christ is an urgent one.” The age “needs a new Christ set

before it.”

“Tlie writer wishes it to be clearly understood that this book has not been

written for those who regard the deity of Christ as a terminus a quo.” It is a “ter-

tninus ad quern.” He wishes to lead his readers to exclaim, “Of a truth this is

the son of God!”
“ The completest answer to the question. Quo rnodo Deus Homo? is found by con-

templating the man Jesus as the Gospels present Him to our gaze—by tracing

up the scattered lines of light which radiate from His life till they lose themselves

in the dazzling splendor of the Eternal Life and Light.”

These sentences from the Introduction give the author’s purpose. The task

is an exceedingly difficult one with such books as Bruce’s Humiliation of Christ,

Gore on the Incarnation, Stalker’s Christology of Christ, Liddon’s I.ectures, and
a score of other works in the field. The place for a new effort to show the divinity

of Christ can be secured only b}’’ a masterful work. This book is not masterful.

It lacks many qualities. The treatment of the subject is not what we should

expect. It is not analytic and then synthetic, as it should be if the “scattered

rays” are to meet in a focus which shall be nothing else than a divine light. It

is merely a series of sketches of the man Jesus, in various periods of His life: “His

Boyhood, “The Eighteen Years of Silence,” “The Baptism,” “The Temptation,”

“The Visit to Nazareth,” “The Galilean Crisis,” “He Set His Face Steadfastly,”

“The Arrival at Jerusalem,” “His Death,” “The Resurrection,” “The Spiritual

Consciousness of Jesus.” Each of these chapters on Christ’s life is treated sug-

gestively, though with no marked originality and certainly without the ability

make “God manifest” in the man at these epochs.
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It is not very illuminating to say in Chapter 1 that we have in the boy at twelve

already “a personality whose depths” (we should prefer, as better English, “the

depths of which,” yet the author has good company for this infelicity, from Milton

down) “are already far beyond our fathoming.” The same is true of any unusual

child of twelve j'ears of age.

One hundred pages are given to the Death of Christ. In this, as in the other

chapters, there is much that is irrelevant to any consideration of the essential

character of Christ. The most conspicuous fact in the death is that it is

"voluntary’”; yet the writer admits, what is indubitable, that other martyrs

have died a voluntaiy death. Certainly the death of Socrates was also volun-

tary-, and that of any man who refuses to sell truth and honor for life.

The necessity for Christ’s death is found in that (1) mankind requires a proof

that God is willing to pardon sin
; (2) the world requires a manifestation of love

and self-sacrifice; (3) sinful men need an impulse and a power to enable them;

(4) “needed the proof of a life obedient unto death”; (5) “some one willing to

share the burden of sin.”

We need not go further into the book. If one will forget its purpose amiounced'

in the Introduction, which is beyond the writer’s powers, and reads these as studies

in the life of Christ, he may gain some information and some ideas—how many will

depend on his pre%ious condition of ignorance.

Auburn, N. Y. Allex Mact Dclles.

IV.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
DicnoxxAiRE d’aecheologie CHRETiEXXE ET DE LiTURGiE. Publie par le R. P.

dom Fernand Carrol, benedictin de Solesmes. Fascicule II. Accusations

contre les Chrdtiens—Afrique. Paris: Letonzey et Ane, 1903. Each fascicle

5 fr. net.

The second fascicle of the Dictionnaire fulfills the promise of the first. The
excellence of it is due chiefly to the archa?ological articles of H. Leclercq. His bib-

liographies are far-reaching, he believes in setting down all the facts and sources

that space will allow, two qualities that are indispensable in a dictionary article,

and he handles his subjects well, with sense of proportion and originality, rarely

failing to bring to bear the light of a new standpoint or new facts. Moreover,

there is a tone to his writing which one could wish were more commonly found in

the Catholic investigators in the field of Christian archteology, the feeling denoted

by De Rossi’s famous profession, “ Archeologus, non theologus, sum.” Leclercq’s

articles form the bulk of the present fascicle, which extends from Accusations

contre les Chritiens, begun in the first fascicle, to Afrique, unfinished, and these

remarks apply to his work alone.

The Accusations contre les Chretiens is disappointing in one way because Le-

clercq does not discuss under a separate heading the legal basis of the persecutions

or the procedure in prosecutions against Christians. The latter is set forth after

a fashion in the article Actcs des Martyrs but no adequate discussion of the

former is given us, although a resume of Mommsen’s and Ramsay’s work would

have been of real value. Hardy’s little muUum in parvo, Christianity and the

Roman Government, is not even included in the bibliography. The specific accu-

sations treated in the article are the following: (1) the odium generis humani, (2)

magic, (3) infamous vices and infanticide, (4) lese-majesty and atheism, (5)

indifference to civic duties, (6) continence in wedlock, (7) repugnance toward

military’ service, (8) indifference to family ties, (9) wealth; comprising, as may
be seen, not merely offenses in the eye of the law, but all the points which its pagan
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opponents endeavored to make against Christianity. In the sections on the

“odium generis humani" and “magic" the writer has made use of many of the

conclusions set forth in E. Cuq’s article in the Melanges de I’ecole frangaise de

Rome, 1886, p. 115ff. : De la nature des crimes imputis aux Chretiens d’apres Tacite,

notably his reading of coniuncti instead of convicti in the famous passage in the

Annals of Tacitus, describing Nero’s fire and the prosecution of the Christians as

the incendiaries. In regard to the repugnance manifested by the Christians

toward military service, Leclercq is wisely conservati\ e in estimating the evidence

therefor to be derived from inscriptions. Quoting Le Blant’s figures showing a

per cent, of 5.42 of pagan epitaphs of soldiers as against .57 per cent, of Christian,

deduced from an examination of a given number of pagan and of Christian epi-

taphs, he remarks: “Mais il faut faire aussi dans cette statistique une part a

I’usage des clir^tiens de ce temps d’omettre toute qualification sur leur epitaphe.”

He might have added that that body of Christian epitaphs date from after the

beginning of the third century, after which time the Roman army was recruited

chiefly from barbarians and frontier provincials, who were not so likely to be

Christians.

The article Achaie includes a section devoted to the Christian epigraphy of

Greece. The section is very brief, but succeeds in bringing out some of the inter-

esting and characteristic features of Greek Christian inscriptions. If the editors

will do the same for other provinces these epigraphic sections will be of much use,

for until the appearance of the Corpus of Greek Christian inscriptions projected by

the French School at Athens, and the completion of Monceaux’s Recueil des

inscriptions chritiennes d’Afrique, just commenced, not much can be done in the

way of. getting at local peculiarities by comparison.

The article on Acrostics is illustrated by a photogravure of the acrostic hymn
written on papyrus, found in Eg}’pt, and now preserved in the collection of Lord

Amherst. Another large plate is attached to the article Adjuration and reproduces

a leaden tablet found at Hadrumetum, in Africa, in June, 1890. On it is inscribed

in Greek and bad Latin a long invocation to the “spirit here residing” to insure

to a certain Domitiana the love of Urbanus.

The article Actes des Martyrs is the best in the fascicle. It is so good, in fact,

that it may be considered the most useful summing up of the subject that we
have now, its brevity notwithstanding. iMuch has been done in the subject of

late years, and the discovery that many an historical and topographical fact could

be winnowed out of the interpolated acts has given them vastly more credit than

they had before and changed the character of criticism from destructive to con-

structive. The portion on the Acts of St. Cyprian, wdiich are fundamental for

the subject, is a resume of Monceaux’s article in the Revue Archeologique of 1901,

a keen and scientific analysis. There is a long catalogue of the ancient collections

of the Acts, showing much labor and care. The portion treating of the relations

of the Acts to Christian monuments is open to some objections. The parallels

drawn between the sentiments expressed in the Acts and those expressed or indi-

cated by the phraseology of Christian epitaphs are not convincing for the reason

that our knowledge of Christian epitaphs is incomplete and not digested. The
following seems to be taken from Le Blant’s Manuel d’epigraphie Chrelienne:

“Un marque de la plus haute antiquit4 pour les inscriptions non datees, c’est la

presence du vieux systeme remain des tria nomina, la mention du pere du d^funt,

de ceux qui lui ont consacr6 une tombe, I’indication de sa patrie, de sa condition

sociale, de sa profession, enfin la date de la mort et le calcul minutieux du temps
de sa vie entiere. Tout ceci appartient au formulaire de l’4pigraphie fundraire

paienne, dont le type se mantient invariable pendant des siecles
;
au contraire,

chez les fideles d’Oceident on observe que chacune de ces mentions tombe piece A
pi^ce et fait place finalement 5, un formulaire different. Un changement si

general s’explique par le triomphe d’un doctrine condamnant ces mentions en
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apparence inoffensives. Or cette doctrine, nous en voj-ous les principes enonces

dans certaine Actes.” All this may be true, but it is based almost entirely on
Le Slant’s work on the Christian inscriptions of Gaul, which are by no means repre-

sentative of the whole field. Leclercq, like Le Slant, regards the frequent men-
tion of the day of death as a mark of the growing differentiation of Christian habits

of thought from those of the pagan, the latter having an aversion for the “atra

dies," tlie Christian glorying in it as the birthday of his immortal life—the “dies

natalis.” It is true that we also find the day of the martyr’s death religiously

recorded in the Acts, but the date can be explained otherwise in both cases. The
date in the Acts was probably copied from the acta publica, and there is good rea-

son to think that the formula “depositus,” etc., followed by the date, was copied

from tlie records of the administration of the cemeterj'. At any rate, Christian

epitaphs have not been enough studied as yet to justify the generalizations

of Le Blant and Leclercq. As for the phrase “dies natalis,” applied to the day of

death, it is conceivable that when the pagan banquet at the tomb, celebrated on

the anniversary of the deceased’s birthday, was replaced by the Christian celebra-

tion of the day of departure from this life, the old name clung to the festival,

a siu-vival assisted no doubt by the Christian point of view regarding death, but

not necessarily caused by it. The observation made above regarding the per-

centage of Christian soldiers applies also to the parallel wliich Leclercq draws be-

tween the Acts and the epitaphs to show the Christian aversion to military service.

The «Titer has drawn up a new and interesting list, though short, of the similari-

ties between the formulary of the epitaphs and expressions found in the Acts.

The section Les Actes des Martyrs et les monuments figures is an admirable feature

and very well done. Among the monuments reproduced is the third-century

fresco of S. Callisto, representing a personage standing on a tribunal and appa-

rently delivering judgment. Before him stand two persons, while a third turns to

go away. Leclercq accepts the old interpretation regarding the scene as the

appearance of an accused Christian before the Emperor. Wilpert has contested

this view, seeing in the fresco Daniel’s defense of Susanna. This seems more

probable, in view of the fact that there is no other representation of a martyr’s

punishment in the catacombs that can be ascribed to the first three centuries, and

that the cycle of subjects used in the frescoes is restricted. AVilpert’s opinion,

moreover, is too important per se to be dismissed with “il est vrai que cette

interpretation a ete rdcemment contestee; n^anmoins, etc.”

In the article “Ad sanctos,” Leclercq approaches the subject of the Christian

custom of burying tlieir dead near the tombs of the martjus in a rather original

way. He enlarges upon the pagan horror of violations of tombs, and shows how
strong was the sentiment in that regard which survived among the Christians.

Tlie hope of preserving their tombs inviolate had, according to Leclercq, as much
to do as disinterested piety with the interment of Christians near the sacred tombs

of the saints. This is sometliing of a departure from the ordinary view, which

saw in the custom, if anything more than a natural desire to rest near the great

ones of the Church, that assumption of the diffusion of sanctity which later

crystallized into the doctrine of the intercession of the saints. The article goes

over the wliole subject and is very good indeed. Some minor points may be

noticed. A sentence on p. .500
—

“ neanmoins il semble que les concessions (of

places of burial near the tombs of the martyrs) aient <?t6 I’objet d’un controle

de la part de I’autorite eccl6siastique”—appears to be somewhat misleading. The

indications in the epitaphs which lie quotes to show that the Bishops of Rome
thus intervened in the concessions of tombs, as for example “Locum concessum

a Papa Hormisda,” merely prove that the administration of the cemeteries and

the basilicas built over them, after having passed out of the hands of the fossores

to those of the prcepositi and presbyters, had come under the direct control of the

bishop, so that burial in these places would naturally be concessum a papa and
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no intervention of episcopal authority is implied. The section on the epigraphic

evidence for tlie doctrine of the intercession of the saints is well handled. The

antiquity of the doctrine is treated vaguely, however, and some of Leclercq’s

intimations are not justified. There may be evidence for some idea of the com-

munion of saints before Constantine, but all the epitaphs which are real proof of

a belief in the intercession of the saints are post-Constantinian, although Leclercq

says, “Nous avons vu ainsi I’Eglise triomphante, I’Eglise souffrante, et I’Eglise

militante s’accorder sur un point de foi,” etc. Again, Leclercq seems to intimate

that the invocation of the prayers of dead relatives is an offshoot of, or at least

coordinate with, the invocation of the saints, whereas it is probable that the

epitaphs showing the former are anterior in date to those showing the latter, and

the possibility of the prayers to the saints having dev'eloped out of the invocations

addressed to departed friends is worth consideration.

In the article on Adam and Eve, Leclercq mentions the fact that “le plupart des

artistes (in portraying Adam and Eve) ont choisi le moment ou Adam et Eve sont

tentes”; without saying why they did so. The reason for their choice was cer-

tainly that the moment makes an admirably symmetrical scene, with the tree

and the serpent coiled around it in the middle, flanked by the figures of our first

parents. A propos of this, it is unfortunate that the article by Mr. Header on

“S3^mmetr}’ in Early Christian Relief-sculpture,” which appeared a few years

ago in the American Journal o{ Archceology

,

has been so completely ignored by
writers who have occasion to interpret works of Christian art. He has shown
conclusively that the ruling motive in the Christian sculptor’s choice, arrangement

and treatment of scenes was the desire for sjTOmetry. Yet we continue to see

extravagant interpretations of sarcophagus-reliefs, which ascribe to the artisan

profound conceptions worthy of a theologian, notwithstanding the fact that Mr.

Header’s conclusions should have made all this sort of criticism impossible. A
tendency toward a saner method is discovered in Leclercq’s words in the article

Adelphia, p. 524, where he says, citing Le Blant, Journal Ofjiciel, 1877, p. 5283:

“Les sculpteurs des tombes chretiennes se pr6occupaient beaucoup moins du
sj^mbolisme, auquel ils etaient plus ou moins initios, que de I’ordonnance

sym6trique de leurs compositions.”

This article Adelphia is a discussion of a peculiar scene represented on the cover

of a sarcophagus found in the catacomb of S. Giovanni at Syracuse in 1872, and in-

scribed ic ADELFiA c P
|

POSiT.\ coMP.^R
|

BALERi co.MiTis. The scene is ex-

plained by Leclercq, following Le Blant, as the introduction of the departed soul

into the presence of the Virgin by her companion-saints.

Leclercq is also the author of the articles Acolouthia, Acolyte, Ad Bestias, Ad
Metalla, Adoration, Adultcre (in part) and Affranchissement. The fascicle ends

with the beginning of the article Afrique.

C. R. Morey.

The Life and Letters of Robert Lewis Dabney. By Thomas Cary John-
son. Richmond, Va.: The Presbyterian Committee of Publication, [1903].

8vo, pp. xvi, 585.

Robert Lewis Dabney was born of pious parents, on his father’s farm on the

South Anna river, in Louisa county, Virginia, on the 5th day of March, 1820.

He lost his father at the age of thirteen. After a preparation in the country

schools of his district, he entered Hampden-Sidney College in the summer of 1836,

at the age of sixteen: and spent three sessions there. The next two j'ears were
employed in aiding his mother and teaching a country school. Late in 1839 he re-

paired to the University of Virginia, whence he was graduated with the degree

of Master of Arts in the summer of 1842. Two years were devoted, after this, to

occupations similar to those which had engaged his energies prior to his entering

the University. His mind was already made up, however, to give himself to the

work of the ministry, and accordingl}' he entered Union Seminary, Va., in the
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autumn of 1844, and was graduated thence in 1846. The first 3'ear of his minister-

ial life was spent as a missionarj- in Louisa county, in the service of “Providence
Church.” In July, 1847, he entered on his first real and sole separate pastorate

at Tinkling Spring, Augusta county. Tliere he remained until midsummer, 1853,

when, at the age of thirty-three, he began his lifework as a teacher of theologj^ at his

theological alma mater, Union Tlieological Seminar}-, Va. For six years he filled

the chair of Ecclesiastical History and Polity. In addition to the work of this

Chair and the manifold labors that naturally fell into his hands as—after 1854 at

least—the leading Professor in the institution, he taught also for one session

Mental and Moral Philosophj' in the neighboring college, and for another session

Dogmatic Theology to one class in the Seminary. In 1858 he became one of the

pastors of the College Church, a relation which was continued until 1875. In 1859

he was formally transferred to the Chair of Systematic and Polemic Theologj- in

the Seminary, at first under the title of Adjunct Professor, which title he retained

until 1869, though from the first he did the entire teaching of the department.

Early in this period he received overtures both from the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian

Church, Xew York, and from Princeton Theological Seminar}-, but elected to

remain at his post in the South. His work in the Seminary was naturally much
interrupted during the war between the States, in which he saw active service,

first as a chaplain and then as chief of staff to General “Stonewall” Jackson.

After the war, in much depression of spirit, and with increasing bodily weakness,

he continued his labors as Professor of Theology at t'nion Seminary until 1883,

when he became Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in the University

of Texas. The work of this chair he continued to perform until 1894, when his

connection with the University was severed. Meanwhile his physical ailments

had continued to increase and he was called upon to endure the severest sufferings,

culminating in total blindness. Despite these disabilities, however, he entered

in 1884 into an arrangement whicli added to liis University duties the burden of

a class in theology in a school established by him and Dr. Smoot, which lasted

until 1895. After 1895 his life was that of a private scholar and gentleman, full

of interest and zeal in the causes which liad interested him throughout life and

continuing to lend the aid of his pen and voice to them as occasion offered. He
died on the 3d of January, 1898.

Such are the formal annals of Dr. Dabney’s life. Within this framework he lived

as strenuous a life as it is possible to conceive. Of an ardent temperament nat-

urally and accustomed to hold his opinions firmly and to urge them forcibly, he

easily became a leader in every sphere of activity to Avhich he was called. Not

content with the duties of the several positions which he successively filled, he gave

himself with tongue and pen to the wider propagation of the views which he had

formed, and became thereby a power in both Church and State. The periodical

press was used by him freely for the publication of his minor literary work: the

larger productions of his pen naturally took tire form of separate volumes. The

range of topics dealt with by him was very wide. His earliest volume was a

Memoir of his colleague at Union Seminar}-, Dr. Francis S. Sampson, which was

published in 1854, and was followed a couple of years later by Dr. Sampson’s

Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, ver}- carefully eclited by Dr. Dabney.

His most important literary labors fall, however, in the sixth decade of his life.

His Sacred Rhetoric was published in 1870; and the first edition of his Syllabus

and Xotes of the Course of Systematic Theology in 1871. The latter book was

really printed by his pupils from his unrevised notes. Seven years later he

rewrote it, and it reappeared in this bettered fonn in 1878. His Sensualistic

Philosophy of the Xineteenth Century was published in 1875 ;
this, w-ith his Practical

Philosophy, written in the ’80s, but not published until 1896, remains his most

serious contribution to philosophical thought. Four volumes of his essays were

collected and published between 1890 and 1897. Dr. Dabney himself, we are
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told, regarded his Practical Philosoph'j as the best of his booki: on the other

liand, he “never seemed to value his Syllabus of Theology at its real worth,”

apparently (it is suggested) “because it was prepared by degrees and grew from

year to year.” From our o-mi point of view we should reverse this judgment

and, without derogating at all from the clearness of the expositions and the

value of the trenchant criticisms in his philosophical treatises, yet rank his

Syllabus of Theology as his opus magnum. This is a solidly thought and lucidly

expressed compend of the Reformed theology, and is quite worthy of a place in

the series of compendiums which have conserved the best traditions of Reformed

theology from the beginning.

AA'e shall not enter here upon an attempt to estimate Dr. Dabney’s contribu-

tions to thought or his place in history. We have briefly expressed the high

value we place upon his services to theological science and to the life of the Presby-

terian Churches in The Presbyterian and Reformed Review for August, 1901 (xii,

321), and must content ourselves with referring the interested reader to that

estimate. He did not so much adv'ance knowledge by his writings as conserve

the truth. It must be confessed that the robustness of his views and the vigor

with which he expressed tliem have, especially outside of the spheres of philoso-

phical and theological matters where his thought was most at home, betrayed

him occasionally into extremities of opinion. This will not, however, be per-

manently remembered against him. When aU is said, he was a man of light

and leading, who served his own generation well, and if unable to rise whoUy above

the pro\dncialism powerfully fostered by the circumstances in which his life was

passed, yet always worth listening to and always to be learned from. He is set

before us in Dr. Johnson’s biography from the point of view of an intense

admirer. He was worthy of his biographer’s admiration, but it may be doubted

whether the expression of this admiration does not now and again pass the

bounds within which it is effective. When speaking of a man like Dr. Dabney
extravagance of praise is not necessary; the plainest picture of him, if true

to life, will speak for itself. The good plan has been adopted by Dr. Johnson

of confining himself mainly to drawing such a plain portrait and of letting

Dr. Dabney himself occupy many of the pages with his letters. We would
not have missed these letters for a great deal. They give us Dr. Dabney as

he really was, unveiled for the intimate inspection of those who stood closest

to him
;
and it speaks volumes as to his essential qualities when they compel

us to say they give us Dr. Dabney at his best. The}' enable us to trace the

growth of his mind and heart during his youth—to note the precocity of his

judgment and the richness of his intellectual and emotional life. And they enable

us to observe his sturdy honesty and his profound piety, as weU as the working of

his acute and powerful mind in his maturity. As we lay down the book, they

enable us to say to ourselv'es with conviction that Dr. Dabney was not only an

influential statesman and a powerful ecclesiastical force, not only an acute

philosophiser and a profound theologian, but also a devoted Christian—which
is best of all. We may regret the element of unmeasured encomium which
has been permitted to intrude into the biographer’s pages, especially into his

concluding “summary view of the man and his ser\’ices”; but we cannot fail to

perceive a fair starting-point for the admiration it expresses in the genuinely noble

qualities of the man that it depicts. Probably Dr. Dabney is at once the most
voluminous theological writer and the most influential character which the Pres-

byterian Church of the United States (commonly called the Presbyterian Church,

South) has yet produced. Not only that Church, but aU Presbyterians owe him
a debt of gratitude for his distinguished services to the truth we hold in common

;

and we shall aU do well to honor his memory, and to extend the influence of his

powerful advocacy of the truth that was to him his very life.

Princeton. Bexjamix B. Warfield.
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St. Anselm. ProslogLum; Monologium; An Appendix in Behalf of the Fool

by Gaunilon; and Cur Dens Homo. Translated from the Latin by Sidney
Norton Deane, B.A. With an Introduction, Bibliography and Reprints of

the Opinions of Leading Philosophers and Writers on the Ontological Argu-
ment. Chicago; The Open Court Publishing Company, 1903. 8vo, pp.
XXXV, 288.

The Devotions of Saint Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury. Edited by
Clement C. J. Webb, M.A., FeUow of St. Mary ilagdalen College, Oxford.

London: Methuen & Co., 1903. Post 8vo, pp. xxxiii, 151.

Here are two volumes of selections from the writings of Anselm, making parts

of two very different series. The former appears in a series of “Philosophical

Classics”; the latter in the Messrs. Methuen’s well-known “Library of Devotion.”

The purpose of the former series is to place in the hands of the general reader

at a small cost the great masterpieces of philosophical thought; that of the latter

to quicken and guide the devotions of seekers after God. It is Anselm’s noble

but far from unique privilege to claim of native right a recognized place in both

series; and what is more notable, it is in part by the same MTitings that he is

represented in both. “No one,” says Mr. Webb justly, “has ever more strikingly

showm how the disinterested search for metaphysical truth can be offered as a

service of passionate devotion to God. The saying of Hegel, Das Denken ist

auch Gottesdienst, might be the motto of the most part of Anselm’s writings. The
more riclily endowed and many-sided intelligence of Augustine, in virtue of the

very variety and breadth of its interests, illustrates less remarkably than that of

.\nsehn ‘the saint as philosopher.’” Augustine, Anselm, Rutherford, Edwards
—the list will soon grow long, if we attempt to set down the names of all those

who united high thinking with deep devotion, and who have thus become for

all generations at once the teachers of men and their inspiration in godl}' living.

The two volumes before us present to us in turn one of the greatest of this great

series in the two aspects of his permanent impact on human minds and hearts:

in the one we have the saint as philosopher, in the other the philosopher as saint.

It must be confessed that each volume leaves something to be desired, for its

own side of the presentation. The volume in the series of “Philosophical Clas-

sics,” for example, is very carelessly edited. An example of this editorial inadver-

tence stares us in the face on the title-page, where all the treatises included in the

volume are said to be the translation of Mr. Deane, whereas the version of the Cur

Deus Homo—more than a third of the whole—is from another hand. To be sure,

the reader is not likely to complain of this when he “sinks himself into the book”

and discovers how rough and mechanical Mr. Deane’s translations are. Other

examples of the bungling editorial work are the representation of the paper In

Behalf of the Fool, no less than twice on p. iii, as belonging to the Monologium

instead of to the Proslogium

;

and the heading on p. ix of the extracts from later

thinkers (which are correctly described on the title-page) as “Criticisms of An-

selm’s Ontological Argument for the Being of God”—which many of them

are not. The book is well printed, and though, as we have said, the translation

of the three pieces on the Being of God is stiff and unskillful,‘yet it is not mis-

leading, and .Anselm’s view may with some labor be obtained from it.

The Devotions of Saint A nselm is not marred by the faults of its companion vol-

ume. It is excellently edited and the translations are made wnth skill and knowl-

edge. To read the Proslogium in this volume is a pleasure which he who has at-

tempted it in the other volume will be far from anticipating. Our complaint as to

this volume concerns only its narrow compass. It gives us only meagre specimens

of AiLselm’s devotional writings when, judging from the size of the other volumes

of the series which often contain more than double its number of pages, it might

have given us much more. The account of the narrowness of the selection here
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offered us is probably to be found in the rather low estimate which the editor

places on Anselm’s devotional writings. “St. Anselm does not appear to me,” he

writes (p. xxv), “to rank, except in one kind, that of which the Proslogium is an

example, among the great masters of devotional literature.” Accordingly after

giving us the Proslogium, he confines himself to presenting specimens only of his

Meditations, Prayers and Spiritual Letters—four of each. These specimens are

well chosen and are excellently rendered; but we think that at least double

their number should have been given us, if we were to be put in a position to

form any true estimate of Anselm’s spiritual power or to profit as we should from

his example of the union of sound thought and genuine devotion.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

Bibliotheca Reform.atokia Neerlandica. Geschriften uit den tyd der

Hervorming in de Nederlanden. Op nieuw uitgegeven en van inleidingen

en aanteekeningen voorzien door Dr. S. Kramer en Dr. F. Pyper. Eerste

deel. Polemische Geschriften der Hervormingsgezinden, bewerkt door Dr.

F. Pyper. S’Gravenhage: Martinus Nyhoff, 1903.

Tlie learned authors of this great historical work place the students of the

history of the Reformatory period, especially in the Netherlands, under the

greatest possible obligation. We knew so little of this literature, it was so hope-

lessly inaccessible. The weeding-out process of the Inquisition had been so com-

plete that only here and there a copy, or a portion of a copy, of certain works

bearing on the Reformatory period had been left to us. And these few remnants

were locked away in inaccessible libraries or in the collections of private indi-

viduals, in which latter case they were, of course, in continuous danger of

complete destruction.

Drs. Cramer and Pyper have undertaken the heroic task of collecting and
saving this scattered literature in a permanent form. How can we thank them
enough? What was available in a very limited circle hitherto now becomes the

common possession of all. Before me lies the first volume of this “magnum
opus,” devoted to the Polemic literature of the period. The work of the redactor

has throughout been of the most painstaking character, even tlie minutest details

of spelling and punctuation having been faithfully reproduced.

This first volume is edited by Prof. Dr. Pyper, and gives us a clear idea of what
passed in the minds of wide-awake men in the early days of the Reformation.

I liave read this first volume with rapt attention, and through it light has fallen

on many things which hitherto seemed hazy.

These little books, which undoubtedly were widely circulated and avidiously

read in their day, explain the sudden ascendency of the Reformation in the

Lowlands, and the depth of its hold on the people.

Tlie first of the series is a reprint of tliat rare tract, “Refutacie vant Salue

regina,” of which a separate and distinct form is found in German. Both author

and printer are unknown, a fact easily explained by the contents of the tract,

which is a telling and bitter attack on the faith and practice of the Romish Church.

Here, also, we find a reprint of that mysterious little book, “Van den olden

en nieuwen God,” which in the second half of the sixteenth century was still

indexed, and which apparently springs from tlie school of Thomas Munzer, the

leading spirit of the Peasant war. The reprint occupies nearly sixty-five quarto

pages and contains a historical refutation of the errors, in life and doctrine, of

the Papacy, from the beginning to the author’s day.

Of special psychological interest to those who are somewhat acquainted with

the personal history of the author are the “ Articulen van Baltasar Friberger.”

Among the other works here reproduced my attention was specially attracted

liy the seventh and eighth numbers of the series, “Een spel van sinnen opt derde
]
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ivterde en tvxjfde Capittel ran Dwerck der Apostolen.” and “Een lafelspel ran die

memchfuldicheit des bedrocks der icerelt
|
waer doer die oerspronk der sonden, compt

tcelcke regnerende syn in alle staten.”

The first is a play, publicly presented by the Rhetorical Chambers (Redeiykers-

kamers) of the early part of the sixteenth centurj-. It has a religious-ethical

tendency, so strongly in accord with the principles of the Reformation that in

1550 we find it expressly mentioned among the books imperially indexed. It is

impossible here to enter into a detailed re\'iew of the contents of this remarkable

production. Suffice it to say that it is full of pathos, bitter iron}' and biting sar-

casm, together with a good deal of theology. One can readily understand how
dangerous a spark like this must have been to the inflammable material of the

agitated religious spirit of the day.

The second is a dialogue, a “table-play,” one of the common accessories of the

festivals of the great, in the sixteenth centur}-. To us it would seem somewhat
heavy and labored, as a means to better digestion, but they must have enjoyed

it, as its popularity witnesses. The parties in this dialogue are “Origin of Sin’’

(Oorsprong der zonde) and “Manifold deceit” (^lenigrv'uldig bedrog). The whole

is an ironical polemic against Rome, remarkably well sustained and undoubtedly

at the time very effective. Both date and author are unknown.
Last of all I may mention the final work of this collection the “Apotheose van

Ruard Tappart,” better knomi than any of the other books, but perhaps more
than any of them worthy of our closest study, ^^'ritten in excellent Latin, it is

one of the most artistic and well sustained sarcasms of its day.

Its liistorical importance lies in the fact that it is a perfect mirror of the senti-

ments of its contemporaries. The .historical pictures it draws are singularly

correct and reliable. Its unknown author was evidently a man of wide culture

and of a broad-minded catholic spirit, but ndthal decidedly Protestant in his

views. Several editions of the work have appeared. .\11 in all it is, hbtorically

speaking, perhaps the most important number of the entire collection.

It is impossible, in these few lines, to do justice to this great work of Dr. P}-per.

I can only express my sincere appreciation and admiration. This first A'olume

contains more than 600 pages, is printed from beautifully clear and readable t}'pe,

is fully indexed and mechanically all that we may justly expect from the great

publishing house, that sends it forth.

The attention of our American scholars is directed to this monumental work

of the great Dutch scholars, who have undertaken the task of resuscitating and

collecting this invaluable literature. Whoever is able to read the language will

find liimself wonderfully enriched by the possession of this unique production.

Louisville, Ky. Hexry E. Dosker.

The Gre.^t Aw.vkexixg of 1740. By Rev. F. L. Chapell. Philadelphia:

.\merican Baptist Publication Society, 1903. 12mo, pp. 144.

This is a noble little volume. Written from the Baptist ^'iewpoint parts of it

will not appeal to all readers with equal force. But it is nnitten in a s}Tnpathetic

spirit which enters warmly into the movement which it describes, and as such

takes a worthy place among the publications of our day. It makes the reader

company with master-spirits in the realm of Christian experience, where triumph

over difficulties and joy in suffering exhibit divine power in human weakness

against which there is no argument. It is helpful to one’s faith in the perennial

freshness and efficacy of the old Gospel of the Cross to be reminded of the conver-

sions that attended the preaching of it by such men as Jonathan Edwards, who

“realized that all out of Christ were on the ver\- verge of hell, and that all they

could do was to cast themselves helpless on the mercy of God, and the merits of

Christ, if perchance they might thus be saved"; and William Tenant who, in
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his trance, was lifted up with Paul of old to see and hear things that are not

lawful to be uttered; and Whitefield, with whom religion was the only reality.

And one cannot refrain, with the author, from wishing that such times of gracious

refreshing might dawn once more on the horizon of our Church-life; and to ask

whether we shall ever again have such spiritual giants, as these men were, to lay

hold of the several classes of society and bring them to Christ.

The Great Awakening took place at a time when learned men and orators had

declared that Christianity was dead and dying; when free inquiry was pushed

to its farthest extremes; when false philosophies in the cloisters of the savants

ended in the Reign of Terror in the streets of Paris
;
when the leading denomina-

tions in Great Britain and in America ignored vital piety in their Church order.

The most glaring instance of this is that of the Congregational Church in North-

ampton, Mass., during the fifty-seven years period of the ministry of the Rev.

Solomon Stoddard, who, though a godly man whose piety and holy example

prevented many excesses that might have developed under the system, made
himself conspicuous by his advocacy of what has been termed the “Half-way

Covenant,” by which any one who wished was admitted to the Lord’s Supper,

and even to the ministry, regardless of personal piety and a confession of faith

on Christ. Such was the state of things in general; spirituality everywhere

was at a low ebb. As a consequence Churches were weak, the ministry deterio-

rated, baneful influences gained rapid ground. There "was a practical denial of

the need of conversion, and “to human view Christianity seemed clean gone

forever.”

Then were born in one year the three great men who were so mightily instru-

mental in bringing about this Great Awakening—John Wesley, Jonathan Edwards
and Gilbert Tenant, and a few j-ears later that cosmopolitan preacher, George

Whitefield. Wesley, in England, became the father of Methodism. At the age

of twenty-three Edwards became the preacher in the Northampton Church.

The book itself must be read for the delightful narrative of the labors and the

sacrifices of these spiritual giants. All our space permits is, that what Wesley

and Whitefield preached Edwards emphasized in his own strong way, viz., the

necessity of regeneration and of faith on the Lord Jesus Christ; and we cannot

wonder that that preaching marked the beginning of an era of Christian con-

sciousness and power, the aftermath of which still operates beneficently in the

great empire of English-speaking Christianity.

Well does the author emphasize this recognition of the necessity of conversion

as a condition of Church membership, as a great and lasting benefit that resulted

from this Great Awakening. A converted Church membership may well be called

a cornerstone of all vital and aggressive Christianity. When, however, the author

writes on p. 132, “Before the Great Awakening none except Baptists acknowl-

edged this principle,” we observe that this is unhistoric. If there was an error

of Rome greater almost than any other against which the Reformers directed their

efforts, it was the all-embracing hold of that Church upon the people. From the

monarch on the throne to the beggar in the street Church membership was the

merest question of a consenting nod of the head to the teaching of pope and priest.

And the inquiry is in place, how much room the Churches of the Reformation,

both on the Continent and in England, afforded the unconverted when to hundreds

of thousands Church membership meant the confession of Christ at the stake.

Declension of spiritual fervor brings with it every time and in every place laxness

in Church order, and revival power is felt in the Chureh-life before anywhere

else. This same principle of receiving the unconverted into Church membership
was at stake in the revival of 1886 in the Netherlands, and gave birth to the Evan-
gelical Calvinistic Churches of the Doleantie. And any revival from above is

bound to carry the same effect.

11
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With the author we rejoice in the precious heritage of the great and splendid

benefits that have accrued to all English-speaking Christians from the Great
Awakening of 1740. And we heartily commend the reading of this choice little

book to all who prize the cause of the Lord Jesus.

Princeton. J. Hexdkik de Vries.

Bishop Butler; An Appreciation, with the Best Passages of His Writings

Selected and Arranged. By Alex.vxder Whtte, D.D. New York: Flem-
ing H. Revell Co., 1904. 12mo, pp. 223.

Dr. Whyte has written a just and interesting tribute to the greatness of Butler

and to the exceptional value of his works to the thinker and writer on moral and
religious subjects. This tribute he has enriched by quotations setting forth

different aspects of his greatness from British writers of the highest standing,

like Sir James Macintosh, Cardinal Newman, Thomas Chalmers, F. D. Maurice

and ilr. Gladstone. He might have added many others. Matthew Arnold is

the only Englishman we recall who has ventured to patronize Butler. Mr. Glad-

stone accurately describes the attitude assumed by Arnold in criticising Butler

as de haut en bas, and points out the important respects in which .krnold failed

to comprehend him. Arnold’s language was evidently “literary” in the sense

in which he says the language of the Bible is literarj\ It was “language thrown
out at an object of consciousness not fully grasped.”

Princeton. John De Witt.

Roma Sotterranea. Le Pitture delle Catacombe Rom.^ne, illustrate da Giu-

seppe WiLPERT. Con 54 incision! nel testo e 267 tavole. Roma; Desclee,

Lefeb\Te et Cie, 1903. Two vols., folio, pp. xix, 549 + 267 plates.

The publication of this splendid work cannot be passed bj'
,
although only a

formal notice of its appearance can here be given. It is an attempt by the great-

est living specialist in the subject to pass in review the entire series of the Cata-

comb pictures in Rome. The volume of plates reproduces these pictures with an

exactness never hitherto, we shall not say attained, but attempted. The volume

of text discusses the whole subject with detailed fullness. The first part of the

discussion is given to the general matters of importance which bear on the under-

standing of the Catacomb pictures: their technique, their relation to the mural

paintings of pagan antiquity, the details of representation—such as the clothing

of the figures and the like; the chronologj' of the paintings; their artistic merits;

the principles of their interpretation
;
the chief cycles of subjects depicted

;

their present state of preservation; the methods of reproduction employed—in

short, everything the student should know before entering upon their stud}'.

Tlie second part takes up the pictured objects themselves. The primacy is giwn

to the series of Christological pictures—all the representations of Christ, whether

along with His mother or in His miracle-working, and in others of His acts and

functions. Next follow the representations of Baptism and the Eucharist; and

after these the other subjects in a long classified series. The volume closes with

lists of the pictures chronologically arranged and good Indices. Monseignor

Wilpert wTites from the Roman point of view and assumes many things in point

of doctrine which many of his readers will not be able to take, with him, as funda-

mental principles of interpretation. But his book will be for Protestant and

Romanist alike the standard work on the pictures of the Roman Catacombs, to

which all must go for the best representations and the best account of them

extant.

Princeton. B. B. \\ arfield.
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V.--SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
Menschwording en vernedering. Hist.-Grit. Studie. Grieksche Auteurs van

de “Patres Apostolici” tot het Concilie van Chalcedon (451). Academisch

Proefsclirift ter verkrijging van den graad van doctor in de h. Godgelcerd-

heid, op gezag van den Rector, Dr. H. Bavinck, hoogleeraar in de Faculteit

der Godgeleerdheid, in liet openbaar te verdedigen op Vrijdag, 20 Novem-
ber, 1903, des namiddags te twee ure, in het Gebouw van de Maatschappij

van den Werkenden Stand, door Seakle Kz. Greijdands, geboren te Arum.

AVageningen : Naamlooze Vennootschap Drukkerij “Vada,” 1903. 8vo,

pp. xxvii, 257+ vii

The topic which Dr. Greijdanus has taken for the subject of his thesis is the

humiliation of Christ, and that especially in its relation to His divine nature.

His particular interest turns on the question whether the subject of our Lord’s

humiliation was the Theanthropos solely, or whether we must account the act

by which the unio personalis itself was accomplished an act of humiliation, and

thus make the Logos itself the subject of its first step. Dr. Greijdanus strongly

holds the former view and argues strenuously that “humiliation” began for our

Lord, in its strict sense, only after the unio personalis had been consummated.

His zeal in this cause appears to arise from a desire to protect the divine nature

from the attribution of change to it, such as is a.ssumed to have taken place in

the Logos on incarnation by, .gay, the modern kenotic schools. No, says he, the

divine nature, in and of itself immutable, has suffered no exinanition at the incar-

nation, but remains in its incarnate state all that God is. We cannot attribute,

therefore, “humiliation” to it, in the strict sense: and the humiliation of the Son

of God is an experience purely of the Theanthropos] and, therefore, whoUy passes

away in the subsequent exaltation. His investigation of the Greek Fathers

up to the middle of the fifth century is carried through entirely in this theological

interest, and he has no difficulty in showing from their extant writings that a

kenosis or exinanition of deity was not contemplated by them as either actual or

possible.

Dr. Greijdanus has written a very thoughtful and useful book, and in what we
esteem the essence of his contention we are heartily at one with him. Neither

did the Fathers, nor can we, allow that the Logos of God could be subject to an

exinanition by virtue of which He became other than He was. And if this were

implied in speaking of the “humiliation of our Lord” as embracing the act of the

Incarnation itself as its first step—and we may add its greatest step, so as to

justify Francis Junius in speaking of it as the maxima humiliatio—then we should

have to go with Dr. Greijdanus and contend that the humiliation took place

within the sphere solely of the theanthropic life. But this is not the meaning
either of Junius or of the other Reformed divines who, in opposition to the Luther-

ans and in accord with Paul in Phil. ii. 6-8 (for we cannot follow here Dr. Greij-

danus’ exegesis), teach that the humiliation of our Lord consists first in the unio

personalis itself, and then in the low and sad condition of the human life He
undertook. They are looking upon the Person, not upon the Nature; and while

contending with all strenuousness that the Divine Nature which became incarnate

suffered no change, they yet recognize that its assumption into personal union
vfith itself of a human nature was the greatest act of condescension that has ever

taken place in God’s universe, in the presence of which all further acts of humilia-

tion, enormously beyond human comprehension as they are, yet necessarily take
a subordinate place. In this, that God took into personal union with Himself
a creaturely nature—in this, is illustrated the immensity of His love for lost man,
as it is illustrated in nothing else. The importance of repelling the modern idea
that in this assumption the Godhead was emptied of His deity can, indeed.
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scarcely be overestimated: and we must thank Dr. Greijdanus for the clearness

and force with which he has repelled this notion. But we think that in order to

do so he need not. as we cannot, give up a due appreciation of what the assump-
tion of our human nature into personal union with Himself meant in the way of

“humiliation” to the Son of God.

We like the frank way in which Dr. Greijdanus writes and his frank setting to

himself a theological rather than a historical task, and his carrj’ing it through with

his heart interested in learning what truth God has given us through the labors

of the Fathers, rather than merely what the Fathers thought and taught. He
is right in sajdng that thus only can an investigation of the historj' of thought

—

even of the thought of theological thinkers—earn for itself the right to be called

a theological task. We are sure we shall hear from Dr. Greijdanus again and yet

again : and that Reformed thought and theology—that is, the knowledge we have

of God—wall be gainers from his labors.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

The New Testament Estim.^te of B.^ptism. By Miltox G. Evans, D.D.

Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1904. 12mo, pp. 28.

Dr. Evans considers that the Xew Testament puts a very high estimate on

baptism. The New Testament does not make it necessary to “salvation, escha-

tologicaUy conceived”: but it does make it indispensable to “ discipleship ”

:

“discipleship is impossible without baptism and instruction.” Baptism must even

“precede the bestowment of the Holy Spirit.” Yet its entire reference is to the

sanctifying work of the spirit, not to justification: “in the Xew Testament bap-

tism is conceived to have sanctifjdng power and sanctifying power only.” Its

mode is, of course, immersion; and immersion is essential to its effect: for its

effect is dependent on the conve}'ance by it to the mind of the truth it symbolizes

;

and this conveyance is, of course, dependent on the enactment of the symbol:

“let the convert express this conviction”—the con-siction that he has died to sin

with Christ and is rising with Him into newness of life
—“pictoriaUy and dramati-

cally; let him by one decisive act”—why is this act called “decisive?”—“enact

the burial and resurrection of Him in whom he trusts
;
let him hold this dramatic

enactment as a memory of the time when he made a personal pledge to live a new

life, and he has a moral djmamic of incalculable power.”

There is much in Dr. Evans’ presentation of the importance and value of bap-

tism, it will be seen, which can have validity only to those who share all his pre-

possessions, and which is, therefore, without importance or value for the argument.

There are some things which he says, however, which have a more general appli-

cation. Chief among these we rank his insistence on the truth that the value

of baptism as a means of grace depends on its “pictorial power”—on the fact that

it is a mode of “proclaiming the Gospel.” The sacraments are in effect, as has

been said, “the congealed Word”—in a word, the Word presented in object

lesson. This is fundamental: and all else hangs on this. Under what figure

baptism proclaims the Gospel, and how much of the Gospel it proclaims, are

further questions. On both of them we differ with Dr. Evans. To us (as, we

think, to the Xew Testament) the figure under which baptism sets forth the work

of Christ is that of cleansing—to which Dr. Evans also would give some place, but

not the exclusive place which we give it (and, we think, the Xew Testament).

And to us (as, we think, to the Xew Testament) the cleansing which it figuratively

sets forth is that from guilt as well as that from corruption—and this Dr. Evans

wholly denies.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.
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VI.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.
Books of Devotion. By the Rev. Charles Bodington, Fellow of|King’s

College, London; Canon Residentiary and Precentor of Lichfield Cathedral.

Crown 8vo, pp. xviii, 319. London, New York and Bombay: Longmans,

Green & Co., 1903.

The literature of no other language, probably, is so richly supplied with works

of edification and devotion as English. Looking over the interesting pages of

Hermann Beck’s admirable histories of such works current in the evangelical

circles of Germany, as we are impressed by the debt we owe to Germany for the

gift of such books, so we are more impressed with the greatness of the loan we have

made to Germany. But we have hitherto lacked in English any such historical

account of our edifying literature as Beck has given the Germans : we have lacked

even a useful handbook which might serve as a guide to their choice and use.

So far as we are informed, the volume now before us is the first serious attempt to

supply either need. Its primary purpose seems to be to serve as a guide to devo-

tional reading: but it is cast in the form of a historical account, in so far, at least^

as it arranges its material under a chronological scheme. There is much in it that

is interesting, and something that is helpful; but we are afraid we cannot look

on it as an altogether successful attempt to meet a manifest want.

The reader may be excused for feeling a little puzzled to determine precisely

what the book would be at, seeing that it is quite obvious that the author himself

has found difficulty in fixing his intention. Six chapters have been written and

one-sixth of the whole journey through the book accomplished before the subject

announced on the title-page has been reached at all. And when it is reached it

is touched hesitatingly and with wavering purpose. It is perhaps not an exag-

geration to say that half of the remainder of the volume has little relation to its

subject. Speaking of Jeremy Taylor’s Holy Living and Holy Dying, after a some-

what perfimctory description of their contents, occupying a single page, the author

remarks (p. 253), “These valuable books, in addition to their intrinsic merit,

are of special interest to us, because of the light they incidentally throw on some

subjects of controversy among Churchmen of our own time.’’ Thereupon he

gives seven pages to their teaching on fasting, communion, confession and tlie

eucharistic sacrifice. This is a fair example of the method of the book as a whole.

Mr. Bodington seems much more interested in the controversies now in progress

in the Church of England than in the devotional value of the books he selects for

mention, and he makes his book rather an instrument for commending his high

Anglicanism than an account of the devotional literature accessible to English-

reading Christians. We are raising no question as to the relative importance of

the two topics: but it is a little irritating to be promised a history of or a guide

to devotional literature and be required to read instead a perpetual commenda-
tion of “Catholic practices.”

Even so, however, Mr. Bodington manages to pass in review quite a number
of books of devotion and edification, from Augustine’s Confessions to the end of the

eighteenth century—for concerning nineteenth century literature he offers us

only a page or two of general and desultory remarks. The books he selects for

notice are of rather more varied provenience than one would have anticipated

from the author’s intense “Catholicism”
;
but naturally they are the Romish and

Anglican manuals which he singles out ordinarily for the more extended treatment

and the more cordial praise. It strikes one with a little thrill of surprise when,

for instance, Isaac Ambrose’s Looking to Jesus is spoken of sympathetically

(p. 233 seq.), and it is cordially recognized that “he keeps his readers from first

to last eye to eye with our Blessed Lord.” Most books of pronounced evangelical

character are only briefly mentioned. Others are singled out for a passing word
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of blame. Tlie worst Instance of this is afforded by the chapter on The Pilgrim’s

Progress (p. 217 seq.), in which Mr. Bodington misses sorely any sound teaching

on sacramental grace! “Bun3mn,” he remarks, “like many pious Non-conform-

ists, reminds us of S. Paul’s companions, who all escaped safe to land, ‘some on
planks, and some on other things from the ship.’ We rejoice in their salvation,

and are deeply interested in and instructed bj- their experiences in battling with

the waves and billows of temptation as they hold fast by faith to planks and
‘things from the ship.’ But as the Visible Church of God is a seaworthy ship,

not a broken wreck, we cannot forsake it.’’ If the evangelical reader is inclined

to be grieved bj' the waste in such irrelevancies of the space that might be given

to the spiritual value of such books, he may find consolation from the fact that

the writers of Mr. Bodington’s own school are treated with no more real respect.

The little notice of George Herbert (p. 191) stands out almost startlingly from

the pages, because it is the kind of notice one would expect—telling of the

spiritual tone and message of Herbert’s poems in an appreciative waj'. The con-

troversies of the present daj' Church of England are everj'where given precedence

of everj'thing else. 'This goes so far that Appendices are added, -ndthout rhyme
or reason, giving the text of a certain “memorial on the doctrine of the

Eucharist” of 1S67 and a “declaration on Confession” of 1873. There is no
word to explain the strange insertion of such matter in a treatise on “Books of

Devotion.”

A third Appendix is more to the point. It gives the list of “Ascetic and

Devotional Books” published bj’’ Mr. Vaux in his well-known Priest’s Prayer

Book, with additions by Mr. Bodington. This list is very incomplete, no doubt,

but it offers at least a considerable list of accessible books of this character. Mr.

Vaux’s original list includes about 125 titles, to which Mr. Bodington adds about

fifty more. number of the titles in ilr. I^aux’s list are marked as “works of

primary importance to those who can procure only a few books.” These are all

Romish and Anglican—prevailing!j’ Romish. We repeat the list of them here,

italicizing the Anglican titles; .\ndrewes’ Preces Privates, Anselm’s Meditations,

Austin’s Devotions, Baker’s Sancta Sophia, Bellarmine’s Seven Words from the

Cross, Bonn’s Ascetic Tract on Sacrifice and Opuscula, St. Francis de Sales’

Devout Life, Luis de Granada’s Sinner’s Guide and Perfection of Love, Merlo-

Horstius’ Paradise of the Cliristian Soul, Milman’s Love of the Atonement, Neu-

decker's Schola Religiosa, Pascal’s Thoughts, Rodriguez’s Spiritual Perfection,

Scapoli’s Spiritual Conflict, St. Ignatius’ Spiritual Exercises, Taylor’s Holy Living

and Dying, a Kempis’ Imitation of Christ and Opuscula, Fra Thom4’s Sufferings

of Jesus, Wilbei-force’s Practical View, HhTson’s Sacra Privata. These are all

good books of their kind—but they are mostly of one kind.

We must needs confess, therefore, that Mr. Bodington’s book is desultory,

dry, largely irrelevant to its subject, and intensely one-sidedly “Catholic.”

Abating these faults, it ma}- be usefully consulted and does give—what no other

book in English gives—a somewhat connected view of our accessible literature

on edification and devotion.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.
/

At the Well-side. B\^ Meade C. Willi.viis, D.D., Associate Editor of the

Herald and Presbyter. Chicago and Winona: The Winona Publishing Co.

[1903]. 16mo, pp. 29.

In this searching and beautiful discourse Dr. Williams gives us a fine example

of practical exposition at its best. He has not been content to follow the con-

versation of our Lord with the Samaritan woman with that surface exactitude

which is usually understood to be the result of exegetical study, but has penetrated

into the realities that lie beneath the language and probed the heart of the
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matter. This he lias reproduced for us with spiritual acumen and tenderness

of feeling. The booklet will not be read without searchings of heart and a fresh

experience of the attractive power of Jesus.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

Honour toward God. By John Kelman, Jr., M.A., New York, Chicago and

Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1904. 12rao, pp. 64. 35 cts.
•

This little book is very good. It presents as a point of view from which to

order one’s life “God’s trust in man.” This is shown to be the method of God
in dealing with men, evidenced in the Old Testament dispensation, in the plan

of redemption, in history, in discipline of the individual by trial and difficulty,

in forgiveness wherein, without period of probation or guarantee. He says, “Thy
sins be forgiven. Go, and sin no more.” So life becomes an affair of honour,

responsive to God’s confidence in us and quickened by the memory of the cross

upon which Christ died while we were yet sinners. Christian living is in line

•with all that is highest in our ideals of patriotism and other human relationships.

God’s method with us also points the way whereby we shall endeavor to bring

others to the best that is in them—expect them to do their duty, trust them.

A great truth is brightly stated and made easy of comprehension and remem-
brance. The booklet should have a -wide circulation.

Princeton, N. J. Paul Martin.

Not in the Curriculum. A Book of Friendly Counsel to Students. By Two
Recent College Graduates, with an Introduction by Henry van Dyke.
New York, Chicago and Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1903. 12mo,

pp. 100.

The authors are young men who played their part well in the various phases

of undergraduate life in Princeton University, and one of them went forth to

work in a foreign land. They speak here -without pedantry, straightforwardly)

sympathetically upon the way a student should enter and go through college so

as to make the most of himself and get the most out of his college life. The ad-vice

is sensible, the tone- manly, and the standpoint preeminently Christian. As
college is only a smaller edition of the big world outside, the counsel is for the

most part as good for boys and young men who are not going to college as for

those who are. We are glad of the glimpse which this book affords of the -vigorous

religious life of the colleges, of which the public, so conversant with the noisier

phases of student activities, is peculiarly ignorant.

Princeton, N. J. Paul Martin.

The Young Missionary. The Story of the Life of Annie Downie. By her

Mother. Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1904. 12mo,

pp. 106.

The subject of this sketch was the daughter of Baptist missionaries at Nellore,

India, who fell a victim of fever two months after her return from her schooling

in America to begin her missionary service. It is a mother’s lo-ving tribute, and

is of chief Interest to the inner circle of friends. The general reader obtains from

it the portraiture of a pure, sweet, Christian girl, and a glimpse of the high-

minded and strenuous life of a missionary family.

Princeton, N. J. Paul Martin.

The Christian Conversationalist; or. The Spiritual Apostolate. Dealing

-with Problems of Individual Work for Individuals. By Rufus Washing-
ton Weaver, Th.D., with Introduction by Edwin M. Poteat, D.D. Phvla.
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delphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1904. 12mo, pp. 12 + 112..

50 cents.

The author deems it important that personal Christian workers shoiUd be gath-

ered into a local church organization for study, conference and prayer. The
book is designed for such a society and contains outline studies of religious psj’-

chologj-, of Jesus’ dealings with various indi\'iduals, and of the method of approach

and converse with various t}-pes of character, and «f sin, doubt, difficulty and
sorrow. The studies are characterized by good sense and good exegesis, and their

usefulness is not dependent upon the organization of the proposed society. They
are wisely planned to suggest rather than elaborate truth, and are fitted to awaken
thought upon this important subject, upon which ministers and laymen alike

feel the need of instruction, and for which fuller provision should be made in the

training of the ministers, officers and teachers of the Church. There are here

seed-thoughts for a useful series of sermons. A Bibliography of Books upon
Individual AVork is provided.

Princeton, N. J. Paul AIartix.

Kyeie Eleisox. a Alanual of Private Prayers, unth Notes and Additional

Matter. By H. J. Wotherspoox, of St. Oswald’s, Edinburgh. Philadel-

phia: The AVestminster Press, 1904. 24mo, pp. 168. 50 cents.

This manual, issuing from a Scotch Presbyterian manse and from the press of

our Board of Publication, is indicative of the growing interest in liturgy upon

the part of a portion of the Presbyterian Church. The st}de of devotion fostered

is exhibited in the forms for Sunday morning in the scheme of morning and even-

ing pra}’ers for the several days of the week. “Place yourself in the presence of

God; say with reverence and recollection: This is the day that the Lord hath

made, I will rejoice and be glad in it. Glory be to the Father . . . .{Gloria

Patri) .... Amen. Then humbly kneeling, consider with yourself that you are

about to speak with God: and say: Our Father .... {Lord’s Prayer) ....
Amen. I believe in one God .... {Athanasian Creed) .... Amen. Most

Merciful God, I praise Thee for Thy great glory .... {expressions of praise)

.... Amen. A’ouchsafe, O Lord, to keep me this day without sin ... .

{and other personal petitions) .... I was glad when they said unto me.

Let us go into the house of the Lord. The Ijord is my shepherd ....
(23d Psalm) .... Glory be to the Father .... {Gloria Patri) .\inen.

I was glad when they said unto me. Let us go into the house of the Lord. Our

feet shall stand within thy gates, O Jerusalem Amen. At the same time,

or later if there be more leisure, but if possible before the principal service of the Lord’s

Day, be alone with God and intercede: In the name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost. Lord, have mercy. Christ, have mercy. Lord, have

mercy. I beseech thee to hear me, 0 God: For all men, that their souls may be

precious in Thy sight. For Thy Holy Church .... For Thy ministers ....
For such as are knovni to me, namely, A

,
B and C .... {and other

petitions) .... Amen. If you purpose on this Lord’s Day tp receive the Holy

Sacrament, time should be given to preparation and self-examination; and for this

some aid and direction is given at p. 59 of this book."

The section upon the Holy Communion is elaborately developed. “Self-

examination by the Decalogue,” “by the Creed,” “by the Beatitudes,” “by the

Catechism,” “by our Duties,” and forms of devotion for seasons before and after

the Sacrament are provided. The remainder of the Manual is occupied with

prayers for various objects derived from liistoric liturgies or prepared by the

author, and with “Schemes of Intercession,” designed to prevent thoughtless

uniformity and widen the range of petition by suggesting ordered lists of subjects

for which prayer should from time to time I)e made.
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The diction is chaste, the thought elevated, the sympathies broad, and the doc-

trine evangelical. The book is good after its kind, but the real question is of the

usefulness of this class of prayer books in spiritual development. Upon this

opinions will differ. It seems clear, however, that those who become accustomed

to follow such manuals in their private devotion will soon demand liturgical pub-

lic worship in their own Church, or betake themselves to the Churches from whose
prayer books the spirit and much of the letter of the book before us are borrowed.

Liturgical worship is more artistic, but free prayer more vital. There seems to

be no good reason why Presbyterians should allow themselves to be persuaded

away from their established usage.

Princeton, N. J. Paul Martin.

Prayers Written at Vailima. By Robert Louis Stevenson, with Introduc-

tion by Mrs. Stevenson. New York; Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1904. 12mo,

pp. 14 + 19.

In every Samoan household the day is closed with prayer and singing of hymns.

Stevenson, upon making his home upon the island, adopted the custom and pre-

pared these prayers for use at the gathering of his family and native servants

for the evening worship. Reflecting his revolt from the orthodoxy of his Scotch

home and ancestry, they lack some of the distinctively Christian elements of

prayer; reflecting liis character, now further disciplined by suffering, they are

characteristic of the simplicity, reality, devoutness and gift of perfect expression-

which have endeared Robert Louis Stevenson to the hearts of men.

Princeton, N. J. Paul Martin.

The Finger of God. Studies and Suggestions in the Miracles of Jesus. By
Rev. T. H. Wright. New York, Chicago and Toronto: Fleming H. Revell

Co. 8vo, pp. xvi, 201.

The author believes the Church is suffering on account of its uncertain attitude

toward the miracles. “The plain Christian duty is to deal fairly with the

Scripture narrative, to see what the Gospels actually say about the miracles

of Jesus, to let them tell their own story and make tlieir own impression. If in

this way, putting aside the colored glasses of tradition, we look at the mira-

cles in their own simple, beautiful light, in the light of present-day knowledge
and modern conceptions of God, .... they will be seen to be stupendous con-

firmations of the Christian faith.’’ This confirmation lies in a threefold re.sult

to be expected from this examination, namely: (1) “The old .sharp contrast

between the natural and supernatural will be greatly modified, if not abolished.”

(2) “Our thoughts regarding the powers proper to man and the possibilities of

human nature will be greatly enlarged. We shall see, in fact, that these powers,

when rightly at work, carry us into the very heart of the Divine life.” (3) “The
miracles as a whole will be seen as an essential part of the Christian revelation.”

In the process by which these conclusions are reached the Gospels are “assumed
to be trustworthy”

;
but when a miracle does not approve itself to the author’s

subjective consciousness, as in the case of the coin which Peter was directed to

obtain from the fish’s mouth, no difficulty is found in disposing of this “unneces-

sary marvel” as “a hearsay account of a conversation which Jesus meant as a

parable.” While tlie immanence of God and the divinity of Christ seem to be

accepted doctrines, they are not allowed as explanations of miracles when natural

causes can be suggested. The eagerness to thus solve the mystery is sometimes

almost amusing. “The engrafting of an ear fresh cut from the side of the head

is not, in the light of modem surgery, a particularly remarkable operation. Jesus

had lived the greater part of His life in a joiner’s shop where sharp cut injuries

to the flesh were dealt with in homely yet effective fashion.”
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The restatement of the miracles of healing in the langauge of modern phj'siolog\'

does not seem, after all, to throw much light upon them. Much is made of the

expectancy of the persons upon whom the miracles were wrought, and of their

•own and their friends’ cooperation, the sympathy between parent and child, for

example, being pronounced “a limitless power.” Jesus’ power to heal is condi-

tioned upon His moral oneness with God and faith in Him. The miracles upon
nature and the dead are found much more difficult, but are explainable upon the

basis of Jesus’ knowledge of the laws of nature which his oneness with God fur-

nished to Him far beyond his contemporaries, and “credence is justified by the

evidence of the narratives and their accordance with the redemptive power in

Christ.” So after all it is necessary at crucial points to fall back in the direction

of the older apologetic.

The “Suggestions” of the title are usuallj’- introduced bj^ such phrases as “May
we not say?” “Is it too much to believe?” “We cannot deny the possibility,”

“It cannot a priori be pronounced out of the question.” This cautious method
guards against positive refutation, supplies a way out of almost any difficulty

and leads to almost any conclusion. But it cominces only those who wish to be

convinced.

The book gives e\idence of much careful study, and is interesting both because

of many side lights upon the miracles and because it is a concrete example of a

current philosophy of religion applied to a definite problem. The chief impres-

sion, however, made by the book is that the elimination of the supernatural, the

minimizing of the authority of the Scriptures and the magnifying of the authority

of consciousness manufacture many more difficulties in regard to miracles than

they solve.

Princeton. P.vux, ^Iartin.

My Struggle for Light. Confessions of a Preacher. By R. Wimmer. New
York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1903. Small 8vo, pp. 216.

This is the third volume in the Crown Theological Librarj'. It gives us the

musings of a soul vexed by doubt and sorely perplexed by many things which

hinder or disturb religious composure. He takes the reader into his confidence

and leads him about in all his wonderings and wanderings after light. There is

always danger that in WTiting out the natural historj’ of doubt or of faith, the

very act of ivTiting will vitiate the effect. In the deepest and intensest struggles

of the soul, it is intent upon its quest for truth and not upon a description of

that quest. In this book what fain would be a narrative of a soul’s struggle be-

comes argument and exliortation by and by; the soliloquy ends up in a sermon.

The author was puzzled at seeing genuine morality apart from religion and the

appearance of religion apart from morality. A consideration of this difficulty

carries him far afield. His conclusions may satisfy himself, but there are many
to whom they will seem to be neither satisfactory nor conclusive. He contents

himself with the superficial thought that men cannot see as God sees, and there-

fore men must accept and expect “contradictions” in religious things. This

thought becomes with him the franchise for denials, rather than for affirmations.

He outlaws miracles. He pray’^s by instinct, although prayer cannot “influence

God,” and, indeed, in the external world we have no right to pray' for things to

come to pass. His notion of God’s 'ndll in its relation to a law of nature is indis-

tinguishable from Fatalism. Christ is not God Himself, but the one soul through

whom God speaks most clearly to men. The Bible is in no sense the Word of

God. Ideas of Christ’s resurrection are “like mists,” and it is a matter of entire

indifference whether indeed He did rise from the dead. Of all places the sphere

>of religion is where the miraculous should be tolerated least.

We should say—and hope—that the confessing preacher’s struggle is not yet
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finished, but we fear that he has ceased struggling too soon in order to undertake

the more congenial but less profitable work of telling the premature story of his

struggle.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

The Modern Crisis in Religion. By George C. Lorimer, Minister at Madison

Avenue Baptist Church, New York City. New York: Fleming H. Revell

Company, 1904. 8vo, pp. 278.

This is a volume of eleven sermons together with an Introduction in The Inter-

national Pulpit series. The author concedes that there is a crisis in religion;

he analyzes the situation and discusses causes and cures. In the main his posi-

tions are nobly clear, strong and true. No one can read these fine sermons with-

out being informed and stimulated. He regards the reasons for the present de-

clension as deep, and he has little patience with frivolous or shallow remedies.

In his sermon “On Modernizing Christianity” he argues that Christianity should

modernize her speech, her thought and her activities, but not in such a way as

either to obscure her distinctive character or to conceal her essential message.

His two sermons on “The Religious Problem of the City” and “The Redemption

of the City” are full of facts and very suggestive in his treatment of them. The
three chief factors in the City Problem are the Saloon, the Stage and the Slum.

The sermon on “The Christianity of Christ,” while thoroughly evangelical, would

probably be to the critical reader the least satisfactory reading of them all. It is

true that Christ is essential to salvation, but it is quite a different thing to say

that Christ is Christianity. We do not believe that it can be truly maintained

that the two terms are synonj-mous. In the last sermon on the “Recovery of

the Lost Revelation,” Dr. Lorimer deals out some stout blows to the Higher

Critics, though not without discrimination. We will hold the printer guilty of

this grammatical misdemeanor: “But He, not them, is the supreme rule of our

faith and practice” (p. 216); although the printer is hardly to blame for seeming

to put the Living Word and the Written Word in contrast over against each

other. These sermons fully sustain Dr. Lorimer’s reputation as a great evangeli-

cal preacher.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

•\ Treasury of Illustration. By Henry Ward Beecher. Edited from

His Published Works and Unpublished Reports of His Spoken Words by
John R. Howard and Tru.man J. Ellinwood. With an Introduction by
Newell Dwight Hillis. Illustrated. Fleming H. Revell Company.
Pp. 675.

There are numerous volumes of illustrations designed for preachers, but this

is the only considerable compilation of its class, so far as we can recall, the material

of which has been wholly supplied from the utterances of one preacher. Indeed,

we doubt if any other modern preacher has given forth so large an aggregate of

brilliant and at the same time original illustrations as this great “Shakespeare
of the modern pulpit.” Books of illustrations for homiletical use—and this is

no exception—should be handled with great care by the young preacher. When
this is said it may be safely added that the volume before us ought to prove help-

ful to a large number, and chiefly by indicating how the greatest pulpit orator of

the last century gathered and employed the pictorial elements of his discourses.

Beecher may teach us to use our eyes—a lesson that he himself claimed to have
been taught in large measure by Ruskin; though, of course, he must have been
splendidly endowed by nature with a primary genius for discovering resemblances

between things that are unlike, even as the eagle sees afar without the ministry

of the oculist. Then, too, the striking fact is apparent that Beechfer borrowed
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liardly anything from other people’s illustrations. Indeed, of literary allusion

there is almost nothing in his printed sermons—a hint for the wise reader of this

particular collection of thoughts. Another feature that we are reminded of in

glancing over these specimens of Beecher’s eloquence is the marvelous pliancy of

tlie English language on his tongue; for it is noteworthy that there is nothing in

his style that reeked of the study-lamp, and forcible and rhythmic Anglo-Saxon
words used with precision seem to have fallen from his lips as naturally and easily

as the limpid waters of an Adirondack creek flow down the mountain side. The
enormous range of his secondary topics is another feature that is familiar to every

one who has read his sermons extensively. In a word, he was a genius among
preachers if there ever was one; and he just missed the place of the great prophet

of his generation.

It is regrettable that the book does not appear in a more durable binding.

The threefold index of the work is deserving of high praise.

Cranford, N. J. George Francis Greene.

Union Seminary Addresses. By Thomas S. H.vstings. New York: Charles

Scribner’s Sons, 1904. Pp. 266. 81.50 net.

We are glad that Dr. Hastings has granted the request of his colleagues of the

Union Seminary Faculty for the publication of this book. The selection embodies

a number of addresses given on important occasions—such as the author’s inaugu-

ral address in 1881 on “The Minister and His Work,” a speech on “Luther as a

Preacher,” an address at the opening of a seminary year on “What is the Gospel?”

“What is Preaching?” and that on “How does God call His Ministers?” It also

contains a considerable number of “Short Talks at Morning Prayers,” which are

really models of carefully prepared condensed remarks on Scripture texts. These

do not seem to have occupied more than three or four minutes in their delivery;

but each bears the marks of conscientious preparation, and they are spiritually

uplifting. Wide reading and the flavor of a fine culture are plainly in evidence

in these addresses.

Cranford, N. J. George Francis Greene.

Simon Peter, Fisherm.\n. By “Thomas.” New York: Eaton & Mains;

Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye, 1904. 8vo, pp. 189.

A discourse on Christlikeness, particularly for preachers, in the guise of a story;

the three or four characters serving merely to afford the interest of dialogue in the

presentation of \’iews on the character and teachings of the Master as forces in a

consecrated life. A plain workingman who has lost his reason through a great

sorrow becomes a recluse in the Maine woods, and fancies that he is the Apostle

Peter
;
though he is quite sane in his understanding of Scripture and in his power

to interpret it. Two young Methodist preachers—Thomas and John—discover

the hermit and are led through his discourses on religious themes into a higher

domain of spiritual insight and power. Ultimately he regains his reason. The

story is prettily told, but we regard as unhappy the devicp of making a lunatic

the medium of high-grade spiritual instruction. Occasionally we question some

generalization, as, for instance, in the following sentence: “AVhen we present

Christ as He is—not as we think He ought to be, not as we have seen Him once

or twice .... when we do that the door of the sinner’s heart will be swung
wide open” (p. 105). There is a trace of cant about such a remark, and we hear

it repeatedly in one form or another. If it be true, why did some scoff at

Paul’s message, and why did not the hearts of the Pharisees open to Christ’s

own presentation of Himself? On the whole, however, the little book embodies

a sane and sweet conception of Christian devotion.

Cranford, N. J. George Francis Greene.
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Hid in the Heart. Published by the American Baptist Publication Society.

This is a little book of selections from the “Scriptures that a child of ten should

know,” chosen and edited by George E. Horr, D.D. There are eighteen selections,

taken principally from the Parables and Psalms. The only criticism we can

make is that the author uses the language of the “Revised Version.” The
“English” of the “King James’ Version” is certainly superior and the mothers

of this age are not ready yet to make any change.

The New Day
;
or. Fresh Opportunities. By President Russell H. Conwell,

of the Temple College, Philadelphia.

This is an inspiring little book of 117 pages. It is a young man’s book, telling

what “Preparation he should have,” his “Character,” how to have success in

“Agriculture,” “Mechanics,” “Trade,” “Journalism,” “Public Life,” “Teach-

ing,” the “Method for overcoming Difficulties,” and finally proving that

America is the land that holds forth the best opportunities to young men.

When we consider how much pessimistic literature is published for young men
to read, we cannot praise any book too much, as, for example, this one, which

proves to a young man that God is a being to be reverenced in literature as well

as in church, and that there is always a chance for a young man “at the top,”

if he is good, industrious and thrifty.

Trenton. Edwin W. Rand.

Sermons on the Gospels of the Ecclesiastical Year. By Henry Sieck,

Pastor of Mount Olive Lutheran Church, Milwaukee, Wis. Part Second.

St. Louis, Mo.: Concordia Publishing House. 1904. 8vo; pp. iv, 187.

The title of this volume is sufficiently descriptive. The. thirty-one sermons

which it contains are brief, simple, direct and tender. From their evident

Lutheranism we must dissent; with their underlying evangelicalism we heartily

agree.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

VII.—GENERAL LITERATURE.

The Making OF English. By Henry Bradley, Ph.D. New York and London:

The Macmillan Co., 1904.

The title of this interesting book on the English Language reminds us of another

book of interest, “The Making of England,” by the historian Green, wherein

tlie author aims to show us how tlie English Nation was built up from its earlier

and cruder conditions to that great civic organization that is now known as

England. In a similar way. Dr. Bradley would reveal to us the various grada-

tional processes through which our vernacular has passed from its oldest ineipient

forms to its present high status and efficiency as a language; nor could such a task

have been committed to abler hands than to one of the eminent editors of the

Oxford English Dictionary, a work which in itself is a sufficient evidence of the

way in which our native language has been made what it now is.

As the author states in his Preface, “The object of the book is to give to

educated readers .... some notion of the causes that have produced ....
Modern English as an instrument of expression.” His aim is specifically prac-

tical and popular: so to approach and unfold the subject as to make it attractive

to those “unversed in philology.” This Dr. Bradley has admirably done, without

the sacrifice of scholarly method and spirit, and in this respect is the worthy
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successor of Archbishop Trench, who in such manuals as The Stud>j of TTords and
English Past and Present did an invaluable ser^•ice for the general English public

in popularizing the study of the English Language. Tlie six chapters of the

volume are thus outlined and developed, and are as follows: I. Introductory'

Chapter; II. The flaking of English Grammar; III. What English Owes to For-

eign Tongues; IV. Word-Making in English; Y. Changes of Meaning; and VI.

Some Makers of English.

Some of the topics are of special interest and value, such as—the resemblances

and contrasts between German and English
;
the simplification of English Gram-

mar; the indebtedness of English to Latin, Greek and French; the way' in which

English words are formed and derived; the new senses which English words have

assumed, and what English owes to the translators of the English Bible, to

Tyndale and Coverdale and their successors, as weU as to Shakespeare and later

authors. From the first page to the last the volume is instructive and capti-

vating, written with the intent to illuminate the subject and the reader, and

is thus in line with an increasing desire on the part of English philologists to make
every intelligent English-speaking person thorouglilj' familiar with the story'

of the English Language, so that he may' know more about its history, structure,

uses and mission than about any other ancient or modem tongue. To the clergy'

as a class such a treatise should make a special appeal.

T. W. Hunt.

M.A.TTHEW Arnold. By' G. W. E. Russell. Illustrated. New York: Charles

Scribner’s Sons, 1904. Svo, pp. xv, 265.

This neat and attractive little volume is one of a series of “Literary Lives”

edited by' W. Robertson Nicoll. It was ilr. .Arnold’s express wish that his bi-

ography' should never be 'WTitten, and this wish has been respected. Mr. Russell

has edited two volumes of his Letters which were published in 1S95. The author

regards “ criticisnis of criticisms as the most melancholy' reading in the world”;

and yet this book which he has given us tells us much that is interesting about a

singular if not a singularly interesting man. It is a sort of estimate and apprecia-

tion. He does not argue that Mr. Arnold was a great poet; for, as we are told,

he wrote but little poetry', he was not a poet for the multitude, and he fell short

of Milton’s threefold canon—he was not simple, sensuous or passionate. Mr.

Russell does hold, however, that he was a “good” poet. We venture to question

whether a great poet was ever either born or made with Mr. Arnold’s determining

conception that poetry is at bottom a “criticism of life.” Air. RusseU convinces

us that Mr. Arnold, the man, was charmingly' agreeable and full of humor; but

he has not convinced us that we have been mistaken in regarding Mr. Arnold,

the poet, <as sad, melancholy and somewhat cynical. We are informed that he

accepted as the true philosophy that which

“ Neither makes man too much a god,

Nor God too much a man.”

There is not enough sunshine for the greatest poetry in the man who belie%'es that

“One thing only' has been lent

To youth and age in common—discontent”

;

or can say that

“Our vaunted life is one long funeral.”

Mr. .Arnold was great as a critic, but poets are not made of the stuff that sad and

cynical critics are made of. Mr. Russell says that as a critic he was characterized

by' lucidity', courage and serenity; and he adds that later he acquired the odd

quality' of play'fulness, a new thing in literary criticism in his day'.
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We are made acquainted with Mr. Arnold, the educator, for it was thus that

lie earned his bread. As the eldest son of the famous Head Master of Rugby, he

was indeed to the manner born. He was for tliirty-five years Inspector of Schools,

and from 1857 on he was Professor of Poetry in O.xford—his beloved Oxford.

We have here an interesting discussion of Arnold the critic’s attitude toward

Society, Conduct and Theology. Here he is best known to us all. On the whole

he was something of a good-natured scold. Mr. Goldwin Smith called him "a
gentleman of a jaunty air, and on good terms with the world”

;
and Mr. Tollemache

said, “When asked my opinion of this quaint man of genius, I have described him
as a Hebrew -prophet in white kid gloves.” And yet Mr. Russell’s judgment is

that his abiding power was in his combined “sweetness and light.” He was a

Humanist, and his Humanism stood midway between Religion and Science.

He liad the English Bible at his finger’s end, and he stoutly contended that it

ought to be taught in the schools. He regarded Literature, not Science, as the

chief agent in true culture. He called himself a Liberal in politics; he had no

great regard for Mr. Gladstone; he divided English society into three classes:

Barbarians, Philistines and Populace; and he always ranked himself with the

Middle Class.

His theology was bloodless. He depersonalized God into a “stream of tend-

ency not ourselves wlrich makes for righteousness” and desupernaturalized

Religion into “Morality touched by emotion.” He broke the spell of his esthetic

serenity so much as to impart to the world in his Literature and Dogma the inter-

esting bit of information that “miracles do not happen,” and it was his opinion

that “the reporters of Jesus surrounded him with a thaumaturgical atmosphere.”

The book has some fine illustrations, and is, on the whole, a just and worthy

tribute to a man who will always hold a high place in the history of English

literature.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

Fvorea. By Angus Hamilton. With Map and Illustrations. New York:

Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1904. Pp. xliii, 313. $1.50 net.

This is a well-written and up-to-date book on this old and yet newest country

of the far East. It is written by an Englishman for Englishmen. In the seven-

teenth century the Jesuit geographers covered the space now occupied by the

Korean Archipelago with the drawing of an elephant, the conventional sign of

their ignorance. From time almost out of mind till 1895 Korea was a vassal of

China. In 1876 she made her first foreign treaty, and in 1883 Chemulpo was
opened to trade. Of course, the Eastern war between Russia and Japan brings

Korea into great prominence just now and makes such books as this exception-

ally timely and interesting. To investors, adventurers and diplomatists tlie

showing here made of the resources, the possibilities and the developments of

this heretofore little-known corner of the earth will have the greatest interest.

We regret to add that the author has not been great enough either to overcome

or to conceal his own personal prejudice against religion in general and the work
of the missionaries in Korea in particular. After encountering such mild sarcasm

as this: “There will be no absence in the future of those soothing conjectures

from which the consolations of religion may be derived” (p. 27) ;
and such public-

spirited worldly wisdom as this: “If it were prudent to accomplish it, I would
convert the mission centres of the inland districts into experimental farm-stations,

and attach a competent demonstrator to each establishment” (p. 117); we are

quite prepared for the inuendos which mark and mar the author’s only chapter

upon the work of the missionaries in Korea. He seems to admire the Jesuit

propagandists more than the ease-and-luxury-loving American Protestant mis-

sionaries, and the naive and innocent and unselfish priests of the native religions

most of all. Assuredly the book abounds in valuable statistics and apparently
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accurate information, but we believe that no book on Korea can be fairly trust-

worth}' which does not give fuller recognition to the preeminent influence of

Christianity among that waking people and does not ungrudgingly accord the

honor which is indisputably due to our own missionaries in opening up this

belated land, not only to the CJliristian Religion but also to all the indirect bless-

ings of civilization which do either accompany or flow from it.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

The Life and Letters of Ch.vrles Butler. By Fr.yncis Hovey Stoddard,

Professor of the English Language and Literature in New York University.

New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1903. Pp. vii, 357. Price, S3.00 net.

This is a well-told storj' of a useful life. Mliile the work does not rank with

biographies of the first order—for the subject was not a Dr. Johnson or a Glad-

stone—we wish we could believe it likely to receive a wide reading among the

youth of the country; for the simple, unvarnished history of a man who by his

own efforts has risen to wealth and power, while retaining to the full his religious

faith and his integrity, should prove of moral help to the young and aspiring every-

where. Charles Butler was bom in Columbia county, N. Y., in 1802, and died

in New York City in 1897. He was an able law}'er, successful man of affairs,

public-spirited citizen, Christian philanthropist. Among his many activities may
be mentioned his successful battles against financial dishonor on the part of the

States of Michigan and Indiana, in the forties; his part in founding and sustaining

the New York L'niversity; and his faithful and generous services in behalf of

Union Theological Seminary during a period of more than sixty years. His char-

ity flowed constantly and in many channels. An interesting feature of his career

was the long-time and w’arm friendship that existed between him and Thomas
Carlyle. Mr. Butler was a man who prospered under modern business conditions

;

and also he respected the Sabbath, he was a man of prayer, he was a church-goer

and he dealt justly with his fellows. Men of this stamp deserve to be held in

lasting honor, whether or no they are long remembered along with the great

warriors, the great statesmen or the great men of letters.

Cranford, N. J. George Fr-^ncis Greene.

Rousseau and N.yturalism in Life .ynd Thought. Tlie World’s Epoch-

Makers Series. By William Henry Hudson. Imported by Charles Scrib-

ner’s Sons, 1903. 8vo, pp. x, 260. Price, SI.25.

An honest and judicial study of Rousseau, both as to his character and teach-

ings; and a book that may well be consulted, along wth tlie larger work of Mr.

John Morley, as an introduction to the study of that erratic though marvelous

genius of the eighteenth century'. Needless to say, the student of the causes of

the French Revolution cannot venture to overlook Rousseau. There is another

class of readers to which this little work ought to appeal—those who, agreeing

with Bacon that some books are to be read by proxy, desire to find a condensed

and at the same time a just account of the spirit, contents and influence in man-

ners and letters of such germinal books as the Control Social, La Nouvelle Heloise

and Emile. The mystery of Rousseau remains unsolved. A son of poverty, a

slave of the lowest passions, a youth spent in vagabondage and licentiousness

and a manhood seamed by gross vices and amazing foUies—“a rascal,” Dr

Johnson rightly' termed him—half lunatic and half genius, he nevertheless was

a mighty agent in breaking down the artificialism of his day' and in bringing the

civilized world, in feeling and act, “Back to Nature.”

Cranford, N. J. George Fr.\ncis Greene










